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Thaumaturgy.* 
Graphics miracles right on your desk. 

Our latest Whizzard:" The 1650 desk top design 
terminal. Now, anyone can afford the power 
and performance of our more expensive 
Megatek Whizzards. Your own design station 
right at your fingertips. Another product of 
Megateknology.™ 

Finally. Everything an engineer or 
designer could want in desk top computer 
graphics. Convenience. High quality and 
powerful performance. vr-100 compatibility. 

Functionality Greatly increased productiv
ity. Shouldn't every desk top design terminal 
offer this? 

Tomorrow's graphics technology on your 
desk top today ... thanks to Megateknology. 

*Thaumaturgy 
(thcYma tt1r je), n., 
the performance 
of miracles. 

Making History out of 
State-of-the-Art. 

••• ••• MEGATEK 
•••. CORPORATION 
UN ITED TELECOM CO MPUTER GROUP 

World Headquarters · 3985 Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121 · 619/455-5590 Telex: 910-337-1270 
See our Megateknology exhibit at NCC. Booth # N3826. 
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plus efficient forms handling solutions from Tally. 
The Tally MT 1800 is the all 
purpose printing machine for 
offices that want word processing, 
business graphics, effective forms 
handling and whisper quiet 52 
dbA operation. The printer that 
delivers high speed report printing 
at 200 cps bi-directionally and 
outstanding letter quality text at 
50 cps. And now you get two 
resident letter quality fonts to let 
you switch styles for typewriter 
look-alike text. 

For increased productivity, the 
MT 1800 has the Quick Tear 

option for immediate dispatch of 
the printed form. And for letter
head mailings, use Micro Tear 
continuous forms business 
stationary with the Quick Tear 
and benefit from the inherent 
speed and reliability of tractor 
feed operation. 

For pre-cut forms, the MT 
1800 has the Auto Front Feed 
option that controls the entire 
print and format function. Plus, 
normal tractor operation can be 
used to print a trailing ledger. 
If the application calls for a 

See us at NCC Booth *N3510 
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"straight-up" paper path, the MT 
1800 is offered with Bottom 
Forms Load-ideal for label 
printing. Interfaces are available 
for all popular mini and 
microcomputers. 

Mannesmann Tally, 8301 South 
180th Street, Kent, WA 98032. 
Phone (206) 251-5524. 

MANNESMANN 
TALLY 
Computer printers manufactured in the 
U.S. and Europe for worldwide markets. 



UP FROIT 
Seen through the snow at Electro and Mini/Micro 

Two companies, NCR Corp's Microelectronics Div and Xicor, announced 
their versions of 5-V only nonvolatile random access memories. NCR's 52212 
is a lK-bit device organized in a 256-word by 4-bit array with a duplicate 
EEPROM for backup. Typical access time is 200 ns; maximum access times 
are 300 and 450 ns, respectively, for commercial and military versions. At 
least 104 possible store cycles with a 1-yr data retention are guaranteed. 
Each store cycle requires 8 ms. Xicor's 256-bit device, the X2444, 
communicates with single-chip microcontrollers via a synchronous serial bus 
that requires only three I/O lines. This device is actually an EEPROM 
overlaid bit for bit on a static RAM. Fewer than 100 bytes of nonvolatile 
control code need be stored in the controller. A "sleep" mode, which turns 
off power to the RAM, reduces current well below the 15-mA active level. 

RCA Solid State has signed a licensing agreement with LSI Logic Corp for 
RCA to alternately source the LSI 5000 logic array series. The LSI 5000 arrays 
are fabricated in a 3-micron double-layer metal HCMOS technology and 
range from 880 to 6000 gates in complexity. They exhibit Schottky TTL 
speeds of 2.5-ns propagation delay for a typical 2-input NAND gate that has 
two loads. While the companies' processes are different, RCA claims that 
the end products will be lOOOJo compatible, thus providing customers with a 
true second source. Prototype delivery is scheduled for the fourth quarter 
of 1983. 
Gould, Inc Design & Test System Div, and Intermetrics, Inc Software 
Products Div, introduced two cofunded products, InterC and InterPas, 
respectively c and Pascal cross-compilers for the 8086 and 68000 
microprocessors. Both run on VAX and PDP-11 minicomputers and are 
intended specifically for the embedded microprocessor systems builder. 
A Multibus to IEEE 488 interface board from National Instruments enables 
transfer of data between the two buses. The GPIB-796 supports DMA transfer 
at 500k-bytes/s speeds in data block lengths up to 64K bytes. Burst timeout 
is programmable from 3 to 400 µs. The board provides choice of 8- or 
16-bit 110 port addressing and implements 24-bit Multibus addressing. 

Crydom's 8203 temperature controller, intended for use with either video 
terminal or computer, uses simple English commands recognizable by 
factory personnel. Eight temperature input channels connected to 
transducers provide resolution of 0.25 °C over a span of 60 °C, user 
adjustable from -55 to 150 °C. The controller functions with any 02w 
solid state relay or MP series output module. 
Features of Hilevel Technology's DS370 Emulyzer include 16 levels of 
trigger /trace control with eight independent patterns per level as well as 
symbolic debugging with user defined mnemonics, time measurements for 
performance analysis, multiple dynamic user defined formats for memory 
emulation, and 64k breakpoints. Trace memory is 80 bits wide and 4K deep. 
Boschert Inc introduced its ET50-3601 triple-output switching power supply 
as the first of its Eurocard format units. The 50-W supply fits 3U racking 
systems and provides 5 Vat 5 A and 12 Vat 0.7 A. It meets VDE 0806, 
IEC 380, UL478, and CSA c22.2 safety requirements; an rfi filter meets FCC 
and VDE 0871 Level B noise specs. A power fail detect circuit warns of 
power failure at least 5 ms before the outputs drop out of regulation. 
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UPFROIT 
Pretriggers 

NCC will be the platform for the unveiling of the first products from Gould/Distributed 
Systems Div for the computer systems business. Products from the recently 
announced Nashua, NH division start at the PCIOOO, an 8086 based 
sub-$5000 professional microcomputer and range up to the PC5000 
mega-micro, which can reach into the $125,000 class, fully expanded. The 
entire group supports an Ethernet LAN in almost any conceivable 
combination of clusters and is fully integrated into the Gould/SEL Concept 
mainframe line. 

CMOS has been pushed closer to being the technology of choice for VLSI by CHMOS-D III, 
according to Intel Corp. Its 70-ns 64K DRAM boasts very thin gate oxides, 
as low as 150 A, for greater resistance to soft errors, as well as significantly 
reduced power consumption. 

Timing accuracy up to 500 ps with ± 10-ps resolution is provided by the HP 1965A, a 
gated universal counter module for Hewlett-Packard's HP 1980A/B 
oscilloscope measurement system. The fully HP-IB programmable expansion 
module also adds gated-timing frequency, period, time interval, and events 
measurement capabilities. 

Non-daisywheel OEM printers introduced by Diablo Systems include the Series 200 
electronic printing machine, a plain paper thermal transfer unit with a 
resolution of 200 dots/in, and the Series c ink jet printer, which has a 
resolution of 120 dots/in and can print in any of six colors and black. 

A migration path for existing zso software to grow into higher performance systems with 
memory address spaces up to 16M bytes is provided by a Zilog family of 
microprocessors. The Z800 family features onchip memory management 
system/user modes of operation, and onchip peripherals including DMA, 
UART, clock oscillators, and programmable refresh circuitry. Execution 
speeds are supported at up to 5M instructions/s. 

High speed digital processing chips that execute 5M instructions/shave been announced 
by Texas Instruments. Cycle time is 200 ns. Applications are expected in 
image processing, speech recognition and synthesis, and instrumentation 
control. 

Switching and interface circuitry for fault-tolerant systems, the iAPX 43204 bus interface 
unit and the 43205 memory control unit, have been introduced by Intel. The 
devices detect failures and switch to a redundant processor, bus, or 
memory. 

A family of SY.." hard disk drives with maximum unformatted capacity of 380M bytes is 
being announced by Maxtor Corp. Use of the company's enhanced small 
disk interface permits a lOM-bps data transfer rate between the disk and its 
controller, enabling an increase in recording densities of 14,873 fcpi. A run
length limited encoding scheme gives an effective bit density of 22,310 bpi. 
The EXT-4000 disks have a data separator onboard, rather than in the disk 
controller, and can transfer data to the controller using NRZ coding. 

Dual processors in general purpose microcomputers from Cromemco provide access to a 
large number of software application packages. The 68000 and Z80A CPUs 
use the UNIX based CROMIX-D operating system. 

Computer Design (ISSN-0010-4566) is published monthly, with a thirteenth and fourteenth issue respectively in April and October by PennWell Publishing Com
pany, Advanced Technology Group, 119 Russell Street, Littleton, MA 01460. P. C. Lauinger, Chairman; Philip C. Lauinger, Jr., President ; Joseph A. Wolking, 
Senior Vice President; H. Mason Fackert, Group Vice President. Second-class postage paid at Littleton, MA 01460 and additional mailing offices. COMPUTER 
DESIGN is distributed without charge to U.S. and W. Europe-based engineers and engineering managers responsible for computer-based equipment and systems 
design. Subscription rate for others is $50 in U.S .A. and $75 elsewhere. Single copy price is $5.00 in U.S.A. and $7.50 elsewhere. Microfilm copies of 
COMPUTER DESIGN are available and may be purchased from University Microfilms, a Xerox Company, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. 
POSTMASTER: CHANGE OF ADDRESS-FORM 3579 to be sent to COMPUTER DESIGN, Circulation Department , P.O. Box 593, Littleton, MA 01460 
(USPS 127-340). 
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®Computer Design is a registered trademark of Computer Design, a PennWell Publication, 119 Russell Street, Littleton, MA 01460. All rights reserved. No 
materials may be reprinted without permission. Phone (617) 486-9501. 
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Supports RT-11, RSX-llM, 
RSX-llM-PLUS, 

UNIX, and 
TSX-PLUS 

Two fans in card cage 
area (vs. one in 

MICRO/PDP-11) 

Space for 
future 40MB 
cartridge tape 

drive. 

*$Q,800 is single-quantity domestic price for A22 wit h LSl-11 /23 . 
256KB. lOMB Winchester and RX02-comp.i tible 8 '" floppy. 

RL02-compatible 
IOMB SW' 

Winchester disk 
standard; 

20MB optional 

SeeDataram 
al NCC '83 

Booth 55284 

DEC. LSl -11, POP, RSX, .md RT-11 are t rademarks of Digital Equipment Corporcllion. 
TSX-PLUS is a t rade mark of s& h computer sys tems, inc. 
UN IX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 

1.0MB floppy disk 
back-up (vs. 2 x 400KB 
for MICRO/PDP-11) 

By paying a little more than you would for a 
MICRO/PDP-11, you can get a lot more! Like an 8" 
RX02-compatible floppy. IOMB or 20MB 514" Winchester 
and space for a 5%" cartridge tape. Two fans provide 
push-pull air flow in the card cage area. 
The A22 with LSI-11/23, 256KB, IOMB Winchester, and 
8" floppy is only $9,800. 30-day delivery. 
For more information, forward this coupon to us, or, for 
faster response, call (609) 799-0071. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

D Send information. D Contact me immediately . I 

Name 

Company 

Address 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

City State Zip Phone I 
Return to: I 

L 
Dataram Corporation, Princeton Road, Cranbury, NJ 08512 ____________________ J 

mm CIACLE4 

Dataram corporation o Princeton Road o Cranbury, New Jersey 08512 o Tel : 609-799-0071 o TWX: 510-685-2542 
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System design 
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26 Peripherals: Peripherals upgrade color graphics systems 

28 Data communications: Plug-in modules support serial 1/0 protocols 

34 Software: Fast UNIX port to 68000 based systems 

42 Control & automation: Advanced features ease robotics integration 

44 Computers: Multiple windows ease programming 

59 Integrated circuits: CRT controller chips add display color 

193 Software: Tweaking more performance from an operating system 
by David K. Brown, Kathryn Strutynski, and John H. Wharton
Hashing, caching, and memory blocking are just a few of the techniques 
used to punch up performance in the latest version of CP/ M. 

207 Computers: Zero-G processing-computing aboard Spacelab 
by William Connell Gibson-Rugged space-bound computers, like those 
slated for launch later this year aboard Spacelab, incorporate unique 
solutions to architectural, radiational, and mechanical design dilemmas. 

219 Interconnection & packaging: Cooling modern mainframes-a 
liquid approach 
by E. A . Wilson-High density logic and low operating temperatures are 
not mutually exclusive in modern mainframe computers. In fact, heat 
can be removed from the densest logic assemblies by ordinary tap water 
circulating in a closed loop cooling system. 

62 Technical sessions and product expositions at the 1983 National 
Computer Conference are expected to demonstrate the burgeoning 
interdependence between computer applications and communications 
technology. Computer Design previews many products to be introduced 
at the Anaheim Convention Center for those planning to comb the 
320,000-ft2 exhibition. 
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Special report on 
mass storage technology 

System components 

Departments 

Designers' preference survey* 

•Appearing in Domestic issues only 

227 To satisfy the seemingly insatiable 
appetite of computer systems, mass 
storage systems continue to boost 
performance, cut costs, and increase 
reliability. Therefore, this month's 
"Design Frontier" report explores the 
expanding world of mass storage 
technology. Competing microfloppy 
drives show a state of confusion that 
will remain until a standard can be 
established. Managing storage for 
complex clustered systems presents 
another level of problems dealt with in 
the report. Also considered are the 
strategies that can be used to supply the 
all-essential backup function for mass 
storage units of all kinds. 

This month's cover, "Disk 
Technology, " was created by 
Mark Lindquist on the Digital 
Effects Video Palette III and is 
based, in part, on pictures 
supplied by Shugart Corp 
(Sunnyvale, Calif). 

274 Microcomputer development system has complete set of tools 
278 Small computer storage capacity increased by nine 

278 Hazard-matched electronics cables fit specific applications 
280 Lisp based computer solves AI problems 
280 Development system combines logic analyzer and emulator 
282 Portable high performance logic analyzers 

282 Integrated voice and data terminal implements communication system 
285 Memory systems 304 Test & measurement 
288 Interface 308 Power sources & protection 
290 Data communications 310 Development systems 

298 Software 310 EMI protection 
298 Integrated circuits 310 Control & automation 
303 Computers 312 Interconnection & packaging 
303 Microprocessors/microcomputers 315 Peripherals 
304 System elements 

3 Up front 
11 Editorial 
16 Calendar 
22 Letters to the editor 

318 Literature 

295 Components, assemblies & 
power supplies 

319 Career opportunities 
320 System showcase 

222 Advertisers' index 
329 Reader inquiry card 
329 Change of address card 
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analyzer 

Now operable only with the new Tektronix 1240. 
The human fingertip. It 

now gives you the fastest 
interface ever with a logic 
analyzer: The new Tektronix 
1240. 

Simply press any menu 
field on its screen and the 
1240 instantly responds to 
your command. 

Your eyes don't leave the 
display. So you work faster. 
With greater accuracy and 
productivity. 

Copyright© 1983, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved LAA-339 

For all-around hard
ware, software and 
systems analysis. 

Behind the 1240's ad
vanced interface is an ex
tremely versatile instrument 
that accommodates a 
broad range of applications. 

You get speeds up to 100 
MHz. Data widths to 72 
channels. Memory depths 
up to 2048 words. Plus 
glitch storage. All configur-

able to match your specific 
application needs. And up
gradable as new demands 
arise. 

You also get triggering 
power. Up to 14 levels. each 
with data filters, counter/ 
timers and conditional 
branching. And backed by 
microprocessor-specific 
modules which help you un
ravel even the most com
plex software problems. 



And for integration of 
separate modules, the 1240 
gives you an industry first: 
correlated acquisition from 
two independently clocked 
processes. 

ROM and COMM packs 
extend performance 
potential. 

The 1240 accepts a 
series of ROM and COMM 
packs that track right along 
with your applications 
requirements. 

ROM packs deliver 

Up to 14 levels of triggering can call upon either 
data acquisition timebase (T1 and T2). The 
resulting acquisition is fully time-aligned for 
fast, accurate analysis of independently 
clocked data sources. 

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS 
FOR A FUTURE OF CHANGE 

high-level functions like 
software performance 
analysis. And user
definable mnemonic 
disassembly. 

RS-232/GPIB COMM 
packs allow interface with 
external computers for func
tions like mass storage and 
remote control. 

Get in touch. 
For more on the new 

1240, call or write your 
nearest Tek Sales Office. 





EDITORIAL 

WE'VE SEEN THE CAD
NOW LET'S SEE THE CAE 
All senior engineers dream about what a personal profes
sional computer might do for them. But, it's doubtful that 
many engineers place as high a value on word processing and 
spread sheets as the vendors do. Some of the more recent 
announcements, particularly in the 16-bit arena, have 
targeted a product area popularly referred to as the engineering 
workstation. Priced at the same level as the last generation's 
personal computers, these systems handle graphic and alpha
numeric data and are presumably intended for professional 
engineering use. 

One wonders, however, whether some of these systems 
aren't primarily aimed at computer aided drafting rather than 
design or engineering. In some engineering applications, the 
benefits of a personal drafting tool are quite obvious-but, 
essentially, drafting is not a major engineering function. 
Drafting bears the same relationship to senior engineers that 
word processing does to other professionals-it is a duty that less senior staff members 
normally perform. In much the same way, printed circuit board layout is a drafting function 
that requires a certain amount of creativity, but it is, nonetheless, another form of word 
processing. Thus, it is usually not performed by a senior engineer. Furthermore, although there 
is no question that professional engineers are likely to make better use of spread sheets than 
average business professionals, performing these calculations is not the major part of what 
senior engineers do for a living. 

Because of these recent developments and resultant concerns, our July issue will feature a 
staff report on engineering workstations. Based on our research so far, we are likely to cover 
many new, inexpensive high performance products that are increasingly easy to use-but, how 
they are used is what really counts. Normally, when we do a survey report, we try to contact 
every company that makes or purports to make products that exemplify the technology 
discussed. Our editors then sift and sort the information down into a report. 

This time, in addition to the research our editors normally do, I would like to involve you, 
the readers, in the process. Our staff has almost finished the report and-the U.S. mail being 
what it is-we couldn't possibly get feedback from you in time to include it. However, if you 
will take the time to write us, if only a brief line written in the Editorial Comments box on our 
Reader Inquiry Card, we will incorporate these comments into a later report. 

What we would like to know is this: as the prospective user of these engineering 
workstations, what qualities would you like to see that will enhance your abilities as a creative 
engineer? Perhaps, you already use a professional computer with your own software as an 
engineering tool, or have purchased software we don't know about-whatever your experience, 
please tell us about it. 

Saul B. Dinman 
Editor in Chief 

Best Technical Article of the Month-October 
"Expanding the zso's Memory" 
Lan Nguyen, Zilog, Inc 

This article will now compete with other monthly winning 
articles for the 1982 editorial excellence award. 
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Seagate Technology 
down-sizes the Winches
ter again. Now you can 
store five megabytes 
on-line in half the height 
of our standard 5~" 
Winchesters. 

Our new half-high ST206 

on the half-

offers the 
same five mega-
bytes (formatted) of storage 
capacity in a new, low-profile 
design. And we've included 
rugged plated media for 
even greater reliability. 

The 
perfect half

high companion. 
Now you can fit two half

high discs, our new ST206 
and any half-high minifloppy, 
in the same space as our stan
dard Winchester. The ST206 is 



shell, from Seagate. 

the perfect size for your new, 
low-profile system designs. 
Its also rugged enough for 
portable applications. 
Nothing has changed 
but the size. 

The half-high ST206 has 
the very same capacity and 

interface as the OEM's favor
ite Winchesters-the Seagate 
ST406 and our ST706 remov
able cartridge Winchester. It's 
just smaller. 
Shrinking the cost 
of Winchester. 

We've reduced more than 

size. The ST206 is an excellent 
value. Especially in volume. 
Get small now. 

Evaluation units are avail
able now. So don't wait for 
promises. Call Seagate today 
and get five megabytes on 
the half shell. 

Seagate Technology c:5S5' 
360 El Pueblo Road, Scotts Valley, California 95066 f408J 438·6550, TELEX 172114 SCVL 
Regional Sales Offices: Hopkinton, Massachusetts f617J 435-6961 ; Newport Beach, California 
(714) 851-9964; Richardson, Texas (214) 783-6711; Schaumburg, Illinois (312) 397- 3727 
European Sales Office: Krelllerstrasse 21 , 8000 Munich 80, West Germany. 89-43-13-900, 
TELEX 5 213 379 
Authorized U.S. Distributor: Arrow Electronics 

"Turning the tide in disc technology'' 
~ 1983 Seag<ite TeclTiology 
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CALEIDAR 

CONFERENCES 
JUNE 13·16-lnternat'I Cont on 
Computer Architecture, Stockholm, 
Sweden. INFORMATION: H. W. Lawson, 
Jr, Linkoping Univ, S-581 83, Linkoping, 
Sweden 

JUNE 14·16-0hmcon, Cobo Hall, 
Detroit, Mich. INFORMATION: Jerry 
Fossler, Electronic Conventions, Inc, 
8110 Airport Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 
90045. Tel : 213/772-2965 

JUNE 19·23-Computer Vision and 
Pattern Recognition (formerly Pattern 
Recognition and Image Processing) 
Cont, Crystal City Hyatt, Arlington, Va. 
INFORMATION: IEEE Computer 
Society, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, 
MD 20901 . Tel: 301/589-8142 

JUNE 19·22-lnternat'I Cont on 
Communications, Sheraton-Boston 
Hotel , Boston, Mass. INFORMATION: 
C. William Anderson , New England 
Telephone & Telegraph, 350 Cochituate 
Rd, Framingham, MA 01701 . 
Tel: 617/879-9000 

JUNE 26·30-NCGA, McCormick Pl, 
Chicago, Ill. INFORMATION: Nancy 
LeFebvre, Nat'I Computer Graphics 
Assoc, 8401 Arlington Blvd, Fairfax, 
VA 22031. Tel : 703/698-9600 

JUNE 27·29-Design Automation Cont, 
Fontainebleau Hilton, Miami Beach, 
Fla. INFORMATION: Charles E. Radke, 
IBM Corp (ZIP-47A), Rte 52, Hopewell 
Junction, NY 12533. Tel: 914/897-4682 

JUNE 27·29-Localnet, New York, NY. 
INFORMATION: Online Confs Ltd, 
Argyle House, Northwood Hills, HA6 
1TS, Middx, U.K. Tel : Northwood 
09274/28211 ; 44/9274/28211 (internat'I) 

JULY 11·13-Computer Simulation 
Cont, Hyatt Regency Vancouver, 
Vancouver, BC, Canada. 
INFORMATION: Society for Computer 
Simulation, PO Box 2228, La Jolla, CA 
92038. Tel: 714/459-3888 

JULY 25·29-SIGGRAPH (Assoc for 
Computing Machinery Special Interest 
Group on Computer Graphics), Detroit, 
Mich. INFORMATION: SIGGRAPH Cont 
Office, 111 E Wacker Dr, Chicago, IL 
60601. Tel: 312/644-6610 

AUG 9·11-World Congress on the 
Human Aspects of Automation, Univ of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
INFORMATION: Pat Van Doren, 
Technical Activities Dept, Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Dr, 
PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48128. 
Tel: 313/271-1080 X369 
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AUG 23·26-lnternat'I Conf on Parallel 
Processing, Shanty Creek Lodge, 
Bellaire, Mich. INFORMATION : IEEE 
Computer Society, PO Box 639, Silver 
Spring, MD 20901. Tel: 301/589-8142 

SEPT 13·15-Autofact Europe, Palexpo 
Cont and Exhibition Ctr, Geneva, 
Switzerland. INFORMATION: 
Automated Systems Assoc , Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Dr, 
PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48128. 
Tel : 313/271-1500 

SEPT 13·15-Federal Computer Cont, 
Washington Conv Ctr, Washington, DC. 
INFORMATION : Federal Education 
Programs, PO Box 368, Wayland, MA 
01778. Tel : 617/358-5181 ; 800/225-5926 
(outside Mass) 

SEPT 13·15-Midcon, O'Hare Expo Ctr 
and Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Rosemont , 
Ill. INFORMATION: Jerry Fossler, 
Electronic Conventions, Inc, 8110 
Airport Blvd , Los Angeles , CA 90045. 
Tel: 213/772-2965 

SEPT 13·15-Mini/Micro-Midwest, 
O'Hare Expo Ctr, Rosemont, Ill. 
INFORMATION: Jerry Fossler, 
Electronic Conventions, Inc, 8110 
Airport Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90045. 
Tel: 213/772-2965 

SEPT 13·15-Peripherals, Moscone Ctr, 
San Francisco, Calif . INFORMATION: 
Cahners Expo Group, Cahners Plaza, 
1350 E Touhy Ave, PO Box 5060, Des 
Plaines, IL 60018. Tel : 312/299-9311 

SEPT 13·15-WPOE (Word Processing 
and Office Environment Show and 
Conf), San Jose Conv Ctr, San Jose, 
Calif. INFORMATION: Cartlidge & 
Assocs, Inc, 4030 Moorpark Ave, 
Suite 205, San Jose, CA 95117. 
Tel : 408/554-6644 

SEPT 19·23-IFIP (lnternat'I Federation 
for Information Processing) World 
Computer Congress, Paris, France. 
INFORMATION: Philip H. Dorn, 
Dorn Computer Consultants, Inc, 
25 E 86th St, New York, NY 10028. 
Tel: 212/427-7460 

SEPT 20-21-Data Storage, Marriott 
Hotel , Santa Clara, Calif. 
INFORMATION: Cartlidge & Assocs, 
Inc, 4030 Moorpark Ave, Suite 205, San 
Jose, CA 95117. Tel : 408/554-6644 

SEPT 26·29-Compcon Fall, Mariott 
Gateway, Crystal City , Arlington, Va. 
INFORMATION : IEEE Computer 
Society, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 
20901 . Tel: 301/589-8142 

WORKSHOPS 
JUNE-JULY-Personal Computer 
Interfacing and Scientific Instrument 
Automation, various cities and dates. 
INFORMATION: Linda Leffel, C.E.C., 
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061. 
Tel: 703/961-4848 

JUNE-JULY-Designing VLSt;--Bigital 
Processing; Digital Communications; 
Graphics, CAD/CAM & Robots; Hands· 
on UNIX; Microprocessors; Networks & 
Systems; and Software, various cities 
and dates. INFORMATION: Integrated 
Computer Systems, 3304 Pico Blvd, 
PO Box 5339, Santa Monica, CA 90405. 
Tel: 800/352-8251 (inside Calif); 
800/421-8166 (outside Calif) 

JUNE 1·2-Strategic Planning for 
Office Automation, Watergate Mall , 
Washington, DC. INFORMATION: 
Nancy Anderson , Micronet/KSI , 2551 
Virginia Ave NW, Washington, DC 
20037. Tel : 202/333-4800 

JUNE 2·3-FCC Regulation of 
Computing Devices, JUNE 
6·10-Workshop in Data 
Communications for Microcomputers, 
JUNE 20·24-Computer 
Communications Systems and 
Networks, AND JUNE 
20·24-Microprocessors and 
Microcomputers: Theory and 
Applications, George Washington Univ, 
Washington, DC. INFORMATION: 
Douglas Green, Continuing Engineering 
Ed, George Washington Univ, 
Washington, DC 20052. Tel : 
202/676-8512; 800/424-9773 (outside DC) 

JUNE 20·23-Design of Realtime 
Microprocessor Systems, Univ of 
Wisconsin , Madison, Wis . 
INFORMATION: Robert Madding, Dept 
of Engineering and Applied Science, 
Univ of Wisconsin-Extension, 432 N 
Lake St, Madison, WI 53706. 
Tel: 608/263-7920 

JULY 11·15-Hands·on Pascal 
Computer Programming, JULY 
25-29-Reliability of Computer 
Software and Computing Networks, 
AND JULY 25-27-Computer Memory 
Systems, George Washington Univ, 
Washington, DC. INFORMATION: 
Douglas Green, Continuing Engineering 
Ed, George Washington Univ, 
Washington, DC 20052. Tel : 
202/676-8512; 800/424-9773 (outside DC) 

AUG 8·18-Data Communications, 
Iowa State Univ, Ames, Iowa. 
INFORMATION: Paul Bond, 131K 
Coover Hall, Iowa State Univ, Ames, IA 
50011 . Tel: 515/294-1526 



The Smart Our $395 OEM unit price says 
· it all. And then some. Because 

Ol]M B you can't fmd a better comhina-
U UVS tion. Of price for you. And per· 

L 
e b ·J 1 

formance for your customers. The 
Freedom™ 50 is built for OEMs only. I er~ With features built-in that mean your 

customers reap benefits found in pricier 
VDTs. 9 cursor control keys. 5 separate 
function keys. Column and field tabs. A 
choice of 7 video attributes, assigned by 
character, that require no display space. 

$395
* s A 24x80 display format. A 25th status 

a~s 
line. 7 x 9 dot matrix within a 
9 xl2 field. Baud rat~ to 19.2K. And 

It All more. There's the human touch, too. A 
• 12-inch diagonal etched green phosphor 

screen. A detached keyboard. And 5 
screen tilt positions. All help make work 
easier. And more productive. The 
Freedom 50 marks the new high in low 
cost VDTs. Only for OEMs. Only for 
$395 (°IK quantity). Only 
from Liberty, manufact
urer of the standard 
Freedom™ 100. Call our 

Th 
San Francisco head-

e quarters at (415) 
751-7560. 

Freedom SO 
[[! Liberty Electronics USA 

100 Clement Street 
San Francisco, California 94118 
(415) 751-7560 NCC Booth 2017 
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''Thousands of installations worldwide 
prove our concept: 

multifunction controllers work.'' 
Steven A. Roberts and Allan L . Abbott , co-founders 

Tomorrow's solution today. 
If you're an OEM or systems house 
and currently using disk and tape in 
your system, then Spectra Logic's 
field-proven multifunction disk/ tape 
controllers are for you. 
Why pay extra for separate disk and 
tape controllers when you can have 
both functions today on a single 
board? With improved performance 
and features. For example, unlike 
most single function controllers, all 
our products support the next genera
tion of 2MB/second transfer rates. 

The company behind 
"multifunction." 
Spectra Logic first introduced the 
multifunction concept back in 1979. 
And we've been quietly revolutionizing 
the market ever since with controllers 
that provide the high-performance 
and added value you need to stay 
competitive. 
Our new family of high-performance 
Q-bus disk/ tape controllers is the 
latest example of Spectra Logic's 
technological leadership. 
We also offer the industry's most 
comprehensive one year warranty, as 
well as responsive, nationwide 
professional service. 

Improve system performance 
and reduce system cost. 
Spectra Logic builds 
single and multi
function peripheral 
controllers for 
DEC, Data 
General, Texas 
Instruments and 
Perkin-Elmer 
minicomputers. 

1. Texas Instruments 

2. Perkin-Elmer 

3. Data General 

4. DEC 

All are smart, firmware-intensive, 
single board controllers that support 
the widest range of independent disk 
and tape drives while emulating the 
CPU manufacturer's disk and tape 
subsystems. 
Our multifunction controllers 
eliminate the need for separate disk 
and tape controllers, saving you money 
and CPU slots, increasing reliability, 
and reducing power and spares 
requirements. A unique dual micro
processor architecture and separate 
disk and tape buffering not only 
support simultaneous transfers, but 
appear to the system as two separate 
controllers. 
To enhance system performance even 
more, Spectra Logic provides our 
own streaming software, Spectra 
Stream™, for DEC, DG and TI 
operating systems. It can back up 
an entire 80MB drive in only seven 
minutes, and is the ideal solution to 
the Winchester and Vi-inch tape 
backup problem. 

What ar e you waiting for? 
No matter who you're doing business 
with today, Spectra Logic's high
performance multifunction controllers 
should be in your future. To find out 

more about our field-proven multi
function controllers and the company 
that's revolutionizing the controller 
industry, simply return the coupon or 
call our national sales manager Bob 
Carter at (408) 744-0930. 

Mail to: 
SPECTRA LOGIC 
1227 Innsbruck Drive 
Sunnyvale, California 94086 

CD· 5·13 

Tell me more about your disk/ tape 
controllers for: 
D DEC 
D Data General 
D Texas Instruments 
D Perkin-Elmer 

Anticipated quantity : ___ _ 

I'm interested in: 
D Single function 
D Multifunction 
D Spectra Stream software 

My need is: 
D Immediate 
D 6 months or longer 
D Reference only 
Name ___________ _ 

Title ____________ _ 

Company __________ _ 

Address __________ _ 

City _____ State_ Zip __ 

Phone( __ ) _________ _ 

1227 Innsbruck Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Telephone (408) 744-0930 TWX 910-339-9566 
TELEX 172524 SPL SUVL 
Western Regional Sales Office : (214) 934-9294 
Eastern Regional Sales Office: (216) 826-3137 
New England District Sales Office: (914) 623-0502 

Spectra Stream is a trademark of Spectra Logic Corp. 
<>1983 Spectra Logic Corporation 

The Multifunction Controller Company. 

See us at NCC, booth #4920-22, 
and ask about our new family of Q-bus products. filii:Ct=ll\ LOGIC 
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AROUND THE WORLD. 
Washington. Bonn. Tokyo. Paris. Now there's 
a complete single-chip modem that speaks 
all the different specs. 

It's the only FSK modem you'll ever need. 
It's the Am 7910 from Advanced Micro 

Devices. 
THE Am7910: THE WORLD-CHIP"' MODEM. 

To send or receive, just select the spec. 
Any spec: Bell 103, Bell 202, CCITT V.21, 
or CCITT V.23. The Am7910 automatically 
takes over from there. 

No drift. No tuning. No lie. 
And you don't need any additional pre

cision components. The WORLD-CHIP 
modem modulates, demodulates and filters. 
All digitally. It operates half duplex at 600 
and 1200 bps, full duplex at 300 bps. 

It has everything. RS-232 interface. Auto
answer and Loopback modes. Low-speed 
back channels. Terminal hand-shaking 
controls. And all operating modes can easily 
be selected by an MPU. 

IT WILL LEAVE YOUR COMPETmON 
SPEECHLESS. 

The WORLD-CHIP modem will put you 
as far ahead of the competition as we are. 
And it's just one of our high-performance 
VLSI circuits. 

There are controllers, bipolar and MOS 
microprocessors, communications and signal 
processing circuits, and more. 

And every part in every family meets 
or exceeds INT-STD-123, the International 
Standard of Quality. 

Pick up the phone, call AMD, and find 
out more about the WORLD-CHIP. 

It's even better than it sounds. 

Advanced Micro Devices l1 
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 •For direct factory response call (408) 749-3774. 
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compact, frameless, 40-Watt, 
trlple output flyback switching 

converters from KEPCO/TDK. 

2 2 CDMPUTER DESIGlllMay 1 983 

------™ MRMSERIES 

Outputs produce +5, +12, & -12V d-cfor 
logic, display, and communications 
requirements of CRT terminals and 

µcomputers. Maximum power 40 Watts. 

CIRCLE 17 
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Within that limit (and the current 
limit of each output) power can be 

distributed as desired. All 
models meet FCCNDE 
conducted EMI specs, 

class B. UL recognized, 
CSA certified. 

International model 
also certified to 
VDE 0804/0806 

byTOV 
Rhein land. 

For 
complete 

specs write 
Dept. DZS-79. 

KEPCO@ 
KEPCO, INC. 131-38 Sanlord Ave .. 

Flushing,·NY 11352, USA (212) 461-7000. 
TWX #710 582 2631. FAX: (212) 767-1102 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

The time is right 
We at Source III read the article, 
''Changing Patterns in Custom Jes Alter 
Design Boundaries'' by Douglas 
Eidsmore (Feb 1983, p 143) with great 
interest. We thought the article was well 
written, timely, and incisive. Having 
recently completed a 660-page report, 
"Gate Arrays Implementing LSI Tech
nology," we appreciate the magnitude 
of effort required to generate an article 
such as yours. 

We agree that ''selecting a gate array 
vendor may be as crucial as creating the 
logic diagram," and this fact was part of 
our rationale for generating the gate 
array report. Our report presents a per
spective on the semicustom industry sup
ported by our having performed over 50 
different implementations for a variety 
of semiconductor manufacturers. We 
strongly believe that the information 
contained in our report is invaluable to 
many of your readers and that they 
should be made aware of it. 

Michael Magranet 
Source III Inc 
4320 Stevens Creek Blvd, Suite 195 
San Jose, CA 95129 

(To obtain a copy of the Source III 
report, contact Gene Selven, Electronic 
Trend Publications, 10080 N Wolfe Rd, 
Suite 372, Cupertino, CA 95014.) 

Tektronix deserves credit 

In Computer Design's table of contents 
for the April 5 issue, we failed to give 
credit to Tektronix Inc (Beaverton, Ore) 
for supplying photographs that were 
used as pictorial elements in that issue's 
cover. The completed cover, entitled 
"Timing Diagram, " was created by 
Mark Lindquist and Joe Pasquale on the 
Digital Effects Video Palette III. 





TECHNOLOGICAL LEADERSHIP/ 8, 16 & 32-BIT MPUs 

Motorola's virtual memory 16-
nudnframe capabilities for 



bit MC68010 provides 
your microcomputer systems. 

Now you can design powerful 
mainframe capabilities into your 
16-bit microcomputers with the 
latest of Motorola's M68000 Family 
microprocessors. 

The MC68010 fully supports 
virtual memory/virtual machine/ 
virtual I/0 techniques in micro
processor based systems. This allows 
a system to operate as if it has many 
times the amount of physical memory 
it actually has. and makes it tolerant 
of faults. 

Faults on any bus cycle can 
suspend any instruction and begin a 
controlled correction. The MC68010 
doesn't try to predict faults; It responds 
to them intelligently. No segmented 
architecture offers these features. 

The MC68010 tolerates failures 
of memory cards to make proper 
transfers. cleanly. regardless of cause. 

It handles faults caused by 
hardware failure and the software 
protection faults that a memory 
manager finds. 

MC68010 systems don't care 
whether faults are due to protection 
violation. non-existent memory. 
circuit failure. bad RAM or a 
watchdog timer. Even memory errors 
during important operating system 
procedures are tolerated routinely. 

The MC68010 provides capabilities 
that once were confined to mainframe 
and minicomputer systems. and 
extends the leadership characteristics 
which have made the MC68000 so 
popular in new designs. 

Applications programmers should 
love the MC68010. 

Applications programmers don't 
have to code around, or even know 
about memory management. That's 
handled by the operating system. 
Many memory management 
techniques can be implemented, 
including demand paging. to make 
the bank-switching schemes of 
segmented architectures obsolete. 

And. don't forget the MC68010 
gives you the same 16 megabyte 
linear memory space as the MC68000. 

For systems designed with error 
detection and correction (EDACJ. 
the MC68010 helps you Improve 
the design of systems with 
slower memories. 

Enhanced instruction timing 
results in execution of MC68000 
Instructions up to 50% faster by the 
MC68010. at the same clock speed. 
The MC68010 runs all MC68000 user 
code identically. so your existing 
system Is upgraded simply by placing 
the MC68010 In the MC68000 socket. 

M68000 Family: 32-bit architecture 
makes it the only practical 
8 /16 /32-bit migration path. 

From the time the MC68000 was 
introduced it claimed the leader's 
mantle. One of the most significant 
reasons is Its 32-bit architecture. It's 
not an 8-bit architecture stretched to 
16. but 32 bits confined to a 16-blt 
bus. It's now also available in 8-blt 
form as the MC68008. That's a 32-bit 
architecture on an 8-bit bus. Full 
32-blt power will soon be unleashed 
in the MC68020. From the MC68000 
and MC68010, in both directions to 
the MC68008 and the MC68020. the 
M68000 family becomes the very 
definition of code compatibility .. . 
the only practical migration path 
along the 8/16/32-bit route. 

Advanced tools assist fast, accurate 
system development. 

Advanced MC68010 support Is 
provided by the EXORmacs™ system; 
the first 8-/ 16-/32-blt multiuser 
development system. 

An MC68010 Macro Assembler 
that runs on the EXORmacs will be 
augmented by the user-friendly 

HDS-400 Hardware/Software 
Development Station. which will 
provide real-time emulation to 8 MHz 
with no wait states. 

When you need a variety of logic 
analysis and system performance 
histogram features, the Bus State 
Analyzer adapts to the MC6801 O 
through a unique personality module. 

Basic and C will soon be offered 
with existing Pascal and Fortran 
compilers. and symbolic debug is 
available. A broad and rapidly 
expanding base of development and 
applications software also is available 
from independent. third-party vendors. 

M68000 family peripherals, 
memories, discretes, linear and 
logic meet your broad system needs. 

M68000 MPUs are supported by a 
growing family of Motorola-developed 
peripherals. Contributions from our 
worldwide major second sources are 
adding even greater breadth and 
depth to the family. 

Motorola memories from ROMs 
and PROMs to Static RAMs and 
state-of-the-art dynamic RAMs are 
available in chip, board or box form. 
And. Motorola is one of the few 
suppliers dedicated to bubbles. 

Our discrete products are 
legendary for breadth of line and 
quality. Every significant logic form 
Is available. and the Motorola linear 
line is among the world's leaders. 

For direct M68000 Family 
assistance, call your local Motorola 
office or distributor. For information 
on the MC68010, send to Motorola 
Semiconductor Products Inc .. 
P.O. Box 20912. Phoenix AZ 85036. 

INNOVATIVE SYSTEMS 
THROUGH SILICON. 

® MOTOROLA INC. 

~-----------------~ I TO: Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85038. I 
I 146CD050083 I 
1 Please send me more Information on 16-blt MPUs. I 
I Name I 
I Title I 
I Call me: I 

Company I 
I Address ; 
I City State ZIP _ • 

L-----------------~ 



SYSTEM TECHIOLOBY / GJ~aJ~GJOO~ITlffi~~ 

Peripherals upgrade color graphics systems 
A family of upwardly compatible 
color graphics products that span a 
wide range of functions has been 
introduced by Tektronix Corp. 
Included in the series are three low 
cost color terminals, a high end, 
high resolution color graphics termi
nal, and a low cost color copier. In 
addition , a graphics processing unit 
adds standalone graphics computa
tion capabilities . 

Highlight of the series is the 4115 

terminal that Tektronix is adding to 
its 4110 graphics terminal line. The 
4115 boasts a color raster scan dis
play of 1280 x 1024 pixels, and a 
32-bit coordinate space stores 
graphics . Up to SOOK bytes of user 
RAM can be used to store a display 
list located anywhere within that 
4G x 4G coordinate area. Improved 
vector drawing at 50k short vec
tors/ s and 1 µs / pixel lets the 4115 
approach realtime pan and zoom 
operations. Area filling has likewise 
been sped up, and the terminal can 
fill at a rate of lOk small rec
tangles/ s, where a small rectangle is 
defined as 25 x 25 pixels . For each 
pan, zoom, and fill operation, the 
terminal completely traverses and 
redraws the entire display list. 

Like other 4110 series members, 
the 4115 has RS-232 serial communica
tion capability up to 19.2k baud, 
but it also features a DEC VAX com
puter DMA channel that can transfer 
data up to 2000' (610 m) at IM 
byte/ s. 

One innovation soon to become 
an option on the 4115 is autoconver
gence. Autoconvergence is an exten
sion of digital convergence, which 
uses a feedback method to sense and 
dynamically control CRT conver
gence. Like digital convergence, 
autoconvergence stores rough con
vergence values in ROM and fine 
adjustment values in CMOS RAM; 

there are 256 convergence areas on 
the screen. But unlike digital con
vergence, which requires a human 
operator to enter the fine adjust
ment values, autoconvergence enters 
this data itself. 

Sensors look through the rear of 
the CRT envelope at phosphor dots 
on the back of the shadow mask. 
Each beam from the delta gun is 
swept separately. Sensors feed 
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values back to the convergence pro
cessor and RAM until each beam suc
cessfully illuminates each dot and 
the display is properly converged. 
According to Tektronix, less than 
0.2-mm misconvergence over the 
entire display results. 

The 4115 high resolution color raster 
terminal incorporates a 1280 x 1024, 
60-Hz noninterlaced display, a 32-bit 
coordinate space, and a lM-byte/ s 
DMA channel. 

The three low cost 4100 series ter
minals introduced are the 4105, the 
4107, and the 4109. Their color dis
play size and resolution are 13" 
(33 cm) with 360 x 480 pixels; 13" 
with 640 x 480 pixels; and 19" 
(48 cm) with 640 x 480 pixels, 
respectively. This series provides a 
dialogue area for both the alpha
numeric display and the graphics 
plane. The user can select the dia
logue area size, up to eight colors 
for use in the dialogue area, and the 
eight colors used for graphics dis
play. Assigning a transparent 

background to the dialogue area 
allows simultaneous alphanumeric 
and graphics display. 

An upgrade and compatibility 
path is provided for systems using 
the 4100 terminals to provide 4110 

series compatibility. Known as the 
4170 Local Graphics Processing 
Unit, this computer is a standalone, 
8086/ 8087 based unit with the CP/ M-86 

operating system and a FORTRAN 

compiler. In addition, it includes 
utilities and graphics programs such 
as Tektronix's Plot 10 Interactive 
Graphics Language. 

The 4170 is primarily intended to 
act as a tool for interactive graphics 
applications in a host environment. 
Host data can be downloaded, inter
actively manipulated, and written 
back to the host to maintain com
patibility with other high end 
Tektronix terminals. Thus, the 
system designer can select a mixture 
of graphics terminal capabilities for 
the specific graphics environment 
(ie, statistics, CAD/ CAM, and project 
management) at optimal cost for the 
task, while maintaining a painless 
upgrade path. 

Rounding out the graphics 
offering is a low cost ink jet color 
copier, the 4695 . Plug compatible 
with the 4105 and 4107 terminals , this 
copier can place 120 dots/ in both in 
horizontal and vertical directions. 
Four ink cartridges provide cyan, 
yellow, magenta, and black. They 
deposit four rows of dots on each 
pass of the ink jet head . 

The ink is deposited by on
demand jets driven by piezoelectric 
crystals, and the head moves much 
like that of a bidirectional printer. 
In fact, the 4695 has an alphanumeric 
mode using a ROM based character 
set for printing text when needed 
(eg, from the dialogue area of a 4105 
terminal) . 

Moreover, the 4695 is compatible 
with the 4100 series ' color levels; the 
terminals' gray scale levels drive 
dithering algorithms in the copier to 
produce similar shades on the copy. 
In addition to roll-fed paper, manu
ally fed cut-sheet paper can be used . 
Tektronix will also soon support 
transparencies on the 4695. Tektronix, 
Inc, PO Box 500, Beaverton, OR 
97077. Circle 310 



Put an NEC diskette drive, 
Winchester or printer into your 
product, and watch your profits 
multiply. 

To configure a reliable system, 
you need reliable peripherals. 

That's why NEC puts so much 
research, testing and manufac
turing effort into our Winchesters, 
diskette drives, and printers, to 
make them the most reliable 
around. 

NEC peripherals work from 
the instant you take them out of 
the box, and keep working for 
years thereafter. Our Spinwriter™ 
letter quality printers often go 
two years without a failure. NEC 
Winchesters and flexible disk 

drives typically run more than 
five years problem-free. 

We build one more thing into 
our peripherals: repairability. 
The rare failure that does occur 
can usually be fixed in less than 
30 minutes. 

At NEC, our own system design
ers won't tolerate system failure. 
And weve done everything we 
can to insure they don't have to. 
Because NEC knows you can't 
profit from other peoples mistakes. 

For information on NEC diskette 
drives, Winchesters, Spinwriter 
letter quality printers, and line 
printers, return the coupon to 
NEC Information Systems, Inc., 
5 Militia Drive, Lexington, 
MA02173. 
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,--------------, 
NEC Information Systems, Inc. 
5 Militia Drive, Lexington. MA02173 
D Have a representative call me. 
D Send more information on NEC 

peripherals. 

ame 

Ti le 

Company 

toe ip 

Teephone 

L __ ---------~O~:J 
Spinwriter is a trademark of 

NEC Corporation . 

NEC 
NEC Information Systems, Inc. 



Plug-in modules support serial 110 protocols. 
Metacomp's MPA-2000 communica- ...--------------------------------. 
tion controller lets users configure 
any of the four full-duplex OMA 
channels to handle various serial I/O 
protocols and electrical interfaces. 
A proprietary message passing 
scheme that overcomes shared 
memory limitations supports inter
processor communication on the 
Multibus. 

Plug-in modules are key to the 
controller's flexibility. Logic to sup
port specific protocols is separate 
from logic that supports electrical 
interfaces. Asynchronous and syn
chronous communication supports 
IBM Bisync or Digital Data Com-
munication Message Protocol 
(OOCMP) character-oriented proto
cols, IBM SNA/ SOLC, HOLC bit
oriented protocols, and high level 
disciplines like AOCCP and CCITT 
X.25 packet switching. Electrical 
interfaces for RS-232, RS-422/-423, and 
optical are included. Modules con
tain VLSI devices best suited to 
support the specific protocol or elec
trical interface implemented. These 
low profile devices save users from 
paying card-slot penalties. 

With an onboard Intel iAPX-186 
16-bit microprocessor, the con
troller offloads the host computer 
of serial 110 processing. Users can 
program up to 96K bytes of EPROM 
for proprietary routines and still 
access portions of the iRMX-86 oper
ating system supported in the i80130 
OSF module. Workspace is provided 
in 128K bytes of onboard dynamic 
RAM, with 16M bytes of offboard 
memory addressed using a page/ 
segment scheme. Interrupt con
trollers, timers, and a low speed 
serial 110 port for debugging expand 
the controller's capabilities. 

With configurable I/O ports, the 
MPA-2000 can go beyond serial com
munications. For example, the con
troller might act as a gateway 
between IBM SNA/SOLC synchronous 
networks and CCITT X.25 packet 
switched networks. In this case, the 
16-bit processor would set up three 
buffers to accept input from one 
network, convert characters and 
control information, and transmit 
the processed message. According 
to the company, all three operations 
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TASK PROCESSOR A TASK PROCESSOR B 

Rather than relying on shared memory, the Metacomp MPA-2000 transfers 
messages from the source memory (task processor A) to the acceptor memory 
(task processor 8). The source initiates a transfer by passing the source ID number 
to the acceptor's Attention ID register, generating an interrupt in task processor B. 

could occur simultaneously through 
multitasking routines embedded in 
the iRMX-86 firmware. User designed 
custom modules could expand the 
controller to act as a database pro
cessor. A custom Winchester disk 
controller/formatter module plugged 
into two of the four OMA channels 
would be sufficient, according to 
the company. The two remaining 
OMA channels could be used as serial 
1/0 lines for support terminals. 

In anticipation of these possibili
ties, the company developed a 
proprietary interprocessor commu
nication scheme for use with its 
peripherals. MetaPaket is intended 
to overcome the limitations of 
current schemes such as shared 
memory, programmed message 
transfers, or single contiguous 
message blocks. 

Shared memory techniques suffer 
from tradeoffs between fixed 
memory regions, memory manage
ment schemes, and message size. 
Programmed message transfers and 
contiguous message blocks need 
message management software that 
takes up multiple processor cycles. 
Current schemes also suffer from 
fragmented memory where blocks 
are either too small or too large to 
accommodate the message. 

As a result, overall system 
throughput on the bus suffers. 

Overhead associated with the use of 
Multibus processor cycles to super
vise message transfer, and arbitra
tion delays associated with 
dual-ported RAMs, cause bus satura
tion. This occurs because current 
implementations often require 
multiple bus masters or onboard 
dual-ported RAM. 

With MetaPaket, high speed par
allel data transfers occur simul
taneously with other processor 
tasks. Message transfers use message 
ports on each company's peripherals, 
supported by onboard firmware. 
These ports are accessed as Multibus 
1/0 port addresses and do not rely 
on Multibus resident memory. Bus 
access is handled with Multibus 
master arbitration techniques. 

Each message transfer starts with 
a source requesting a message trans
fer to an acceptor by sending its ID 
number to the acceptor's Attention 
ID register. Up to 16 requests can 
reside in the register's queue. An 
interrupt notifies the acceptor of the 
request. 

Simultaneous OMA transfers from 
the source's local memory to the 
acceptor's local memory are funneled 
through their respective data packet 
ports. Since the company's periph
erals support chained buffer opera
tions, messages vary in length and 

(continued on page 30) 



Cherry's new DIN-compatible foam pad capacitive 
keyboard: 
• Low enough in profile to meet 1985 European ergo
nomic standards. 
• Low enough in price to be your most cost-efficient 
spec. 
Now, Cherry's proven foam pad capacitive technology 
is available in a low profile, linear feel, full travel key
module. A keymodule that's ideal for detached encoded 
keyboards. With a uniquely simple design requiring 
only five parts and a snap-in angled foam pad for 

Another Cherry first is our new hex sense amplifier 
with six inputs that allow horizontal rows of keys to 
be attached with minimal printed circuit complexity ... 
requires only six I/0 lines from a microproces.>or for 
operation. An inexpensive microprocessor that provides 
ASCII or other codes, N -key rollover, serial output and 
bi-directional serial interfaces. 
Send today for complete technical and application data. 

hysteresis to prevent teasing. New ergonomic cylin,.-_.:;f!;~!!!!!!!!l!!!l!l~I!!! 
drical button set with non-glare keycaps. "'" t 

GBoE .... ,KEYBOARIJS' 
CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. 3614 Sunset Avenue . Waukegan. IL 60087 • 312/578-3500 
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Plug-in modules 
(continued from page 28) 
number. Message transfer protocol 
and password protection are handled 
in hardware. Optimum transfer 
rates approach 2M bytes/ s. 

If a designer does not wish to 
implement MetaPaket, traditional 
message passing techniques can be 
used with the controller's 64K bytes 
(maximum) of dual-ported RAM. 

Multiple bus masters are supported 
with jumper-selectable bus 
arbitration/ surrender modes. Eight 
vectored interrupts accessed by 
remote hosts support master/ slave 
CPU handshake signaling. Also , the 
onboard processor can generate 
bus-vectored interrupts . The dual
ported RAM can be locked by either 

the onboard host or a remote host to 
ensure mutual exclusion during 
semaphore operations. 

Single-unit price for the MPA-2000 
controller starts at $2995, with 
quantity discounts a vail a ble. 
Metacomp, Inc, 7290 Engineer Rd , 
Suite F, San Diego, CA 92111. 
Circle 311 

Protocol package accesses transparently 
With the ACCESS NS protocol pack
age, programmers can access net
work resources, such as print and 
file servers, without knowing where 
they are physically located. Associ
ated Computer Consultants has 
implemented the Xerox Network 
Systems (XNS) protocols through 
layer 6 (presentation) of the ISO 
Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) 
Reference Model. High level 
Courier calls can be embedded into 
application programs for error-free 
transparent message routing to dis
tributed resources. 

Courier remote procedure calls 
and returns provide a high level pro
gramming environment for network 
communications. They can be viewed 
as a series of single calls and 
responses between user and server. 
Sessions can be established for a 
2-way dialogue, which eliminates 
recalling the server every time a mes
sage is passed. Neither user nor 
server need be concerned with net
work configuration, message 
routing, flow control, or packet 
assembly I disassembly. 

Further, Courier calls are orga
nized as messages independent of 
packet boundaries. Messages con
tain the program's call message, the 
desired network resource's symbolic 
names, the file containing the input, 
and the file where the output should 
be sent. Tables are used to locate the 
internetwork address where the 
request can be sent, and to identify 
the specific resource to be used. A 
Courier interface for that given 
application program builds the mes
sage with the calling arguments 
from the program line and the 

The modular architecture and common interfaces of the XNS approach limit 
the amount of modification needed to adapt to changing computers, operating 
systems, and LAN configurations. 

The Courier interface then turns 
over the completed message to the 
Sequence Packet Protocol (SPP) and 
the Internet Datagram Protocol 
(IDP) interfaces for transmission to 
the intended receiver . SPP provides 
error-free delivery of messages, 
while IDP promises only "best 
effort" delivery to destinations that 
may cross network boundaries. 
Flow control at the SPP level ensures 

to level 4 (transport) of the ISO/ OSI 
model, while IDP performs func
tions similar to level 3 (network). 

resource's physical name and that network resources are not over
address. whelmed. SPP roughly corresponds 

Both SPP and IDP interfaces coop
erate to establish a virtual circuit 
between user and server . Courier 
call messages are first assembled as 
a sequence of transport-level 
packets. Transport-level packets are 
further assembled as internet data
grams, and finally as physical 
frames transmitted over links such 

(continued on page 32) 
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XYLOCICS HAS SOLD MORE HICH PERFORMANCE 
MULTIBUS PERIPHERAL CONTROLLERS TO MORE 
MAJOR OEMS THAN ANYONE. 

That's a fact. But it's sometimes 
obscured by the breadth and pop
ularity of Xylogics' full range of 
peripheral controllers for mini and 
micro computers. 

Yet for Multibus '" systems 
employing 68000, 8086 or Z8000 
class microprocessors with large 
capacity disk and tape drives, no 
other Multibus controllers offer bet
ter performance or more advanced 
features . 
NEW 450 AND 472 
CONTROLLERS JOIN 
POPULAR XYLOCICS 440. 

For the past three years, the 
Xylogics 440 peripheral controller
the industry's first Multibus SMD 
controller-has offered the highest 
peripheral control performance in 
Multibus benchmark tests and cus
tomer installations. 

Now Xylogics has developed two 
new advances in Multibus periph-

Xylogics 450 Multibus Disk Peripheral 
Controller. 

eral control : the 450 and 472. 
Together, they set the standard for 
price, performance and size for 
IEEE-796 Multibus applications. 

The new Xylogics 450 peripheral 
controner provides even more per
formance for Multibus disk control 
applications. The 450 can address 
up to 16MB of memory afld control 
up to four SMD disk drives at 
data rates of up to 1.8 MB/sec. 
non-interleaved. 

The new Xylogics 472 is a high 
performance, single-board tape 
controller for streaming and start
stop tape drives. It can address up 
to 16MB of memory and control up 
to four tape drives-running at 
speeds from 12.5 ips to 125 ips 
and at densities of 800 bpi NRZI , 
1600 bpi PE, 3200 bpi , or 6250 bpi 
GCR. 

The 440, 450 and 472 feature 
advanced channel control tech-

Xylogics 472 Multibus Tape Peripheral 
Controller. 
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niques and are designed to work 
together for system optimization. 
For Multibus users, this means low 
bus usage, non-interleaved disk 
operation and true high-speed 
streaming with no repositioning . 
All three work with any 16, 20 or 
24 bit address Multibus system. 

Xylogics. The leader in high 
performance Multibus peripheral 
control. 
TM Multibus is a registered trademark of Intel Corp . 

> Xylogics· I 
144 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington , MA 01803 
Tel : (617) 272-8140 TWX 710-332-0262 
Xylog ics European Headquarters: (Slough, U.K.) 
Tel : (0753) 78921 Telex: (851) 84 7978 
Xylogics Germany (Eschborn) 
Tel: (49) 6196-47004 

Xylogics 440 Multibus Disk Peripheral 
Controller. 



Protocol package 
(continued from page 30) 
as Ethernet or X.25. At the remote 
end, the corresponding interfaces 
for the data link, IDP, and SPP layers 
peel off their packets from the enve
lope of the next lower layer. The 
remote Courier interface passes the 

original Courier call message to a 
program that schedules requests for 
that resource. 

Although a programmer need not 
directly use the SPP or IDP inter
faces, these lower level network 

CBABIN BNC-TLAT~ .. 
EASY TO ROUTE, 

PLUGGABLE BNC DATA 
TRANSFER LINES 

Chabins unique ENC Transmission Line 
Assembly (TLA ™) makes life easier 
whether you're in design, manufacturing 
or field service for applications requiring 
internal ENC/coaxial cables. 

Now theres an alternative to the use 
of large, cumbersome, shielded coax 
thats tough to thread through your 
system. 

And forget about your worries of strip
ping and soldering to obtain a strain re
lief to the pin field. We've added our 
strong, reliable Series 100 or 200 con
nector which mates with .025"round 
or square posts. 

When the connector has to be re
moved, it can be done with ease . . . 
again and again. 

We've also incorporated a subminia
ture, drain wire coax that was specially 
designed for computer and instrumenta-

tion applications. Its ideal when low 
noise, controlled impedance and consist
ent propagation delay transmissions are 
top priority. 

If your internal wiring calls for coaxial 
cables, Chabin makes your job easier. 

Call or write us today for complete 
information. 

CHABIN CORPORATION 
890 Fortress St.• Chico, CA 95926 
(916) 891-6410 • TWX: 910-536-1001 

Eastern Region: (614) 885-9007 
Western Region : (408) 727-5811 

Southwestern Region: (714) 731-1942 

Transmission Line Specialists 
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functions can be accessed to build 
gateways between networks or to 
implement higher level protocols. 
Programs using SPP first open a 
socket that acts as a logical channel 
to a remote resource. Connection is 
then established for one of three 
modes: connect, listen, or service 
listen. Data are transferred after a 
successful connection, and the user 
terminates the connection after 
transmission. Resources must also 
be de-allocated. 

Using IDP directly requires defined 
higher level functions, since the 
interface only provides utilities to 
open a socket, transfer data, and 
de-allocate resources. Services such 
as packet assembly/disassembly and 
error detection implemented in the 
Courier and SPP layers are missing. 

The modular architecture of this 
implementation complements the 
layered approach of the XNS proto
cols. Four program modules isolate 
dependencies on specific computers, 
operating systems, and network 
implementation. The application 
interface module implements the 
user interface at the Courier, SPP, 
and IDP layers. Each submodule can 
be linked to application programs at 
load time. The interprocess commu
nication module supports the inter
action of multiple application tasks 
and the XNS protocol module . 
Appearing as a shared network task, 
the XNS protocol module contains 
the actual implementations of the 
various XNS layers. Finally, the XNS 
network interface module supports 
communication between the XNS 
protocol module and the particular 
physical network implementation. 

Although the initial release is 
intended for DEC computers, the 
company claims that the protocol 
package can be easily transferred to 
other computers. This is due to 
extensive coding in the c language at 
all levels, a realtime executive to 
manage the network protocol 
module, and the use of common 
user and network interfaces to 
access network services. Changes in 
computer or network configurations 
only affect a small part of the code, 
according to the company. 

(continued on page 34) 



Ball Electronics brings you 
an exceptional alternative to the 
CDC 9762 disk drive, the BDA-80. 
An industry standard SMD inter
face makes the BDA-80 plug com
patible with your system. And 
the BDA-80 design gives you more 
of what you look for in a high
capacity disk drive. 
High data and drive reliability -
With the BDA·80, you can trust 
the data and the drive. All 
moving parts in the actuator and 
disk-pack well are sealed in a 
clean-room environment. And the 
industry's first triple cooling 
system provides positive circu· 
lation of cool, filtered air to 
all devices that are vulnerable to 
failure due to heat buildup. 

Easy access to modules - The 
BDA-80 design encourages 
preventive maintenance with a 
handy "butterfly" configuration. 
The deck plate, logic and power 
chassis are hinged to swing out 
from the top and sides for instant 
access to test points and fast 
servicing. And the BDA-80 tells 
you where to look for trouble. 
Internal latches monitor operation 
and activate LED's that identify 
the location of failure. 

CIRCLE 24 

Uncompromising design, trust· 
worthy performance - Ball Elec· 
tronics' designers anticipated a// 
needs of the OEM and end user 
with the aim of achieving superior 
reliability, dependability, and con· 
venience. Result: The BDA-80 with 
a/I-not just some-of the 
features you want and demand. 

Mail the coupon, or call Roy 
Hunter at (303) 457-5260. 

r---------------~H3 
I I want to know more about the BDA-80 
I and other Ball Electronics disk drives. 

Name _____________ _ 
Title _____________ _ 
Company ___________ _ 
Address _________ Phone __ 
City State __ Zip__ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I I Ball Electronic Systems Division 

I 
P.O. Box 589 
Broomfield, CO 80020 

I 
I 
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Protocol package 
(continued from page 32) 

modules remain on the host, with 
the latter serving as an 1/0 driver. 
The controller operates as a front
end processor to VAX-JI and PDP-II 

systems. Runtime libraries are avail
able for use with either VMS, RSX, or 
UNIX operating systems. Two hex-

wide boards plug directly into the 
Unibus. Prices start at $9500, with 
delivery 90 days ARO. Associated 
Computer Consultants, 720 Santa 
Barbara St, Santa Barbara, CA 
93101. 
Circle 312 

An independent realtime execu
tive in the network module limits 
computer and operating system 
dependency to the use of the system 
clock for timer facilities. The execu
tive coordinates multiple applica
tion processes, allocates resources 
(eg, sockets and buffers), handles 
context switches, maintains a queue 
of active and waiting processes, and 
schedules events according to a pri
ority algorithm. Through a single 
channel to the interprocess commu
nication module, the executive 
controls access to individual XNS 

protocol routines from application 
modules. 

Fast UNIX port to &eooo based systems 

Network traffic is funneled 
through a packet transfer module 
linked to the network interface 
module. Rigidly defined interfaces 
between network levels allow the 
physical configuration (eg, base
band, broadband, twisted pair) to 
change without affecting the upper 
layers of the software. To ease soft
ware modification, FORTRAN and c 
interfaces are provided for the 
submodules in the application 
interface. 

Two versions of the protocol 
package are available: the NU-11/NS 
host-resident model and the FE-11/NS 
controller-resident model. The 
NU-11 / NS software utility executes 
on a DEC host running VMS, UNIX, or 
RXS operating systems. With this 
software option, all four NS 

modules reside in the host com
puter. Communication between the 
network interface module and the 
network hardware occurs via the 
host bus; the module acts as an 110 

driver . To choose the appropriate 
network interface, system designers 
can configure the system to accom
modate a variety of vendors. Single
unit price is quoted at $4500, with 
delivery 30 days ARO. 

The controller-resident model 
FE-11 / NS promises increased system 
throughput with decreased host pro
cessor overhead. Both the NS proto
col and the network interface 
modules reside in firmware on an 
IF-I I/Ethernet controller. The appli
cation interface and NS interface 
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Uniplus + , derived from UNIX 

System III with enhancements by 
U. C. Berkeley, has been ported to 
Apple Computer's LISA. From 
UniSoft Systems, UniPlus+ pro
vides a flexible multi-user operating 
system that supports various utilities 
and programming languages. The 
LISA port is the latest of 40 the com
pany has made to 68000 based 
systems. 

Of course, Bell Labs' UNIX is a 
strong contender as a standard oper
ating system for 16-bit micro
computers. Developed in the c 
language, it is tailored for the pro
fessional programmer and provides 
many utilities to increase productivity. 

UNIX commands are terse (typically 
less than 7 characters) and can be 
confusing to nonprogrammers. The 
c shell utility allows a system pro
grammer or OEM to build a custom 
interface that prompts the user with 
questions or menus. It also lets a 
naive user execute application pro
grams without being aware of the 
underlying UNIX system. 

Uniplus + includes a c shell, the 
Source Code Control System (secs), 
the Programmers Work Bench utili
ties, a c compiler, a 68000 assembler, 
a screen-oriented editor, and an 
extensive utility library. In addition, 
UniSoft has implemented B-Net, a 
software package that allows UNIX 

systems to communicate with other 
systems via Ethernet. 

UniSoft maintains UniPlus+ 
kernel source (c) and object (68000 

machine language) code files on an 
in-house VAX system. It downloads 

the kernel to a target machine via a 
serial port. Rather than a workable 
operating system, the target system 
only needs a simple monitor that 
can transfer character data to and 
from a CRT and a serial port. 

UniSoft's ability to download and 
configure an essentially complete 
operating system (UNIX) on a mini
mal hardware implementation 
allows the system designer to con
centrate on hardware. The long, dif
ficult, and expensive process of 
building, integrating, and debugging 
a large software system can be 
avoided, and a relatively inexpensive 
system can be produced quickly. 

The software tools integral to 
UNIX, along with UniPlus+, facili 
tate implementation; device drivers 
are integrated on the target system 
itself, using UniPlus+ facilities. 
Drivers for nonstandard devices 
such as plotters, graphics, and dis
plays are also developed on the 
target system with these software 
tools . 

A compiled UniPlus+ kernel 
code occupies approximately 90k 
bytes, depending on hardware con
figuration. It requires 256K bytes of 
RAM minimum, and 5M bytes of 
mass storage. Also, UniPlus+ can 
directly address up to 16M bytes of 
RAM and 8000M bytes of mass 
storage. 

The complete system occupies 
5.4M bytes of storage, including 
l .4M bytes of online documenta
tion. Maximum number of users 
supported depends on the number 

(continued on page 36) 



Lundy computer graphics maintenance 
always generates a very reassuring picture 

for you and your company. 
The Lundy service network offers you 4 types of service, over 

40 service locations, 6 maintenance depots, over 130 service personnel, plus a special backup 
service team consisting of over 30 trouble shooters. 

Lundy computer graphics terminals, 
workstations and rack-mounted genera
tors have earned a well-deserved reputa
tion for reliability But if a problem does 
arise, you want service-and you want it 
now. Lundy delivers. 

Service tailored 
to your requirements. 

Lundy offers you a choice of four 
types of service: 

1. Network Service. We assign 
highly trained personnel from over 40 
service locations nationwide. Available 
servi~e options include: on-call , on-site 
or time and material. 

2. Backup Service. To guarantee that 
even the most difficult problem finds its 
solution, we maintain a special trouble 
shooting team. Sixteen engineers and 15 
technical specialists are ava ilable to help 
our customers anywhere. 

3. Customized Service. If your par
ticular operation calls for special service 
requirements, we sit down with your 

Lundy offers over 130 servicemen. 

people to discuss and analyze your 
precise needs. Then we plan a program 
that meets those needs. 

4. Depot Service. This service covers 
instances when it is impractical co repair 
equipment on site. Equipment is 
sh ipped to one of the nearest 6 mainte
nance depots for immediate attention. 

Whichever type of service is best for 
you, you can count on our trained and 
experienced servicemen. And their 
training is constantly updated by a series 
of Training Refresh Seminars held at 
regular intervals at our service centers. 

We'll help you 
see more in graphics. 

When you take a close look at our 
graphics terminals, service, support, 
software, systems capability, enhance
ments-and our company-you'll un
derstand why Lundy can help you· see 
more in graphics now and in the 
long term. 

For more information, write 
Lundy Electronics & Systems, Inc., 
Glen Head, New York 11545, 
or ca ll: (516) 671-9000. 

The Lundy sen•ice map was generated on a Lundy T5688 raster terminal. Both Lundy products and Lundy service se/ industry standards. 
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OEM IMAGE PROCESSORS 
FROM IMAGING TECHNOLOGY. 

High Performance, Low Price. 

Introducing the IP-512. The first family of OEM 
image processing modules with high performance 

features available only on systems costing much, much more. 
The IP-512 is a real-time image processor that's plug 

compatible with the INTEL MULTI-BUS and DEC 0-BUS. 
It interfaces with any standard video source, stores images 

in single or multiple 512x512 frame buffers with up to 24 bits/pixel 
and includes a pipeline ALU for real-time image averaging, summa
tion, subtraction and convolutions. 

The modules include programmable 1/0 Transformation 
Tables and provide for B&W and RGB output. 

Specialized applications include Image analysis, factory Inspec
tion, medical Imaging, Industrial radiography, robotic vision and tele
conferencing, among others. 

For details call , (617) 938-8444. Or write to: 
Imaging Technology Incorporated 

400 West Cummings Park, Suite 4350, Woburn, MA 01801 

nm~~ 
Imaging Technology. Inc. 
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More Room ... 
More Multibus" Cages. 

More Room 
You get more room for 
extra cards without in
creasing overall size, be
cause our design gives you 
greater inside dimensions. 

More Reliability 
All cages are constructed 
of sturdy, durable anodized 
aluminum with a single 
mother board backplane 
. . . a concept that in
creases reliability and 
minimizes interconnec
tions. 

More Models 
We have more models than 
all our competitors com
bined. Choose a cage with 
3, 4,5, 6, 7,8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 

16, 20, 24 o'r 26 slots for the 
right solution to your prob
lem. We have models with 
either 0.6" or 0.75" card 
centers and can even ac
commodate wirewrap cards. 

More Rack Mount 
Models 
Standard 19-inch rack mount
ing available for all cages. 

More Warranty 
A three year warranty is 
your assurance of quality. 
For Fast Delivery. 
Call our toll free number 

(800) 854-7086 
In Calif. call (619) 292-0242 
In Canada Call : 
Transduct ion Ltd . 
(416) 625- 1907 

I Electronic Solutions 

5780 Chesapeake Court 
San Diego, CA 92123 

Fully Multibus Compatible, 
Terminated Mother Board. 

MULTl·CAGE® 
Note, Multi-Cage is a registered trademarl< of Electronic Solutioos 
Multibus, trademarl< of Intel. 
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UNIX port 
(continued from page 34) 
of hardware device ports supported, 
the amount of RAM memory installed, 
and the onboard clock speed. A 
typical system supports between 
4 and 16 users. 

A c compiler and 68000 assembler 
are included with the basic 
UniPlus+ system. An ISO Standard 
Pascal compiler with ucso
compatible extensions, BASIC-Plus, 
and FORTRAN-77 are optional lan
guages . A Ryan-McFarland COBOL 
compiler for the 68000, and a macro 
assembler with a linker/ loader and a 
utility to convert source code from 
assembler to Motorola standard 
syntax are used for programming 
applications . 

In addition, two applications
oriented software packages are 
available: UniSoft's ViewComp, a 
UNIX spreadsheet program ; and Vir
tual Microsystem's The Bridge, a 
CP/M simulator in 68000 code, with 
performance equivalent to an 8080 at 
1-MHz clock speed. 

UniPlus+ installation cost 
depends on complexity. A simple 
implementation on a known hard
ware configuration is $15,000, and 
takes two to three days. Implemen
tation with memory management 
unit (MMU) hardware begins at 
$20,000, with each new device driver 
priced at $5000. Integration of an 
existing device driver costs $2500. 

One year of maintenance is 
included in the basic fee. Source 
licenses and reconfiguration rights 
are available, as is an OEM discount 
schedule for royalties on binary 
copies of UniPlus+ distributed to 
end users . 

Twelve weeks is the maximum 
installation time for UNIX on a new 
68000 system with unfamiliar hard
ware; two to three days for systems 
essentially similar to one on which 
the company has already installed 
UniPlus+ . UniSoft Systems, 2405 
Fourth St, Berkeley, CA 94710. 
Circle 313 

Talk to the editor 
Have you written to the 
editor lately? We're waiting 
to hear from you. 



TM 

DEFINITION: LOCAL AREA NE1WORK CONTROUER. 
SMC'S COM 9026-THE FIRST COMMERCIALLY 
AVAILABLE SINGLE-CHIP LOCAL AREA 
NE1WORK CONTROUER. 
NOW AVAILABLE: BOARD LEVEL PRODUCTS UTILIZING THE COM 9026. 
What company would you expect to 
lead the way with something no one 
e lse in the semiconductor industry 
offers: a VLSI circuit controller for a 
local network that replaces over 100 
SSVMSI circuits with just one chip? 

Standard Microsystems, of course. 
Our COM 9026 Local Area 

Network Controller is the first com
mercially available MOSNLSI circuit 
for local network<5. 

It 's a complete protocol handler 
for token-passing systems such as 
the AHCNET svstem used bv Data
point, Tandy and others. , 

The COM 9026 support<> a self
polling token passing network oper
ating at 2.5M Baud data rate. It 
avoid<> the fluctuating channe l access 
times caused bv data collisions in 
CSMA (Carrier~Sense Multiple
Access) schemes. The COM 9026 
also contains a micro-programmed 
sequencer and all the logic needed 

STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS. 
THE ONE TO WATCH. 

CRT, MAGNETIC AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER CIRCUITS. 
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TheGE3000 
printer f ami!y. 

So many choices, 
ifs the obvious choice. 

Speeds from 40 to over 400 cps. Accessible, 
easily programmable set up by either the op
erator or the system. Single or dual mode print
ing. Type quality from EDP to NLQ. Graphics. 
Multi-color printing. Selectable type fonts. 80 
and 136 column models. Plus many more fea
tures and options to choose from. 

All in a single printer series that's available 
in a wide selection of models to meet a diversity 
of needs ... from main frames to mini's to micro
based personal computer systems. 

Our basic concept is application driven price/ 
performance matching. High parts commonal
ity. Single source supply. Configuration and 
application flexibility. 

At last, you can give your customers just 
what they need. With the GE 3000 series ... 
printers that give you a choice. 

General Electric. We introduced the first fully 
electronic printer with LSI circuitry in 1969. 
And our complete line today makes us the in
dustry leader you should look to first. 

First F~~,~!~~~~~~}~"~~~~ting. See us at the NCC. 
BoothS5018 

TOLL FREE 1-800-368-3182 
General Electric Company, Data Communication Products Department B312, Waynesboro, VA 22980. In Virginia, call 1-703-949-1170. 

GENERAL fl ELECTRIC 
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Inboducing the DSD 890 
DEC-Compatible Winchester/Tape. 

Last year, Digital users made a big deal about our 
880 Winchester/Floppy system, with its incomparable 
features, performance and price. And ever since then, 
they've been crying for more of the same, only with a 
tape back-up instead of a floppy. 

So be it. 
Witness the 890 Winchester/Tape. A 31.2 Mb 

Winchester and an ANSI standard :W' cartridge tape 
drive for quick and inexpensive archival storage, 
back-up and software distribution. All in one neat 
package. 

To get the same kind of capacity from Digital, 
you'd need a whole rack full of equipment. 

Three RL02s and a TS-ll, to be exact. 
And you still wouldn't get the same kind of 

performance. The 890 is up to 15% faster than the 
RL02, thanks to our non-interleaved data transfer 
mode. (We can even handle simultaneous instructions 
to the Winchester and tape with no, we repeat, no 
degradation in performance.) 

There's a big difference in price, too. 
The 890 is about half the Digital alternative. 
Yet it's just as compatible. 
Our Winchester emulates the three RL02s you 

don't have to buy. And our tape emulates the TS-ll so 
that you can use all of DEC®' s handy back-up utili
ties. What's more, our emulation of the RL02 and 

TS-ll allows you to take full advantage of 22-bit 
addressing. 

We've even designed our front bezel so it goes 
nicely with a PDP®-11/23. 

And we've improved our HyperDiagnostics. TM 
Not an easy task to be sure, but on the 890, one 

button runs all self-diagnostics and testing. You don't 
even have to take off the bezel; there's a convenient 
little open/close front door instead. 

Some things remain unchanged, though. 
Like our Rapid Module Exchange,'MHyperService;M 

and our nationwide sales and support network. 
Because, quite frankly, we think they're already 

pretty good. 
But if there's anything you think we can do to 

improve them, please let us know. 
We don't want to say we're responsive, but when 

you say "jump;' we leave the ground and wait for 
further notice. 

Which explains why we're so high on the 890. 

Corporate Headquarters: 2241 Lundy Avenue, 
San Jose, CA 95131. Eastern Region Sales and Service: 
Norwood, MA, (617} 769-762JJ. Central Region Sales 
and Service: Dallas, TX, (214} 980-4884. Western 
Region Sales: Santa Gara, CA, (408} 727-3163. 

DATA SYSTEMS DESIGN 
CIRCLE 30 
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Advanced features ease robotics integration 
Compatible hardware and software 
application and development tools, 
claimed to provide ''third
generation" robotics technology to 
industry users, OEMs, and system 
integrators, are being introduced by 
Machine Intelligence Inc and its 
Japanese partner, Yaskawa Electric 
Co. Included are robot manipulator 
arms and their controllers, a robot 
programming language that is a 
superset of BASIC, two machine 
vision systems, and a software 
system for developing vision system 
applications . 

An intelligent robot system, the 
Model 3030 consists of a low level 
controller for the manipulator arm. 
This arm is driven by a high level 
controller based on a DEC LSI-11/23 
computer that runs DEC's RSX-I IS 
operating system. Sequence and 
motion control are handled by a zso 
processor that updates servo con-
trols for all five axes on the manipu
lator 60 times/s . In addition to 
being user programmable in BASIC 
from a terminal or from a front 
panel or teach box, the controller 
has serial communication capa
bilities to enable host computer 
interaction. 

Model 3030 can be programmed in 
several different ways. The teach 
box allows it to be taught exact 
poses and motions; up to 99 distinct 
positional sequences can be stored 
at a time. These sequences can be 
used as a complete routine for 
running the robot or can be called as 
subprograms from a BASIC pro
gram. Programmers are thus able to 
combine BASIC's high level symbolic 
programming and flexibility with 
certain sequences that require high 
positional accuracy and compactness. 

Extended BASIC language comes 
in both interpretive and compiled 
forms with calls for robot functions 
such as ROPEN to open the gripper 
and RMOVE (coordinates) to move 
the arm. Coordinates can be speci
fied for five frames of reference
world, tool, joint, vision, or a user 
defined coordinate system. 

Software communicates with the 
robot controller via a set of servers 
that receive their input from several 
software sources. One source is the 
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Robot servers, which control the Model 3030's manipulator, take their input from the 
BASIC interpreter, from precompiled tasks, or via a message handler. The message 
handler transmits commands from a host computer and also allows the vision system 
access to robot control. 

BASIC interpreter, in which data are 
received from a message handler 
communicating with the serial ports 
and a host computer; another 
source is precompiled tasks. Pre
compiled tasks can come from com
piled BASIC programs, from software 
developed on the DS-100 develop
ment system, or from teach-box 
routines. This robot operating 
system, though distinct from the 
RXS-I IS operating system, is also fully 
compatible with vision system soft
ware and allows both robot and 
vision systems to fit as a whole. 

The vs-100 machine vision recog
nition system specializes in the high 
speed inspection and recognition of 
complex objects such as tools and 
parts. To recognize objects, the 
vision system maps from an image 
into various data structures that 
represent regional features in the 
viewing field. These features consist 
of many possible parameters, such 
as area, perimeter, roundness, 
aspect ratio, and orientation, which 
allow the program to perform com
putations based on them. 

Parameters that apply to the 
object in question are selected from 
the list in order to define the object. 
The vision system can then look at 
a region in the viewing field and 

recognize a shape in a different ori
entation (eg, by performing a trans
form on it) in an attempt to match 
what is in the vision system 's data 
tables. The vision system can be pro
grammed like the robot controller 
with BASIC calls such as VSENSE and 
VPICK. These calls are dispatched to 
the vision processor, via the same 
message handler that controls the 
robot arm, as if they were external 
host messages. 

Another vision system, the vs-110, 
incorporates a masking capability 
for realtime inspection and recogni
tion of complex parts. By using an 
image overlay, the VS-I IO transforms 
the sensed image against an image 
overlay before the system "sees" it. 
By ADDing or xoRing bits against 
this image plane, the system ensures 
that only certain bits are let through 
(eg, those that might represent 
anomalies), thus greatly reducing 
the needed amount of processing 
and speeding throughput. 

To enable the engineer who is not 
a programming expert to develop 
software for the vision system, the 
DS-HJO development system provides 
a hierarchical structure of menu dis
plays. The menus allow the user to 
select options for image recognition 

(continued on page 44) 



ATDATRICON 
WE BEUEVE THE STD·BUS 

SHOULD FOSTER INNOVATION 
NOT, mFLE IT • 

.' . IJ {' 

'~~1fjfjf~' 

IN THE WORLD OF ··· ~ 
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL, J 

.... ..., _ _,,,, .......... r~~-· · > ___ _ 
.. Our DV-9 Software Development 

System enables you to streamline 
your application, and simplify the 

~ integration and debugging of your 
~,,,,.~"· })~ final system solution. And it's all 

HARDWARE ALONE .-1
'" . • 

JUST ISN'T ENOUGH • . 
At Datricon, we manufacture an . 

extensive line of high performance · 
hardware for the 
STD-Bus. However, 
unlike most other 
suppliers, we don't 
stop at hardware 
and leave you to 
search further for 

the right software and development 
support to make it all work. 

We provide all the necessary tools 
to turn your innovative ideas-and 
your everyday control requirements 
-into working solutions. As easily, 
quickly and economically as 
possible. 

YOU NEED A UNIFIED 
FAMILY OF HARDWARE, 

SOFTWARE AND 
DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT. 

Our complete line 
of coordinated hard
ware includes power
ful single board com-

puters , memory 
expansion 

cards, 
and ana
log, serial 

and paral
lel 1/0. Plus 

a host of system 
support cards and 

7'' packaging hard ware. 
We give you a choice of two 

powerful operating systems to match 
the requirements of your application. 

D-FORTH is our own enhanced 
FORTH-style language system. The 
inherently ROMable code produced 
by D-FORTH eliminates the develop
ment/target system dichotomy and 

' . 

associated problems common in 
other language implementations. 

For general purpose applications , 
we offer OS-9*, the most advanced 

backed by Datricon's field and fac-
. tory application engineers for expert 

assistance when you need it. 

PUT YOUR 
BRIGHT IDW TO 
WORK. CONTACT 

DATRICON TODAY. 
In the industrial control world, 

there's simply no faster, surer or more 
cost-effective way to implement 
innovative solutions than with 
Datricon's unified family of STD-bus 
products and services. 

~~~~~~~ 

multi-tasking, multi-user operatin:~iil 
system available for 8-bit micro-
computers. OS-9 provides support * 
for BASIC-09, PASCAL, COBOL, , .~ 
C, and a wide selection of business, 
word processing and special appli
cations programs. 

CIRCLE 31 

For more information or to discuss 
your needs, contact us today. Use the 
reader service card, write, or call. 

~l11h·ic1111 
Datricon Plaza 
155 B Avenue 

CORPORATION 

Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
Phone: (503) 636-7671 
TWX: 910 455 8184 

* OS·9, trademark of Microware 
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Features ease integration 
(continued from page 42) 
and task building, as well as proce
dures for creating BASIC programs. 
Programs combining vision recogni
tion functions and robot motion 
operations can be developed on the 
os-100 for applications including 
in-process inspection, parts identifi
cation and sorting, fastening opera-

For the systems integrator, power is 
flexibility . . . and flexibility is the 
Heurikon HK68!!! 

Sporting an extremely well considered 
array of on-board features, the 
Heurikon HK68 presents itself as a 
single board one to eight user UNIX 
system!!! 

Designed around the Motorola 
MC68000 microprocessor, the HK68 
is compatible with the 24 bit Intel 
Multibus TM and includes quad channel 

tions, and robot guidance. Completed 
programs can then be loaded in the 
3030 system or transmitted to a host 
for interaction with the complete 

. robotics system. Machine Intelli
gence Corp, 330 Potrero Ave, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 314 

OMA controller, memory manage
ment unit, 128K or 256K bytes of dual 
access RAM with parity expandable to 
lM byte on-card!!! , twin EPROM 
sockets providing a total capacity of 
64K bytes, four RS-232-C ports with 
optional RS-422 on one port, win
chester interface, streamer tape/ 
printer interface, three 16 bit counter/ 
timer channels, eight user definable 
LEDS and four dip switches, and 
two iSBX™ connectors for further 
expansion!!! 

Call Heurikon Direct 1 800 356•9602 In Wisconsin 1608 271•8700 
Multibus & iSBX are lrademarks of lnlel Corp. 
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Multiple windo~s 
ease programming 
Using multiple windows on Solo
Systems' single-user /multitasking 
workstation, programmers ca n 
switch from editing to compiling 
IBM OS/ VS COBOL program modules. 
Two MC68000 microprocessors 
handle CPU· and display control 
functions to bypass the host main
frame computer until final compila
tion and execution . Thus, host 
processor resources are free to con
centrate on production tasks, such 
as data management, instead of 
software development. 

Windowing allows programmers 
to easily switch from one task to 
another; each window serves as a 
virtual terminal dedicated to one of 
several software tools. As viewed on 
the 1024 x 704 bit-mapped display, 
multiple windows are stacked with 
overlapping edges like papers stacked 
on a desk. The user can see all infor
mation on the top page, but only 
part of the background pages. Back
ground pages are fully viewed by 
moving them to the top of the stack. 
While a Pascal based operating 
system oversees tasks operating 
within each window, it is not 
involved with window display 
control. 

Window sizes vary in character 
and line size up to 70 lines of 140 
characters each. One of two char
acter fonts is used to display up to 
100 characters/ line. Beyond this 
limit, the smaller font is used. Both 
window size and character font are 
under software control. An elemen
tary hidden-line algorithm monitors 
background page display so that 
overlapped sections do not show 
through. One MC68000 processor 
handles the 1024 x 704 display 
memory and associated graphics 
processing, allowing the other 
processor to support software 
development. 

The company claims that main
frame computers are not optimized 
as programming tools, even though 
approximately half of the ir 
resources are devoted to software 

(continued from page 48) 
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Shown are IBM-PC$ compatible programs. The Columbia MPC runs MS-DOS* plus six other operating systems. 

World Headquarters: 
9150 Rumsey 
Columbia, MD 21045 
(301) 992-3400 
TWX 710 -862-1891 

START AHEAD. STAY AHEAD. ,--- .. = -

West Coast: 
3901 MacArthur Blvd. 
Suite 211 

THE COLUMBIA MPC 
OFFERS YOU IBM-PC 
COMPATIBILITY AT AN 

AFFORDABLE PRICE. 
Europe: 
Limitenstr. 94 

Call our distributor nearest you. 
Access Systems Advanced Management 
Wellesley, MA Systems 

Central Microcomputer 
Distributors 

Newport Beach, CA 92660 
(714)752-5245 

4050 Moenchengladbach 2 
West Germany 
02166-47097 

(617) 237-7743 Aurora, CO 
(303)752-2972 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
(514) 849-7533 

Telex 277778 Telex 852452 N .I. D.l. (National Instru 
ment Distribution Inc.) 
Dayton, OH 
(513) 435-4503 

RPC Electronics 
Pittsburgh, PA 
(412) 782-3770 

RPC Electronics 
Cleveland, OH 
(216) 461-2280 

Distributors in Australia , Austria, Belgium, Colombia, Denmark, Hong Kong, Israel , Italy, Malaysia, Netherlands-Antilles, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, Venezuela. 



Today, the Columbia MPC takes 
on hundreds of IBM-PC compatible 
software programs and IBM-PC 
add-ons or peripherals. 

What's more, six other Columbia
supported operating systems are 
available-CP/M-80~ CP/M-86~ 
Concurrent CP/M-86~ MP/M-86~ 
(OASIS-16~ and XENIX ' available 
soon)-stretching the Columbia 
MPC's software compatibility beyond 
any other personal computer. 

$3000 worth of software comes 
FREE with every system. 

The Columbia MPC is shipped 
with $3,000 worth of fully sup
ported software. That means your 
Columbia is up and running right out 
of the box. 

Perteet Writer™ 
Perteet Filer™ 
MS-DOS" with 

RAM disk 
Macro/ 86 Assembler 
Home Accountant 
Plus~ 

Diagnostics 
Space Commanders '" 

Perteet Speller '" 
Perteet Cale™ 
MS-BASIC" 
CP/ M-86" 
BASICA"' 
Asynchronous Com· 

munications Support 
Columbia Tutor 
Fast Graphs" 

The Columbia family of IBM-PC 
compatibles. 

The Columbia VP portable now 
offers you IBM compatibility and 
convenience at an affordable price: 
$2,995. It features 128K RAM, 640K 
in dual disk drives, one IBM-PC com
patible expansion slot, one serial and 
one parallel I/ 0, IBM-PC compatible 
keyboard, and a 9" monitor. The 
Columbia MPC provides even greater 
flexibility: eight expansion slots, two 
serial ports and one parallel port, 
color graphics monitor controller, and 

all the software-for just $3,395. 
And a complete 12MB hard disk 
system lists for $4,995-software 
included!* B/ W or color monitors 
and printers optional. 

Made in U.S.A.-supported 
worldwide. 

All Columbia hardware and 
software are backed by our dealers 
and distributors worldwide with 
national service provided by 
Bell & Howell. So, call the distrib
utor nearest you for the name of the 
dealer in your area. Ask for Columbia 
and let us show you a whole new 
world of performance and value. 

Commercial Computer Sales 
Atlanta , GA 

Compatible Data Systems, Inc. 
Rochester, NY 

MP Systems 
Dallas, TX 
(214) 385-8885 

Mid Tech Associates 
Desoto, KS 

Mid Tech Associates 
Florissant, MO 

(404) 256-9190 

Renaissance Technology 
Corp. 
Concord, CA 
(415) 676-5757 

(716) 232-2000 

Southeastern Data 
Products 
Lynchburg, VA 
(804) 237-6286 

Tek·Aids Industries 
Arlington Heights, IL 
(312) 870-7401 

(913) 441-6565 

Tele-Terminals 
Brooklyn Park, MN 
(612) 536-6000 

(314) 837-5200 

Waybem Corporation 
Garden Grove, CA 
(714) 554-4520 

Perlect Software, Periect Writer, Perfect Speller, Perfect Filer, and Perfect Cale are trademarks of Perlect Software, lnc. Home Accountant Plus is a trademark of Continental 
Software. Fast Graphs is a trademark of !SI. IBM and IBM·PC are trademarks of International Business Machines. CP/ M and MP/ M are registered trademarks of Digital 
Research , lnc. OASIS is a trademark of Phase One. MS· DOS, MS -BASIC and XENIX are trademarks of MICROSOFT. *Price effective June 1. 1983. 
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Multiple windows 
(continued from page 44) 
development. For example, many 
mainframe computers do not have 
facilities or techniques to test and 
debug programs. 

Dedicating a processor with IBM 
370/ 145 capabilities allows the work
station to provide extensive test and 
debug facilities. Using the compiler's 
output, a verifier utility simulates 
program execution. Users can view 
the source code, output, and values 
of the variables as the object code is 
executed. Errors are quickly discov
ered and corrected. 

In addition, the compiler can be 
used just as effectively. Linked with 
an interactive editor, the compiler 
checks program syntax and seman
tics. Errors are immediately cor
rected. The full screen editor has 
forward and backward scrolling as 
well as a 4-directional cursor. With 
word processing commands, users 
can insert, delete, overtype, search 
for strings, and substitute. 

Less sophisticated viewing facili
ties are also provided. The compara
tor allows a user to compare any 
two files line by line to identify dif
ferences between program versions 
and revisions. With the viewer, 
users can scan programs as they can 
with the editor, but they cannot 
make revisions. 

Also included are software tools 
seldom found on any other computer, 
according to the company. A pro
filer facility tracks how many times 
a phrase or routine is accessed 
during program execution. A user 
can optimize program performance 
by identifying where it spends the 
most execution time. A cross
reference utility pinpoints where 
variables or names are referenced in 
source code. In addition, a dia
grammer automatically generates 
program flowcharts. This utility 
takes the compiler's output and dis
plays control flow on the left side. 
Indents denote nested structures. 

Physically, the workstation houses 
the dual 68000 microprocessors with 
512K bytes of main memory and 
256K bytes for display. Main 
memory is dedicated to the system 
processor, but both processors share 
part of the display memory. Full 
semaphore handling is provided for 
task synchronization. Local mass 
storage consists of either two 
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SM-byte cartridge disk drives con
tained in the system pedestal, or an 
external enclosure that contains a 
25M-byte drive. A monochromatic 
15 11 (38-cm) CRT screen is used for 
display. 

The 1116 workstation can be used 
alone, or as an IBM terminal via a 
3705 communication controller oper
ating under BSC or SDLC protocols. 
A software communication utility 
transfers data to and from the 

mainframe host computer. The 
workstation also has its own file 
manager to provide system and pro
gram backup, data security, and 
directory maintenance. An online 
HELP facility contains a context
driven user's manual for immediate 
reference. Pricing and delivery 
information are available upon 
request from the manufacturer. 
SoloSystems, 482 Oakrnead Pkwy, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. arcle 315 

System scans images for digital data bases 

KEYBOARD 

Functional block diagram of Data-Stat's AUDRE system, showing a typical 
configuration. The controlling subsystem, a Three Rivers minicomputer, acts as 
an interface between the CCD array (camera) and all output devices. 

Image information is digitized and 
stored in a picture data base with 
Data-Stat's integrated system for 
automatic digitizing and recognition 
(AUDRE). Key to the AUDRE is a 
linear cco array camera and a 
dedicated OMA interface to a high 
speed ITL bit-slice processor. This 
system is designed for applications 
that require high resolution imaging 
and data manipulation, such as 
automated parts inspection, digital 
feature extraction, or radiographic 
image comparison. 

Manufactured by Datacopy Corp 
(Palo Alto, Calif), the system's 
camera uses a 1728-element linear 
cco array that moves across the 
image plane to generate a digitized 
image. A 35-mm camera lens, 
mounted on the front of the camera 
housing, creates the image. The 

image plane is approximately 25.9 x 
38 mm, roughly equivalent to 
35-mm film. 

Out of 1728 elements, 1720 are 
used to generate the image. While 
the array is physically moved across 
the image plane, each element is 
scanned every 880 µs. The scan pro
duces 4,458,240 pixels (8 data bits/ 
pixel) and a resolution of 33 line 
pairs/mm. Minimum frame rate is 
2.35 s/scan, and the video rate 
is 2 MHz. 

Also from Datacopy, the inter
face circuitry accepts data from the 
camera at 16M bps (8 bits/pixel at 
the video rate), and converts it to a 1 
bit/pixel representation by bit
masking, thresholding, and linear
pixel interpolation in hardware. 
Parameters for the input bit mask, 

(continued on page 59) 





OUR LITTLE 
ONE. 

There's a great future ahead of this one. 
And for a number of reasons. 
Not the least of which is the fact the new 

SA300 Microfloppy uses the standard 3W' 
cartridge media. 

And as part of a new generation of prod
ucts, our SA300 will open up a whole new 
generation of applications for you. 

Smaller, more compact portable and per
sonal comput~rs, desktop systems, electronic 
typewriters, and all kinds of computerized 
office equipment. 

It's no toy, either. At 80 tracks per surface 
and 300 RPM, the SA300 uses proven tech
nology to yield half a megabyte of storage in 
this single-sided version. 

What's more, it's also I/O compatible 
with the bigger Minifloppies. And has the 
same transfer rate. So it can be integrated into 
your new system without a big software or 
controller investment. 

And like most youngsters, the SA300 is 
very quick. Just 6 milliseconds, track-to-track. 

But surprisingly well-behaved. Thanks 
to microprocessor-controlled electronics and 
internal write-protect circuitry. 

Still, it uses less power than an 8-watt 
nightlight. 

Because it's so small though, we expect our 
new Microfloppy to get bounced around a bit 

So we've made it extra rugged. With 
things like a dependable, brushless direct 
drive DC spindle motor. And a die cast 
aluminum base casting. 

Even the media is tough. In order to with
stand the rigors of shirt pockets, crowded 
briefcases and even inquisitive little fingers, it's 
protected by a hard shell, and an automatic 
cartridge shutter. 

The SA300 is the handiwork of one of our 
"Venture Groups;' a special engineering and 
marketing team chartered with developing new 
products and getting them out the door, quickly. 

As for the SA300, their latest accomplish
ment, the kid, as they say, definitely has 
possibilities. 
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OUR BETTER 
This could be love at first sight. 
And perfectly understandable, consider

ing how much our new half-height drives 
have going for them. 

Take our half-height SA810/ 860 8" floppy 
drives, for instance. 

Their 12" CRT depth means they can 
sit next to a screen. Or, you can put two of them 
anywhere a full-sized 8" floppy used to be. 
For an instant system upgrade, up to 3.2 
megabytes. 

Looking for something more compact? 
Our half-height,double-sided SA455/465 

Minifloppy™ drives were made for you. The 
48tpi SA455 delivers 500 Kbytes, while the 
96tpi SA465, a healthy 1 megabyte of unfor
matted capacity. 

And they're quick. Just 3 msec track-to
track for the SA465, and 6 msec for the SA455. 

They'll stand by you, too. Like our 8" 
half-heights, these new Minifloppy drives are 

;:flll!lllll 
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s. 
moved by brushless direct drive DC motors, 
and deliver an endearing 10,000 hours 
MTBF- 25% more than most full-height drives. 

Finally, meet our new 5~" half-height 
Winchesters, the SA706/ 712. With 6 .6 or 13.3 
megabytes unformatted capacity and more 
data protection features than any other small 
Winchester on the market. Features like 
4-point shock and vibration mountings, head 
landing zones, automatic spindle and actuator 
locks, and a new low-mass head. All of which 
make it a perfect match for your rugged port
able system. Or team it up with our half-height 
Minifloppies and get a combination that'll 
have your competition talking. To themselves. 

Of course, all these drives are available 
in full-height versions. All from the company 
that gave birth to the OEM disk drive industry 
ten years ago. 

Which just goes to show you how impor
tant it is to marry into the right family. 
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Oh, do we have plans for you. 
Last year, we spent $20 million on R & D. 
And the same on capital equipment. 
This year we'll do likewise, and more. 
We're not trying to impress you. 
They're just the facts of life. 
Because the fact is, there is no one who 

can commit the kind of resources to furthering 
the state-of-the-art in this business that we can. 

What kinds of advancements are we 
looking at? 

State-of-the-art media, thin film heads, 
vertical recording, and particularly exciting 
developments in optical recording technology. 
(Just imagine what you could do with 10 times 
the storage capacity currently available ... ) 

And when we've improved and refined 
our designs some more, we'll tell the world. 
In fact, you will be seeing some tech articles 
sometime this year. 

A lot of our work is paying off right now. 

In higher quality levels, thanks to our 
implementation of progressive assembly, 
robotics, automated manufacturing and 
Class 100 clean tunnels. 

In faster, more reliable disk drives and 
controllers in all sizes, achieved through 
custom LSI technology and improved vendor 
quality levels, and the benefits of the ten years 
of experience in this industry. 

And in better service and support, by 
constantly improving the largest service and 
support network in the business. 

Our new generation is more than just 
new products. 

It's a new presence that will drive an 
entire industry to provide you with the kinds 
of options that will allow you to do some 
pretty exciting new things yourself . 

Because we can see you've got that same 
gleam. 

So maybe it's time we got together. 
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Success seems to be hereditary. 
More than 10 years ago, Shugart pro

duced the first OEM floppy disk drive, and 
gave birth to an industry. 

A little later, we presented the industry 
with the first Minifloppy. 

Today, we have more than 3,000,000 
floppies in the field . 

And more than 100,000 rigid disk drives. 
In between, we've managed to produce 

the largest family of disk drives in the world. 
From 14-inch Winchesters to our new 

312' ' Microfloppy. 
And we're not about to stop here. 
We'll continue to provide you with the 

greatest number of options in disk storage. 
And commit our considerable resources 

to improving those products so they can 
improve yours. 

We'll be there when you need us, too. 
With worldwide sales, service, and 

support. We do, after all, have to take care 
of our own. 

And who knows? Maybe we can help you 
build a family of your own. 

For a copy of our full line brochure, 
contact Shugart, 4 75 Oakmead Parkway. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 733-0100. 

Shur;.art 



TBENE 
Cute, aren't they? 
And smart, too. 

R 
But then, what do you expect from a 

custom LSI chip set? 
Our new SA1600 "SASI" Controllers 

have the intelligence to provide true device 
independence. The on-board microcomputer 
and four custom chips take on many of the 
tasks previously performed by the host CPU 
Such as distributed arbitration, over-lapped 
seeks, buffering, and more. So overall system 
performance is improved since the CPU is 
free to go on to bigger and better things. 

These little babies are reliable, too. Again, 
thanks to our custom chip set, we were able 
to reduce the number of components. 

Which also means that our SAl 600 
Series won't put you in the poorhouse. 
Especially with a price that's less than half 
that of previous models. 

And, of course, like all Shugart con
trollers the SAl 600 Series comes with the 
industry standard SASI (Shugart Associates 
Standard Interface). Which means faster 
systems integration, which means faster 
evaluation and implementation, which means 
faster time to market. Since interface protocols 
and firmware are already in place 

Want to upgrade or switch drives? SASI 
will accommodate anything we make or plan 
to make. 

And the SA1600 Series is just as accom
modating. They'll handle SAl 400 commands, 
yet give you improved error detection, better 
speed and buffering, and automatic bad spot 
reallocation. 

The SAl 600 Series Controllers. Better 
performance, higher reliability, and 
lower cost. 

Congratulations are definitely in order. 
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System scans images 
(continued from page 48) 
white level threshold, and the adja
cent pixel controller are under soft
ware control. 

tiple fonts, lines, halftones, and 
other graphics. Print speed is 10 
letter-sized pages/min, and paper is 
held in a 190-sheet cassette. Printing 
is done by a combination of electro
photography and semiconductor 
laser scanning, and development is 
by a liquid dry toner. 

Peripherals include a 768 x 1024 
raster scanned graphics display, a 
1 M-byte floppy disk, a keyboard, a 
graphics tablet with 4-button 

cursor, and IEEE 488 ( GPIB) and 
RS-232 interfaces. 

Including camera, OMA interface, 
minicomputer, and video display, a 
basic AUDRE system costs less than 
$70,000. Beginning last month, 
delivery is 60 days ARO. The electro
static printer /plotter costs $9500; 
the laser printer/plotter is $22,500. 
Data-Stat Co, 1081 Alameda, Suite 
103, Belmont, CA 94002. 
Circle 316 

Another system element, the 
Three Rivers Computer (Pittsburgh, 
Pa) minicomputer is a 16-bit micro
programmed TTL bit-slice processor. 
It has IM-byte RAM memory, 
24M-byte Winchester disk, and 4k 
or 16k x 48-bit writable control 
store. The processor provides a 
32-bit virtual address space, 
operating system support for mul
tiple display windows, a hierarchi
cally structured file system, Pascal 
and FORTRAN compilers, and 
Ethernet support. Output to the 
minicomputer from the interface 
circuitry is 2M bps via a OMA con
troller, in 64-bit packets. 

CRT controller chips add display color 

In addition, system software pro
vides for camera control, manipu
lating image data, and maintaining 
an image data base. While Data-Stat 
does not directly provide image
manipulation software, one system 
user has configured it to do 
automatic circuit board checking by 
comparing the image of a board 
under test to an image of a properly 
assembled board. After a bit-by-bit 
comparison, the differences are 
shown on a monitor. Thus, the 
inspector can identify problems 
quickly and accurately. 

A high resolution (768- x 1024-
pixel, 65-MHz) CRT, as well as an 
electrostatic or laser printer pro
vides visual output to an opertor. 
With 1000-line/min maximum print 
speed, the V-80 electrostatic printer 
from Versatec (Santa Clara, Calif) 
prints 132 columns/in horizontally 
and 8.5 lines/in vertically, with a 16 
x 16 dot matrix of 0.08 11 x 0.08 11 

(0.2- x 0.2-cm) chars in printing 
mode. 

In plotting mode, it offers a 
200-dot/in resolution, both hori
zontally and vertically, at l 11/s. 
Maximum plot width is 10.56 11 

(26.82 cm), and the nominal dot size 
is 0.005 11 (0.127 mm). 

The Canon laser printer is a desk
top plain paper graphics page 
printer. A special interface allows 
dot addressability, providing mul-

Two large scale integrated circuits 
extend the capabilities of Signetics 
Corp's CRT controller family to full 
color displays for medium and high 
performance applications. The 
SCN2674 Advanced Video Display 
Controller (A voe) and the SCB2675 
Color/Monochrome Attributes 
Controller (CMAC) chips provide bit
mapped graphics for a variety of 
applications such as personal and 
small business computers, stand
alone terminals and workstations, 
and word processing systems. 

The AVDC has vertical and hori
zontal timing signals for both inter
laced and non-interlaced raster 
scanned CRTs. It is available with 
either 2.7- or 4-MHz character rate, 
and is programmable for various 
display needs. The A voe can display 
1 to 256 characters/row, with 1 to 
16 raster lines/character row. It can 
also display 1 to 128 character 
rows/frame, allowing the genera
tion of almost any desired screen 
format. For instance, it allows a low 
resolution display of operating 
parameters for an engineering appli
cation, to a full text page (88 charac
ters x 66 lines), or a traditional 
printout page (132 characters x 66 
lines). Double-height and double
width character output allow high
lighting and special displays, similar 
to those possible with many brands 
of dot matrix printers. 

A bit-mapped graphics mode, 
together with programmable hori
zontal and vertical synch generators 

and up to 64K bytes direct RAM 
addressing for multipage operation, 
provides facilities for building and 
manipulating large and complex 
graphic displays. Flexible cursor 
controls and attributes, along with 
automatic RAM wraparound, split 
screen, and bidirectional smooth 
scrolling, let the designer create a 
variety of display styles easily, 
duplicating the look and feel of 
familiar terminals. 

The A voe display control gen
erates linear addressing for up to 
16K bytes of display memory (up to 
four 16K banks can be switched via 
multiplexing on two of the address 
lines). Internal comparators limit 
the portion of memory displayed to 
programmed values. 

Four common display buffer 
memory configurations are sup
ported: independent, transparent, 
shared, and row buffer modes. The 
first three modes use single- or 
multiple-page RAM, and differ pri
marily in the way data are trans
ferred between RAM and the CPU. 
The row buffer mode uses a shift 
register or small RAM, updated in 
real time, to contain the appropriate 
display data. 

In independent mode, data are 
transferred from the CPU to memory 
via a bidirectional latched port con
trolled by the read data buffer, write 
data buffer, and buffer chip enable 
lines. This mode provides a noncon
tention type of operation and does 

(continued on page 60) 
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CRT controller chips 
(continued from page 59) 
not require address multiplexers. 
Data transfers occur during blanking 
intervals and do not disturb the 
visual display. 

In shared and transparent modes, 
the display buffer RAM is located in 

64KEEPROM, 
Static/ 
CMOS RAM or 
PROM/EPROM: 
$275 (1's) 
$205 (100's) 
unpopulated 

Electronic 
Solutions has non-
volatile system memory cards in 
sizes and prices just right for your 
system. Take a look at this sample 
of memory cards-all designed 
specifically for the Multibus: 

CMOS RAM: Make use of 
low-power CMOS RAM with the 
RAM-C series. Choose from 8K up 
to 64K bytes with 170 hrs. of 
NiCd battery backup on board. All 
have 8/16 bit data paths and 20 bit 
addressing. The unpopulated 
board price is only $295 (singles) 
or $225 in 100's. 

EEPROM: There's a new ap
plication idea every day for these 
versatile components. Program 
development or downloading, con-

the CPU's memory space, and is 
directly addressed by the CPU. In 
both modes, the CPU accesses the 
display buffer via 3-state drivers. 

The A voe, in transparent mode, 
delays access to the buffer until a 

64KPROM/ 
EPROM: 
$245 (1's) 
$185 (100's) 
unpopulated 

figuration tables and security ac
cess logs are just a few. For the 5V 
X2816A type, Electronic Solutions 
RAM-S series has a 64K board on 
which you can intermix EEPROM, 
CMOS/static RAM and EPROM. 
For other types, the EEPROM-32 
has on-board Vpp for up to 32K of 
EEPROM or 2716 EPROM. 

PROM/EPROM Use the new 
27128's for up to 256K on the 
PROM-64/256, with 24-bit 
(16Mb) addressing. It holds either 
28-pin or 24-pin chips. Or choose 
from 3 other models with less 
capacity. 

For all the details in a hurry, 
Call us today 
TOLL FREE 800-854-7086 
In California, (619) 292-0242 

Electronic Solutions 
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5780 Chesapeake Court 
San Diego, CA 92123 

CIRCLE 35 

horizontal or blanking interval 
occurs, thus causing minimal dis
play disturbance. In shared mode, it 
blanks the display immediately and 
grants the CPU immediate access to 
RAM. In row buffer mode, the A voe 
halts the CPU and transfers a row of 
character data from system memory 
to the row buffer memory. It then 
releases the CPU and proceeds to dis
play the row. 

The other chip, the CMAC, pro
vides control of visual attributes on 
a character-by-character basis for 
both color and monochrome dis
plays. There are eight possible 
colors for the foreground (charac
ters) and background, as well as a 
luminance output for an external 
color set or monochrome monitor. 

Monochrome mode provides 
reverse video, blanking, high
lighting, and two user-defined attri
butes. The screen background can 
be programmed to be either dark 
(black) or light (gray). 

The CMAC is available in 2 stan
dard speed versions: 18- and 
25-MHz video dot rate, although 
higher speed versions can be obtained 
on a special order basis. It also pro
vides VTIOO emulation, with 4 video 
intensities (2 TTL outputs) in mono
chrome mode, and 8 foreground 
and background colors (3 TTL out
puts) in color mode. 

A minimum CRT color terminal 
configuration consists of the 
SCN2674, the SCB2675, an SCN2670 dis
play character and graphics gener
ator, an SCN2671 programmable 
keyboard and communications con
troller, a single-chip microcom
puter, display buffer RAM, and a 
few ICs for miscellaneous address 
decoding, interface, and control. 

Packaged in either a 40-pin plastic 
or ceramic DIP, the AVOC is avail
able now. In plastic packaging, it is 
priced at $17 (quantity-100). The 
CMAC is also available now. In 
plastic, the 25-MHz version is priced 
at $21 (quantity-100). Signetics has 
also announced the signing of an 
alternate source agreement for all 
members of the 267X family. 
Signetics Corp, 811 E Arques Ave, 
PO Box 409, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 317 
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The best strategy for wresting top performance from 
many of today's computer based systems boils down 
to making the whole greater than the sum of its parts 
through resource sharing. VLSI circuitry is concen
trating local intelligence and tremendous processing 
power in workstations, peripherals, and memory 
systems of all descriptions. The next order of busi
ness for many system integrators is to incorporate 
heterogeneous system elements into advanced voice/ 
data communication networks. 

Success for the system integrators in an era that 
links computer applications so closely to telecommu
nication hinges on industry-wide confirmation of 
communications conventions. One such effort, the 
Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection 
(OSI), will be reviewed in NCC's Technical Program 
(Computer Design, April 5, 1983, pp 79-90). Tying 
intelligent peripheral interfaces into system architec
ture will account for an important part of the discus
sions on computer communication networks and 
distributed processing. 

On the following pages, Computer Design pre
views many products to be shown for the first time at 
the 1983 National Computer Conference, May 16 to 
19, in Anaheim, California. If early gleanings present 
an accurate picture of the exhibit as a whole, manu
facturers are reading the signposts carefully. Among 
this year's product introductions, for instance, com
puter peripherals-particularly multimode terminals
outnumber other categories two to one. Data 
communications and memory releases follow suit, 
second in numbers and allied in purpose. 

Dedicated database and parallel multiprocessing 
concepts are rapidly developing into flexible, adapt
able systems. Technical sessions will spotlight prog
ress being made in realtime parallel processing with 
talks on reconfigurable architectures for VLSI pro
cessing arrays (Politecnico di Milano, Milan, Italy), 
conflict-free memory allocation for associative data 
files (University of Nebraska/Dynamic Computer 
Architecture, Inc, Lincoln, Neb), and reconfigurable 
fault-tolerant multicomputer networking (Ballistic 
Missile Defense Advanced Technology Center I 
University of Nebraska/Dynamic Computer Archi
tecture, Inc, Lincoln, Neb). 

Research database machine topics will cover recon
figurable VLSI architecture for a database processor 
(Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa), imple
menting set theoretic relational queries using highly 
parallel index processing hardware (Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, Mich), and cost-effective 
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ways to improve database computer performance 
(Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif). 

Flexible hardware and ergonomic peripherals 
aside, however, software technology will ultimately 
determine how comprehensive the human/computer 
interface will be. The U.S. Department of Defense is 
organizing a software program to complement its 
VHSIC and Ada efforts. Its goal is to make software 
more productive, reliable, and adaptable. 

Concurrent with the Technical Program at 
Anaheim's Marriott Hotel, a series of Professional 
Development Seminars will be conducted at the 
Hilton on the Park. In tune with this year's confer
ence theme on "The Emerging Information Age: 
Computers, Communications, and People," 13 full
day and 9 half-day seminars will track technical 
trends, office automation strategies, and industry 
management issues. Talks span a range of topics con
cerning information processing professionals, 
including computers and the law, integrated 
data/word processing, computer graphics, data 
analysis, productivity, and project management. 
Separate advance registration is required. 

On Monday, May 16, John P. Imlay, Jr, Chief 
Executive Officer of Management Science America, 
Inc, will deliver NCC's Keynote Address at the 
Marriott Hotel. His talk, "The Information 
Transformation-A Study in Survival," will survey 
computer manufacturing, communications, services, 
software, office automation, and personal com
puters. After considering the impact of these tech
nologies on people, politics, and profits, Imlay will 
discuss the quality of life he envisions for the 21st 
century. In addition, the Harry Goode Memorial 
Award honoring outstanding contributors to the 
information processing field will be presented at the 
Keynote session. 

Howard Hathaway Aiken and the Harvard Com
putation Laboratory are the subject of Pioneer Day, 
Wednesday, May 18, at the Marriott Hotel. Techni
cal sessions will analyze Aiken's original system 
concept and how it evolved in the Mark I through 
Mark IV computers. Architecture, components, pro
gramming techniques, and functions of these 
machines will be reviewed, with a retrospective on 
how electromechanical techniques like relays and 
counters gave way to electronic technology like diode 
logic and magnetic storage. Then the focus will shift 
to the Harvard Computation Laboratory and Aiken's 
work there in numerical methods, switching theory, 
component design, and computational linguistics. 



You won't find this kind 
of software versatility anywhere else 

When it's time to buy an 
Instrument Controller/Computer 
for your next automated test sys
tem, software is one of the most 
important considerations. And 
that's the reason you should look 
to Fluke for PASCAL, FDRTRAN, 
two kinds of BASIC and Assembly 
software. Languages designed to 
make your system building task 
easier. Here's how: 
Our BASIC is anything but 

The 1720A comes standard 
with an interpretive BASIC. It, 
along with the optional Compiled 
BASIC, features 28 extensions 
specifically written to control 
IEEE-488 programmable instru
ments. For instance, Fluke BASIC 
has 7 types of interrupts to signal 
a variety of external events. We've 
written the code and embedded 
it in the language so you don't 
have to. 

Plus, to take full advantage of 
our mass storage peripherals, this 
BASIC utilizes Virtual Arrays, a 
software feature usually found only 
on larger, more expensive systems. 

For more complex tasks-try 
our new PASCAL 

Many programmers favor 
PASCAL because of its ability to 
easily support complex data struc
tures. Fluke's PASCAL combines 
this feature with three extensions 

which tailor the language to the 
programmable instrument envi
ronment. These extensions are: 
• Real-time run mode that 

allows the 1720A to react to 
any external asynchronous 
event. 

• Seventeen IEEE-488 pre
declared bus procedures im
bedded in the langua~e for 
simplified programmmg. 

• Powerful file handling capa
bilities that allow the user to 
take full advantage of Fluke's 
Virtual Arrays memory system. 

Special Edition FORTRAN and 
Assembly Languages 

Our FDRTRAN and Assembly 
have all the features of these stand
ard programming languages, but 
with a little extra. Built-in routines 
allow use of the IEEE-488 bus and 
other convenience features. And 
with our BASIC's linking feature, 
you can combine a FDRTRAN or 
Assembly routine with any BASIC 
program. You'll save time in pro
gramming and running your 
systems. 
Find out more 

For more information on these 
languages or the Fluke Instrument 
Controller family, contact your 
local Fluke Sales Engineer, write to 
us at the address below, or phone us 
direct at 1-800-426-0361. 

IN THE U.S. AND NON
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: 

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box C9090, MIS 250C 
Everett, WA 98206 
(206) 356-5400 Tix: 152662 

IN EUROPE: 

Fluke {Holland) B.V. 
P.O. Box 5053 , 5004 EB 
Tilburg, The Netherlands 
(013) 673973 , Tix: 52237 

IFLUKEI ====® 
1720A Instrument Controller. 
Now with Compiled BASIC, 
FORTRANandPASCAL 

For more infonnation circle no. 37 
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microprocessors/microcomputers 

Multi-user microcomputer 

• 
OMX Ill 6809 features the OMX Ill CPU board, 
OS-9 OMX III multi-user, multitasking operating 
system, and intelligent 110 processor board. The CPU 
board provides high speed memory to memory DMA 
transfers, automatic task switching on interrupts, 
operating system calls for higher system throughput, 
and a time-of-day clock with battery backup. To pre
vent system crashes caused by errors in individual 
user's programs, the system has fully protected user 
modes with illegal instruction and out of range 
memory reference trapping and write protection. 
Hardware also includes 256K bytes of static RAM, a 
40M-byte (unformatted) 51/.i 11 Winchester disk, a 
IM-byte (unformatted) 51/.i 11 floppy disk, and 3 
RS-232-C 110 ports. Power is provided by a constant
voltage, ferro-resonant supply with sufficient reserve 
capacity to support a fully expanded system. Hard
ware options include memory expansion to IM byte, 
nonvolatile battery backup RAM, additional mass 
storage, and 110 ports for terminals and peripherals. 
The UNIX-like OS-9 operating system includes 
debugger, editor, and assembler. Available software 
includes BASIC09, Pascal, COBOL, and c. Gimix, Inc, 
1337 W 37th Pl, Chicago, IL 60609. See at 
Booth P7946 Circle 201 

6809 based single-board micro 
Targeted for dedicated control, protocol conversion, 
instrumentation, communications, and robotics 
applications, the 6809 control module is built on a 
single 4.5 11 x 6.5 11 (l I .4- x I6.5-cm) card. Micro
processor, watchdog timer, realtime clock, 2 RS-232 
serial ports, 4 parallel ports with handshaking, and 
up to 64K bytes of RAM and EPROM reside onboard. 
The controller is compatible with the company's 
serial IIO, parallel IIO, IEEE488,driver/sensor, floppy 
disk interface, analog interface, parallel breadboard, 
console IIO, cassette, and counter/timer modules . 
Development software for the 6809 is available; CMOS 
RAM modules provide additional memory. Wintek 
Corp, I80I South St, Lafayette, IN 47904. See at 
Booth S5029 Circle 200 

Computer kit 
PC-1250 uses Extended BASIC programming with DIM, 
STRING, INKEYS, and other commands and state
ments. The 8-bit CMOS CPU reduces power consump
tion for extended battery life. With 24K bytes of ROM 
and 2.2K bytes of RAM, including a l.7K-byte user 
area, users can write or load long programs. There 
are I8 reversible keys for defining frequently used 
commands, statements, and mathematical functions, 
with a typewriter key layout and 10 large numerical 
keys. Memory Safe Guard protects stored informa
tion even after the unit is turned off. A special pass 
code function limits program access to only those 
who know the code. A 24-digit dot-matrix display 
and a reverse/program/run mode selector are pro
vided. The optional CE-125 integrated printer/ 
microcassette recorder provides program loading/ 
saving and printout capabilities. Sharp Electronics 
Corp, 10 Sharp Plaza, PO Box 588, Paramus, NJ 
07652. See at Booth P7204 Circle 202 

NOTE: "A" series booths are located in Anaheim Convention Center's 
Arena, "N" series in the North Hall, "S" series in the South Hall, and 
"W" series in the Southwest Hall. "P" series booths are in the NCC 
Pavilions adjacent to the Registration area. "D" series booths are located 
in the Disneyland Hotel Convention Center. Shuttle buses will run between 
the two exhibit locations and all convention hotels. 
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NO IFS.ANDS. 
OR 

BUTS. 
Last year at NEC Electronics, 99.5% of all 

our ROM deliveries were on-time. A tradition 
we intend to continue. 
We're delivering 256K ROMs now. 

Our 256K NMOS ROM offers fast speed 
and low power. Maximum access time of 
250 ns. Maximum power consumption of 
only 40 mA in active mode. A 32K x 8 bit 
organization. I/O's that are TTL-compatible. 
Industry standard pin-outs. And a + 5v ± 10% 
power supply. 
Our word is as good as our ROMs. 

ROMs on-time from NEC is no surprise. 
We can offer on-time delivery because of our 

fully automated assembly. It insures consistent 
quality and makes fast turnaround possible. 

For more information about our 256K 
ROMs and the company that stands behind 
them, write or call NEC Electronics U.S.A. 
Inc., Electronic Arrays Division, 550 E. 
Middlefield Rd., Mountain View, CA 94043, 
(415) 964-4321. Woburn, MA (617) 935-6339; 
Melville, NY (516) 293-5660; Columbia, MD 
(301) 730-8600; Pompano Beach, FL (305) 
785-8250; Southfield, MI (313) 352-3770; 
Rolling Meadows, IL (312) 577-9090; Dallas, 
TX (214) 931-0641; Orange, CA (714) 
937-5244; Cupertino, CA (408) 446-0650. 

NEC 
NEC Electronics U.S.A. Inc. 
Electronic Arrays Division 

We're taking on the future. 
CIRCLE 38 
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microprocessors/microcomputers 

32-user microcomputer system 
Ensign is a fast 5-processor computer system. Main CPU 

is a Motorola 68<XXl running at 8 MHz with no wait 
states. Two 6801 processors handle all serial 110 for up to 
32 users. This frees the main processor from communi
cations overhead. A 6-MHz ZSOB supervises all disk and 
tape 110, allowing heavy disk/tape 110 without CPU 

degradation. Another 6-MHz ZSOB is used for memory 
management, eliminating CPU overhead. Result of the 
multiprocessor architecture is performance that rivals 
16-bit minicomputers and small 32-bit mainframes. 
Both OASIS-16 and UNIX operating systems are sup
ported. The system supports up to SM bytes of main 
memory and up to 512K bytes per user, over 10 byte of 
SMD type disk capacity, and cartridge and 9-track reel 

LSl-11 /23 based microcomputer 

16-bit microcomputer system 
IBM PC compatible 1600 series microcomputers use the 
Intel 8086 microprocessor at 8 MHz to operate at up 
to 4 times the speed of the IBM PC. Networking 
options allow up to 64 8- or 16-bit microcomputers 
and hard disk add-on storage to be linked together . A 
basic system consists of 128K bytes of RAM, lM byte 
of 5 114 11 floppy disk storage, and 12.5M bytes of hard 
disk storage. Internal memory is expandable to 512K 
bytes. Eight expansion slots permit the addition of 
peripherals. Two hard disk add-ons, the File 10 and 
File 40, provide optional mass storage. These free
standing units provide 12.5M and 40M bytes of addi
tional storage, respectively. Eagle Computer, Inc, 
983 University Ave, Bldg C, Los Gatos, CA 95030. 
See at Booth D2014 Circle 205 
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to reel tape. It is available in desktop or rackmount 
cabinet. /BC/Integrated Business Computers, 21592 
Marilla St, Chatsworth, CA 91311. See at Booth P8001 
Circle 203 

A22 systems contain an 8 11 RX02 compatible floppy 
drive and a 10.4M-byte RLOl / RL02 compatible 5 \4 11 

Winchester drive. Software compatible with RT- I I, 

RSX-II , RSX- llM, RSX-11 PLUS, UNIX , and TSX-P LUS, 
the 7" (17 cm) high microcomputer is supplied in 
either a rackmountable configuration or a desktop 
version. The chassis contains an 8-quad slot Q-bus 
card cage that accommodates standard DEC dual or 
quad boards. 

After sufficient power is taken to run the disk 
drives, 30 A are available for the card cage area. A 
minimum configuration contains 256K bytes of 
memory; systems are also available with lM-byte 
memory. Maximum memory is 4M bytes . Dataram 
Corp, Princeton Rd, Cranbury, NJ 08512. See at 
Booth SS284 Circle 204 
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Power distribution systems 
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Uninterruptible power system 
Transistorized system, in 60 or 415 Hz models, sup
plies high efficiency and reliability and fast response 
to power fluctuations. Easy maintenance and maxi
mum safety are provided through the use of removable 
dead front isolation panels that minimize possible 
shock exposure. A highly visible mimic readout, 
located at the front of the cabinet, monitors all UPS 
operations. Digital metering displays system perfor
mance data including voltage, current, and fre
quency. The units need 20% less floor space than 
comparable models; front-only access eliminates 
need for back and side space requirements. Cyberex 
Inc, 7171 Industrial Park Blvd, Mentor, OH 44060. 
See at Booth N4501 Circle 207 
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Designed to meet requirements over a range of power 
regulation and protection applications, line consists 
of 3 systems: Guardsman, Isoshield ®, and lsoreg ®· 
Features include high visibility power monitor panel; 
Pentacore transformer, front access wiring cabinet, 
independent outlet and circuit breaker panels, and 
external rotary tap changer. Each system incorpo
rates 3 common elements: a powet console that 
monitors power condition, sounds an alarm when 
needed, and distributes power to the computer 
system as necessary; flexible conduits or shielded 
cables, to connect the power from the console to each 
component in the computer system; and a watertight 
junction box that connects the power console to the 
building's major power line. Guardsman computer 
power center offers convenient mounting and power 
distribution. 

Isoshield combines isolation transformer 
characteristics with a Faraday shield to isolate and 
protect computers and other sensitive electronic 
equipment from voltage spikes and electrical noise 
that can cause interruptions and data loss. Isoreg 
protects against voltage sags, surges, spikes, electri
cal noise, brownouts and power outages lasting less 
than 1 cycle. The system consists of 2 modules: the 
power console and the computer power conditioner, 
which combines the functions of an lsoshield trans
former and a voltage stabilizer. The complete line is 
available in 1- and 3-phase models ranging from 
22.5 to 225 kV A. lsoreg Corp, 410 Great Rd, Littleton, 
MA 01460. See at Booth P7017 Circle 206 

.. 
I 
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600-VA standby ac power 

life ---------- -- ----

Lifeline power system was designed to provide clean, 
noise-free, reliable 5 A of 120-V sinewave power for 
computers, memories, disk systems, communication 
terminals, and security systems. Designed for easy 
installation by nontechnical personnel, the unit 
requires no initial startup adjustments. The system 
design provides voltage regulation and filtering at all 
times, an inverter that supplies power during power 
outages, and a charger that keeps the batteries at 
proper float and recharges the batteries after a power 
outage. There is no transfer time and, therefore, no 
interruption of power to the critical load. The output 
is sinewave with very low harmonic content. The con
trol system continuously monitors the commercial 
line for voltage levels or frequency ranges that are 
out of the allowable passband of the computer load. 
If a deviation is sensed, the computer load is trans
ferred without interruption to the internal inverter. 
When these disturbances subside and the commercial 
line returns to normal acceptable operating limits, 
the critical load is again powered by the line. Instru
mentation and Control Systems, Inc, Electro-Pac 
Div, 520 Interstate Rd, Addison, IL 60101. See at 
Booth W6619 Circle 208 
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Microcomputer backup power 
Powermaker Micro UPS protects small computers 
against blackouts, voltage sags, and power line noise. 
Standard features include maintenance-free lead-acid 
battery and protection against overcurrent, short cir
cuit, and battery discharge. The unit filters line noise 
while commercial power stays within computer 
tolerance, but provides steady sine-wave ac power 
when supply drops below tolerance. When power 
returns to normal, the backup system automatically 
switches back to the power line. Indicator light shows 
when power is present at the unit's output, whether 
from the utility line or the system's battery. An alarm 
sounds when output power is supplied by the battery. 

Typical backup times range from 6 to 35 min. Out
put ratings are 400 and 800 VA. Noise attenuation 
begins at 10 kHz and is 40 dB minimum over 
100 kHz. Transfer time from power line to inverter is 
4 ms typ, 10 ms max; for inverter to power line, 
2 ms typ, 4 ms max. Topaz, Inc, Electronics Div, 
3855 Ruffin Rd, San Diego, CA 92123. See at 
Booth N3539 Circle 209 



Black and white 
facts about color 

graphics. 
Fact I. Fact 2. Fact 3. 
Software 
development 
is expensive. 
Raster Technologies' Model One graphics 
systems feature software tools that speed 
application development. Llke an integrat
ed local debugger. Command stream 
translator. Local command execution. A 
complete HELP facility: And truly easy to 
use macro programming. These unmatch
ed software tools save you time and 
money 

Fact4. 
Graphics 
applications 
demand 
flexibility. 
The Model One family from Raster Tech
nologies otters maximum flexibility at the 
lowest cost. Because it lets the user select 
the combinations ot display resolution, 
color and refresh rates that are right tor 
that particular application. Factors that 
are ditterent tor every application. 

Software 
redevelopment 
is even more 
expensive. 
With Raster Technologies' fully compati
ble Model One family; you can take 
advantage ot the latest hardware without 
any software rewrites. This means an easy 
upgrade to a more powerful product 
while still using the same graphic com
mands. program development tools and 
host library So the application developed 
tor the best hardware today can run on 
the best hardware tomorrow: Without 
modification. 

Facts. 
Graphics 
technology is 
moving fast. 
Raster Technologies is dedicated to one 
business: graphics. All our development 
ettorts focus on advancing graphics tech
nologies. With the latest microcircuitry The 
newest and fastest microprocessors. The 
most advanced display list architectures. 
And the most innovative pipelined multi
ple processor designs. All to advance 
graphics capabilities compatibly And 
keep today's customers with us tomorrow: 

Performance is 
a lot more than 
good specs. 
Graphics performance goes beyond 
pixel and vector timing specs. It is the 
ability to display a complex picture with
out having to w ait. Provide instantaneous 
intera ction between an application pro
gram and its user. And efficiently commu
nicate with a host computer. The kind ot 
total graphics performance you should 
measure before you buy 

The Model One/25 features vivid full color 
imaging performance with 512 x 512 res
olution. The Model One/40 features ultra 
high 1024 x 1024 resolution. The Model 
One/60 features 100% flicker-tree 60 Hz 
non-interlaced display with 768 x 576 
resolution. All support our Advanced 
Graphics Application Development Firm
ware and pow erful display list package. 
Put the Model One family to the test. 

Ra)tczr 
U@C£ffi5[IQ@0@~0@~ 
The benchmark of computer graphics. 
9 Executive Park Drive 
North Billerica. Massachusetts 01862 
(617)667-8900 
TWX: 710-347-0202 
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A SYSTEMS 
APPROACH EVEN A 

COMPANY PRESIDENT 
CAN APPRECIATE. 

There is one approach to systems 
that's designed to hold your interest. 
Whether you're building systems or 
building a company that does. 

Intel's Open Systems approach. 
It means that Intel integrated micro

computer-based systems are built on 
industry standards like the MULTIBUS® 
architecture and our iRMX™ realtime 
operating system. And proposed stand
ards like Ethernet* and Xenix'.< So 
there are no proprietary architectures 
to get locked into. Or major markets to 
get locked out of. 

Whats more, you can change your 
level of integration at any time. To reduce 
time to market. Or cut costs. Because 
our advanced microprocessors, peripher
als and board level products are based 
on those same standards. So you'll 
never have to worry about the new parts 
not getting along with the old ones. 

Open Systems also means that 
future products will fit quite nicely into 
our present distributed processing systems. 

So growth-path compatibility and 
product upgrades should be a snap. 

You'll also be positioned to take 
advantage of breakthroughs in VLSI, 
while your competition is still toying 
with the idea. 

When you put it all together with 
Intel Systems, it clicks: lower risks, shorter 
schedules, state-of-the-art performance, 
easier customization, future compati
bility, and a solid place to put your money. 

And that's something everyone can 
appreciate. 

Whether you're the president of the 
company, or just a kid on the way up. 

To learn more about Intel's Open 
Systems, attend one of our Executive 
Seminars. Call us at (800) 538-1876. In 
California, (800) 672-1833. 

Or write Intel, Lit. Dept. Z13, 3065 
Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051. 
And we'll give you the dates of the 
seminars nearest you. 

·int_ rdeliv~rs 1--e- solutions 

*Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corp. Xenix is a registered trademark of Microsoft. Inc. See us at NCC, Booth #3910 
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power sources & protection 

5-kVA unint,rruptible power 

Designed to maintain precise, conditioned ac power 
in addition to reserve battery backup during total line 
failure, this UPS operates continuously during normal 
line power conditions to provide voltage regulation 
plus isolation from noise and transients. If a total 
power outage occurs, the unit automatically draws 
power from its battery reserve to maintain continu
ous, no-break output. An internal solid state bypass 
transfer automatically switches the load directly to 
the utility power line when load demands exceed 
system overload capacity of 2000/o for 167 ms. This 
system maintains phase match between UPS output 
and bypass line to ensure no-break transfer. Normal 
operation is automatically restored with correction of 
overload condition. The unit accepts input voltage 
fluctuations of 100/o to -150/o and regulates output 
voltage to within ± 1.50/o. It holds output distortion 
to under 50/o of total rms and 30/o single harmonic. 
Models include 60-Hz with 110 at 120 Vac, single
phase 2-wire; 120/240-Vac, split single-phase 3-wire; 
or 208-Vac, single-phase 2-wire. All units measure 
48" x 40" x 24" (122 x 102 x 61 cm), and weigh 
approximately 1000 lbs (454 kg). Sola Electric, 
1717 Busse Rd, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007. See at 
Booth N3559 Circle 210 
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Computer grade power systems 
Designed for EIA rack, desktop, or wall mounting, 
the A52CP line requires 800/o less space than previous 
models, making them suitable for laboratories, 
office, and production areas. These units supply con
tinuous, disturbance-free, computer grade power 
regardless of the condition of the ac line. Utilizing 
CMOS logic and highly reliable sine weighted pulse 
width modulation, they are equipped with electronic 
output voltage regulation, quartz time base, 1200/o 
current limit, and power walk in. LaMarche Mfg Co, 
106 Bradrock Dr, Des Plaines, IL 60018. See at 
Booth S5560 Circle 211 

Transient voltage suppressor 
Designed to protect against transients and surges that 
might enter the interface of an unprotected host 
system, Series T-25 Clipper protects 18 lines. The 
T-25-3 protects lines 2, 3, and 7; T-25-5, lines 2, 3, 4, 5, 
and 7; and T-25-10, lines l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 
and 20. 

All units are designed for serial operation with a 
baud rate from de to 19,200. The transient voltage 
suppressor handles a maximum data signal amplitude 
of 40 V pk to pk. It has a surge rating of 64 A in each 
direction. Each unit is available with 2 female, 
d-subminiature, 25-pin connectors. Double-stick 
tape is provided on the back of each unit for easy 
mounting. A 6" (15-cm) male ribbon cable is op
tional. Dymark Industries, 21 Governor's Ct, 
Baltimore, MD 21207. 
See at Booth T71S8 Circle 212 

Backup power supplies 
Programmed Power Centers offer efficiency and reli
ability at all load levels. Available in all standard 
voltages, they feature built-in paralleling capability 
for redundancy or expansion without modification. 
The systems conform to NEMA, IEEE, and ANSI stan
dards. Compact systems with low MTTR, they are 
suitable for all types of installations that require 
complete backup power protection. Liebert Corp, 
1050 Dearborn Dr, PO Box 29186, Columbus, OH 
43229. See at Booth N3668 Circle 213 



The more 
logi~al. way to look 

· 1ns1de an IC 
LTC Logical Analysis Test Kits: 
everything you need for over 
90°/o of your digital testing. 

Everything you need is at your finger
tips . Circuit-powered. And easy to use. 
Ready to read logic activity at a glance, 
point-by-point or IC by IC. Or to inject d igital 
signals for testing . 

Let the LEDs of our Probes, Pulsers and 
Logic Monitors light the way to answers for your 
troubleshooting , design and educational needs. 
The Logical Analysis Test Kit comes in two 
versions: our $270.00* High-Speed Kit, LTC-2, 
which captures pulses as narrow as 6 nsec, rep 
rates to 60 MHz; and our $240.00* Standard Kit, 
LTC-1 , which goes to 50 nsec, 10 MHz. Both 
include complete manuals , accessories and a 
compact , custom-molded case. Either way, 
you 've got a strong case for simpl ified 
dig ital testing . 

Smarter tools for 
testing and design. 

GLOBAL 
SPECIALTIES 
CORPORATION 
70 Fu lton Terr., New Haven, CT 06509 (203) 624-3103 , TWX 710-465-1227 
OTHER OFFICES: San Francisco (415) 648-0611 , TWX 910-372-7992 
Europe: Phone Saffron-Walden 0799-21682 , TLX 817477 
Canada: Len Finkler Ltd .. Downsview. Ontario 

Our 23-oz. Logical Analysis Test Ki ts inc lude 
Log ic Probe, Digital Pulser. Logic Monitor. complete 

manuals and accessories, plus case. 

Call toll-free for details 1-800- 243-6077 
· suggested U.S. resale. Available at selected local d istributors. Prices, spec1ficat1ons subiect to change without notice. 
«:l Copyright 1980 Global Specialties Corporation . 
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Plug-in programmable oscillator 

See at Booth W6083 

AC voltage monitor 
A detachable detector module on the Stabiline moni
tor allows monitoring of 1- or 3-phase power lines. 
For 3-phase applications, the system monitors all 
phases; different sag, surge, low average, high aver
age, and impulse levels can be set for each channel. 
The system can monitor 120-, 208- to 240-, or 480-Vac 
power lines and can check de power sources up to 10 V. 
Since thresholds for each channel can be set indepen
dently, 120-, 240-, and 480-V I-phase lines can be 
monitored simultaneously. A system consists of a 
Remotector detector module and a microprocessor 
based printer/controller module. Threshold limits, 
calendar and clock settings, and monitor identifica
tion number can be entered with push-button keys. 
The detector can be left at a site to perform its moni
toring function; units with identical or different 

Six function programming for multiphase ac power 
source systems is available with the Series 9020 Pro
grammable Oscillator. Three phase amplitudes, 2 
phase angles, and frequency can be_ programmed via 
GPIB IEEE 488 logic or front panel keyboard. The pro
grammable oscillator includes a 4-digit display that 
can be recalled from the keyboard. This will display 
what has been previously programmed or what is be
ing programmed for any of the 6 functions. 

The oscillator is capable of up to 0.01-Hz fre
quency programming resolution with ± 0.001 OJo ac
curacy as well as 0.5 ° phase angle programming 
resolution. Optional automatic range change for 
associated power amplifiers and 0- to 130-Vac/O- to 
260-Vac dual voltage range with a 0.1-Vac program
ming resolution is also included. Elgar Corp, 8225 
Mercury Ct, San Diego, CA 92111. Circle 214 

threshold values can be left at various sites. The 
detector module and printer/controller can both be 
interfaced to an industry standard modem through 
an optional modem adapter. This permits com
munication over a conventional telephone line under 
Bell System Standard 1038. Ten rates are available 
with 110- or 300-baud acceptable for telephone line 
implementation. Data transmission is full-duplex 
asynchronous. System memory can total up to 98,400 
events and retain them for several months under 
backup battery power. Data are presented in a cate
gorized format, with a summary of the 10 worst 
events in each category followed by a list of the last 
10 chronological events. An additional channel 
allows monitoring of user-generated signals repre
senting an event in the user's equipment. The 
Superior Electric Co, 383 Middle St, Bristol, CT 
06010. See at Booth N4600 Circle 215 

system elements 

Low profile keyboard and keytops 

See at Booth N3666 
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Series FC2500 features solid state ferrite core, linear or 
tactile feel keyswitches, as well as full surface multi
station keytops. The keyboard meets or exceeds ergo
nomic height restrictions of 30 mm from keyboard 
base to home row keytop surface. Features include 
LED indicator, 5-Vdc operation, flexible key assign
ment, odd or even parity, and serial and/or parallel 
output as well as selectable baud rates. 

The low profile keytops feature full matte finish to 
reduce reflection, a large surface area for legends, 
and protection against office environmental ele
ments. The keytops also ensure accurate location of 
operator's fingers. N-key rollover, and electronic 
shift lock are also provided, and there is no keyswitch 
bounce.Cortron, Div of fllinois Tool Works Inc, 400 
W Grand Ave, Elmhurst, IL 60126. 

Circle 216 



Like the craftsman's seal on a fine 
work of art, Whitesmiths' Authori
zation Seal is more than just a 
means of identification. It repre
sents the pride in workmanship, 
sense of tradition, and commit
ment to value on which we have 
always prided ourselves. 

At Whitesmiths, we've estab
lished a tradition of producing 
some of the industry's most inno
vative and dependable software. 
Our C and Pascal compilers 
and cross compilers run in over 
30 environments on DEC, Intel, 
Motorola and Zilog computers. 
Idris, our highly portable 

UNIX Isa 1rademark o(Bell Labora1ories; IDRIS Isa trademarkofWhitesmlths,Ltd. 

operating system, is compatible 
with UNIX and runs on all those 
vendors' machines too. And our 
full line of Software A La Carte 
items- from assemblers to special 
purpose tools- permits our cus
tomers to pick and choose what 
they need to tailor our products 
for unusual requirements. 

The Authorization Seal is one 
more way we can take pride in 
our products. Once affixed to the 
machinery on which 
the software is to run, 
the Authorization 
Seal verifies, at a glance, 
ownership, product 

code, and the software 
copyright- all of which reduce 
order turnaround time and 
upfront expenses for both 
OEMs and end-users. No con
tracts to sign, no documents to 
read.Just good software, plain 
and simple. 

The Whitesmiths, Ltd. Authori
zation Seal. It's one more way that 
we're committed to becoming a 
software tradition in your time. 

Contact Whitesmiths, Ltd., 
97 Lowell Road, Concord, 
MA 01742, ( 617) 369-8499 
TLX 951708 SOF1WARE CNCM. 

Whitestniths, Ltd. 
Software Craftsmen 

DlstrlbulOrs; Ausualla, Fawn ray P1y. Ltd., P.0 .8 . 224, Hurstvllle, NSW 2220 (612) 570·6 100; jllpUl,Advanced Data Controls Corp., Chlyoda-ku , Tokyo (03) 263-0383; UnJted Kln&:dom, Real Time Systems, Newcastle upon Tyne 0632 733 131 



8-INCH 
MODEL M2231 M2233 M2234 M2301B M2302B M2302BE M2303BE 

CAPACITY (MB) 6.7 13.3 20.0 11.7 23.4 23.7 47.5 

AVG. POSITIONING TIME (ms) 95 95 95 70 70 70 70 

TRANSFER RATE (KB/s) 625 625 625 593 593 1,200 1,200 

INTERFACE ST506/SA4000 SA4000 

AVERAGE LATENCY (ms) 8.3 8.3 8.3 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1 

RECORDING DENSITY (BPI) 8,020 10,200 10,200 6,100 6,100 12,360 12,360 

TRACK DENSITY (TPI) 254 300 300 195 195 195 195 

NUMBER OF CYLINDERS 160 320 320 244 244 244 244 

NUMBER OF DATA HEADS 4 4 6 4 8 4 8 

POSITIONING METHOD Buffered Stepper 

4Ax8.5xl4.0 



8-INCH 14-INCH 101/z .. JNCH 
M2311K M2312K M2280K/N M2284K/N M2294K/N M2351 

48.3 84.4 84.3 169 335 474 

20 20 27 27 27 18 

1,229 1,229 1,012 1,012 1,012 1,859 

SMD SMD Modified SMD 

8.3 8.3 10.1 10.1 10.1 7.58 

9,550 9,550 5,580 5,580 5,580 12,790 

720 720 680 680 850 880 

589 589 823 823 1,024 842 

4 7 5 10 16 20 

Rotary \bice-Coil/Servo Controlled Rotary \bice-Coil/Servo Controlled Rotary \bice-Coil/Servo Controlled 

5.0x8.5x15.0 9.8x16.4x25.6 10.4xl9.0x27.6 

FUJITSU 

IEE U8 A.T NCC BOOTH #1478 
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A "true" Winchester 
memory system with no 

buts about it. 
Dual floppies are ok . .. 

but micros have 
already outgrown 
low-capacity, poor
reliability, slow-access-time floppies. 

Winchester with floppy 
is better ... 

but it's really just a glorified floppy 
memory system. 

Winchester with tape . . . 
is as good as floppies . . . 

but tape cartridges aren't really 
right-except for routine archiving . 

DMA's 51/4" Winchester 
solution: 

A memory system that makes 
sense instead of problems. The Micro
Magnum™ fixed/removable disk 
drive has mass storage, data portabil
ity, and backup in one device. 

The Micro-Magnum 5/5: 5}.1 11 fixed 
Winchester- backed by a reliable 
5~ 11 industry-standard removable 
Winchester cartridge. 

With 6.5 MBytes fixed and 6.5 
MBytes removable (5-and-5 MBytes, 
formatted) , it has enough capacity 
to handle almost any application . 

And , Micro-Magnum's access time 
is just 40 milliseconds. 

The right kind of remov
ability and security. 

Unlike floppies , Micro-Magnum's 
cartridge matches the fixed disk 
capacity one for one. Unlike stream
ing tapes, the 5 ~ 11 cartridge pro
vides random access. 

Unlike both floppies and tapes, 
Micro-Magnum provides the same 
access time, the same data rates, the 
same zero maintenance schedule 
tor both fixed and removable files . 

Full disk-to-disk backup takes less 
than 90 seconds. 

The right way to protect 
data. 

Micro-Magnum features a unique 
retractable head that never touches 
the disk. Plus a self-sealing clean air 
system that prevents contaminants 
from reaching the data-even after 
thousands of cartridge insertions. 

CIRCLE 45 
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See ua et NCC Booth #D-2444 

And Micro-Magnum features 
an embedded servo for reliable car
tridge interchange and positioning 
accuracy. 

Just the right size. 
Micro-Magnum matches mini

floppy front panel dimensions. The 
space-saving fixed/removable con
cept uses only one front panel. And 
you can adapt existing 5}.1 11 Win
chester drive controllers . 

We're shipping. 
Others promise delivery. Our 

class 100 manufacturing facility is 
producing. We're delivering . 

The Micro-Magnum fixed/ 
removable disk drive: The true Win
chester memory system . . . without 
any its, ands, or buts. 

For more information write 
DMA Systems, 601 Pine Avenue, 
Goleta, CA 93117. Or call us at 
(805) 683-3811, Telex 658341. 

c::JMa 
S'T'SIEMS 
Just what the industry needs. 
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Photo ID/computer badge system 
Producing indestructible photo ID badges that are 
computer compatible (for data collection, time and 
attendance, and door access control), the system 
requires less than 1 ft2 (.09 m2> of space and weighs 
only 20 lb (9 kg). Polyester badges are custom designed 
to specifications. Badges can have high or low energy 
magnetic stripe, bar code, OCR, Hollerith/computer 
punching, and embossing; with or without photo. 
ldentatronics, 425 Lively Blvd, Elk Grove Village, IL 
60007. See at Booth 02015 Circle 217 

Ultraviolet EPROM erasing systems 
C-25 and C-50 EPROM erasers feature timer to set expo
sure; safety interlock to prevent accidental ultraviolet 
exposure; long-life, high intensity ultraviolet grid 
lamps for minimum erase times; cooling fan to mini
mize heat buildup; conductive foam pad to eliminate 
charge buildup; and viewing port(s) to observe lamp 
operation. In both models, erase times at 6 W-s/cm2 

are 8 to 10 min; at 15 W-s/cm2, 17 to 22 min; and at 
25 W-s/cm2, 28 to 37 min. Designed for 24-pin type 
EPROMs, C-25 capacity is 25 chips; 50 for the C-50. 

Both systems measure 9 11 x 9 11 x 4. 75 11 (23 x 23 x 
12.07 cm), and use 100/115/215/250 V, 50/60 Hz. 
C-25 is specified at 170 W, and C-50 at 270 W. 

Also shown will be the 4-W Memorase® DE-4 
model, which erases eight 24/28-pin chips in 51 min 
(4 in 40 min), along with industrial model C-90, which 
erases up to 600 EPROMs in 7 min. UVP, Inc, 5100 
Walnut Grove Ave, San Gabriel, CA 91778. See at 
Booth N4509 Circle 218 

Multi-axis hand controls 

Force operated hand controls feature 4 primary axes 
that can be expanded to as many as 10 proportional 
outputs. With application in teleoperator or robot 
programming, the 404 series is available with a choice 
of 6 different hand grip configurations and with pure 
force in all axes or with force with limited motion in 
either 2 axes or all 4 axes. Also shown is the model 
531, a 2-axis potentiometer type of joystick that fea
tures rugged all metal construction. Complete with 
environmental boot seal and high reliability conduc
tive plastic center-tapped potentiometers, the unit 
provides direction or limit switches together with a 
finger operated switch on the joystick handle as 
options. Measurement Systems, Inc, 121 Water St, 
Norwalk, CT 06854. See at Booth P7107 
Circle 219 

NOTE: "A" series booths are located in Anaheim 
Convention Center's Arena, "N" series in the North 
Hall, "S" series in the South Hall, and "W" series in 
the Southwest Hall. "P" series booths are in the 
NCC Pavilions adjacent to the Registration area. 
"D" series booths are located in the Disneyland 
Hotel Convention Center. 
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Give FCC Docket 20780 
the silent treatment 

with connectors 
from ITT Cannon. 

There's a new code of 
silence in Washington. It's called 
FCC Docket 20780. And, 
beginning October 1, 1983, 
your system will have to meet 
its stringent EMI/RFI require
ments. One company's con
nectors already do. The ones 
from ITT Cannon. 

Our Shield of Integrity. 
The Cannon® D Series 

of subminiature shielded/ 
shrouded connectors help main-

HowToAvoid 

tain the integrity of your entire 
shielded system 

Our shield is crimped to the 
cable to maximize shielding 
capability and provide a low
impedance path to the ground. 

The shroud/ plastic back
shell isolates the user from 
ground potentials that may 
exist on the shield. And plastic 
strain-relief members are 
provided to prevent cable pull
out. The center-latched version 
is available in configurations of 
9, 15, 25 and 37 contacts. 

Systems should be seen. 
And not heard. 

Cannon's D Subminiature 
Transverse Monolith con
nectors reduce EMI/RFI noise 

D Subminiature 
Shielded D Series 

1' 



Capitol Punishment. 

D Subminature Transverse 
Monolith Filter Connectors 

, c r 

to help meet Docket 20780 
requirements. 

The addition of the trans
verse monolith filter expands 
the technical versatility of the 
D Subminiature without adding 
to the overall dimensions of the 
connector. And these Cannon 
connectors are available in 
contact arrangements of 9, 15, 
25 and 37, with a wide range 
of capacitances and cutoff 
frequencies offered. 

Join the Silent Majority. 
Write for ITT Cannon's free 

brochure, "Silent Solutions 
To Your EMI/RFI Problems'.' 
Because with a regulation like 
Docket 20780 on the books, 
it's hard to keep quiet. 

For more information on 
Transverse Monolith Filter 
Connectors, contact Phoenix 
Division, ITT Cannon, 2801 
Air Lane, Phoenix, AZ 85034. 
Telephone: (602) 275-4792. 

Contact CommerciaVIndus
trial Products for more inf or
mation on the D Subminiature 
Shielded D Series. ITT Cannon, 
a Division of International 
Telephone and Telegraph Cor
poration, 10550 Talbert Avenue, 
Fountain Valley, CA 92708. 
Telephone: (714) 964-7400. 

CANNON ITT 
The Global Connection 

CIRCLE 46 
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Data entry devices 
Optical mouse, voice input, and optical character 
recognition (OCR) devices are integrated with 
keyboard system and serve as alternatives to it. The 
optical mouse is more reliable than its mechanical 
equivalent, and serves where full cursor mobility is 
required. The discrete phrase, speaker dependent 
voice input unit has a vocabulary size that is depen
dent on memory. The unit can adapt to anyone's 
voice via a training session. The OCR device 
recognizes printed characters on documents that are 
passed manually through a slot in the unit. It recog
nizes standard EBB (MICR). OCRA, and OCRB fonts; 
others are available. Electronics for mouse, voice, 
and OCR devices are integrated into low profile 
enclosed keyboards. Key Tronic Corp, PO Box 14687, 
Spokane, WA 99214. See at Booth W6270 

High density PC boards 

Circle 220 

Metriform circuits are miniature 2-sided and multi
layered PC boards with a variety of applications 
including nonimpact printheads and hybrid multi
layered chip carriers. The boards are made in glass (3 
to IO mils thick) and other substrates such as 
ceramic. Conductive circuits are electroplated onto 
either surface and connected with plated thru holes. 
Typical conductive lines are arrayed in packing den
sities of up to 1000 lpi. Active electronic devices such 
as integrated circuit chips, LEOS, and photodiodes 
can be mounted on either surface and then connected 
to any circuit on the board. 

Boards can also be sandwiched together into a 
multilayer package. Circuits on glass are attractive 
for making large addressable arrays of photoactive 
elements due to the transparency of the material. 
Metrigraphics Div, Dynamics Research Corp, 50 

See at Booth N4305 Circle 221 Concord St, Wilmington, MA 01887. 

Remote bar code scanning wand 
A data entry device that combines bar code scanning, 
memory, and rechargeable batteries, Datawand 
reads, decodes, stores, and transmits bar coded 
information independently of a data entry terminal. 

Resembling a conventional scanning wand, the 
device measures 6.25" (15.87 cm) long x 0.850" 
(2 .159 cm) in diameter. Small outline packaging 
(SOP) and vapor-phase soldering techniques are used 
to pack 4000 digits of low power CMOS memory for 
data storage, scanner firmware stored in an onboard 
microprocessor memory, and rechargeable NICd 
batteries into the unit. An LED indicator and a beep 
from an internal speaker signal scans, deletes and 
transmits. 
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When not in use, the Datawand rests in a recharger 
module called the Datawell. This module also serves 
as an interface for transferring data over phone lines. 
Data are transferred to either an MSI handheld com
puter or a host computer via an RS-232-C type inter
face. MS/ Data Corp, 340 Fischer Ave, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626. See at Booth S5615 Circle 222 
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system elements 

DIN compatible keyboard 
Low profile, solid state keyboard measures less than 
18 mm from top of PCB to the required center of the 
home row keycaps. The DIN spec calls for a maxi
mum height of 30 mm, measured from the top of the 
desk to the top of the home row keys when the key
board is mounted in its enclosure. Key modules in
clude keycap, snap-in housing, plunger, spring, and 
metallized Mylar pad. Designed as a capacitive plate, 
the pad is positioned over a second set of capacitive 
plates on the PCB. Capacitance changes with key 
travel since the pad is angled, resulting in key 
hysteresis. This aids in eliminating teasing. 

A sense amplifier detects changes in capacitance. It 
incorporates an ANY-KEY-DOWN output that is 
monitored when other keyboard electronics are 
applying a pulse drive. Linear or pad tactile feel is 
available with a positive stop. Full 0.15 11 (3.81-mm) 
nom travel is standard. Operating force is 2 oz; 
2\/z oz is an option. Sculptured and/or stepped 
spherical keycaps are also available. Cherry Elec
trical Products Corp, 3600 Sunset Ave, Waukegan, 
IL 60087. See at Booth P7035 Circle 223 

Miniature solid state switches 
Miniature Manual line push buttons and indicators 
have been expanded to include solid state Hall effect 
units that interface directly with microprocessors and 
other logic devices. The line includes incandescent as 
well as full face LED illumination, mechanical 
interlock mechanisms, add-on bezels for snap-in 
front-of-panel mounting, strip mounting options, 
alternative termination, and relamping capability for 
printed wiring boards. 

Designed for maximum flexibility in a minimum of 
panel space, switch housings are 0.67 11 (17 mm) deep 
and feature single-level termination. The miniature 
switches need a 5-Vdc supply voltage. They have a 
momentary or 2-level alternate action and come with 
legendable lenses designed to comply with UL and 
CSA requirements. 

Serpentine streamer head 

A 9-track, 2-channel serpentine streamer head stores 
45M bytes on V.. 11 magnetic tape cartridge for Win
chester backup. The head contour is designed to 
operate at tape speeds of 30 to 90 ips. This allows 
reliable recording at 10,000 fcpi. The internal design 
of the head provides for suppression of write-to-read 
feedthrough voltage of 40Jo maximum. A 20Jo maxi
mum model is available. Life Time Ceramic® coating 
extends wear life and eliminates the need for tape 
gutters. Options include piggyback erase, mounting 
hardware, and cable or connector termination. Nor
tronics Co, Inc, 8101 Tenth Ave N, Minneapolis, 
MN 55427. See at Booth N4111 Circle 224 

Design options include red, yellow, and green 
lenses, 3 electrical ratings, and several circuitry I 
operating combinations (including multiswitch inter
lock). Switch and indicator lenses are furnished as 
separate items. Op temp for the series is 32 to 149 °F 
( 0 to 65 °C). Micro Switch, A Honeywell Div, 11 W 
Spring St, Freeport, IL 61032. 
See at Booth N4204 Circle 225 
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test & measurement 

Modular logic analyzer 
Kl05-D is a 72-input logic analyzer intended for digital 
system design and development, including software 
analysis, hardware analysis, and hardware and soft
ware integration. Slots in the chassis accommodate 
boards to expand or reconfigure capabilities . It can 
be set up with 32 or 64 main (20-MHz) state and 
timing sample inputs and 8 or 16 high speed 
(100-MHz) state and timing sample inputs, along 
with RS-232 general purpose interface bus (GPIB) com
munication capability, and disk storage. Menu
driven screens enable users to set up the unit easily. A 
help key provides interactive aid to users by allowing 
them to call up a detailed minimanual from any point 
in the operation. The trace control setup language is 
derived from Pascal and uses English commands. 

·: .. 

• -====-
System activity can be sampled synchronously by 

using 8 external clock inputs that can be combined in
to 4 Boolean expressions. Eight levels of trace con
trol, using up to 32 different word patterns, allow 
precise definition of the analysis path and selection 
of specific segments of system operation for record
ing and review. Noise margin analysis, parametric 
reference testing, 1024-word recording memory, and 
automatic reference memory comparison modes let 
users verify the design's operation. Optional 
disassemblers for the 68000, 8086, 8088, Z80, 8085, and 
8080 microprocessors allow users to monitor micro
processor operation in assembly language 
mnemonics rather than object code. Main and high 
speed inputs are linked to aid software integration 
productivity. Gould Inc, Design and Test Systems 
Div, 4600 Old Ironsides Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95050. 
See at Booth W6058 Circle 226 
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Computer tape cleaner/tester 
MLT-502 cleans, retensions, removes static charge, 
and evaluates the condition of 800-, 1600-, or 
6250-bpi tapes in 4.25 min. The system counts and 
charts 1-, 2-, and 3- track dropouts computer cor
related at low, nominal, and critical levels so that 
users can classify tapes safe for critical runs. Tapes 
that should be stripped or discarded are also 
classified. 

Although the device employs the same cleaning 
and testing techniques as higher priced systems, 
throughput speed and automatic tapeloading are 
sacrificed. Disk duplication services for OEMs and 
software houses, flexible disk packaging configura
tions, a series of rigid antistatic mailers, and a line of 
data cassettes will also be shown. Dennison KYBE 
Corp, 82 Calvary St, Waltham, MA 02254. See at 
Booth N4100 Circle 227 

Disk drive margin tester 
Time Interval Analyzer TIA-IOOA is a general purpose 
time domain analyzer for use in design, test, and 
troubleshooting of floppy disk and magnetic tape 
drives. Designed to accept encoded logic level repro
duce data, the tester uses a time interval measure
ment technique and CRT display format to permit 
accurate, near realtime evaluation of jitter, bit shift, 
margin, and error rate. Margin effects of azimuth 
and radial misalignment, overwrite modulation, 
write current level, and other parameters are evalu
ated. Display format provides interactive control of 
test parameters and realtime assessment of bit shift 
test results, eliminating waits for completion of canned 
test routines or manual plotting of histogram data. 
Bit shift events are captured at frequency of occur
rence rates as low as I in 109 to a time resolution of 
10 ns. Bit shift or margin are measured directly in 
units of time for all possible encoded intervals. Cri
teria of acceptance are expressed in numerical terms . 
Applied Data Communications, 14272 Chambers 
Rd, Tustin, CA 92680. See at Booth P7006 
Circle 228 

-



Single capstan 
4l drive 
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Under $1,000.00 
in OEM quantities 

It's your choice. 
At Rosscomp, we build 

the industry's finest, most 
dependable 1h·inch magnetic 
tape drives to back up high-capacity Win· 
chesters. Our D160 records 160M bytes 
on 24 tracks in less than 20 minutes, 
uses standard 1h·inch tape, and fits into 
an 8-inch envelope. No one 
else can say that. 

s 

4-inch reel 

--Standard ~-inch tape 

Precision guidance 

Superior ISV and 
tape tension control 

No one. 
So for Winchester back 

up that really works, come to 
the experts. Us. Write for 

details on our Evaluator Package, and see 
for yourself how well we back you up. 

Think about it. You've come a long 
way in storage capacity. 

And that means you've 
got a lot more to lose. 

• 
ROSSC~MP 

We're backing up your future. 
16643 Valley View Avenue, Cerritos, CA. 90701 (213) 926-5533 

CIRCLE 49 

See us at NCC, Booths 02427, 02429, 02431 , 02433 
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data communications 

Development and test system 
Chameleon is an adaptable development tool for 
X.25, SNA/ SDLC, ADCCP (HDLC, SDLC, extended 
mode), and Bisync protocols using ASCII, EBCDIC, or 
hexadecimal format. With 700k bytes of online 
storage, the system will analyze traffic ~ensity and 
response times, develop and support hybrid protocols, 
and simulate DTE or DCE devices in bit- or byte
oriented environments at speeds to 128k bps. Multi
processor architecture, high level programmable 
couplers, and flexible operator interface adapt the 
system to specific applications. One processor 
handles physical and link levels, and can be 
programmed to handle HDLC, SDLC, Bisync, or Trans
parent Bisync link access protocols. A second pro
cessor supports 1 of 4 simulation packages responsible 
for higher level protocol procedures and data gen
eration. A simulator trace function simultaneously 
displays transmitted and received data. 

The portable system comes in a 17.25" x 8.75" x 
16" (43.82- x 22.23- x 41-cm) case with integral 9" 
(23-cm) green screen displaying an 80-col x 24-line 
format. Weight is 35 lb (16 kg). Split screen, full
duplex time-correlated display with full/half inten
sity, inverse, blinking, and underlined video supports 
analysis functions. Menu-prompted analysis setup is 
equipped with multiple triggers, timers, and counters 
to help isolate network problems and gather statis
tics. Triggers can be used to select data for capture in 
the 16k-byte buffer, or to direct data to disk for later 
evaluation. Two high speed 3 Yi " Sony disk drives 
provide 350k bytes each of formatted program/data 
storage, with a 500k-bps maximum transfer rate. 
Tekelec Inc, 2932 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica, CA 
90403. 

Port contention switch 

Through microsequencing techniques and bidirec
tional switch, cabinet-mounted PC-6432 allows up to 
64 terminals to contend for 32 computer ports on a 
first-come, first-served basis. Multiplexer operation 
is user transparent to 19.2k bps, synchronous or 
asynchronous. A universal 110 card adds 4 terminals 
or computer ports to provide for expanded configu
rations; LEDs indicate ports available or in use. Via 
West, Inc, 534 N Stone Ave, Tucson, AZ 85705. See 
at Booth DI 704 Circle 230 

1200-bps single-board modem 
Smartmodem 12008, a 300- to 1200-bps Bell J03/212A 
modem for the IBM PC, is bundled with Smartcom II, 

a communication program. The software allows 
users to transfer data to other microcomputers, 
mainframes, or remote terminals, and to access up to 
26 information services or private networks. Hayes 
Microcomputer Products Inc, 5835 Peachtree 
Corners E, Norcross, GA 30092. 

See at Booth N4910 Circle 229 See at Booth DlSSO Circle 231 
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* * * 32-

Universe 68/05 First 
to Smash Price Banier 
The new Universe 68/05 is the first 
true 32-bit computer priced under 
$10,000 (OEM quantity one). "True" 
because, unlike other 68000-based 
systems, the Universe 68/ 05 handles 
32 bits in parallel on its VERSAbus. 

Outperforms VAX* 
Its price is even more impressive 
when you look at Universe 68/05 

MIPS i------~----' 1.25 
-~----' '75 

Cycle _______ _._,390ns 

time 400ns 

Bus 
rate 

i---------' 20Mb/ sec 
1--------' 13.5 Mb/ sec 

Price 1----'-$"'-'JO""'K _____ ....., $
6

0K 

Universe 68/ 05 D VAX-11 / 750 0 

RA* * * 

performance versus that of 32-bit 
"superminis" several times more 
expensive, like the VIV<-11 / 750. 

High-Speed 68000, 
4Kb Cache, 32-Bit Bus 
The key to that performance is a 
4Kb cache that eliminates processor 
wait-states and takes full advantage 
of a 12.5MHz 68000 processor. Also 
included are a separate 68000 1/0 
processor, four serial 1/0 ports 
(expandable to 64 ), 256Kb RAM 
(expandable to 3Mb), 20Mb/ sec, 
32-bit VERSAbus, lOMb Winchester, 
l.25Mb floppy disk, and 5-slot card 
cage. All in a 7-inch enclosure. 

ON - o atible 
eal-Time OS, Too 

U OS~ our UNIX* Rev7-compatible 
operating system with real-time fea
tures, runs Pascal, Fortran, C, BASIC, 
DBMS, and third party application 
programs. 

For more information, just attach 
your business card to this ad and mail 
to Charles River Data Systems, 4 Tech 
Circle, Natick, MA 01760. Or call us at 
(617) 655-1800. We'll send you a 
copy of "The Insider's Guide to the 
Universe," a detailed discussion of the 
technical concepts behind this 
remarkable new computer. 

CHARLES RNER DATA SYSTEMS 
•vAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. UNOS is a trademark of Charles River Data Systems. 
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When we designed our 
new 1100 Series SX:' 96 TPI 
floppy with up to 2Mbytes of 
storage, we set our standards 
high. High in reliability and 
high in performance. Naturally, 
we made it fully compatible 
with the industry-the same 
size, power, interface and bezel. 
It's even priced to compete 
with floppies that can't begin to 
match its performance. But 

that's where the similarities stop. 
To begin with, we devel

oped the 1100 with a unique 
chassis-within-a-chassis design 
to provide unequaled align
ment stability- assuring that 
the positioning mechanics 
are isolated from mounting and 
system handling stresses. At 
the same time, it provides 
unmatched electrical shielding 
and acoustic noise reduction . 

And in order to make align
ment simple, the 1100 has only 
three mechanical adjustments
all featuring stable, micrometer
quality precision. All easily 
accessible whire operating the 
drive with the PCBA in place. 

Then, we included our 
temperature compensating 
positioner-to-spindle refer
encing and precision diskette 
clamping techniques for pre-

The only thing aver 
5""floppy 



cise track positioning-every 
time. With our 1100 series, 
diskette interchangeability is 
guaranteed. 

And if that weren't enough, 
we designed out all electri-
cal adjustments-making board 
replacement a breeze. The 
microprocessor electronics 
precisely control the spindle 
motor at the spindle, elimi
nating speed drifts and wear 

factors typically handled by 
pot settings. Nobody else can 
compete with that. 

And because we've been 
building high performance 
floppies since 1977, nobody 
can mass produce them like 
we can. Nobody. 

So if you want a high per
formance floppy for the same 
price you 're now paying for 
low performance, give us a call. 

At Micropolis, we don't 
believe you should have to pay 
more for the best. 

Drop by and see us at NCC 
in Anaheim, booth #P7436. 

Corporate Offices 
21123 Nordhoff Street. Chatsworth, 
CA 91311 • (213) 709-3300 • Telex: 651486 

European Operations 
210 Elgar Road, Reading, Berks. U. K. 
RG20PJ • (734) 751-315 · Telex: 848591 

age about our new 
is its price. 

MICRO POLIS™ 
Where lasting memories are made. 

CIRCLE 51 
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data communications 

Bisync communication interface 

See at Booth P7960 

High speed statistical multiplexer 
M-860 handles transmission speeds to 76.8k bps in 
SDLC/HDLC bit-synchronous mode. Speeds for up to 
32 asynchronous, full-duplex channels are indi
vidually selectable from 50 to 9600 bps. Thus, a 
32-channel system can have a 307 .2k-bps aggregate 
data rate. The system can be used with microwave 
and fiber optic links, as well as AT&T's 56k-bps 
Digital Data System. 

In interactive environments, the unit provides 
multiplexing efficiencies to 800% . Inband data flow 
is protected at each channel by a user programmable 
X-ON/X-OFF function, and out-of-band by CTS/ DTR. 
Optional dual links provide for full transmission line 
backup. Standard features include CRC error detec
tion and automatic retransmission upon line hits. 
The unit is fully programmable on a port by port or 
system basis and can be configured at either end. An 
interactive menu prompts operators through channel 
setup, statistics, and diagnostics. 

SNA/SDLC protocol converter 

Standard firmware in the bisynchronous com
municator provides 2-way parallel and/or serial to 
asynchronous communications with user selectable 
data rates to 9600 baud. It handles a variety of pro
tocols, including 2770, 2780, 3780, 3741 , and 3270, as well 
as ASCII, EBCDIC, and Baudot codes. The Z80 based 
machine has 16K bytes of RAM buffer and 8K bytes 
of EPROM program area. Front panel mode switch 
and status LEDs simplify installation and help to iden
tify operating problems. Xitron Inc, 814 Phoenix Dr, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104. 
Circle 232 

M-860 is fully compatible with the company's DCS-2 
system. Interface is via RS-232-C or CCITT V.24/V.28. 
Unit comes in 8-, 16-, 24-, or 32-channel configura
tion. Single or dual link and single or dual integral 
modems are also available; models with integral 
modem can support public and private lines. Te/tone 
Corp, 10801 120th Ave NE, PO Box 657, Kirkland, 
WA 98033. See at Booth P7706 Circle 233 

PC! 1076, an ASCII to 3270 SNA/SDLC protocol con
verter, lets personal computers, portables, micro
computers, and other devices including CRTs and 
printers communicate on a mainframe network. It 
connects to the host directly or by dial-up, allowing 
access to the host from virtually any location with a 
telephone. Up to 7 terminals can attach to one con
verter. Protocol Computers, Inc, 6150 Canoga Ave, 
Suite 100, Woodland Hills, CA 91367. See at 
Booth 02008 Circle 234 
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Access security system 

-•••••••..• ! •.• '. -

Defender verifies a user with both an ID code number 
and a physical location. After the system is called on 
any standard touchtone telephone, a digitized voice 
response asks for an ID code number. Once a 
number's validity is checked, the caller is instructed 
to either hang up or reenter the ID number. If the 
number is not successfully reentered in 3 attempts or 
30 s, the system automatically disconnects and sends 
an alarm message to its printer. 

Following a successful ID transaction, the unit tells 
the user to hang up, and then determines the user's 
speed class and priority. The user's authorized tele
phone number is retrieved from the system's 
memory, and its automatic dialer (a Racal-Vadic 
advanced Multiline Automatic Calling System) calls 
the user back. Phone line control is then transferred 
to the system's central modem. Even if the confiden
tiality of the ID number is compromised, an 
unauthorized user must be physically located at the 
authorized user's telephone. 

Calls are handled on an outgoing basis. Computer 
use and telephone charges are closely monitored. 
Each transaction is dated and time stamped. A 
printer supplies hardcopy output. Capable of simul
taneously addressing up to 59 users at speeds up to 
9600 bps, the system is configured for 14 outgoing 
lines. Digital Pathways, 1060 E Meadow Cir, Palo 
Alto, CA 94303. See at Booth P7714 Circle 235 
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Limited area network 
A proprietary design that uses coaxial cabling and a 
bus (not a star) network for use with the MAX-80 
microcomputer, this LAN system features both high 
feed access and low cost per station-with up to 255 
stations. The network allows each user station to 
share resources (line printers, hard disks, plotters) 
and to interchange electronic mail. Each station can 
retain individual floppy drives and printers. Also to 
be shown are disk drives based on Shugart 5 ~ " and 
8 11 half-height floppy and hard drives, and Digital 
Research's CP/M 3.0, which provides full band switch
ing, password protection of files, time and date 
stamping, and a health utility. Lobo Systems, 358 S 
Fairview, Goleta, CA 93117. See at Booth P7030 
Circle 236 

2-port statistical multiplexer 
Port and composite link data rates up to 9600 bps are 
supported by the Datamux 2-port statistical multi
plexer. The link protocol (SDLC) provides CRC 16 

error detection and correction, preventing data errors 
from reaching either the user terminal or the host 
equipment. 

Specifically designed to operate with the 
company's 212 modem and automatic calling unit, the 
multiplexer's features include automatic speed detec
tion, complete diagnostics, and system statistics. 
Operating parameters may be selected from the ter
minal/computer equipment or via an internal option 
switch. The multiplexer is compatible with other syn
chronous modems. An ASCII-transparent mode 
allows users to communicate with the automatic 
calling unit through the multiplexer. Datec Inc, 200 
Eastowne Dr, Suite 116, Chapel Hill, NC 27514. See 
at Booth 01813 

Circle 237 
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It's got all the bases covered 
HP-16C. YOUR PRODUCTIVITY'S UP. AND 

THE PRICE IS DOWN. Now software engineers and logic 
designers can spend less time on bit-manipulation, Boolean and 
base-conversion functions and more time on more productive 
tasks. Like expanding your own creative potential. 

How? Easy. 
The HP-16C programmable calculator is capable of converting 
across four number bases, not only hexadecimal, octal, and decimal 
but binary as well. And it has the most powerful combination of 
bit manipulation, word size, and programming capabilities of any 
pocket calculator in the marketplace to date. 

For the authorized HP dealer or HP sales office nearest you, 
call TOLL-FREE 800-547-3400 and ask for operator 72 (Oregon, 
Alaska, Hawaii: 503-758-1010). 
PG02315299C CIRCLE 53 

Personal computation products 
for professionals on the move. 

SERIES10 
Pr~c.blllllal• 
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Compact multiport modem 

A time divison multiplexer is combined with a small 
9600-bps modem in a single package to support up to 
4 synchronous terminals or channels on 1 uncondi
tioned line. The Micro4000 model 409614+ multiport 
modem can support up to four 2400-bps synchronous 
terminals communicating with a remote computer 
over a single leased phone line, carrying data at 9600 
bps. Up to 4 high input channels-operating at 2400, 
4800, 7200, or 9600 bps-can be supported as long as 
the aggregate composite data rate d~es not exceed 
9600 bps. More elaborate configurations, such as 
connecting a string of multidropped terminals to 
each of the modem's input channels, are also pos
sible. 

Model 4096/ 4 + complies with CCITT Recommenda
tion V.29 and offers downline loading of channel and 
composite link parameters (eg, operating speed). 
Other features include front panel indicators that 
display the status of any selected channel, indepen
dent local and remote loopback tests for any selected 
channel or tlte composite link, and individual chan
nel buffering and control signal passing for linking 
other communications equipment to the modem. 
Micom Systems Inc, 20151 Nordhoff St, Chats
worth, CA 91311. See at Booth W6496 Circle 238 

Acoustically coupled modem 
LEX-I I is a 300-baud asynchronous modem that inter
faces through an RS-232 connector to computer or ter
minal, and transmits and receives through regular 
telephone handset. Battery power option allows it to 
be used with battery powered handheld terminals to 
communicate with a computer wherever a phone 
exists, even from a phone booth. It will talk with any 
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Low cost Videotex terminal 
VP-3501 includes both built-in direct connect modem 
for communication via phone and a modulated rf 
output for display of information on an ordinary TV. 
Features include color graphics, resident ASCII or 
dynamically redefinable character set, reverse video, 
tone generator with subcarrier audio output for 
sound through the TV, software selectable large 
character format, and expansion interface for 
peripherals. Compatible with timesharing and data
base computer networks, the terminal accesses infor
mation services and allows users to write, store, and 
run their own programs in BASIC, Pascal, FORTRAN, 
and COBOL with timesharing systems. 

The terminal includes both 58-key alphanumeric 
keypad with 2 user keys and 16-key calculator format 
keypad. Built-in 300-baud modem connects directly 
to phones; plug-in acoustic coupler is optional. Color 
graphics allow individual characters and background 
to be displayed in 1 of 8 software selectable colors. 
Color locking circuits give sharp graphics and rain
bow-free characters. Built-in tone and white noise 
generator can be programmed for end of line bell, 
error messages, prompts, sound effects, or music. 
Switch-selectable configuration control includes line/ 
local, upper case only, full/half duplex, mark/space, 
and even/ odd parity. RCA Micro Computer Prod
ucts, New Holland Ave, Lancaster, PA 17604. See at 
Booth W6580 Circle 239 

Bell 103A modem. The unit provides data speeds up to 
300 bps, originate or answer (switch selectable), full 
or half duplex (switch selectable), and receiver sensi
tivity of 47 dBm. It is EIA-RS-232C interface compatible 
and supplies loop back self-test, ready (carrier) indi
cator, power-on indicator, and battery power option. 
Lexicon Corp of Miami, 1541 NW 65th Ave, Fort 
Lauderdale, FL 33313. See at Booth P8004 
Circle 240 







Introducing a revolutionary advance
ment in microprocessor system design. 

Intel Coprocessors. 
They work much like a turbocharger 

in an automobile. Dramatically 
increasing the power of your CPU, by 
"kicking-in" whenever specific 
functions are required. 

Intel Coprocessors are an architectural 
triumph. Processor extensions. 
Beyond peripherals. They're designed 
for complete compatibility with Intel 
microprocessors, boards and systems. 

Everything thats needed to boost 
your power is on one chip. Not a bag 
of parts. 

And no "kludge" of parts can equal 
the performance, the ease of use, 
or the cost effectiveness. 

Theres the 8087 and the 80287 
Numeric Coprocessor. Made to work 
with the Intel iAPX 86 family of 
8 and 16-bit processors. Both 
Coprocessors have the power to accel
erate your floating point math cal
culations an incredible 50 to 100 times. 
Eliminating the need for a mini
computer in the process. 

And theres the 8089 1/0 Channel 
Coprocessor. Capable of tripling your 
performance in the 1/0-intensive 
parts of your application. Such as in 
hard disk control and communications. 

Intel is the only company with a 
family of Coprocessors. For the com
ponent, board and system level. 
All being delivered in production 
quantities, now. With new types of 
Coprocessors on the way. 

Like the 82730 Text Coprocessor. 

The first VLSI solution for fast manip
ulation and display of-high-quality text. 

And the 82586 LAN Coprocessor. 
Replacing 100 ICs for Ethernet;~ 
or other Local Area Network designs. 

The competition has yet to produce 
their first Coprocessor. 

Typical Performance Improvements with Mach Coprocessor 
(All Clock Speeds 8 MHz.) 

80S6 80S6 + Ba37 - -
Double Precision ( 64 bit) 

Floating Point Multiply 1,313 µ,S 17µ,S 

/nceresc Race Calculation 628mS .66mS 

3-D Graphics Image Generation <Xl.5 seconds 1. 78 seconds 

FORTRAN Whetstone Calculations 3K Whetstones 169K Whetstones 
per second per second 

Real Matrix Multiply 134 seconds 4. 00 seconds 

Discover just how powerful and 
cost-effective Coprocessors can be. 

For complete documentation, 
including application notes, call us 
toll-free. (800) 538-1876. In California, 
(800) 672-1833. Your information 
will be on its way in less than 24 hours. 

Or write us. Dept. F3, 3065 Bowers 
Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051. 

Or contact your Intel Sales 
Representative. 

And don't be alarmed by our 
enthusiasm when you ask about 
Coprocessors. 

We're just charged-up. 

• f- _ I® delivers ln 'e' solutions 
U nited States and Canadian Distributors: Alliance, Almac Electronics 
Corporation, Arrow Electronics, Avnet Electronics, Hamilton/ Avnet, 
Hamilton Electro Sales, Harvey, Kierulff Electronics, Inc. , L.A. Varah, 
MTI Systems Sales, Mesa Technology Corporation, Pioneer, Wyle 
Distribution G roup , Zentronics. In Europe and Japan, contact your local 
Intel Sales Office. 

*Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation . 

See us at NCC Booth #391 O 

CIRCLE 54 



What Malfes A 
Supermicro Company Super? 

Start With A Super Supermicro. 
Like the Momentum 32 IE, " a powerful OEM business 
computer that truly earns its ''supermicro'' status by 
combining the high performance characteristics of a 
midrange minicomputer with the price of a micro. 
In throughput benchmarks against the VAX 111780," 
the 32 IE performed to 80% of the VAX standard. And 
when you consider the relative price tags for the VAX 
111780 vs. the 32 IE, that means you're getting 80% 
of the VAX's performance for 10% of the price. 
Beyond performance, the 32 IE features superior cost 
efficiency, configuration flexibility and ease of main
tenance. It boasts the power of the 8 mHz M68000" 
microprocessor, our proprietary Memory Management 
Unit that can enhance system performance by 
upwards of 20%, and direct-memory access that 
further improves system performance in multi-user 
environments. 

Our One Unbending Standard: Flexibili'ty. 
We know that design flexibility is the key to an OEM's 
success. The multi-user, multi-tasking versatility of the 
System Ill UNIX .. operating system gives you that key. 
Furthermore, you can configure the 32 IE for one full 
megabyte of memory. You can add a multi-bus inter
face and an SMD interface. There are slots for up to 
eight serial I 10 controllers, each with two serial ports 
(RS232, C nt Loop or RS422). And each serial 
card is interchangeable with a microprocessor-bssed 
intelligent communications controller for~~ 
system perfonnance. 

The compact, rugged steel enclosure is available in 
tabletop or rack-mount versions, each with internal 
subsections slide-mounted for easy access. 

The Product Is The Bottom Line. 
For OEMs, that means the product's performance, 
versatility and reliability and, of course, price. So when 
you consider computers, especially M68000- and 
UNIX-based computers, consider that no one offers a 
broader line than Momentum, from the super work
station 3214" to the super "workhorse" Momentum 
32 IE. Consider the record, 98. 5% out-of-box reliability 
and support that is comprehensive and nationwide. 
And consider that we view every aspect of our oper
ation as an extension of your operation, from the engi
neering and manufacturing to the quality control 
programs. 
Unlike a lot of OEM companies that talk "warm and 
fuzzy'' commitments to this and to that, we feel the 
only commitment that really counts is delivering a 
better product at a better price. And we feel it's the 
bottom-line (eason for putting Momentum behind your 
system. 



nee '83 product preview 
data communications 

Fiber optic multiplexer 
A multichannel fiber optic multiplexer for trans
ferring data to and from RS-232 terminal devices will 
handle 8 full-duplex RS-232 ports, with each channel 
operating up to 19.2k bytes/s in synchronous or 
asynchronous modes. Internal selection for the time 
division unit provides for baud rates of l .2k, 2.4k, 
4.8k, 9.6k, or 19.2k bytes/s on the synchronous 
channels as well as mixed synchronous and asynchro
nous operation. 

Front panel diagnostics provide electronically 
selectable digital loopback testing for each channel, 
and analog loopback selectable for main link testing. 
Activity indicators monitor traffic or loopback infor
mation on both received data and transmitted data 
lines. Main link continuity is monitored and dis
played on a oco indicator. 

The Bit-Driver multiplexer uses fiber optic trans
mission methods with the capability of operating up 
to 6500' (1981 m) over standard 221202 fiber optic 
cable. Belden Corp, Electronic Wire and Cable Div, 
2000 S Batavia Ave, Geneva, IL 60134. See at 
Booth P7118 

Circle 241 

Multiplexer modem option 
Users can integrate modems into the Microplexer® 
mainframe or expansion chassis, saving the space of 
external cabinets and eliminating a separate power 
supply. Data pumps are taken from advanced intel
ligent modems in speeds of 2400, 4800, and 9600 bps. 
These modems are compatible with CCITT standards 
V.26, V.27 bis, and V.29. Line termination and control 
circuits are on a carrier card that fits into the 
multiplexer's chassis, in the same slots as the 110 
expansion modules . Any number of modems up to 
the number of unused channel card positions can be 
installed. The data pump itself slides into rails and a 
connector on the carrier card; this allows the line to 
remain terminated even when the pump is removed 
for inspection or reconfiguration. The internal 
modem draws power from the MUX frame; all signal 

Mainframe to Ethernet interface 

Model 8911 programmable IBM channel interface pro
vides direct connection to an IBM mainframe as well 
as Ethernet hardware and software on the outboard 
side. Two versions of Ethernet drivers are currently 
available. The first implements Stop and Go Error 
Control Protocol. With the second protocol, data 
throughput rates of up to 200k bytes/s can be 
achieved if the receiving node supports expedient 
acknowledgment. 

Software in the channel interface emulates a stan
dard IBM control unit such as a 3803 mag tape con
troller or a 3272 local terminal controller. A uscom, 
Inc, 2007 Kramer Ln, Suite 102, Austin, TX 78758. 
See at Booth P8124 Circle 242 

leads are brought out to connectors on the rear of the 
chassis cabinet. This arrangement allows the modem 
to be patched to a data link or synchronous tail cir
cuit on a channel port. It can also be used indepen
dently. Timeplex, Inc, 400 Chestnut Ridge Rd, 
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07675. 
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computers 

Multi-user desktop system 

Developed for commercial applications, System 300 

comes in 5 models offering a TMS99000 based single
board CPU, 128K bytes of error correcting main 
memory expandable to 512K bytes, and mass storage 
options from 5M to 43M bytes. Each system includes 
a Winchester disk subsystem for program and data 
storage; 4 disk subsystems can be daisy chained to 

2-MIPS multiprocessor mainframe 
Large scale, virtual memory T85LVM executes 
realtime tasks in a multimode, multiprocessor, multi
user environment. The central processor's 32-bit 
parallel ALU performs binary, floating point, logical, 
or decimal operations in double-word (64-bit), word 
(32-bit), half-word (16-bit), and byte (8-bit) formats. 
The CPU supplies up to 16 register blocks, each con
taining up to 16 general purpose registers. Memory 
cycle interleaving and overlapping provide computa
tion speeds over 2 MIPS, depending on application 
and system configuration. 

System accommodates up to 16M bytes of virtual 
memory, using 32M bytes of physical memory with 
12 access ports and 4 memory banks. This allows 4 
CPUs to run at full speed, concurrent with all required 
110, without performance degradation. In the 4-pro
cessor configuration, the system provides fault
tolerant multiprocessing for critical installations or 
applications. Disk memory comes in removable-pack 
configurations with up to 315M bytes/drive; Win
chester technology allows up to 673M bytes/drive 
and 1.2M-byte/s transfer rates. Other features 
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provide 172M bytes maximum. Memory functions 
are performed using 64K DRAMs; this reduces the 
number of chips for a given size and thus improves 
reliability. 

The 12" (30-cm) video terminal has 80-col x 24-line 
display and detachable keyboard with a full 128-char 
ASCII set, 8 programmable function keys, and a 
10-key numeric pad. An optional 2-channel com
munication board expands each computer into a 
3-terminal system supporting 3 printers. The 
communication board also supports the 3780/2780 
communication software package for remote job 
entry with IBM and other host computers. 

The company's general purpose, multi-user DXIO 
operating system supports BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, 
and Pascal languages. Application software handles 
general ledger, accounts payable, accounts 
receivable, inventory control, payroll, and word pro
cessing. In addition, ucso's p-System provides for 
interactive software development and allows the 
computer to run applications written for other micro
processors. Texas Instruments Inc, PO Box 202146, 
Dallas, TX 75220. See at Booth S5028 Circle 244 

include 4 realtime clocks, 16 internal and up to 112 
external priority interrupt levels, and power fail
safe/memory protection. 

Operating software is an enhanced version of CP-V. 
A multi-user, multiprocessing system, v /L VM sup
ports programs with up to 16M bytes of virtual 
address space. Data processing functions can be 
handled in 5 concurrent modes: multiprogrammed 
local batch, remote batch, timeshared, transaction, 
and real time. Supported programming languages 
include APL, BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, and Pascal; the 
company provides a variety of standard application 
software packages. Telefile Computer Products, Inc, 
17131 Daimler St, Irvine, CA 92714. See at 
Booth W6234 Circle 245 

NOTE: "A" series booths are located in Anaheim 
Convention Center's Arena, "N" series in the North 
Hall, "S" series in the South Hall, and "W" series in 
the Southwest Hall. "P" series booths are in the 
NCC Pavilions adjacent to the Registration area. 
"D" series booths are located in the Disneyland 
Hotel Convention Center. 





THAT'S WHY WE'RE 
THREE COMPANIES. 

No company that builds a wide 
range of disk drives can provide the 
same efficiency and economy as a 
manufacturer that specializes in doing 
one thing better than anyone else. 

Delays on one product affect the 
other lines. Inventory and labor costs are 
difficult to control. Research and 
development lag, and what was once 
leading edge technology becomes 
yesterday's news. 

That's why Tandon Corporation, 
from its inception, has organized itself as 
a series of companies by product line. 

There's our 5 Y4" Floppy Company. 
Our 5,!4" Winchester Company. And 
our 8" and 3 Y2" Floppy Company. 

Each is an autonomous entity, a 

specialist in its own complex field with all 
the resources of a separate company 
from purchasing to engineering and 
quality control. Our companies can 
concentrate t heir energies on producing 
what they know best better than anyone 
else in the business. That concept is 
what's made each a world leader in its 
particular product line. 

Our companies are all free to 
organize themselves internally to 
maximize their efficiency and economy 
and to allow them to respond rapidly to 
their fast-changing markets. They each 
do things a little differently. But all three 
are the most successful disk drive 
companies you ever heard of. 

And they're all named Tandon. 



landon 
5%" FLOPPY COMPANY 

20320 PRAIRIE STREET 
CHATSWORTH, CALIFORNIA 91311 

lanaan 
514'' WINCHESTER COMPANY 

49 STRATHEARN 
SIMI VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 93065 

landon 
8".AND 3V2'' FLOPPY COMPANY 

375 CONEJO RIDGE AVE. 
THOUSAND OAKS, CALIFORNIA 91360 



TO BECOME THE WORLD 
LEADER IN 51/~' FLOPPIES, 
IT TOOK A LOT OF DRIVE. 

And the Tandon 514" Floppy 
Company has plenty of drive. Both in 
terms of ambition and in terms of 
product. 

Tandon's unique corporate structure 
lets us focus our drive on one goal: to 
build more of the best possible 514" 
drives than anyone else in the world. At 
the lowest possible cost. 

And that's just what we've done. In 
less time than anyone but Tandon 
thought possible, we've become the 
biggest name in 514" floppies. Even 
bigger than such established names as ... 
well, you know who they are. And so do 
they. 

But all the drive in the world 
wouldn't have made us number one if 
we didn't have the product to back it up. 

We do. Starting where it counts, with 
innovative engineering and design. 

Followed by a 
manufacturing 

MONTHLY FLOPPY SHIPMENTS 
200,000 ----------~ 

150,000,-------

0 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83 

operation that features the highest 
degree of vertical integration in the 
industry. 80% of the material cost of our 
drives consists of parts we manufacture 
ourselves. So we can keep far tighter 
control over quality and cost. And avoid 
what other companies call "unavoidable 
supplier-caused delays." 

Our aim is always to maintain 
production capacity higher than actual 
orders. Last year, we more than 
doubled our production capacity with 

facilities that can easily exceed 
200,000 drives a month. In 1983, we are 
expanding still further. To be sure that 
we can always deliver the drives you 
need, when you need them. 

That's how we plan to stay the 
world's number one supplier of SY4" 
floppy drives. By building drives that 
push the limits of performance and 
capacity further than our competitors 
think possible. In greater numbers than 
they can produce. At lower costs than 
they can match. 

TANDON 51/~' FLOPPY COMPANY. 





WE DON'T MEASURE 
WINCHESTER CAPACITY 

JUST IN MEGABYTES. 
We measure it in pany manufactures 

terms of production MONTHLYWINCHemRsHiPMeNrs more of its own 20,000-----------

capacity. Capacity for plated media and its 
technological 15.000---------- own PC board 
innovation. And assemblies. 
capacity for building-in 10.000--------- Our innovative 
quality at the lowest products are backed 
possible cost. 5·000------- • '------- with a 105% 

We're the Tandon guarantee. Including 
SY4" Winchester ·a1 ·92 '8.l our brand-new half-
Company. And we're .____ _____________ ___.height SY4" drives. 
at a disadvantage. Unlike our Tandon With 6.4 and I 2.8MB in half the space of 
sister companies, we're not the world's traditional SY4" Winchesters . 
production leader in our field. We're We're dedicated to building more 
only number two. Though not by much. drives with more capacity in less space 
Like the Tandon SY4" Floppy Company, for less cost. 
we didn't start first, but we intend to Which means we're dedicated to 
finish first. being the world's leading producer of 

We build a wide range of drives. SY4 11 Winchesters. 
Open-loop and high perform
ance closed-loop models. Right 
now, we have the capacity to 
build and ship 60,000 drives a 
month. That means that we have 
the capacity in place to be 
number one in SY4" Winchesters. 
And we intend to be. By offering 
you what no other Winchester 
manufacturer can. 

No other Winchester 
company makes so many of the 
parts that go into its drives. 

No other Winchester 
company builds its own heads. 

No other Winchester com-

TANDON 51
/: WINCHESTER COMPANY. 





OUR SMALLEST 
ACHIEVEMENT IS THE 

INDUSTRY'S BIGGEST SUCCESS. 
The Tandon 8" and 3 Y2" Floppy 

Company is the world's largest 
producer of 8" Thinline™ drives. 

And now we're ramping up for high 
volume production of single and 
double-sided 3 Y2" drives. 

When we introduced the half
height 8" floppy 
drive, we expected 
system designers to 
go wild over it. 

You did. Some of 
you stacked two of 
our drives to double 
system storage to as much as 3 .2MB 
without increasing system size. Others 
took advantage of our small achieve
ment to reduce system size instead. 

Whatever you've done with our 
Thinlines, we want to thank you for 
having the confidence in them to give us 
an overwhelming lead in the half-height 
8" market. 

Now we're using our experience 
in making drives small to make them 

even smaller. 
Our new 3 Yi" drives are now in 

production in four versions. 
SOOK byte single-sided and 
I MB double-sided Tandon 
interface models. And Sony 
interface-compatible drives 

e same capac1 1es. 
We plan on becoming the world's 

leader in 3Y2. " the same way we 
became the world's leader in half-height 
8'.' By focusing our energies on building 
more drives, better, at a lower cost than 
anyone else. 

Like all Tandon companies, we start 
with a high degree of vertical integration . 
And an aggressive commitment to R&D 
no one can match. 

We've also established ourselves in a 
brand-new facility with all the latest man
ufacturing and test equipment. So we 
can triple our current leading monthly 
production rate while ramping up to 
meet the burgeoning 3 Y2" market. 

Just because we've become a success 
by thinking small doesn't mean our plans 
are modest. 

TANDON 8 ' AND 31
/ ; FLOPPY COMPANY. 





WE MAKE 24 DRIVES A DAY. 
NO WONDER WE'RE THE 

WORLD'S PRODUCTION LEADER. 
TOTAL MONTHLY SHIPMENTS 

2SO,OOO-----'-(ALL_P_RO_DUC_T_UN~ES) _ _ _ _ 

With 24 different drive models in 
production each and every day, it's not 
surprising we're the number one sup
plier of micro peripheral disk drives in 
the world. 

We're producing upwards of I 0,000 
drives every business day. Over 200,000 
a month. And at this rate more than 2Y2 
million drives a year. 

Here's how the Tandon Companies 
have become the most successful disk 
drive companies you ever heard of: 

TANDON 51/4 FLOPPY COMPANY. 
12 BEST SELLERS. 

Our TMIOO is the 
best-selling 514" 
floppy drive 
in the world. 
There are 
four models 

to choose from. 48TPI with 250KB. 
48TPI with 500KB. 96 TPI with 500KB. 
And 96TPI w ith IMB. Our TMIOl-4 is a 
microprocessor-controlled model offe r
ing 96TPI with IMB. And our TMI02-2 
has 96TPI with a full 2MB capacity. 

Then there are our half-height 514" 
Thinline floppies. Our ultra low cost 
TM50 comes in four versions. Two 
mechanics-only models for high-volume 
OEMs who want to provide their own 
added value and two models with fully 
operational electronics. Both versions 
come in 48TPI 250KB and 500KB 
capacity models. For microprocessor
controlled performance, our two model 
TM55 514" Thinlines offer 48TPI with a 
500KB capacity and 96 TPI with a I MB 
capacity. 

TANDON 51/4' 
WINCHESTER COMPANY. 
6 DRIVES IS JUST THE 

BEGINNING OF OUR CAPACITY. 
Our TM500 is an exceptionally cost- · 

effective Winches
ter. We offer it in 



three models: 6.4MB, I 2.8MB, and I 9.2MB 
unformatted capacities. Our TM703 is a 
high-performance, closed-loop 5,!;4" drive 
with a full 30MB of storage. 

We're proudest of our new TM250 
half-height 5,!;4" W inchester. It's available 
now in 6.4MB and I 2.8MB versions. W ith 
all the performance of a full height 
Winchester in half the space. 

TANDON 8"AND 31/~' FLOPPY 
COMPANY. 6 SMALL DRIVES. 

NO SMALL ACHIEVEMENT. 
Our TM848, our first half-height 8" 

floppy, is still the world's best seller. It 
comes in two models. 48TPI single-sided 
with 800KB capacity and 48TPI double
sided with I .6MB of 
storage. 

Our new 
TM35 3.Vi" 

drives are available in four models. Two 
Tandon TMIOO interface-compatible 
versions-500KB and IMB. A nd two 
Sony interface-compatible versions
also 500KB and I MB capacities. 

THE TANDON COMPANIES. THE 
DIFFERENCE IS OUR SUCCESS. 

Separately, we offer products no 
competitor can match. Together, we're a 
corporation that has doubled or tripled 
its growth every year for the past 5 years. 

Buying from the Tandon Companies 
offers you all the advantages of buying 
from a single source. And all the 
advantages of buying from a supplier 
who has concentrated all its resources on 
doing one job better than anyone else in 

the world. 
That's the Tandon philosophy. 
It's given us an all-important 
edge on our competitors. 
And it's made us the most 
successful disk drive compa
nies you ever heard of. 

THE TANDON COMPANIES. 





nee '83 product preview· 
interface 

Single-board disk/tape controllers 
Replacing separate disk and tape controllers, multi
function controllers support SMD disk drives with up 
to 2M-byte/s transfer rates and 1lz" magnetic tapes 
with rates up to 320k-bytes/s. Both start/stop and 
streaming modes are accommodated. Dual bipolar 
2901-type microprocessor design simultaneously con
trols CPV, disk, and tape interfaces. Modularity sim
plifies configuration changes. Separate buffers for 
disk (3 sectors) and tape (64 bytes) allow concurrent 
data transfers while eliminating disk data late errors. 
Model 20 for DO computers emulates DO 6-067 disk and 
6021 tape subsystems under RDOS, AOS, IRIS, and 
BUS/COBOL. Model 21 for DEC PDP-I I and v AX emu
lates RM02/05, RK07 disk, and RMll, TSll tape sub
systems under RSX-I IM, - I IMPLUS, RSTS-E, VMS, and 
UNIX. Model 26 for TI 990 and 600 series emulates 
CDII400, DSS0/300 disk, and TI 979 tape subsystems. 

Streaming tape interface 
DUI32 intelligent coupler supplies low cost streaming 
and start/stop tape backup for DEC PDP-11 / 34 
through 170 and VAX-111750, 1780, and 1782 computers. 
A TS-I I emulating device that interfaces with either 
1lz 11 start/stop formatted 9-track tape transports or 
streaming transports with embedded formatters, the 
coupler permits data transfer rates of up to 200k 
bytes/s with tape speeds to 125 ips. When used in 
start/stop mode, it is completely software compatible 
with DEC VMS, RSTS/ E, RSX-I IM, and RT-I I operating 

Multiple adapter interface 

• CIRCLE 56 

Spectra Logic Corp, 1227 Innsbruck Dr, Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086. See at Booth N4920 Circle 246 

systems. A standalone utility software package 
accommodates stre~ming transports. 

Based on a high speed bipolar microprocessor, the 
board provides large control store memory to handle 
data manipulations, adhering to timing limits and 
bus loading specifications. All data, address, and 
control signals are parallel transferred between the 
coupler and host via the Unibus. A lk-byte buffer 
virtually eliminates data late errors. Distributed 
Logic Corp, 12800 Garden Grove Blvd, Garden 
Grove, CA 92643. See at Booth A3313 
Circle 247 

A single plug-in board provides memory extension, 
monochrome or color video, and a printer adapter 
for the IBM Personal Computer. The MAI module 
contains 128K bytes of DRAM that the user allocates 
by flipping a 2-position DIP switch. One setting con
figures the board for monochrome video display or 
color graphics applications; the other allocates 96K 
bytes to user memory (leaving 32K for video mode) 
or 128K bytes to video mode. 

The board operates in 40 x 25 or 80 x 25 alpha
numeric, 320 x 200 4-color, or 640 x 200 black/white 
mode. Special screen memory configuration provides 
for 320 x 200 16-color, 640 x 200 4-color, 320 x 400 
4- or 16-color, or 640 x 400 4-color or black/white 
mode. A high resolution lightpen circuit achieves 
0.5- or 1-dot resolution. Char set comes in one eras
able ultraviolet PROM. Amdek Corp, 2201 Lively 
Blvd, Elk Grove Village, IL fiXX.)7. See at Booth P7638 
Circle 248 
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Disk/cache buffer control unit 
Improving l/O response times by prestaging data to a 
large semiconductor cache memory, Syber Cache 8890 
supports data transfer rates up to 3M bytes/s and 
cuts 110 response time by as much as 750/o. Prestaging 
is accomplished using intelligent algorithms residing 
in the system. These include sequential detection, 
cache every read, and DASD direct. 

The 8890 application data subsystem is an enhanced 
8880-2 DASD control unit. Both storage directors have 
independent access to a semiconductor memory that 
can have 1.5M, 3M, 6M, or 12M bytes of capacity. 

The cache is divided into a solid state memory 
array and a cache manager. The cache manager con
trols data memory, 110 channel, and the attached 
DASD; it also maintains a table of DASD tracks cur
rently in the cache and manages array free space. 

On read request demand, the unit moves DASD 
device tracks containing blocks of data into frames 
of a large RAM. Write operations are executed directly 
to the actual DASD device; if the track written was in 
the cache, it is flagged as invalid to guarantee data 
integrity. Cache operations are completely transpar
ent to the host. All data buffering is initiated and 
controlled entirely within the subsystem. 

Standard 1/0 features such as 110 error alert, com
mand retry, and reserve/release are also supported. 
The subsystem supports string switch, dual-port, and 
nonswitched ports. Storage Technology Corp, 2270 S 
88th St, Louisville, CO 80028. See at Booth S5184 
arcle 249 

Dual printer controller 
A DMA controller for DEC VAX systems emulates 2 
separate DEC DMF32 printer controllers and supports 
2 printers with separate addresses and different print 
speeds on each quad board. The DLP-1132 will support 
2 printers concurrently at any speed through 2000 
lpm each. 

The controller is equipped with 2 functions that 
verify correct operation and isolate line printer 
system problems. An internal self-test checks over 
900/o of the controller logic, printer cable, and 
displays any failure via LEDs. Then an external self
test verifies printer and cable operations . Printer sub
system integrity is ensured by the self-test capability 
that can produce an extensive printout of internal 
controller status. The DLP-1132 operates with all 
printers using Dataproducts or Centronics interface 
standards. Datasystems Corp, 11072 Willow Creek 
Rd, San Diego, CA 92131. See at Booth P7128 
arcle 150 
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VMEbus boards 
VME-SASI interfaces the VMEbus and the Shugart 
Associates System Interface (SASI), monitoring and 
automatically acknowledging all SASI handshake 
control signals to minimize software overhead. Con
dition of the interface is available through a status 
register. Data transfers with a controller can be per
formed on a programmed byte basis or by using DMA 
modes. Multiple boards can be used in a system. 

VME-FDC is a floppy disk drive controller board for 
the VMEbus. It provides all control, format, and 
interface logic between the bus and from 1 to 4 flop
py drives. The controller handles single- or double
sided 5 \l.i" or 8" Shugart compatible disk drives. 
Configuration controls are programmable through 
the on board drive control register. Mostek Corp, 
1215 W Crosby Dr, Carrollton, TX 75006. See at 
Booth W6088 arcle 251 



Economically 
priced for 
business or 
personal 
computers! 
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LSl-11 and PDP-11 disk controllers 
-Disk controllers for Unibus, Q-bus, and CMI bus 
computers emulate RM03/0S and RK06/07. The DFC 807 
controller and the DFC 907 for LSI-11/23 computers 
provide complete transparency to all DEC operating 
systems and UNIX. 

Model DFC 607 for VAX-7SO-CMI emulates RM03/0S 
and RP06. A controller for Q-bus computers is also 
available. The disk controllers for Unibus and CMI 
run Eagle drives. Aviv Corp, 26 Cummings Pk, 
Woburn, MA01801. See at Booth 02438 Circle 252 

memory systems 
Half-height 5%" floppy drive Streaming cassette tape drive 

PICO RFD 48S (48-tpi) and RFD 96S (96-tpi) double
sided drives are half the height of a standard mini
floppy drive; single-sided versions are available. 
These drives allow users to expand existing capacity 
by replacing one full-size drive with two half-heights. 
Available capacity on the RFD 96S is IM byte; 500k 
bytes on the RFD 48S. Features include a self-centering 
clutch and spindle design that improves media to 
spindle registration and LSI circuitry that reduces the 
size. of the logic board. The bezel is removable and 
interchangeable. Read/write heads are gently loaded 
onto and unloaded from the media surface via a 
mechanism engineered into door operation. "Push to 
open, push to close" door mechanics eliminate the 
head load solenoid. Track-to-track access time for 
the RFD 96S drive is 3 ms (5 ms for RFD 48S); MTBF of 
the direct drive brushless motor is 30,000 h. Drives 
are ANSI and industry compatible. Ex-Cell-O Corp, 
Remex Div, 1733 Alton St, Irvine, CA 92713. See at 
Booth W6396 arcle 253 
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Winchester Repeater series WR-100 is a QIC-02 com
patible digital cassette recorder with IOM-byte for
matted capacity. Overall dimensions and operating 
voltages are identical to those of 514 " Winchester 
disk drives, allowing the unit to be installed as a 
direct replacement for a standard 514 11 floppy disk. 
The Philips cassette combines cost effectiveness, 
high reliability, compact size, convenience in loading 
and unloading, and interchangeability. Precise con
tinuous control of tape speed and tape tension from 
BOT to EOT is maintained by the transport. Serpen
tine operation removes rewind delay, and media cost 
is less than that of competitive devices. The unit is 
useful for collection, normalization, storage, trans
mission, dissemination, and transportation of all 
types of digital data. Although streaming mode of 
operation mandates constraints in the operating 
system, transfer rate, capacity, and low error rate 
make this a practical unit. Raymond Engineering 
Inc, 217 Smith St, Middletown, CT 06457. See at 
Booth N4105 

Circle 254 



*OEM Quantities 

CacheTape easily outperforms 100/25 
ips streaming tape drives at 1600 BPI in 
start/stop applications. 

EiPJB:c: 

..................... 
•&awcod 
•Start/stop ........... . 
• Tape ....... , ............ ._ 
.......... c ....... . 

Av•ll•bleNow 

1 0225 Willow Creek Road, P.O. Box 851 70, San Diego, California 921 38-9198 

CIPHER DATA PRODUCTS (UK) LTD. 
Camberley, Surrey, England 
Telephone: 0276-682912 
Telex: 858329 

CIRCLE 58 

Telephone: (619) 578-9100, TWX: 910-335-1251 
CIPHER DATA PRODUCTS S.AR.L 
Paris, France 
Telephone: (1) 668 87 87 
Telex: 203935 

SEE US AT NCC BOOTH W-6170 

CIPHER DATA PRODUCTS GmbH 
Munich, West Germany 
Telephone: (089) 807001 /02 
Telex: 521 -4094 
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Combined disk/tape subsystem 
PXD51 series mass storage subsystems for DEC com
puters combines disk and tape capability in one 42 /1 

(107-cm) cabinet. The subsystem includes DEC com
patible disk and tape controllers, the M2351A Eagle 
disk drive from Fujitsu Ltd, and the 92181 Keystone 
tape drive from Control Data Corp. 

In addition to performing the usual backup func
tions, the tape unit offers archival storage and jour
naling capability plus the benefit of complete media 
interchangeability associated with Yi 11 magnetic tape. 
The disk drive supplies program storage, data 
exchange, and system backup. Start/stop functions 
can be mixed with streaming. 

The Eagle is a Winchester-type drive that transfers 
data at l .8M bytes/s. The Keystone operates at 25 ips 
in start/stop mode and at 25 ips and 100 ips in 
streaming mode. 

Models include PDP·l I, VAX·l I 1730 Unibus, 
VAX-111750 CMI bus, and VAX-111780 S81 bus emula
tion. For PDP-II and VAX-111730 Unibus, PJD51 / 8X 
and /83 store 414M bytes emulating an expanded 
RM80. For VAX-11/750 CMI bus, PCD51/83 and / 82 store 
from 349M to 414M bytes emulating either 2 RPO<is or 
I expanded RM80. PSD5 I / 83 and /82 for v AX-111780 S81 
bus store from 349M to 414M bytes and emulate 
either 2 RP06S or an expanded RM80. Emulex Corp, 
3545 Harbor Blvd, Costa Mesa, CA 92626. See at 
Booth A3100 Orcle 255 
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Streaming tape evaluators 
Designed to speed integration of streaming Yi 11 tape 
drives in Winchester backup applications, E series 
Evaluators permit designers to carry out full-scale 
file and restore operations at either 90 or 130 ips. 
This can be accomplished using the 160M byte Dl60 
24-track streaming tape drive in conjunction with 
either low speed Q2000/ SAIOOO compatible interfaces 
or higher speed SMD interfaces. For comparison 
testing of backup devices in on- and offline modes, 
some units permit ~ /1 tape cartridge drives to be 
interchanged with the Dl60. 

Each evaluation system consists of Dl60 Yi /1 

streaming tape drive, product and interface manuals, 
and cabling and connectors. An exerciser allows the 
designer to mechanically manipulate the drive, write 
data patterns, step the head, and analyze signals us
ing an oscilloscope. A host processor is required to 
read and perform all logical operations. An intelli
gent controller supports both on- and offline data 
transfers between the system disk drives and Yi /1 

streaming backup device. Rosscomp, 16643 Valley 
View Dr, Cerritos, CA 90701. 
See at Booth 02427 Orcle 256 

PE 2M-byte memory board 
High density IM-byte and 2M-byte memories are 
compatible with all Perkin-Elmer 3200 series com
puters. Using 64K RAMs, the boards offer 3240 users 
up to 8 times more memory per slot than previously 
available. Fault LEDs and a spare memory chip are in
cluded for ease of troubleshooting and rapid field 
repair. 

The ready to install memory is fully computer 
tested, burned in, and then computer tested again 
before shipment. Macro/ink Inc, 1150 Stanford, Ct, 
Anaheim, CA 92805. See at Booth P7142 Orcle 257 
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1 M-byte 8 " floppies 
Model Z-207-42 stores IM byte on both double-sided, 
double-density diskettes. A single-drive version, 
Z-207-41, upgrades to a dual drive. Half-height 
Shugart SA860 drives can be used with any desktop 
computer with an industry standard 8 /1 drive con
troller; drives are also IBM 3740 compatible. Track 
density is 48 tpi; track to track access time is 3 ms and 
average access time is 90 ms. 

Also on display will be enhancements for the z-100 
computer, featuring a 256K IEEE 696 compatible 
dynamic RAM card and built-in 5 11

, llM-byte Win
chester disk drives. The Winchester drives come 
preformatted and prepartitioned, and feature built-in 
microprocessor intelligence, OMA or OMA memory 
transfer, and usability with other Winchester drives. 
A backup and restore utility enables users to select 
files created on or after a specified date. Controller 
card has error correction circuitry. All company soft
ware that runs on the Z-100 is usable on Winchester 
drives. Zenith Data Systems, 1000 Milwaukee Ave, 
Glenview, IL 60025. See at Booth SSOOO Circle 258 

5M-byte, cartridge disk drive 

Beta-5, a 5M-byte capacity 5 v.i /1 disk drive, provides 
an ST506 compatible interface and conforms to 
industry standard 5 v.i /1 form factor. The drive uses 
flying media recording, rotary voice coil actuator, 
and track following closed loop servo to supply high 
performance, reliability, and areal density. The 
flexible media stabilization method, based on 
Bernoulli technology, supplies high resistance to 
shock and vibrations. This technology also requires 
no air filtration systems and results in fast cartridge 
replacement. Seek time is cited as 5 ms min, 40 ms 
avg. The drive records 5M bytes/cartridge at 13,321 
bytes/track and 256 bytes/sector. Data transfer rate 
is 5M bps. Recording is performed using MFM tech
niques at 17,373-bpi density. Iomega Corp, 4646 S 
1500 West, Ogden, UT 84403. 
See at Booth 00330 Orcle 259 
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5 % " Winchester disk subsystems 

vno, v1so. and v110 offer 30.8M-, 51.4M-, and 
72M-byte capacities , respectively, with 30-ms average 
access time (including settling). Reduced crosstalk 
and improved reliability over conventional open loop 
stepper systems is achieved by a dual-frequency 
closed loop servo that continuously samples and cor
rects head to track positioning as the disks rotate . 
This servo also eliminates temperature induced read 
errors common in open loop systems and is more tol
erant of media defects on the servo surface. Potential 
shock and vibration damage are countered by an 
automatic actuator lock and dedicated landing zone, 
along with full shock mounting. During power
down, these features move and lock the drive heads 
over a nondata part of the disk and cushion the 
drives against jarring. The V130 accommodates 2 
disks with 3 data surfaces; the Vl50, 3 disks with 5 
data surfaces; and the Vl70, 4 disks with 7 surfaces. 
Data transfers occur at 5M bps over the ST 4121506 
interface. Track density on all models is 960 tpi, and 
bit density, 9920 bpi. Vertex Peripherals Corp, 2150 
Bering Dr, San Jose, CA 95131. 
See at Booth W6582 Circle 260 

NOTE: "A" series booths are located in Anaheim 
Convention Center's Arena, "N" series in the North 
Hall, "S" series in the South Hall, and "W" series in 
the Southwest Hall. "P" series booths are in the 
NCC Pavilions adjacent to the Registration area. 
"D" series booths are located in the Disneyland 
Hotel Convention Center. Shuttle buses will run 
between the two exhibit locations and all convention 
hotels. 



-..... . 
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Streaming tape transport 
Fitting into a dual-floppy footprint, the low cost Yi 11 

IBM format compatible PCT-1000 provides both 
streaming and start/ stop operation for applications 
including Winchester backup, data interchange, and 

7 -track tape cartridge transport 
Using fixed heads to reduce mechanical complexity 
while improving read/write data reliability, model 
6470 has a formatted capacity of 40M bytes with 
450 '(137-m) tape length cartridges or 50M bytes with 
600 ' (183 m). An internal diagnostic technique 
allows tape ramp and speed adjustment in the field 
without an oscilloscope. Designed to back up 8 11 and 
5 ~ 11 Winchester disk drives, the transport, in 
start/ stop mode, permits data and file management 
procedures while storing and restoring disk data. For 
mirror backup, it establishes gaps on the fly while 
streaming. Time to transfer 40M bytes is 18 min. 

The unit's 7 read/write tracks are fabricated into a 
single head. Because the heads are fixed, no stepping 
mechanism is needed; this reduces complexity while 
maintaining factory set head alignment. Individual 
head spacing is arranged so that tracks from a 6455 

cartridge fall under alternate heads; this allows media 
interchange between 4- and 7-track transports. A 
selective erase function permits editing prerecorded 
records without affecting adjacent blocks or tracks. 
The transport uses self-clocking group code record
ing with a lOk-bpi recording density and 375k-bps 
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archival data storage. It accommodates both 8 Yi 11 

(22-cm) and 7 11 (18-cm) diameter reels, as well as 
10 \li 11 (27-cm) precision reels. An optional asyn
chronous interface is planned with internal data 
memory buffers for high speed DMA data transfers 
from host computer to drive. Standard Pertee/ 
Cipher interface compatibility will be offered . 

The unit is both IBM and ANSI compatible, record
ing 800-cpi (NRZI) and 1600-cpi (PE) formats. Switch
selectable dual-density 800/ 1600-cpi models will also 
be available. Tape velocity is 100 ips in streaming 
mode and 25 ips in start/ stop mode. The traditional 
swing arms and a number of electromechanical com
ponents have been replaced through the application 
of microcomputer technology. Switcher (duty cycle 
modulation) driver electronics, and proprietary low 
profile reel motors contribute to low cost. Tape 
storage buffers and capstan motors have been 
eliminated through the application of realtime 
multitasking digital servo control software and hard
ware. Ibex Computer Corp, 20741 Marilla St, 
Chatsworth, CA 91311. 
See at Booth 02110 Circle 261 

data transfer rate . Writing/reading speeds are 
37 .5 ips; rewind occurs at 90 ips . The embedded 
Picobus® formatter is compatible with model 645 5 
cartridge transport and model 7300 8 11 Winchester 
disk drives. Kennedy Co, 1600 Shamrock Ave, 
Monrovia, CA 91016. See at Booth N3616 Circle 262 
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Half-inch magnetic tape drive 
CacheTape M890 is a 75 ips Y2 "tape drive designed to 
back up SOM to 300M-byte Winchester disk drives. A 
3200-bpi version provides 92M bytes of unformatted 
data storage on a standard reel of tape. The tape 
drive is fully software transparent with existing 
vacuum column and tension arm software. This com
patibility extends to the physical interfaces. It is 
capable of dumping 31M bytes of phase-encoded 
data onto a tape reel in 15.7 min. 

Functional capabilities of the tape drive include 
file-oriented disk backup, physical disk image 
backup, transactional journaling, tape merge/ sort, 
tape interchange, data archiving, and data aquisi
tion. Cipher Data Products Inc, PO Box 85170, San 
Diego, CA 92138. 

5 % " Winchester disk drives 

Micro-Magnum 26F and 39F provide 26-M and 39M 
bytes of unformatted storage on fixed Winchester 
disks, respectively. These drives can be integrated 
with the company's fixed / removable drives to attain 
capacities up to 58.5M bytes. 

The capacity flexibility is due to embedded servo 
technology. Increasing the tracks per inch of embedded 
servo drives instead of increasing track density of 
dedicated servo drives provides higher capacity with
out decreasing the unit's reliability. Data integrity 
results from the use of proven technology. DMA 
Systems Corp, 60 l Pine Ave, Goleta, CA 93117. See 

See at Booth W6170 Circle 263 at Booth 02444 Circle 264 

Computer output memory buffer 
The 32K Microbuffer In-Line provides memory buf
fer for a variety of output devices including serial or 
parallel printers, modems, typesetting equipment, 
word processors, plotters, and remote data entry. Sit
ting between the computer and output device, the 
system accepts data coming to or from the computer 
and holds them. Data are then transmitted to the out
put device at the proper speed. The serial version can 
be specified at 9 different baud rates from 75 to 
19,200. 

Copy feature allows up to 255 user-specified copies 
to be made without tying up the computer. Printing 
can also be halted at any time and continued as if no 
interruption had occurred. Additional data can be 
sent to the buffer any time during copying. The serial 
interface model includes a special PASS button that 
allows input data to pass around the buffer for log
on or setting up special output device parameters . 

Compatible with any computer possessing any 
serial RS-232-C output device, the buffer requires no 
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software modification. The buffer is available with 
32K, 64K, or 256K of memory. Additional memory is 
available. Practical Peripherals, Inc, 31245 La Baya 
Dr, Westlake Village, CA 91362. See at Booth 01200 

Circle 265 



F=AIRCHILD 

A Schlumberger Company 

GE2000:THE ARRAY 
OF OPTIONS. 

The GE2000 high
performance ECL gate 
array gives you more 
speed and flexibility 
than any gate array you 
can buy. You control the 
performance. 350 ps 
gate delays for critical 
paths. 950 ps to con
serve power. Or select 
a range of delays 
in between. All on the 
same chip! 

With 2000 gates 
you can pack more of 

your system on fewer 
chips. And since no 
signal buffering is 
necessary, interface 
delays drop substantially 
as well. Combine this 
with a 500 MHz worst 
case toggle frequency 
and you'll have unbeat
able performance. 

There's more. ECL 
or TIL I/Os. 500 and 
1000 gate versions. An 
extensive macro library. 
And an advanced CAD 

CIRCLE 62 

system to tie it all together. 
Which all means if 

you need greater per
formance than any 
other gate array can 
offer, you suddenly have 
a whole lot of options. 
And they're all on the 
GE2000. Call or write 
Fairchild Gate Array 
Division, 1801 McCarthy 
Blvd. , Milpitas, CA 
95035, ( 408)942-2672. 
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OIC-24 compatible tape drive 
By providing for interchange of recording cartridges, 
the proposed QIC-24C standard extends flexibility as 
well as applicability of ~ 11 streaming tape cartridges. 
System sooo now meets both QIC-02 and the proposed 
QIC-24C format. Standard QIC-24 covers 4- and 9-track 
recording formats, specifying a 4-byte address block, 
track reference burst on track 0 between BOT and 
load point, and definition and use of control blocks. 
With 45M-byte storage capacity and 90-ips tape 
speed, the transport fits flexible, high capacity Win
chester backup into a 5 ~ 11 floppy disk drive space. 
Wangtek, 5845 Uplander Way, Culver City, CA 
90230. See at suite, Hilton at the Park Circle 266 

perlpherals 

Raster-scan graphics displays 

Color and monochrome CRT display units are avail
able in diagonal sizes ranging from 5 11 to 25" (13 to 
63 cm). HOM, co, and uo series are intended for full 
color or monochrome displays; BDM series is designed 
for monochrome display only. HOM models feature 
ultra-fine resolution analog display units in 19 11 

(48-cm) and 25 11 (63-cm) sizes for precise graphics. 
With a maximum of 1280 x 1024 pixels, these units 
gain precision by use of a delta-gun, raster-scan CRT 
along with analog video amps. Adjustable front
panel convergence controls ensure sharp color or 
monochrome graphics details. co models offer high 
performance in both analog ( CDA) and digital ( CDB) 
models. These units incorporate in-line gun CRTs 
with a black matrix coating, providing a pixel range 
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from 720 x 256 to 1024 x 1024. The CDA units feature 
analog video amps permitting an infinite range of 
color gradations. 

High speed switching digital video amps are em
ployed on COB units, providing 27 distinct color 
variations (by means of a half brightness control for 
each RGB color). uo models are high performance, 
economical display units with in-line gun CRTs pro
viding 615 x 240 pixels or more. All electronics are on 
a single circuit board. These units are digitally driven 
with up to 7 distinct , selectable colors available. BDM 
models are high-performance monochrome display 
units available in standard CRT sizes from S 11 to 15 11 

{13 to 38 cm). Eight models provide a pixel range of 
500 x 208 to 1120 x 750. Units are available with 
either P39 (long-persistence green), P4 (white), or P31 
(short-persistence green) phosphors. Ikegami Elec
tronics (U.S.A.), Inc, 37 Brook Ave, Maywood, NJ 
07607. See at Booth 0 2300 Orcle 167 

Intelligent plotters 
Line of X-Y plotters in flatbed or roll takeup models 
offers 1-, 2-, 6-, and 10-pen versions with ink, fiber, 
or ballpoint tips. Multipen models feature automatic 
magnetized pen changeover. Maximum plotting 
speed for all models is 400 mm/ s over a 10" x 15 11 

(25- x 38-cm) plotting surface. Programmable func
tion commands draw straight lines, characters, sym
bols, curves, and circles. Watanabe Instruments 
Corp, 3186-D Airway Ave, Costa Mesa, CA 92626. 
See at Booth 01801 Orcle 268 



High quality and reliable 
performance make Dialight 
switches. indicators. LEDs and 
readouts the perfect finishing 
touch for any product. 

We have rockers. toggles 
and illuminated switches in 
thousands of different designs. 
And our incandescent. neon 
and LED indicators and opto
electronics come in the world's 
largest selection of colors, 
shapes and sizes. 

Whatever your requirements. 
Dialight can meet your needs. 
Let us add the finishing touch 
that helps your products make 
a great first impression. Dialight. 
203 Harrison Place. Brooklyn, 
NY 11237 (212) 497-7600. 

DIAL/GI-IT 
the finishing touch. 
A North American Phillps Company 

Circle 84 switches Circle 86 optoelectronlc1 Circle 88 to have repre•ntatlve cllll 
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High resolution printer/plotter 
Model 4160 prints at 130 lpm. Small dot size combined 
with large dot overlap provides high resolution 
graphics and facsimile printing on plain paper. As a 
plotter, plot density is 160 dots/in, plot width is up to 
13.6" (35 cm), and maximum plot speed is nominally 
13.6 ips. A complex 8.5" x l l 11 (22- x 83-cm) A-size 
drawing is plotted in 40 to 50 s. Dot diameter is 
0.010" (0.025 cm). As a bar code label printer, the 
unit prints Code 3 of 9 chars at a density of 7 .5 cpi 
nominal and interleaves 2 of 5 Code chars at 10 cpi 
nominal. Printronix, Inc, 17500 Cartwright Rd, PO 
Box 19559, Irvine, CA 92713. 

See at Booth W6188 

200 cps matrix printers 
Providing continuous duty cycle reliability along 
with personal computer system compatibility, 3000 PC 

series printers provide high resolution print quality. 
Models 3020, 3014, and 3024 output draft quality print 
at 200, 160, and 200 cps, respectively, using a 9-wire 
printhead. Single-pass memo mode on models 3014 

and 3024 prints at 80 and 100 cps; 2-pass letter mode 
outputs at 40 and 50 cps. Graphics resolution of all 
models is 60 or 72 x 72 dots/in. Interface is RS-232/CCITI 

and Centronics parallel, switch selectable. Serial 
transfer rate is 9600 baud; parallel is lk cps. Forms 
up to 14 11 (36 cm) long and widths from 3.2" to 15 .5" 
(8.1 to 39.4 cm) are accommodated. Character set is 
composed of 96-ASCII, 40-national, and 64-graphic 
characters. General Electric Co, Data Communica
tions Products, GE Dr, Waynesboro, CA 22980. 

See at Booth S5018 Circle 270 
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18-cps daisy wheel printer 

.JUKI ,':;"J .. '" ' 6100 

Model 6100, a letter quality printer, has both graphic 
mode and word processing functions. Using a 100-char 
daisy wheel and 13 11 (33 cm) platen, the unit provides 
proportional spacing as well as 10, 12, or 15 pitch. 
Line spacing is 0.02 11 (0.05 cm). Interface is Cen
tronics parallel; RS-232-C serial is optional. The unit's 
linear motor consumes only 40 W idling; an average 
of 80 W running. A 2k-byte buffer is standard; this 
expands to 8k bytes. Bidirectional or unidirectional 
tractor and cut sheet feeder are options. Juki Indus
tries of America, Inc, 20437 S Western Ave, Tor
rance, CA 90501. See at Booth W6278 Circle 271 

Ergonomic APL terminal 
TDV 2221 produces 72 overstrike characters and alter
nates between APL and ASCII modes from the 
keyboard and the host computer. In ASCII mode, the 
terminal acts as an advanced teletypewriter. Two
color keytops distinguish between APL and ASCII 
keyboard characters. Software structure, use of non
volatile EAROM for operational mode commands, 
and an additional plug-in memory board make it 
possible to combine several emulator characteristics 
in 1 terminal. For instance, the TDV 2211 is a combina
tion of TDV 2221 (APL/ ASCII) and TDV 2230 

(VTIOO/ VT52). 
Other 2200 series terminals emulate IBM 3101 and DG 

6053/ 0200 displays. All meet the 1985 German 
Ergonomic Standard , achieving optimal relationship 
between light output from CRT and workstation 
elements under all lighting conditions. Anti-reflex 
tube with tilt/swivel mechanism greatly reduces 
reflection, and 15" (38-cm) screen with 0.175 11 

(0.445-cm) characters aids readability. Tandberg 
Data, Inc, PO Box 99, Labriola Ct, Armonk, NY 
10504. See at Booth P7318 Circle 272 



The 
rumor 
• ts true. 

Only one conipany 
under the sun 
m.akes every type 
of peripheral 
controller for 
DEC* Com.puters. 
See them all together for 
the first time at the N.C.C. 
Booth #'s W6o17, W6or9, W6o2r, W6o23 

r:'llJB 
SYSTEMS INC. 

•TM D1gira l Equipment Corp. 

THE WORLD 'S LARGEST 
INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURER 

OF COMPUTER INTERFACES. 

1995 N. Batavia Street, Orange, California 92665 
714-998-6900 TWX: 910-593-1339 

Circle 87 for LSl-11 Circle 68 for PDP-11 
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Tape punch/reader terminals 
Designed for numerical control and telecommunica
tion applications, 30- and 60-cps punch, read, and 
editing systems accept ASCII, EIA (NC), and Baudot 
codes, and convert ASCII to Baudot, Baudot to ASCII, 
ASCII to EJA, and EJA to ASCII. Terminals offer selec
table baud rates; up to 4 ports/unit (RS-232 and 
parallel); and current loop, 4k buffer, and answer
back options. 

Both 60-cps RPT-648 and 30-cps RPT-48 micro
processor based intelligent tape preparation and 
editing systems prepare, modify, and provide for 
communication of NC program tapes. Formatting 
features perform automatic line and block number
ing, resequencing, arithmetic tape modifications, and 
human-readables. Both systems operate with a CRT 
and receive-only printer to facilitate editing and pro
vide permanent hard copy. 

In addition, RPT-18 tabletop paper/mylar tape 
reader and punch terminal comes with ASCII to NC or 
ASCII to Baudot code conversion capabilities. It can 

Quiet-running thermal printer 
Priced low for use as a low end personal computer 
peripheral, STX-80's features include both bit image 
and block graphics, European characters, and bi
directional logic seeking printing of 80 chars/line (40 
chars/line in expanded print mode) at 60 cps. The 
thermal printing mechanism uses standard 8112 " wide 
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connect to a keyboard send/receive printer to pro
vide automatic send/re_ceive capabilities, or be used 
standalone. The unit punches and reads fanfold tape 
and senses low tape supply and tight tape. Trend
DLC, Inc, 280 Midland Ave, Saddle Brook, NJ 
07662. See at Booth N4307 Orde 273 

friction feed thermal roll paper. The paper inf eed roll 
of up to 100' (30.5 m) fits within the case. Printer has 
96 standard ASCII characters, S 1 European charac
ters, and 64 (Videotex-format) block graphic charac
ters. Standard characters are printed using a S x 9 dot 
matrix and 0.17" (0.43-cm) line feed; block graphic 
characters use a 6 x 6 dot matrix and 0.17" line feed; 
bit image graphics use an 8 x 480 dot matrix and 
0.12" (0.30-cm) line feed. Front panel controls, in 
addition to power switch and pilot light, include 
switch, status lamp, and line-feed switch. Printhead 
life is an expected 20M chars; printer life exclusive of 
printhead is SM lines. A Centronics-type 8-bit paral
lel interface is standard. The unit responds to stan
dard computer commands for carriage return, line 
feed, form feed, horizontal tab, mode selection, and 
toggling expanded printing. An onboard DIP switch 
bank allows users to select options that include 11 " 
(28 cm), 66-line form length [standard is 12" (30 cm), 
72 lines); no line feed on carriage return (automatic 
line feed is std); 8-bit printing (7-bit standard); and 
optional European characters. Star Mlcronlcs, Inc. 
1120 Empire Central Pl, Dallas, TX 75247. See at 
Booth D2243 <lrde 274 







No more band-aids to stretch an architecture. 
The NS16000 features a totally new, totally practical 
architecture-not simply an enhancement of an 
existing one. With supporting National and third
party software, the NS16000 microprocessor 
family becomes the first to offer system designers 
the opportunity to adopt the migration path and 
performance of a full 32-bit architecture that will 
endure to the end of the century. That's elegance. 

No more programmillg in novel ways for 
obscure reasons. 
Only the NS16000 microprocessor family's archi
tecture is deliberately based on high level languages, 
intentionally designed to support their use. The 
architecture's structure and behavior correspond 
directly to the objects and operations of HLLs
enabling symmetric use of general-purpose registers, 
memory locations, expanded addressing modes, 
data types, and sophisticated instructions. The dis
advantages of writing programs in HLLs for 
microprocessor-based systems have now been 
elegantly relegated to computer history. 

No more dead-end segmentation. 
The NS16000 is the first commercial microprocessor 
to solve the problems of large memory manage
ment by using both uniform addressing and Demand 
Paged Virtual Memory. With this memory stra-
tegy -equivalent to that used in the VAX™-11 and 
all present IBM mainframe computers-each 
programmer, each program, each task, can simul
taneously and independently access a uniform 
addressing space of 16 megabytes, without reservation 
or special exception. That's elegance. 

Think about it. 



The New Criterion 
in Software Productivity: 
The NS16000 
Microprocessor Family. 

The pure migration path and the 
virtuoso performance inherent 
in the NS16000 microprocessor 
family are just the beginning. 

The NS16032 CPU, now available, 
has a 16-bit-wide data path to mem
ory and 32-bit architecture. Other CPUs 
in the family will feature 8- and 32-
bit-wide data paths, but the 32-bit imple
mentation in each ensures that the 
software you write today will work without 
modification tomorrow, when you 
upgrade from one CPU to the nex~ . 

Evaluating performance: a 32-bit 
integer multiply on the NS16032 CPU 
takes only 8.3µs at lOMHz. 

The architecture of the NS16000 
family is based on the roots of 
all the most powerful high level 
languages - to fully support 
the use of HLLs. 

Programmers have long asked for 
a microprocessor designed with the soft
ware in mind . The regularity of the 
architecture for which code is being 
generated significantly affects its 
quality: the more regular the architecture, 
the simpler it is to produce lean, fast 
code. And, of course, designers and pro
grammers write programs more quickly 
in high level languages. . 

The CPUs in the NS16000 family 
provide a high degree of regularity i.n the 
arrangement and use of their 32-bit 
registers. Data can be read or wntten 
1, 8, 16, or 32 bits at a time, as a sophis
ticated program requires. Transfers 
from one register to another are not 
restricted: no special conditions 
inhibit a programmer's creativity. 

VAX, VMS. and RSX are trademarks of Digital Equipment 
Corporation 
UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories 
CP/M is a registered trademark of D1g11al Research 
NSX~16, ISE/16, and Starplex II are trademarks of National 
Semiconductor Corporation 

The virtuosity of the NS16000 
instruction set is clear. It includes over 
100 basic instruction types, chosen 
on the basis of the use and frequency 
of specific instructions in . variou~ 
applications. Special-case mstrucuons, 
which compilers cannot use, have 
been avoided. 

The instruction set is also symme
trical: instructions can be used with any 
addressing mode, any operand length 
(byte, word, and double-wor~). and can 
use any general-purpose register. 
Instructions are genuine two-operand 
instructions as well. 

These factors, combined with the 
regularity of the NS16000's ar~hitecture , 
mean that programs require s1gmf1-
cantly less code -greater code density, in 
fact than the VAX-11. The simplicity 
by ~hich it now becomes possible to 
implement a compiler, for example, 
is matched only by the increased speed 
of its execution. 

The NS16000 family provides 
the largest number of different 
addressing modes ever included 
in a microprocessor. 

Elegant programming demands that 
instructions be as powerful as possible, 
and that the range of addresses be 
as large as possible. So to be effective, 
a powerful instruction set must be 
accompanied by a powerful set of modes 
of referring to data in registers and 
memory. 

The NS16000 architecture sup
ports not only the standard addressing 
modes ccmmon to most processors 
(register, immediate, absolute, and register 
relative, for example), it also intro
duces HLL-oriented modes unique to 
microprocessors: 
l. Top-of-stack (a simple, very pow_erful 

mode used to evaluate arithmetic 
expression in HLL); 

2. Scaled Indexing {used to access 
elements in byte, word, double-word, 
or quad-word arrays); . 

3. Memory Relative {used for manipu
lating fields in a record); and, 

4. External {used to access data in 
separately compiled modules) .. 
Moreover, there are no restrictions 

on the use of these addressing modes 
-an instruction that operates on data 
of a particular kind can use any of 
the addressing modes that refer to that 
data. 

With an architecture that sup
ports uniform addressing, 
the NS16000's Demand Paged 
Virtual Memory strategy makes 
a gigantic memory possible at a 
minimum cost. 

The NS16082 Memory Manage
ment Unit (MMU), provides dynamic 
address translation, virtual memory 
management, memory protection, and 
both hardware and software debugg
ing support. Customers now sampling 
this MMU are impressed with its 
raw power. 

The NS16082 breaks the logical 
address space into 32, 768 pages, each 
with a fixed size of 512 bytes. Which 
specific 512-byte pages of a program or 
data are actually in real memory 1s a 
function of the most recent demands of 
the program itself. 

This Demand Paged Virtual Memory 
operates automatically, and gives 
an applications programmer complete 
freedom from any consideration of 
memory size or allocation strategy. Since 
the operating system places part of 
the user's programs and data in peri
pheral storage and brings them into 
real memory only as needed, the user 
may regard the combination of real 
and peripheral storage as a single , large 
memory, and can write large programs 
without worrying about the physical 
memory limitations of the system. 

The power of Demand Paged Virtual 
Memory allows any number of sepa
rate and independent programs or tasks 
to execute cooperatively and effi
ciently in a substantially smaller {real) 
memory configuration than needed 
by a microprocessor using a segmented 
memory management scheme. 

And, because it does not limit data 
base growth, Demand Paged Virtual 
Memory provides for continuing future 
data expansion. 



Floating point is just one of 
the nine data types that the 
NS16000 architecture directly 
supports. 

The NS16081 Floating Point Unit 
(FPU) offers very high-speed floating
point operations for both single- and 
double-precision operands. A 32-bit 
floating-point multiply, for instance, 
takes place in 4.8µs at lOMHz. 

Designing the NS16081 into a 
system will allow programmers to treat 
floating-point numbers as any other 
data types, and any of the addressing 
modes may be used to reference them. 
Customers now sampling this FPU 
are amazed at its performance. 

The optional use of the FPU and 
MMU Slave processors-integral parts 
of the NS16000's architecture-gives 
the systems designer the ability to deter
mine a price/performance trade-off 
while preserving all the initial software 
investment. 

Evaluation tools are available now. 
The DB16000 evaluation board 

is a complete microcomputer system. 
It carries the NS16032 CPU, the 
NS16201 Timing Control Unit, sockets 
for the MMU, FPU, and ICU (Inter
rupt Control Unit), 32K bytes of on
board RAM, a wide range of both 
standard and optional I/O interface 
devices, and a monitor program in 
PROM. To allow interfacing with a variety 
of computer systems, a complete pin
out of CPU addresses and functions for 
data and control are also included . 
Two BLX connectors enable functional 
enhancements. 

A component evaluation kit (the 
NS160KIT) is also available, with com
plete documentation for each part. 

The first products in a line of 
development tools - the NSX· 16;" 
with a PASCAL compiler, and 
the ISE/16™ - are available now. 

The NSX-16 software develop
ment package allows quick and easy 
compiling .or assembly of NS16000 
programs on the VAX-11, using the 
VMS™ operating system. The package 
includes a PASCAL compiler, assembler, 
linker, librarian, symbolic debugger, 
and other utilities. Once compiled, pro
grams can be down-loaded through 

a serial data link to the DB16000 for 
execution. (A NSX-16 hosted on 
RSX™ -llM, and a C cross-compiler for 
VAX will be available by mid-year. 
Before the end of this year, a full 
NS 16032-based development system, 
with a UNIX® operating system and 
a choice of either a C or PASCAL com
piler, will also be available.) 

The ISE/16 In-System Emulator
the first in a series - is available to 
ease integration of user software with 
NS16000 hardware . It runs with 
the NSX-16 software development pack
age, and allows real-time emulation 
of the NS16032 CPU, the NS16201 
Timing Control Unit, and the NS16082 
Memory Management Unit. 

The availability of third•party 
software for the NS16000 family 
is growing day by day. 

Suppliers are now working on operat
ing systems (UNIX, for example), 
language compilers (such as PASCAL, 
C, and COBOL), and software for 
program development (among them , 
on CP/M~). 

Training classes are in progress now. 
Courses lasting from two to five 

days- held either at the Microprocessor 
Systems Division Training Center, or 
on-site - cover 'The NS16000 Archi
tecture; ' "NSX-16 Software Develop
ment Support on Starplex II™ or VAX;' 
and "ISE/16." 

Now you have every reason to 
explore elegant applications 
using the NS16000 microproces· 
sor family-from personal 
computers, to graphics systems, 
to process control. 

NS16000 
Elegance is everything. 

Talk with us. 
Please call the National 

sales representative nearest you 
for more information, and 
the answers to your questions. 
Or, circle the number below. 

See it. 
The NS16000 microproces

sor family will be on exhibition 
at NCC (look for booth number 
D-2022). 

Read about it. 

CIRCLE 69 

~ National Semiconductor 
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Multicolor graphics plotters 
Computagraph Colorwriter produces publication 
quality graphics with virtually any computer or 
microprocessor based system. Sophisticated onboard 
software offers performance and requires little or no 
prior programming experience to operate. Connecting 
to computer or time share terminal via interchange
able RS-232-C and IEEE 488 interfaces, the plotter 
offers language flexibility to match. This includes the 
company's powerful graphics language, emulation of 
H-P Graphics Language, and the ability to accommo
date added graphics standards with interchangeable 
PROMS. The unit is available in either A3 11 " x 17 " 
(28- x 43-cm) chart format size with 10 pens, or A4 
8Y2" x 11" (22- x 28-cm) chart format with 7 pens. 

Distributed processing terminals 

See at Booth 85083 Clrcle 276 
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For unattended plotting, an optional roll chart ad
vance is also provided. To simplify hardcopy 
graphics production, built-in intelligence and special 
graphics features allow sophisticated graphics to be 
produced by noncomputer specialists. Five different 
character sets, including upper and lower case, full 
drafting quality, and European accents, are stored in 
ROM and are called up with simple instructions. 
Other features include variable line fonts, cross
hatching, bar and pie charts, arc and circle genera
tion, character rotation and slant, and zooming and 
windowing facilities. Characters can be rotated and 
slanted in better than 1 ° steps and comprehensive 
self-checking routines are built in. 

The unit has a 5-cps print speed and accelerates 
with a writing speed of 40 emfs, or 55 emfs with the 
pen up. To minimize computer time needed to gen
erate complex plots, buffer memory allows the host 
computer to transfer all plotting data at one time. 
The standard 2K memory is expandable up to 16K 
and permits an addressable resolution of 0.025 mm 
to ensure step-free graphics. Full digitizing allows the 
plotter to become a graphics tablet with the addition 
of an optional digitizing sight. Thus, accurate coor
dinates for positioning and plotting standard shapes 
can be fed back to the computer, and existing draw
ings can be digitized for storage. Other user-oriented 
features are self-checking facility, accessible touch 
controls with positive tactile feedback, and elec
trostatic paper holddown. Gould Inc, Instruments 
Div, 3631 Perkins Ave, Cleveland, OH 44114. See at 
Booth W6058 Orcle 275 

Series 8000 CRT terminals are available in a standalone 
version (model 8188) and support a printer, disk, and 
other peripherals as well as a cluster terminal (model 
8178) designed for attachment to the 8714 controller. 
The terminal controller uses Multibus-compatible 
modules to support up to 32 terminals over a IM-bps 
twinax link. Both terminals and controllers are based 
on the 16-bit 68000 microprocessor. Operating 
systems include UniPlus, with realtime enhance
ments, and RM/ COBOL, Pascal, BASIC, and FORTRAN 
languages. With a cable-through approach, up to 8 
t~rminals per line and 4 lines per controller are pos
sible. Cabling is kept to a minimum. 

Terminals can be located over 2000' (607 m) from 
the controller. A more conventional version is 
available with an RS-232 cluster interface supporting 
up to 32 display or print devices. All models use a 
multidiscipline communication controller chip, sup
porting a variety of bit- and byte-oriented protocols 
as well as 2 host communication channels at rates up 
to 56k baud. The controller also has a provision for 
Winch~ter and/or floppy disk. Megadata Corp, 
35 Orville Dr, Bohemia, NY 11716. 
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Microcomputer matrix printer 
Microprism features Maisy printing technique, which 
yields bold, fully formed characters at 75 cps in a 
single pass of the printhead. For high speed print
outs, data mode provides 110 cps. DotPlot graphics, 
standard on every unit, has high single pass density. 
Fully formed characters result from staggered 
needles that allow overlapping dots. This provides 
high resolution raster graphics, programmable char
acter densities, and enhanced mode. The unit 
supplies proportional and fixed spacing, auto text 
justification, backspace and overstrike capability, 
vertical and horizontal tabbing, and high speed 
110-cps data mode. Operator controls include online/ 
oftline switch, power indicator, fault and paper-out 
indicator, and DIP switch for setting power-up 
parameters. DIP switch selects either parallel or serial 
interface. Serial rates include 9600, 1200, and 300 
baud; X-ON/X-OFF protocol and DTR are included. 
Graphics mode provides 84 x 84 dots/in resolution in 
a single pass. Capable of generating a variety of char
acters, graphs and drawings, it is bit mapped for 
maximum output control. lntqral Data Syst~ms, 
Milford, NH 03055. See at Booth A3101 Orde 277 

High speed nonimpact printer 
ND3 operates with a laser beam character generator 
and an electrophotographic printing facility. On 
single-part continuous fanfold stationery, the unit 
prints between 5250 and 21,000 lpm (at between 6 
and 24 lpi). Maximum printing performance results 
from form paper speed of 14.58 in/s (0.37 m/s). 
Speed is not affected by line length, number of lines, 
line density, character density, or the total number of 
characters printed. Nonstop printing rate is 103 pages 
of 8~" depth/min. Two versions differ in resolu
tion. The high resolution version uses characters 
made up of 24 x 40 dots. Data transfer, printing 
system functions, and diagnostics are controlled by 
integrated microprocessor based control electronics. 
Each write command enters 1 print line into the page 
buffer. When sufficient information has been trans
ferred to form a complete output page, the actual 
print operation is performed independently of the 
CPU. A low paper condition, the occurrence of an 
invalid character in the page buffer, and other device 
status indicators are reported to the CPU by means of 
status and sense bytes. Slnnens Corp, OEM Data 
Produeu Div, 240 E Palais Rd, Anaheim, CA 92805. 
See at Booth W6451 Olde 271 
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Full-page display terminal 

Screen area of the Omega Data X7 allows entire 
accounting spread sheets or both pages of a 2-page 
business letter to be seen at once. Typical computer 
printouts can be displayed full width. The 17 " 
(43-cm) CRT has capacity for 10,560 chars in an area 
160 char wide x 166 lines deep; in split screen, 2 
separate 80-char x 166-line displays appear simultan
eously. Split screen mode allows the last 2 pages of 
information to always remain on the screen. When 
data are added, information scrolls from left split 
screen to right split screen. The terminal is DEC VT-IClO 

and ANSI compatible. It has 96 ASCII u/lc characters 
with descenders, plus 32 standard graphics symbols. 
Any combination of characters can be displayed with 
any combination of attributes-blink, half-intensity, 
reverse video, double high, double wide, and double 
high/double wide. Graphics option includes PLOT-IO 

commands with standard resolution of 480 horizon
tal x 264 vertical. RS-232-C communications interface 
is standard; Centronics parallel port is optional. Ten 
transmission rates from 75 to 19.2k bps are keyboard 
programmable. Quadram Corp, 4357 Park Dr, Nor
cross, GA 30093. See at Booth 01050 Circle 279 

NOTE: "A" series booths are located In Anaheim 
Convention Center's Arena, "N" series In the North 
Hall, "S" series In the South Hall, and "W" series in 
the Southwest Hall. "P" series booths are in the 
NCC Pavilions adjacent to the Registration area. 
"D" series booths are located In the Disneyland 
Hotel Convention Center. Shuttle buses will run 
between the two exhibit locations and all convention 
hotels. 



A Complete Line Of 8-inch Winchesters. Take your choice. 
Capacities? 35, 70 and 105 Mbytes. Interfaces? PRIAM, ANSI, SMD 
or PRIAM's intelligent interfaces-the SMART-series. And our 8-inch 
Winchesters share a common form factor with industry-standard 
8-inch floppy drives. 

Performance And Reliability. Utilizing the most advanced 
Winchester technology, we've reduced the disc drive mechanism to its 
simplest form. Fully servoed, linear voice-coil positioners take full 
advantage of disc and head potential. Brushless DC spindle motors 
eliminate belts and pulleys, thereby increasing drive reliability. 
Automatic carriage and spindle locks ensure maximum data 
protection. And all-DC power means our 8-inch Winchesters can be 
used anywhere in the world. 

We're PRIAM. And We Know OEMs. We've been 
providing cost-effective solutions to OEMs for years by 
integrating our proven high-performance Winchester 
technology into our entire line-from 14" to 8" to 5 Y<i ". 
And we've got some other surprises in store. 

Performance. Quality. Availability. 
International service and support. And all 
from where you'd expect it. For more 
information, give us a call, and ask for a 
copy of "The 8-/nch Advantage," a 
guide for high-performance Winchester 
applications. 

PRiAM 
PRIAM Corporation, 20 West Montague Expressway, San Jose, CA 95134, 
Tel: (408) 946-4600, TWX: 910 338 0293, FAX: 408 946 5679. Los Angeles 
(714) 680-5195, Minneapolis (612) 854-3900, Boston (617) 890-8920, New York 
(201) 542-8778, Reading, England UK-734-884788. 
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The Dri~ina Force 
In Winchesters. 

Come see us at NCC booth number N4808 



It isn't just plug-compatible, 
it's software-compatible. 

Introducing AMS 315, the first Winchester 
precisely designed to the storage specifications of 
300-MB removable pack drives. So for the first time 
you get all the advantages of a 300-MB Winchester 
without rewriting your software. Or redesigning 
your interface. 

We're truly SMD compatible. 
Century's AMS 315 has the same 20,160 bytes 

per track. 
Same 19 track 1. d s per cy m er. 
Same 823 

cylinders per 
spindle. 

Same 3,600 
RPM rotation. 

All in one-

CPU 

third the Space. 1. 2 Gigabytes 

315 

315 

315 

315 

U Sing 1 eSS than Stack four AMS 315s far 1.2 gigabytes of Winchester storage 
half the power. in about the same space as your 300-MB remQIJ(Jb/e pack drive. 

At about two-thirds the initial delivered cost. 
Plus you get more than twice the reliability and 

eliminate preventive maintenance so the on-going 
cost of ownership is less, too. 

Expand your mass storage alternatives with 
Winchester technology. You'll see the difference right 
away. Your system never will. 

Call to arrange a test drive. 
Century Data Systems, Marketing Communications 
Cl-10, 1270 N. Kraemer Blvd., Anaheim, CA 92806, 
(714) 999-2660. 
AMD House, Goldsworth Road, Woking, Surrey, 
England, GU 21lJT,44-4862-27272. 

c Century Data syx~!~~ 



See us at NCC Booth #55210 



How do you make a 
3 MIPS real-time computer 

for under$15,000'f 
Sun• 1e Hewlett-Packard's 

DJ • newHP1000A900 
really ma~~ things easy for OEMs 
with demanding industrial automation 
and process applications. 

We made our computer exceptionally 
fast and rugged, as well as simple to 
use, expand and maintain. With state
of-the-art LSI technology, we were able 
to integrate the CPU and floating point 
hardware chips. We also included HP's 
Scientific Instruction Set and Vector 
Instruction Set firmware. Combined 
with a 4-kilobyte cache memory, two
level pipelined implementation and 3. 7 

PERFORMANCE 

If price/performance is important in 
your business, you can't do better than this. 

megabytes per second I/O bandwidth, 
this made it comparatively simple to 
reach a CPU speed of 3 MIPS. As well 
as 560,000 floating point operations 
per second. All for an astonishingly 
low $14,818. 

Since we used only a quarter the 
number of components that are in our 
previous top-of-the-line computer, the 
A900 is even more reliable and simple 
to maintain. MTBF is a healthy 8000 
hours; average repair time a scant 90 
minutes. 

You'll have an easy time expanding 
your system, too. You can start with 
our standard 3/4-megabyte board, and 

TC-02213 

move all the way up to 6 megabytes of 
64K RAM error-correcting main mem
ory. Without straining your budget. 
Because you can get this additional 
memory for just $3340 per megabyte. 

The Automators: 
a well-matched family. 

In our HP 1000 A-Series family, you'll 
find two other members with the same 
level of price/performance as the new 
A900. For example, the A600 micro
computer gives you 1 MIPS minicom
puter capabilities for only $5K. The 
A 700 minicomputer adds an easily cus
tomized microprogrammable proces
sor. So, for just $10K, you can tailor 
its power to handle data acquisition, 
process control and super
vision of several dedicated 
processors. 

A600 

as X.25 packet-switching datacomm 
software. 

All the Automators utilize the new 
RTE-A.l real-time operating system. 
This supports programming in FOR
TRAN 77, Pascal, BASIC and Macro 
Assembly languages. 

A new program for OEMs. 
This is going to make things much sim
pler for you. It's a package of new dis
counts and credits that will help you 
sell more and keep more for yourself. 

For instance, we'll give you a 10% 
credit for HP add-ons a customer 
orders for your system. And a 6% credit 
on the net price of a system for which 
you supply the software. To help your 

A700 A900 

The HP 1000 A-Series A utomators 

All three computers come 
in a range of configurations, 
from $2K micros to $50K 
super-minicomputer sys
tems. They all support iden
tical peripherals, making it 
simple to expand or add 
power any time you want. provide a range of capabilities for real-time applications. 

And we simplify planning your own 
system with a choice of nine graphics 
1/0 devices, six CRT terminals, and a 
wide range of printers, disc drives and 
HP-IB compatible instruments. 

A simple software story. 
We made the software not just compat
ible but identical for the entire A-Series 
family. So you can interchange pro
grams without any modifications at all. 
What could be simpler than that? 

The family supports all major HP 
1000 software packages, too. Including 
Graphics/1000 and IMAGE/1000 data 
base management. You can also use 
DS/1000-IV to network with the other 
HP 1000 or HP 3000 systems, as well 

cash flow, we're offering 40% discounts 
on demonstration and development 
systems, too. 

That's just for starters. Our new 
OEM program also involves competi
tive discounts, extended warranties , 
free training and much more. 

So if you're looking for the best
performing real-time computers for the 
money-and a better-looking bottom 
line in the bargain - simply contact 
your nearest HP sales office. Ask a 
Technical Computer representative for 
complete details about the A-Series 
family and our new OEM plan. Or write 
to Joe Schoendorf, Hewlett-Packard, 
Dept. 11161, 11000 Wolfe Road , 
Cupertino, CA 95014. 

Prices USA list, OEM quantities of 100 

F//dl HEWLETT 
~~PACKARD 





MultiMode Printer 
Offers Flexibility 

The"Beautiful"Font 

See us at NCC Booth #W6240 

CIRCLE 73 

. . . At a Sensible Price 
"Flexibility" means instantaneous call up of any of this trend
setting machine 's many features whether for word processing, 
data processing, graphics or forms generation . Using either of the 
two built in interfaces, an external keyboard or downloading 
from your computer , you can program the Qantex Model 7030 to 
do more. 

Compare the " Beauty" of our printed letters for the word process
ing fonts which include Cubic , Trend , Spokesman, Courier, Ital ics, 
Script, OCR-A, APL, Scientific plus downloaded fonts from you r 
computer. Draft copy modes include 8 resident fonts - U.S. , 
U.K., German, French, Spanish, Swedish, Finnish , Norwegian and 
Danish. 
Other features include high resolution graphics - 144 x 144, 
single pass and double pass word processing , and 180 cps data 
processing modes and user defined formats . 

Operator initiated, the MultiMode printer provides a complete 
printed status report of operating parameters and diagnostics. 

For more information, or a demo, call us about the new Qantex 
Model 7030 MultiMode Printer. 

"north atlantic 
Qantex 

60 Plant Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11788 
(516)582-6060 (800)645-5292 
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Video display terminals 
Small Wonder is a plastic case terminal that offers a 
large page size, multiple pages, an array of video 
attributes, nonvolatile function keys, and a detach
able keyboard. The "soft" keyboard and character 
generator allow the OEM to reconfigure the terminal 
to fit a range of applications. Available options 
include 32K of additional memory and composite 
video. Features include small footprint and green 
monitor. AlsQ shown is sw10, a low cost alternative 
for the DEC VT-HJO. Adhering to the ANSI 3.64 stan
dard, the terminal is packaged in a compact, injec
tion molded plastic case. Capabilities include direct 
access to all terminal operating characteristics via the 
keyboard rather than switches. The unit has a key
board setup mode, function keys, and a printer port 
with 132-col pass-through capability. Each of the 12 
programmable function keys can store up to 20 chars 
of user-defined character/code sequences. General 
Terminal Corp, 14831 Franklin Ave, Tustin, CA 
92680. 

See at Booth N3756 Orcle 280 

'. 

Plain paper printing terminal 
Execuport 443 contains 16K bytes of memory with 
editing functions to permit modification of data 
stored in memory. Editing commands allow oper
ators to locate, change, delete, and correct data, or to 
repeat an instruction. Information can be saved, 
erased, and moved by depressing keys. Thirteen pro
grammable keys permit insertion of recurring phrases 
while building files. Files stored under these program 
keys can also be read and programmed by a remote 
device. Data can be stored for later transmission or 

8-pen desktop color plotter 

Model 84 plots on either ANSI A 8 Yi " x 11 " (21.6- x 
28-cm) or DIN A4 287- x 200-mm paper in up to 10 
colors. Liquid ink, nylon tip, or ceramicron-tipped 
pens can be used. A business graphics ROM allows 
users to plot bar, circular, or line graphs using simple 
commands. Plotting speeds up to 16.5 ips are attained 
with 0.004" resolution. Based on a Z80 micro
processor, the unit has built-in firmware commands 
that include 5 line styles, selectable character rota
tions, special symbols, 6 different character sets, 
viewporting/windowing, scaling, and circle/arc 
generation. 

The plotter's print mode enables users to verify the 
configuration when in se!f-test mode and to print out 
plot commands. Three interchangeable interfaces are 
provided: RS-232-C, IEEE 488, or Centronics parallel. 
With the RS-232-C interface, baud rates from 110 to 
9600 bps are switch selectable, as is parity selection. 
California Computer Products, Inc, 2411 W La Palma 
Ave, Anaheim, CA 92801. 
See at Booth N3838 Orcle 281 

for editing while main memory is used for another 
function. A battery backup option provides perma
nent data storage for up to 1 yr. This nonvolatile con
figuration can be programmed from the keyboard or 
remotely configured. Communication speed is selec
table over the range from 110 to 1200 baud. The unit 
is Telex I and II (TWX), International Telex, and ODD 
compatible and is operational in both originate and 
auto-answer modes. Computer Transceiver Systems, 
Inc, PO Box 15, E 66 Midland Ave, Paramus, NJ 
07652. See at Booth P7213 Circle 282 
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Flat focus CRT displays 
DTG high performance displays for word processing, 
interactive graphics, and text editing come in 12 11 

(30-cm), 15 11 (38-cm), and 17 11 (43-cm) sizes. Both 
horizontal and vertical formats are available. The 
displays are designed for uniform flat focus, elimi
nating the need for electronic dynamic focus cir
cuitry. Available with a variety of phosphor options, 
the displays can be configured to accept TTL level 
direct drive input depending on user requirements. 
Internal controls on the single PCB include video con
trast, brightness, horizontal width, horizontal 
linearity, vertical height, vertical frequency, and ver
tical linearity. 

The displays are built with lightweight steel chassis 
or can be supplied in kit form for incorporation in 
user housings. External brightness and contrast con
trols as well as a 110/220 Vac power supply are 
optional. Dotronix, Inc, 160 First St SE, New Brighton, 
MN 55112. See at Booth P7242 arcle 283 

Graphics processing system 
QUIC-RIP (raster image processing) gives nonimpact 
printers the ability to do letter quality word pro
cessing; industrial graphics and bar coding; bit
mapped graphics for business, scientific, and 
CAD/CAM applications; intermixed fonts, multiple 
forms overlay, EDP line printing; and multi page 
collated document printing. The operator can send 
simple print instructions in the normal data stream, 
simplifying procedures and eliminating the need for 
software packages. Interfaces available are Cen
tronics, Dataproducts positive and negative true, 
RS-232, and active and passive current loop. Protocols 
include IBM 3270, IBM 3271, IBM 3272, IBM 3274 A and B, 
IBM 3276, IBM System 34 and 38, IBM 2780, IBM 3780, IBM 
8100, Burroughs TC.500 and TC3.500, synchronous or 
asynchronous TDI, NCR 8200, NCR 9020, RS-449 serial, 
Wang vs, and Ethernet. Quality Micro Systems, 
PO Box 81250, Mobile, AL 36689. See at Booth 
P7601 Circle 284 

Desktop engineering terminal 
Whizzard® 164.5 is the black and white version of the 
16.50 color terminal. The 164.5 has higher pixel resolu
tion, 1280 x 980, as well as interactive graphics con
current with alphanumeric capability. Compatible 
with the DEC VT-100/.52, the terminal allows users a full 
range of graphic design functions, software develop-
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Multimode dot-matrix printer 
DS220 offers 3 operating modes including high speed 
printing for data processing, near-letter quality for 
word processing, and high resolution graphics for 
charts. The operator control panel allows program
ming of up to SO different features for forms control, 
communication, and font selection. These values can 
also be set via the data stream. They are stored in 
nonvolatile memory, eliminating the need to recon
figure after power-down. 

Both RS-232-C and Centronics compatible parallel 
interfaces that use a 2000-char FIFO print buffer are 
included. Either X-ON/X-OFF or data terminal ready 
restraint protocols can be selected for communica
tion synchronization. The bidirectional, logic seeking 
unit outputs a 9 x 7 matrix in draft mode at 220 cps, 
while an 18 x 48 matrix provides near letter quality at 
40 cps. The unit prints 132~col lines at 10 cpi with 
selectable expanded characters at 5 cpi. 

Standard features include top of form, horizontal 
and vertical tabs, as well as perforation skip over, 
auto line feed self-test, 3 11 to 15 11 (8- to 38-cm) tractor 
feed, pinch roller feed, superscripts, subscripts, 7 
international char sets, ·and baud rates from 110 to 
9600. Datasouth Computer Corp, PO Box 240947, 
Charlotte, NC 28224. 

See at Booth 00122 Circle 285 

ment, and documentation and report generation. 
Tektronix 4014 emulation will be an available option. 

The Whizzard 1600 series is compatible with the 
company's WAND software and offers the graphics 
functionality of larger, more expensive 6200 and 7200 
computer graphics systems. Megatek Corp, 3985 Sor
rento Valley Blvd, San Diego, CA 92121. See at 
Booth N3826 Circle 286 



Tell me two bright ideas 
for solenoid and motor driving 

L295 High-Power, Dual Half Bridge Driver 
The L295 is a dual half-bridge switchmode driver for either two 
solenoids or one phase of a stepper motor. Applications in
clude hammer driving in matrix printers and stepper motor driv
ing in either paper feed mechanisms or electromagnetic 
controllers. 

The device incorporates two independent channels with 
separate inputs and outputs to provide all functions necessary 
for direct interfacing between digital circuitry and two induc
tive loads. The output current is completely controlled by 
switching techniques resulting in a very efficient operation. 
Dual supplies allow interfacing with peripherals running at 
voltages higher than logic. 

The L295 drives loads up to 2.5A per channel from a 50V sup
ply. Additional features include thermal protection and a 
minimum number of external components. 

These devices assembled in the popular Multiwatt • package 
feature easy mounting and a low thermal resistance (Rth JC) of 
less than 3°CIW. 

L294 High Power Solenoid Driver 
The L294 functions as a transconductance amplifier to power 
solenoids in printer, hammer, and needle matri x applications. 
The device drives one solenoid from a supply of 50V with an 
output current of up to 4A. 

The switchmode control of the output current allows high 
speed driving of electromechanical actuators with increased 
efficiency and reduced power dissipation. 

Additional features of the L294 include thermal protection and 
diagnostic circuitry with latched output for recognizing condi
tions such as coil short circuit. 

0 Please send me more information on your linear offerings. 
D Have a sales representative contact me. 
Name ___________________ ~ 

Title __________ Company _______ _ 

Address __________________ ~ 

City ------ State --~--- Zip ___ _ 

Telephone -----------------~ 
CD 5/83 

SGS-ATES Semiconductor Corporation 
1000 E. Bell Road, Phoenix, AZ 85022 • (602) 867-6100 

Sales Offices: Boston, MA (617) 890·6688; Chicago, IL (312) 490·1890; Indianapolis, IN 
(317) 241 -1116; Dallas, TX (214) 733·1515; Austin, TX (512) 458-9182; Phoenix, AZ 
(602) 867-6100; San Franc isco. CA (408) 727·3404; Los Angeles, CA (213) 716-6600; 
Sao Paulo, Brazi l (11) 647 245 
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H you're selling small business systems and 
software, you're leaving money on the table. 

Because you could pick up a lot more 
of what were all here for with the Plessey 
Series/6000 Small Business C:Omputers. 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE PLESSEY PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS 

PLEASE SELECT • 

SALESMAN FILE MAINTENANCE 
CUSTOMER FILE MAINTENANCE 
SALES AND CR , DR MEMO ENTRY 
PRINT AR AGING REPORT 

6 APPLY OPEN CREDIT 
7 CUSTOMER ACCOUNT INQUIRY 
8 FINANCE CHARGES 
9 PRINT STATEMENTS 

10 PRINT COMMISSIONS DUE REPORT 
11 PRINT A R DISTRIBUTION TOG L REPORT 
12 PURGE A I R OPEN ITEM FILE 
13 PRINT SPOOLED REPORTS 

Your business 
is our business. 

With the 16-bit Plessey Series/6000, 
we've made it our business to support your 
business. 

Our computers are based on DEC's LSI-11 TM 

micros, so you start with proven hardware 
that's in thousands of systems world-wide. 

Weve made them available in a wide 
range of configurations, so you can provide 
exactly the power your customers need. 

Start with the low-cost System 6100, a 
64 kbyte single-user workstation. Or for multi
users, choose the economical System 6200 
with 256 kbytes of main memory (expandable 
to a full megabyte). Both use the Q-bus and 
come in a compact 51A" chassis available in 
desktop and rackmount configurations. 

And for the big jobs, go to our System 
6600 and System 6700 to get the full power 
of a 22-bit minicomputer. From 256 kbytes to 
4 megabytes of main storage. An 84 megabyte 
8" W mchester disk. Q-bus for communications 
and other peripheral interfacing. And all in 
a lOIJi " chassis at a price that's easy to take. 

Or choose anything in between, with 
or without floppies, hard disks, streamer 

tapes, terminals, communications and any 
peripherals you need. (Peripherals are also 
available alone.) 

All the Plessey Series/6000 computers 
support whatever you're doing (or will be 
doing) in software: DEC operating systems 
like RSX-llM/M+~ RSTS/E™and RT-ll"'or 
TSX-Plus~ UNITY"' (System ill UNIX) and 
the new crop of software. M-11 (MUMPS) and 
hordes of public domain applications. And 
even CP/M and all those low-cost pro~s. 

You can use BASIC, COBOL, DIBOL~ 
C, PL/I, FORTRAN and MACRO"' languages. 

And the programs you develop on the 
single-user system are just as useful on the 
most powerful Series/6000 configuration, so 
your customers have an easy growth path. 

The bottom line. 
Plessey Series/6000 Small Business 

C:Omputers are a quick way to improve your 
profits because they're reliable, versatile and 
cost up to 303 less than the DEC equivalents. 

And they'll reduce your after-sale 
headaches because they're supported by our 
own international sales and service network. 

For more details, contact Plessey . 
Peripheral Systems, 17466 Daimler, Irvine, 
CA 92714. 

Or better yet, call (800) 854-3581 or 
(714) 540-9945 in California today. Because 
we all know that time is money. 

9PLESSEY 
CIRCLE 75 

C Plessey Peripheral Systems 1983. CP/M trademark of Digital Researrh. UNIX, C trademarks of Bell Labs. MUMPS trademark of InterSystems. DEC, DIBOL, MACRO, 
RSX-llM/M +, RSTS/E, RT· 11 trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. TSX·Plus trademark of S & II Computer Leasing. UNITY trademark of Human Computing Resources. 

See us at NCC A-3208 



Image Processing 
System 

LSI 11 123 
or 

PDP 11 24 
or 

VAX 11 730 
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Dot-matrix printers 

Using seamless and endless cartridge-type ribbon, 
KX-Pll60 is a bidirectional 16-pin printer with logic 
seeking head that is designed to print up to 196 cps. 
Its 9 x 13 dot matrix forms 96 ASCII characters with 
descenders. The unit's adjustable sprocket pin feed 
can handle fanfold paper from 4 /1 to 15 /1 

( 10 to 
38 cm) in width. An optional front inserter is avail
able for single sheets. Equipped with a standard par
allel interface, the printer has an optional RS-232-C 
interface. Microprocessor-controlled line spacing 
allows automatic selectable spacing, both forward 
and reverse. Model KX-Pl090 also features an endless 
and seamless cartridge ribbon. A bidirectional 9-pin 
printer with graphic capabilities, it can print 96 cps 
and up to 80 chars/line. This printer accommodates 
fanfold and letter paper from 4 11 to 10" (10 to 25 cm) 
in width or an 8.5 /1 (21.6-cm) roll of paper. It uses an 
adjustable sprocket pin feed or friction feed to 
handle the paper. A parallel interface is standard; 
RS-232-C interface is optional. Panasonic Industrial 
Co, 1 Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094. See at 
Booth N3556 Circle 287 

Serial dot-matrix printer 
Heavy duty dot-matrix printer SLP-160 prints clear 
copy at 120 cps. Operating bidirectionally, it can 
print 162 chars/line maximum (Elite: 12 pitch), putting 
2 pages of CRT screen information on a single hard
copy page. Vertical/horizontal dot pitch ratio is 1 to 
1. The unit operates quietly, producing 65 dB or less 
(measured 1 min front of the printer tractor). A tem
perature sensor in the main unit causes the cooling 
fan to operate automatically when the inside temper
ature reaches a certain degree, keeping the printer's 
durability longer and its operating efficiency smoother 
and higher. Sord Computer of America, 200 Park 
Ave, New York, NY 10166. See at Booth P7442 
Circle 288 

User definable video terminal 
Although ERGO 201 emulates Televideo 925, ADM3A, 

and Micro-Term ACT-SA, it includes a custom mode 
that allows the user to define the terminal's control 
codes and escape sequences, as well as save these 
designations in nonvolatile memory. Custom mode 
allows the user to configure terminal functions to 
match existing software; it can also be programmed 
for most ADDS and Hazeltine applications. This 
capability, coupled with 16 host definable or user
programmable function keys, eliminates the need for 
software modification. 

Standard equipment for the terminal includes the 
programmable function keys and 5 video attributes 
that can be used in any combination without a char
acter space. Other features include a detached 
keyboard with LEDs, built-in tilt mechanism, and 
2-speed smooth scroll. Characters are displayed in a 
7 x 9 matrix with true descenders on a green, non
glare screen with screen saver. Amber phosphor is 
also available. 

Options include an alternate character generator 
with 128-char capability, 2 pages of memory, and a 
graphics board with PLOT 10 and ReGIS capability. 
Micro-Term Inc, 1314 Hanley Industrial Ct, St 
Louis, MO 63144. See at Booth S5097 Circle 289 

NOTE: "A" series booths are located in Anaheim 
Convention Center's Arena, "N" series in the North 
Hall, "S" series in the South Hall, and "W" series in 
the Southwest Hall. "P" series booths are in the 
NCC Pavilions adjacent to the Registration area. 
"D" series booths are located in the Disneyland 
Hotel Convention Center. 
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Compact 2000-lpm band printer 
Model 2000 band printer is designed for high speed, 
high volume OEM printing applications, but departs 
from older, more bulky printers in its compact size. 
Advanced diagnostics, superior print quality, and 
reliable paper handling are built into this 2000-lpm 
printer. Operator changeable formats in 48-, 64-, and 
96-char sets are available in various print styles and 
sequences. Also shown will be the BT-ISOO duty cycle 
band printer. This unit offers print speeds of 1500 
lpm with a 48-char set, 1200 lpm with a 64-char set, 
and 900 lpm with a 96-char set. Self-diagnostics, 
microprocessor control, quietized cabinet, and elec
tronic character alignment are standard features. 
Data Printer Corp, 99 Middlesex St, Malden, MA 
02148. See at Booth N3748 Circle 290 

Raster scan graphics monitors 

VR-1000 provides 100-lpi resolution in both vertical 
and horizontal dimensions with up to 8 levels of in
tensity. The raster scan monitor displays up to 1100 
noninterlaced lines refreshed at 60 frames/s. The 
displays run at a pixel level of up to 100 MHz. A 
display of 1024 x 1024 is attained. 

At the pixel level, the video has a rise/fall time of 
less than 5 ns. Either the very fast white phosphors 
(P-4 type) or the very fast green phosphors (P-31 type) 
can be used at the 60-Hz frame rate. Horizontal fre
quency of the monitors is 31 to 68 kHz. 

Available in 15" (38-cm), 17" (43-cm), or 20" 
(51-cm) sizes, the displays are available on an OEM 
price schedule. Mon/term Corp, 7180 Shady Oak Rd, 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344. See at Booth P7439 

User definable ANSI terminal 
Simple commands allow the Genie+ Plus to be 
changed from a conventional 24- x 80-char mode 
display unit to a 30-line terminal with multiple page 
and window capability, or a structured offline form
filling terminal with protect, guard, numeric, justify, 
and security areas. Commands can also be loaded into 
nonvolatile memory for automatic execution at 
power-on. This permits the user to redefine fault con
ditions such as keyboard layout, screen format, and 
tab-stop positions. 

Other features include 15 " (38-cm) nonglare screen 
and a keyboard zoom capability allowing users to 
move data on and off the screen as well as trade 
character size with the amount of data displayed. A 
60-line, 4800-char memory allows the user to review 
data previously scrolled off the screen. Absolute 
control of cursor location is maintained by 2 inde
pendent cursors while allowing the host to write inde
pendently to another area of the screen. 

Thirty-eight programmable keys can be loaded 
with any sequence of ASCII codes, without restric
tions on the number of codes/key. Most keys permit 
different sequences on the shifted and unshifted 
levels. Commands can be embedded within the key 
sequences to control whether the key repeats and/or 
whether the string is sent to the host or executed 
locally. Available options include DEC mode, green 
phosphor tube, and 230 Vac. An RS-232 printer out
put caoability includes both local and remote copy 
functions and screen print. Ann Arbor Terminals 
Inc, 6175 Jackson Rd, Ann Arbor, MI 48103. 

arcle 291 See at Booth W6613 Circle 292 
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Integrated PCB Kit form Chassis version 

Meet some of our new 
problem solvers. -- a 

High performance, innovative design data displays in 
9'; 12" and 15" screen sizes, for system designers like 
you . And they're all available in integrated, chassis 
or kit versions. 
Using these basic displays, our eng ineers become 
your engineers! They custom design a display for 
your specific application, meeting your 
particular system design requirements. 
Scanning frequencies to 32 
KHz and more. Up to 1200 line 
resolution . TTL or composite 

AUDIOTRONICS 

video. 120 or 240V AC, or 12 or 24V DC. Give us your 
specifications and we'll solve all your display problems. 
And we'll deliver on time, when you want them. 
Audiotronics has been solving problems for over 25 
years, designing hundreds of custom data displays for 
important customers, large and small. Call today. Turn 
our engineers loose w ith your display system problems. 

See us at NCC Booth #01100 Disneyland Hotel 

North HOllYWOOd 
California 91605 
(213) 765-2645 

CIRCLE 77 
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Plain paper printing terminal 

Along with DEC and Videotex complltibility, 780 
series teleprinters provide 120-cps throughput and 
212A/103/V.21 modem options. The line includes RO, 
KSR, and MSR models for portable or desktop appli
cations. The Teleprinters are keyboard or downline 
configurable for all standard communication proto
cols and can include a built-in keyboard and auto
dialing, auto-answer modem for direct connection to 
DOD, TWX, Telex, or International Telex. Electronic 
mail and graphics features are included, as well as 
EIA (CClTT V.24), and de loop standard interfaces. 
National characters, CCITT v .21 frequencies, and 
switchable 120/240-Vac, 50/60-Hz power adapt 
them for international applications. Qwint Systems, 
Inc, 3693 Commercial Ave, Northbrook, IL 60062. 
See at Booth P7354 Circle 293 

400-lpm band printer 
Linewriter 400 uses a linear hammer design to obtain 
a flat impact on the paper and to provide high print 
quality at high speeds. Microprocessor control allows 
early end of print implementation (the machine 
knows when it has printed all characters on a line). It 
also · allows use of statistical bands (frequently used 
characters occur more often on the band) on the 
printer. The unit's modular design puts all com
ponents within reach when the front cover is opened, 
including the lift out hammer bank. A 4-digit display 
communicates results of self-test diagnostics to the 
operator. The floor standing unit is desk height, ap
prox 35 11 (89 cm), and is contained in a 64-dBa 
cabinet for data processing use. Centronics, 1 Wall St, 
Hudson, NH 03051. See at Booth N3600 Circle 294 
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Serial impact printer 
With an average printing speed of 20 chars/s (Shan
non text 1/12 pitch), the compact V-shaped guide 
double daisy wheel in this printer produces clean, 
accurate output on 13 11 (33-cm) wide paper. 
Character selection and print position for the RP1200N 
impact printer are controlled by a microprocessor 
providing 110 chars/line (10/in), 132 chars/line 
(12/in), or 165 chars/line (15/in). The unit uses 
modified ASCII code; interface is RS-232-C or Cen
tronics. Options include bidirectional forms tractor, 
letter guide, and acoustic cover. Black fabric ribbons 
produce more than lM chars/cassette. Black multi
strike film ribbon provides 250k chars/cassette. 
Ricoh of America, Inc, 20 Gloria Ln, Fairchild, NJ 
07006. See at Booth P7835 Circle 295 

CRT display terminal 
ABM SSH has a detached tactile touch keyboard, high 
resolution P-31 phosphor display, advanced editing 
with protected fields, monitor mode, full video attri
butes, and 128 displayable character codes. Two RS-
232-C ports are used for asynchronous communica
tions. Both ports are bidirectional and have a data 
transfer rate of up to 19.2k bps. Incremental features 
include user programmable answerback, function 
key, and attribute storage in nonvolatile memory; 
hidden attributes; and graphics and math symbol 
character sets. Incremental options include up to 8 
pages of data storage and a 1200-bps modem. Con
trol, escape, and keyboard codes can be customized. 
Kimtron Corp, 2225-1 Martin Ave, Santa Clara, CA 
95050. See at Booth P7518 



As you can't see, the terminal on the left has a low-cost Rockwell R24DC 
modem built in. Its connected directly to the U.S. dial-up network with nothing more 
than a standard telephone jack. No acoustic coupler. No phone. No tangled wires. 

Its easy to connect the R24DC modem inside your terminal. It's LSI-based, 
with the entire 2400 bps modem and data access arrangement on a single 5"x 7.85" 
plug-in card. With power requirements of+ 12V and +5V, it consumes only 3 watts. 

Rockwells R24DC integral modems are FCC-registered and both Bell- and 
CCIIT-compatible. And they're widely used in point-of-sale terminals, and for 
cleaning up PBXs, data concentrators and data communications devices. 

To get the inside story on Rockwell modems, call the Electronic Devices 
Division, Rockwell International at (800) 854-8099. 
In California, call (800) 422-4230. Or write us -~-
at P.O. Box C, MS 501-300, Newport Beach, Rockwell International 
California 92660. 

... where science gets down to business 
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µPD7720 µPD77P20 

[:JO,[] 
~ 

~ 
~ 

Now you can get all the advantages of digital 
signal processing for real-time voice-band applications. 
With NEC's µPD7720 signal processor. 
Our µPD7720 Signal Processing Interface has the power to handle virtually any 
digital signal processing application this side of the Milky Way. 

Its awesome power comes from a unique architecture which includes three 
on-chip memories, dual accumulators, fully parallel multiplier and four-level sub
routine stack. As a result, the µPD7720 has an impressive 250 ns instruction cycle 
that produces a full 31-bit multiplication product each cycle. What's more, data 
can be moved, accumulators modified and subroutine returns executed within the 
same cycle. 

But, in a field as challenging as this one, state-of-the-art specs are not 
enough. That's why we're backing our signal processor with a complete support 
program. From initial design to final testing, you'll be able to count on our prod
uct applications engineers for expert advice. And design help is just the begin
ning. We also provide UVEPROMs for prototyping and MASK ROMs for 
production. Plus circuit emulator hardware, cross assemblers, simulators, library 
and utility routines, application notes and full documentation for all our develop
ment tools. 

One more thing, we've been shipping for over two years. In fact, our signal 
processor has already been designed into a wide 
range of products for telecommunications and digi
tal speech applications, such as vocoders, equalizers 
and speech recognition units. Which makes it the 
only tried and proven signal processor available 
today. 

Of course, like all NEC products, every 
µPD7720 is performance tested, and backed by our 
reputation for quality and reliability. 

NEC's µPD7720 signal processor. It will 
change the signals of the world. 
And beyond. 

For more information, write 
NEC Electronics U.S.A., One 
Natick Executive Park, Natick, 
MA01760. 

NEC 
NEC Electronics U.S.A. Inc. 
Microcomputer Division 
We're taking on the future. 
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Regional Sales and Engineering Support Offices: Cupertino, CA (408) 446-0650; Orange, CA (714) 937-5244; Pompano Beach, FL (305) 785-8250; Rolling Meadows, IL (312) 577-9090; 
Woburn, MA (617) 935-6339; Dallas, TX (214) 931-0641. District Offices: Columbia, MD (301) 730-8600; Southfield, Ml (313) 352-3770; Edina, MN (612) 831-9090; Melville, NY (516) 239-5660. 



Sorensen SRM. 
It's the big name to remember 

when ontering smaller quantities 
of switching power supplies. 

It really doesn't take a lot of "know
how" to know how to get OEM open
frame switching power supplies that 
best suit your applications-when 
your needs are for only a few, a few 
hundred or a few thousand units. 
The Sorensen SAM Series of multiple 
output switching power supplies is 
cost effective, reliable, and units are 
in stock ... ready to ship. Call your 
Sorensen representative for prices 
and delivery. 

The name behind 
the name. 

Sorensen is a Raytheon company. 
So every product designed and 
manufactured by Sorensen is backed 
by Raytheon technical expertise, 
manufacturing know-how, and world
wide sales representation. When you 
buy a Sorensen power supply, you are 
doubly assured of uncompromising 
product design, quality and service. 

Unit~ quickly supplied for 
spec11I applicat10ns. 

No need to rely on hit-or-miss or 
almost-right designs. Six standard 
SAM units, with open frame design 
(cover optional), can 
quickly and easily 
be customized 

and shipped to meet your delivery 
needs-and your tightest specifications. 

Highly stable, efficient. 
The Sorensen SAM Series provides 

highly stable outputs: + 5Vdc, ± 12/15 
Vdc, and a floating output of 5 or 24 
Vdc. Total output power to 200 watts. 
Efficiency is 80% typical for semi
regulated units, 70% typical for fully
regulated units. 

You're 
protected. 

The SAM Series 
has standard 115 V 
and 230 V inputs. 
Overvoltage 
protection trips 
at 6V ± 5%, and 

was the first commercial firm to 
manufacture and market precision 
electronic voltage regulators and 
power supplies. 

Today, the most modern technology 
is applied to achieve optimum 
performance and maximum life in SAM 
Series switching power supplies and 
all other fine Sorensen-engineered 
equipment. 

Unbeatable 
!-year 
warranty. 

will shut down all All SAM power supplies are 
outputs. Main and available with optional covers. 

There's no 
stronger protection 
than Sorensen's 
2-year warranty. 
It's backed by 
extensive testing, 
plus worldwide 
sales and service. fully-regulated 

auxilliary outputs have current 
foldback for protection against short
circuit. Semi-regulated outputs are 
protected by fuses. All SAM units will 
automatically shut down on ac 
undervoltage. 

U.L. listed to make your 
manufacturing job easier, with greater 
reliability assured. 

40 years of electronics 
experience. 

Founded in 1943, Sorensen 

Sorensen can quickly supply you 
with standard or customized SAM 
units that will provide trouble-free 
service for your applications. For 
more information, or a copy of our 
128-page full-line power supplies 
catalog, contact: 
Sorensen Company 
676 Island Pond Road 
Manchester, NH 03103 USA 
Tel: (603) 668-4500 
TWX: 710-220-1339 
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Database and graphics packages 
Available software for the Professional Computer 
has been extended to include a database package that 
enables users to create, sort, query, and gather infor
mation before output, then merge the data into 
spreadsheet or word processing format. Data pro
cessing and word processing functions are integrated 
so that field variables can be inserted into a word 
processing document. The data dictionary centralizes 
data descriptions and definitions of record types, 
fields contained in each record, and record views. 
Color graphics software that formats statistical in
formation in bar, line, and pie charts complements 
the database package. As a general purpose program, 
it manipulates or stores continuous and discrete data, 
then transforms the data into detailed color images. 

An enhancement for the Digital Voice Exchange 
(ovx)-an automated voice communication system 
that allows a user to receive, create, and send voice 
messages to one or more people-will also be dis
played. When attached to an OIS 145, the ovx option 
adds voice messaging capabilities to the word pro
cessing functions. A ovx message management sys
tem allows non-ovx users to leave messages for ovx 
registered subscribers. Wang Laboratories, Inc, 1 In
dustrial Ave, Lowell, MA 01851. See at Booth N3926 
Circle 297 

GKS graphics software 
Graphics subroutine package complies with the 
highest level of the Graphical Kernal System (GKS) 

software standard. This standard, the Draft Interna
tional Standard ISO/ DIS 7942: Information processing 
GKS, Function Description, specifies a 2-D interactive 
graphics subroutine package. GKS Level 28 runs on all 
of the company's 32-bit processors under the Ad
vanced Operating System/Virtual Storage. Applica
tion code is device independent, enabling packages to 
be used on various peripheral devices. Level 28 also 
supports an extensive selection of generalized draw
ing primitives such as line, arc, and sector, and 
device-independent display lists. In addition, the 
package supports graphics displays, including the 
DASHER® 0450, moo, and asoo, as well as the 
GDC/ 1000 graphics board set, and GW/ 4000 expert 
workstation. Data General Corp, Technical Products 
Div, 4400 Computer Dr, Westboro, MA 01580. See 
at Booth S5174 Circle 298 

Network management package 
Overlord controls configuration, monitoring, 
testing, record keeping, performance analysis, and 
trouble signaling for data networks and multicom
puter environments. Written in a standard language 
to adapt to most minicomputer and mainframe pro
tocols, the program will first be applied to a Hewlett
Packard minicomputer. Color graphics and lightpen 
menu selection provide remote control interface 
ranging from terminal identification to mainframe 
configuration and network/data processing manage
ment. Report generation includes detailed equipment 
status, failure trends, and maintenance downtime. A 
trouble ticket reporting/monitoring function has 
been developed for critical computer and data com
munication environments. T-Bar Inc, 141 Danbury Rd, 
Wilton, CT 06897. See at Booth W6370 Circle 299 

Matrix solving library 
A library of fast matrix algebra routines for use on 
the FPS-164 attached processor, FMSLI8 offers rou
tines coded to optimize use of the processor's archi
tecture, allowing it to solve matrix problems at the 
theoretical speed of the hardware. Routines use asyn
chronous disk data transfers to operate on rows of 
the matrix as if the entire matrix were in main 
memory, accommodating matrices too large to fit in 
main memory. Divided into 4 segments according to 
the type of matrix to be solved, the library consists of 
real symmetric, real unsymmetric, complex sym
metric, and complex unsymmetric modules. Floating 
Point Systems, Inc, PO Box 23489, Portland, OR 
97223. See at Booth N3916 Circle 300 

Bisync communications utility 
As an option to the operating system, a bisynchronous 
communications utility lets OASIS-8 based micro
computers communicate bidirectionally with mini
computers and mainframes. Emulating standard IBM 
2780/ 3780 protocol, it improves the coordination of 
data processing by permitting interactive communi
cation. Phase One Systems, Inc, 7700 Edgewater Dr, 
Suite 830, Oakland, CA 94621. See at Booth 02011 
Circle 301 
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R/M COBOL for microcomputers 
Ryan-McFarland COBOL is available for the Universe 
line 68000 based computers. Running under UNOS 
operating systems, a UNIX-compatible system with 
extensive realtime, transaction-oriented capabilities, 
it runs simultaneously with other languages including 
Pascal, BASIC, and FORTRAN in multiterminal 
systems. This version of COBOL uses proposed in
dustry standards for record keeping and file locking 
for UNIX-compatible systems. Record and file lock
ing are essential to effective implementation of multi
user systems. Charles River Data Systems, Inc, 4 
Tech Cir, Natick, MA 01760. See at Booth P7618 
Circle 302 

Integrated os.g software 
TMP (total management planning) packages include 
TMP/MANAGER, a structured database manager; 
TMP /CALC, an electronic spreadsheet that eliminates 
wraparound; and TMP/FREEFORM, an electronic 
index card package that fills the void between a struc
tured DBMS and word processing. TMP/FRONT END 
integrates the other TMP packages and also links the 
system with word processors, BASIC, COBOL, and 
other high level languages. All application packages 
are ready to run on an off-the-shelf basis, and each 
also functions as a standalone program. Smoke 
Signal Broadcasting, 31336 Via Colinas, Westlake 
Village, CA 91362. See at Booth P7049 Circle 303 

Decision-support language tool 
Mapper organizes, manipulates, and extracts infor
mation needed for planning and controlling busi
nesses from a data base. Users can manipulate data 
without the help of their DP department. Applica
tions include budget planning, sales analysis, 
inventory control, production scheduling, and trans
portation routing. An integrated automated office 
system developed for medium and large organiza
tions is also being shown. Personal and office com
puting, electronic mail, voice service, and word and 
data processing are combined in 1 integrated system, 
in 1 desk station for all levels of office personnel. 
Sperry Univac, PO Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19424. 
See at Booth S5462 Circle 304 
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Database management system 
RTFILE·® an interactive relational database manage
ment system, is combined with a nonprocedural 
application generator for DEC RT-I I users. The menu
driven, CRT screen-oriented DBMS is available for 
users of RSX-llM and RSX-llM + DEC operating 
systems. A v AX/VMS version is planned. Interactive 
features include database definition; forms genera
tion; transaction processing; and sort, selection, and 
calculation specifications. Program language inter
faces include FORTRAN, Pascal and MACRO. Report 
generation, multifile linking, and list processing are 
also included. The package currently runs under 
CTS-300, TSX +' STAR-I I, SHARE-I I, and UNIX operating 
systems. Conte/ Information Systems, Systems and 
Software Div, 4330 East-West Hwy, Bethesda, MD 
20814. See at Booth P7825 Circle 305 

8086 cross-development tool 
MicroSET-86 high level language symbolic cross
debugger now runs on Data General's MY series 
32-bit minicomputers and supports debugging of 8086 
assembly language modules. Designed to run on 
computers such as the DEC VAX and IBM/370 or com
patible machines, the package produces object code 
for target 8086 based systems. 

The software supports a fully extended Pascal 
compiler and includes an Intel-compatible linker, 
locater, and assembler. Host-target communication 
programs, a powerful multimode symbolic cross
debugger, and utilities are also included. First Sys
tems Corp, 865 Manhattan Beach Blvd, Manhattan 
Beach, CA 90266. See at Booth P8138 Circle 306 

NOTE: "A" series booths are located in Anaheim 
Convention Center's Arena, "N" series in the North 
Hall, "S" series in the South Hall, and "W" series in 
the Southwest Hall. "P" series booths are in the 
NCC Pavilions adjacent to the Registration area. 
"D" series booths are located in the Disneyland 
Hotel Convention Center. Shuttle buses will run 
between the two exhibit locations and all convention 
hotels. 



AGIN~ 
An array processor and 

-------

raster display 
in one complete 
• • • • 1mag1ng system. 

CDA's !MAGIN .. system, networked and VAX* -
based for highest performance, makes fast and 
simple imaging a reality. 

Versatility. !MAGIN software will assist you in 
the development of new routines at your site. 

You can customize microcode routines for spe-
You'll benefit from a unique "three-in
one" desirin. that incorporates a full 
floating point array processor, a 

__ _,..__ cialized applications in a variety of lan-

color raster display generator, 
and a 32-bit mini- and micro
programmable minicom
puter in one compact 
chassis. What's more, the 
system also features a 
shared memory, which sig
nificantly eases user pro
gramming. Other advantages: 

Full 
floating 

point 
array 
proces
sor 

Time, money savings. The high 
level interactive language of the 
!MAGIN system offers what you 
need in order to shorten product devel
opment time. You can get your product to 
market faster and significantly reduce R&D 
costs. 
Simplicity. Just plug the !MAGIN system di
rectly into your VAX,* ISI* or PDP* computer. 
You can operate the !MAGIN system right from 
your desk. Waiting time is virtually eliminated 
because multiple !MAGIN systems network 
onto a simple timesharing system. 

guages, including FORTRAN. Or, 
for immediate start-up, you can 

use the !MAGIN interactive 
Color commands. 

Memory. The !MAGIN sys
tem's five-ported memory 
gives you convenient access 
to the array and display pro
cessors, I/O port, VAX, and 
micro-minicomputer. This 

feature minimizes coding re
quirements and shortens pro

gram run times. 
To find out more on how our 

!MAGIN system can best work for 
you, call us at (617) 64 7-1900 or write: 

C DA COMPUTER 
DESIGN& 
APPLICATIONS INC. 

411 WAVERLY OAKS ROAD 
WALTHAM, MA 02154 
TELEX 92-2521 
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*VAX, ISI, and PDP are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
IMAGIN is a trademark of Computer Design & Applications Inc. 
which retains exclusive rights for its use. 
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Some companies exhibiting at 
NCC '13 were not able to release 
advance information on their 
"Product Firsts" by press 
time. Others will be showing 
products that were announced 
previously and described in 
recent issues of Computer 
Design. Briefs on the follow
ing pages summarize what to 
expect on the exhibition floor 
this year. 

Able Computer, Irvine, Calif (Booth 
W6334)-DMA line printer con
troller VMZ/LP offers performance 
improvements in VAX-11 systems 
and compatibility with v AX/ VMS 
version 3.X. 

Alien Group, New York, NY (Booth 
0407)-A speech synthesizer pro
duces song; the Sprinter offers fast 
and slow scroll to a monitor as well 
as buffering capability. 
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Alpha Data Inc, Chatsworth, Calif 
(Booth SS031)-Memory products 
include Atlas disk memory, M/Core 
core memory, and model 80 head/ 
track magnetic disk memory. 

Altos Computer Systems, San Jose, 
Calif (Booth W6218)-Acs 586 family 
16-bit microcomputers accommo
date from 5 to 8 users and incor
porate networking capability. 

Amco Engineering Co, Schiller 
Park, Ill (Booth W6588)-Computer 
related furniture includes line of 
enclosures and workstations, com
puter desks, and cabinets. 

Amperex .Electronic Corp, Hicksville, 
NY (Booth P7500)-GP300 letter 
quality printers produce 18 x n char
acters in a single pass using an 
18-needle (9 x 9) interlaced dot 
matrix head. 
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Ampex Corp, Redwood City, Calif 
(Booth N3SOO)-Dl50 and 0175 
editing VDTs are equipped with an 
onboard 32K-bit EPROM socket that 
allows firmware modification. 

Analog & Digital Peripherals, Inc, 
Troy, Ohio (Booth SS600)
Magnetic peripherals encompass 
200k-byte minicassettes and 250k
byte minicartridges as well as 
lM-byte floppy disk subsystem, 
12M-byte cartridge system, and bar 
code readers. 

Applied Magnetics Corp, Goleta, 
Calif (Booth N3648)-Magnetic 
recording heads made using thin 
film techniques provide high density 
recording on disks and tapes. 

Archive Corp, Costa Mesa, Calif 
(Booth 02215)-Mass storage 
peripherals providing backup for 
disk subsystems include Sidewinder 
and Super Sidewinder 20M- and 
45M-byte streaming magnetic car
tridge tape subsystems. 
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Arthur Andersen & Co, Chicago, Ill 
(Booth D104)-MAC-PAC/ 38 supplies 
integrated online manufacturing 
resource planning and control; 
METHOD/ I offers a project manage
ment and systems development 
methodology. 

)fc.iiQ ex
fY9tem. It's 

tuti.ons' new 

• 9 slots, 0.6" spacing-or 7 slots, 
0.75" spacing 

• Hefty 4-output 300W power 
supply- 40A at + 5V 

• Cool operation even with high
density boards 

There's a field-proven card 

C & D Batteries, Plymouth Meeting, 
Pa (Booth D1406)-Lead-calcium 
batteries for uninterruptible power 
systems feature 2-hole posts with 
copper inserts for greater conduc
tivity, contact , and safety, and pro
vide a wide range of voltages. 

tlOn. switdl. power 
and quiet dual cooling fant--, .. ,~ 
quick-change filten. 

And best of all, the removable 
front panel lets you easily custom
ize the Multichassis to match your 
company color and logo. 

So treat your Multibus system 
to an elegant but affordable new 
home-the Multichassis by Elec
tronic Solutions. Call us today for 
full specifications and prices. 
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Canon U.S.A., Inc, Lake Success, 
NY (Booth P7626)-7-color ink jet 
printer A-1210 produces 40 cps with 
640-dot/line resolution on plain 
paper; A-1200 outputs 120 cps using 
bidirectional dot matrix impact 
techniques. 

Computer Products Corp, Plymouth, 
Minn (Booth D2046)-Multibus 
compatible controllers and adapters 
handle Winchester disks, as well as 
Yi 11 and \I.I 11 streaming a nd 
start/stop tape drives. 

Cyb Systems, Inc, Austin, Tex 
(Booth P8029)-Incremental con
figuration of distributive computing 
systems offers high speed transfer 
including remote terminal access 
and log-in through local area net
works using Berkeley protocol and 
Ethernet hardware. 

Data Devices International, Chats
worth, Calif (Booth N4500)-A 
magnetic computer tape machine, 
Minicertifier identifies defects, 
places them in a microscope repair 
station, and permits their repair. 

Data Magnetics Co, Santa Clara, 
Calif (Booth P7744)-9-track 
magnetic read/write heads handle 
double-density phase encoded record
ing for streaming tape drives at up 
to 125 ips. 

Datamedia Corp, Pennsauken , NJ 
(Booth W6040)-Super-micro
computer 932 uses Pick operating 
system to support up to 16 users 
with from 256K bytes to l .5M bytes 
of main memory and up to 30M 
bytes of Winchester disk storage. 

Dataproducts Corp, Woodland 
Hills, Calif (Booth N3938)-DP-35 
and DP-55 daisy wheel printers pro
duce output at 35 and 55 cps, 
respectively; a 90 ° tilting printhead 
mechanism allows easy printwheel 
changes. 



FAIRCHILD 

A Schlumberger Company 

Speed reading. 
In high-performance appli

cations, if you want speed, 
you have to go F1 OOK. If you 
want F1 OOK, you have to go 
Fairchild. And if you really 
want to do it right, you have 
to go by the book. The F1 OOK 
ECL Data Book. 

It's filled with all kinds of 
incredible specs. Did you 
know we have a complete 

logic family of 38 devices with 
4 new ones planned for 1983? 
Did you know we've got logic 
internal gate delays of 7 50 ps 
with all parts available in both 
DI Ps and Flatpaks? 

There's more. There's 
voltage and temperature com
pensation for ease of use. 
And delivery times almost as 
fast as the parts themselves. 
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F1 OOK. For sizzling read
ing , just call or write Fairchild 
Advanced Bipolar and request 
the F1 OOK Data Book or User's 
Handbook. 441 Whisman Rd ., 
MS 23-1250, Drawer #7283, 
Mountain View, CA 94039. 
Telephone ( 415) 962-2356. 





the Sl0,000 desktop 
ntainfratne. -

THE NEW APOLLO DN300 
WILL COMPLETELY 

CHANGE 
THE WAY TECHNICAL 

PROFESSIONALS 
USE COMPUTERS. 

The DN300 is quite possibly the single 
most important computer system ever 
introduced for the technical professional. 
For the first time ever, these technical 
professionals have fingertip access to a 
desktop mainframe, and all the power 
that goes with it . The power to utilize 
time in the most efficient possible way. 
The power to increase technical produc
tivity and innovation . The power to try 
out and refine new ideas and concepts . 
The power to reduce design-time cycles . 
The power to create better, more cost
effective products . 

In a unit that takes no more space 
than a daily newspaper, the DN300 gives 
you a high performance, 32-bit virtual 
memory processor, high resolution bit 
map graphics, and an integrated local 
area network that provides network
wide virtual memory access. 

The DN300, latest in the family of 
DOMAIN processing nodes, supports 
up to 1.5 million bytes of main memory 
and 15 concurrent processes of16 million 
bytes each, so you can execute large pro
grams. Its 17-inch 1024 x 800 pixel land
scape display provides the high-resolu
tion graphics you need for technical 

A DOMAIN professional 
productivity network puts an 

application specific mainframe on 
every user's desktop. 

The truly exciting aspect of a DOMAIN 
network is its ideal combination of indi· 
vidual initiative and teamwork. Users get 
not only the benefits of a high perfor
mance, 32;bit computer dedicated to their 
application, but also retain the benefit of 
shared resources. 
For example, use the color DN600 or 
monochromatic DN420 nodes for solids 
modeling, VLSI CAD,jinite element 
analysis, pre- and post-processing, and 
image analysis .... Use the DN300for 
computer-aided software engineering, 
design documentation, high-quality 
presentation graphics, drafting, and 
electrical design capture and simulation. 

See us at NCC #A3208 

applications. The 12 million That relieves indi-
bit-per-second high speed vidual nodes of 
token-passing network lets peripheral sup-
you access data anywhere in port. So nodes 
the network without sacrific- • have more time 
ing performance. ____ ..,..._..::;;=:=:::.:....==:.__; and more power 

The DN300 is fully compatible with to handle applica-
Apollo's DN400, 420, and 600 and sup- tion-related computing. 
ports multiprogramming environment , And you save money by sharing disks, 
large virtual address space, network tape drives, printers and plotters . The 
communications, multi-window display DSP80 also provides every user with 
management, and extensive command access to communication gateways, 
library. large-scale file storage, and print/plot 

spooling. 

SOFTWARE YOU NEVER 
THOUGHT YOU'D SEE ON 

YOUR DESKTOP. 
Standard with every DN300 is AEGIS, 
the only network-wide virtual memory 
operating system available . 

Optional software includes ANSI
FORTRAN 77, Pascal, C, SIGGRAPH 
Core Graphics, X.25, HASP, 3270, 
D3M distributed database system and 
AUX, a software environment based on 
UNIX"' System III. 

NEW DOMAIN SERVER 
PROCESSOR-A LOW COST 

WAY TO HANDLE NETWORK 
PERIPHERALS AND 

GATEWAYS. 
The new DSP80 intelligent peripheral 
server lets DOMAIN users freely share 
the same, centrally located peripherals. 

DN600 DN420 

Domain, The Next Generotion 
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FIND OUT MORE 
The DOMAIN network gives you low 
entry cost, high performance, easy and 
natural incremental growth, reliability, 
and long-term investment protection . 
And it gives your technical staff the 
excitement and satisfaction of working 
with an innovative, highly productive 
new tool. For more information call 
Apollo's marketing department at 
(617) 256-6600, extension 608, or write 
Apollo Computer Inc., 15 Elizabeth 
Drive, Chelmsford, MA 01824. 

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 

USA price $91933 1 system builder, quantity 35 
DN300 with .5Mb memory, 17-inch graphics 
display, network interface, and AEGIS operating 
system . 

DN600 DN600 
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Data Type, Inc, Mountain View, 
Calif (Booth P7758)-Color and 
Tektronix compatible graphics ter
minal line has been extended to 
include AutoGraph XK2, which adds 
features and a larger tube to the XKI 
series. 

Digi-Data Corp, Jessup, Md (Booth 
N4004)-Series 8300 \4" cartridge 
tape drives come in both unidirec
tional and serpentine head versions 
for recording and reading IMFM data 
serially on 4 tracks at 8333 bpi, 37 .5 
ips in both start/stop and streaming 
modes. 

Esprit Systems, Inc, Hazeltine Ter
minals Div, Commack, NY (Booth 
W6288)-Video display terminal · 
Executive 10178, an alternative to the 
IBM 3278, offers low profile key
board and IBM SNA compatibility. 
Esprit III Color supplies 8 colors in 2 
intensities on a 14" (36 cm) screen. 

Exide Electronics, Raleigh, NC 
(Booth S5556)-Series 2000 uninter
ruptible power supply has single
phase ratings from 15 kW to 30 kW 
and 3-phase ratings from 15 kW to 
45 kW; electronics and maintenance
free batteries are housed in 3 side by 
side cabinets. 

Facit/Dataroyal Div, Nashua, NH 
(Booth N3538)-Model 4512 pro
duces correspondence quality char
acters in 2 passes and prints 120 cps 
single pass in 132 cols; heavy duty 
4542 and 4-color 4544 Flexhammer 
printers include bottom feed paper 
handling. 

Florida Data Corp, Melbourne, Fla 
(Booth N4700)-Printer model 
OSPI25 is especially designed to handle 
word processing applications. 

Formation, Inc, Mt . Laurel, NJ 
(Booth P7112)-Faiisoft F/4ooo pro
vides program compatibility with 
IBM Systeni/370 mainframes and 
limits downtime caused by compo
nent failure to 5 min. 

. . 
Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc; Santa 
Clara, Calif (Booth W6478)-Micro 
J6s business computer integrates 2 
microprocessors running under the 
CP/M-86 operating system and incor
porates two 5 \4 " floppy disks and 
128K bytes of RAM. 

Gould Inc, Distributed Systems Div, 
Ft Lauderdale, Fla <Booth W6058)
Compatible famlly of 5 modular 
UNIX based computers range from 
desktop model to mainframe and 
interconnect over local area 
network. 

Just how long should 
standby power stand by? 

Five years? Ten years? Twenty? 
Quite frankly, we don't know. 
But.we do know that Gates Energy cells 

retain better than &Ylo of their rated capacity 
for eight to ten years at 23°C. in · · 
float applications. 

Compared with our nearest 
competitors, our energy cells may 
qualify as the Methuselah of stand
by power. 

When it comes to cold weather 
performance, our cells deliver 50% 
of their C/ 10 room temperature 

capacity at -40°C. An~ the truly sealed design 
means total freedom from maintenance and 
terminal corrosion. 

Gates Energy cells are rated at 2 wits with 
· capacities at 2.5 Ah, 5 Ah, 12.5 Ah 

and 25 Ah. They can be assembled 
into an endless variety of config
urations. 

Learn niore about Gates 
Energy cells. Call, or write, Gates 
Energy Products Inc., 1050 S. 
Bro~dway, Denver, CO 80217. 
30317 44~4806. 

GATES ENERGY 
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PSM-512A: 512 kbyte Multibus™ memory 
with ECC, 275 nsec access time. Fixes 
single-bit errors, flags multi-bit errors. 
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PSM-512P: 512 kbyte Multibus parity 
memory, 240 nsec access time. 
Very economical. 
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PSM6463: 64 kbyte non-volatile CMOS 
Multibus memory, 200 nsec access time. 350 hour 
standby with on-board rechargeable NiCd's, 8 
years with lithium. For process control, tele
communications, other critical applications. 
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NEW PSMlVA: 1 megabyte VERSAbus™ 
memory -..yith ECC, 300 nsec access time. 
Lots faster and much less expensive than 
Motorola and IBM equivalents. Full 32-bit 
VERSA~us compatibility. 
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If you're on board the Multibus or VERSAbus, 
we've got the memories yoti need to get where 
you're going faster, for less. ECC, parity and 
non-volatile CMOS. All in stock now, all withone 
thing in common. Their first narhe is Plessey. 

And since Plessey makes them all, they all 
have high reliability, a one year warranty and 
Plessey support worldwide. 

For more information, just contact Plessey 

• • 

Microsystems, 451 Hungerford Drive, Rockville, 
MD 20850. (301) 279-2892, TWX 710-828-9815. 
Irvine, CA: (714) 540-9931. 

In Europe, contact: Towcester, UK: 
(0327)50312, Telex 31628. Paris: 776 41 06. 
Noordwijk: (01719) 19207. Munich: 
(089)2362226. Rome: (06) 350189. 

Or get on board fast by calling (800) 368-2738 
today. Your bus ought to be going our way. 

Multibus is a trademark of Intel 
VERSAbus is a trademark of Motorola 

•PLESSEY 
See us at NCC #A3208 





If you decided to buy a computer system before 11 A.M., March 2nd, it was possible to 
make a purchase decision without fully considering Data General. 

But on that date, the world changed. 
At 11 A.M., we introduced the most powerful 32-bit virtual supermini ever produced by a 

computer company. Our Eclipse TM MV/10000. 
Yet the Eclipse MV/10000 is only the most recent in a series of steps we have taken to make 

Data General computers overshadow Oigital's entire line of VAX computers. 
So now, if you do a full evaluation of computer systems, 

the VAX no longer comes out ahead. 
PERFORMANCE. The Eclipse MV/10000 executes 

2500kwets/sec. Andtransfersl/Oat28.6mb/sec. The VAX 11/ 
780 executes* 1200 kwets/sec. And transfers 1/0 at 13.3 mb/sec. 
A comparison that's no comparison. 

RANGE. With the Eclipse MV/10000, Data General 
has a broader line of 32-bit computer capability than Digital. Which means a Data General com
puter will better fit your exact needs. Whatever those needs may be. 

PRICE. When you compare Data General Eclipse MY computers against Oigital's VAX 
computers on the basis of price; you get a very interesting perspective. The Eclipse MV/10000 
has the same price as the VAX 11/780, but twice the performance. And the recently announced 
Eclipse MV/4000 has twice the £t:rformance of a VAX 11/730 at the same price. 

COMPATIBILITY. We at Data General have made it a top priority to make our 
system's software and 1/0 compatible. So if your needs ever change, you can take your investment in 
software and peripherals onto other Data General computers. Which is something you can't do with 
Digital's VAX computers. 

GRAPH I CS. Also, we fully support our own color graphics terminals, high resolution color 
workstations, color graphics controllers and standard GKS software. All of which make the job of 
integrating your total application considerably easier. 

SOFTWARE. Data General has the full range of systems software you'll need for what
ever you need to do. Including a 32-bit Real Time Operating System. (Something else Digital 
doesn't have.) 

Our systems software covers a wide range of applications 
- including Data Communications, Networking, Time-Sharing 
and Office Automation. Plus all the standard development lan
guages. All to industry standards. And third-party applications 
software for mechanical, electrical and architectural engineering; 
imaging and process control. 

SUPPORT. We do more than make computers today. 
We work with you to make your projects succeed. By going out of our way to be both accessible and 
helpful. With things like marketing support, a national phone center and remote diagnostics. In fact, 
we' re offering uptime guarantees of l!P to 99%. 

So when you look at where Data General is today - and where the competition is today -
the VAX has been ECLIPSED. 

For additional information contact Don McDougall, Director, Technical Products, M.S. 
F134, Data General Corporation, 4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA ( 617) 366-8911. 

t •Data General 
Saa us at NCC Booth #S5174 

•Sources include trade press articles, Digital literature, industry repor ting publications and data supp lied by industry reporting services. 
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Gould Inc, Electronic Power Con
version Div, San Diego, Calif (Booth 
W6058)-0nline 45-kV A uninter
ruptible power system model 6456 

has digital information system that 
provides power status information 
to computer via RS-232-C interface. 

Grid Systems Corp, Mountain 
View, Calif (Booth 00132)-Per
sonal portable Compass computer 
system, Compass Central, and Grid 
Central service form building blocks 
of Navigator management decision 
support system. 

Harris Corp, Information Systems, 
Melbourne, Fla (Booth S5062)-9000 
series family office systems range 
from standalone to clustered config
urations that integrate word pro
cessing, personal computing, and 
communications capabilities as well 
as data processing via network 
connections. 

Houstonlnstruments, div of 
Bausch & Lomb, Austin, Tex (Booth 
N3810)-DMP-41 plots a 20" x 32" 
(51- x 81-cm) area for CAD systems; 
DMP-40 plots a 11 " x 17 " (28- x 
43-cm) area at 4.2 ips using a single 
pen; and the DMP-29 is an 8-pen 11 "x 
17" plotter that prints at 22 ips . 

Infotron Systems Corp, Cherry 
Hill, NJ (Booth D1410)-SM380, 
SM480, and 600 series statistical 
multiplexers, 790 network concen
trat or , and IS4000 intelligent 
switching system reduce line costs 
and increase control of global or 
local area network. 

Innovative Electronics, Inc, Miami , 
Fla (Booth S5049)-Self-contained 
MC-80 protocol converters allow 
independent terminals to be con
nected to most IBM, Burroughs , and 
NCR computers; MC-80/600, a BSC 
emulator, microprocessor based 
controller connects IBM 3270 BSC and 
asynchronous ASCII device. 

Input-ez Corp, Englewood, Colo 
(Booth P7406)-CRT termina l 
stands and workstations incorporate 
a retractable keyboard feature that 
eliminates unnecessary head and eye 
movement. 

International Memory Products of 
Calif, Inc, Santa Monica, Calif 
(Booth P8108)-Magnetic media, 
printer supplies, computer support 
systems, and computer related fur
niture are offered along with disk 
pack refurbishing and recertifying 
services. 

ISSCO Graphics, San Diego, Calif 
(Booth 85374)-DISSPLA® com
puter graphics software provides 
3-D surfaces, mapping, and con
touring; TELL-A-GRAF~ an English 
language conversational program, 
generates line, bar, pie, and word 
charts. 

LOW COST, HIGH ACCURACY 
CAPACITIVELY COUPLED 
POSITION TRANSDUCERS. 
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CUSTOM DESIGNED FOR 
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS 

Farrand High Gain INDUCTOSYN® linear and 
rotary position transducers, custom designed 
to meet size, accuracy, and environmental 
requirements, can cost as little as $10.00 each 
in production quantities. 

Accuracies to ± 50 microinch, repeatability 
to ± 20 microinch. Pitch to user specification; 
.010" to .020" typical. Auxiliary control signals, 
such as End of Travel or Track Location, can 
be included. Any substrate material, from cast 
aluminum to fiberglass tape. Thermal time 
constant adjustable to match user structure, 
eliminating inaccuracies during warmup. 

Capacitively coupled. Ideal in strong magnetic 
fields. Interface easily to MOS. Use any excita· 
tion, such as 250 kHz user system clock. 
IC packages containing complete oscillator, 
error amplifier, and AGC available. 

Custom designed inductively coupled types 
also available. 

Contact George Quinn at 
(914) 761 ·2600 or Telex: 646640. 
Or send now for technical bulletin. 

iii FARRAND CONTROLS 
Division of Farrand Industries, Inc. 
99 Wall Street Valhalla , NY 10595 
(914) 761·2600 Telex: 646640 

INDUCTOSYN® is a registered trademark of Farrand Industries, Inc. 
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KMW Systems Corp, Austin, Tex 
(Booth N3968)-VP-30 series vector 
processors reduce random vectors, 
symbols, and graphic information 
from a host computer to raster form 
and output it to an attached elec
trostatic plotter; series II protocol 
converters use IBM binary syn
chronous protocol to transmit and 
receive EBCDIC data. 

Lee Data Corp, Minneapolis, Minn 
(Booth P 7655)-Co n t rollers, 
printers, and personal workstations 
and displays provide IBM 3270 com
patibility. 

Lortec Power Systems, Inc, N Ridge
ville, Ohio (Booth N3529)-Uninter
ruptible power systems supply 
power in the 2- to 156.25-kV A 
range. 

3M Co, St Paul, Minn (Booth 
N3956)-Magnetic media and 
memory subsystems include disk 
and tape media as well as compact 
Winchester disk and magnetic tape 
cartridge drives. 

Ml A-COM DCC Inc, Germantown, 
Md (Booth N4708)-CP9000 com
munications processor supplies high 
performance for online realtime 
use; data communications terminal, 
statistical multiplexers, and integral 
modems provide economical · use of 
facilities. 

MAI/BASIC Four, Tustin, Calif 
(Booth W6096)-lnformation 
System 810 and the S/10 microcom
puter offer entry level and larger 
systems to small- and medium-sized 
businesses. 

MFE Corp, Salem, NH (Booth 
6296)-Double-capacity 20M-byte 
magnetic tape transport and SAS! 
QIC II controller supply backup for 
5 ~ 11 disk units. 

Microscience International Corp, 
Mountain View, Calif (Villa Suites at 
Disneyland Hotel)-HH-612 achieves 
ISM bytes of capacity on a 5 ~ 11 

hard disk using 2 of 7 coding; dual 
microprocessors ensure accurate 
tracking, rapid access, and precise 
velocity confrol. 

Momentum Computer Systems 
International, Sunnyvale, Calif 
(Booth 0200)-The 32-bit model 32 
microcomputer supplies up to 
IM-byte main memory, no-wait 
state memory management, and 
UNIX operating system; model 32E 
supplies 512k bytes memory, OMA 
controller, and optional SMD con
troller. 

THE BEST OF COMPUTER DESIGN 
NOW AVAILABLE IN ONE DYNAMIC VOLUME. 

NEW 
DIRECTIONS 
IN 
COMPUTER 
DESIGN: 
Systems, Software and 
Architectural Trends 
for the '&Os-Volume I 

By Saul B. Dinman, Editor-in-Chief, 
Computer Design Magazine 
Some 20 years of technological innovation have created dramatic 
developments and changes in the computer systems industry. 
Through increasingly advanced and sophisticated architectural 
design, the mainframe, minicomputer and microcomputer, 
accompanied by their memory systems, software and data 
communications remain the prime systems of the '80s. 

Computer Design magazine has been a leader and authority in 
publishing these industry developments and trends. Saul B. Dinman 
has compiled within one softcover book a selection of Computer 
Design's most informative articles on computers of the '80s -
where they've been and where they're headed. This is the first of a 
three-volume set. 

Volume I includes these articles: Minicomputers: Future Directions; 
32-Bit Minicomputer Achieves Full 16-Bit Compatibility; 
Multiprocessor Designs Surpass Supermini Alternatives for 
Continuous System Simulation. Microcomputers: Optimizing 
Input/Output Techniques; n-Dimensional Interrupt Handler Replaces 
Priority Encoder; Reducing Roundoff Errors; ln:circuit Testing Comes 
of Age. Memory Systems: Virtual Memory Extension for an Existing 
Minicomputer; Cartridge Transport Disc Backup. Software: Designing 
Software for Maintainability; Project Management Skirts Software 
Pitfalls; DBMS: An Architectural Approach. Data Communications: A 
Designer's Review; Local Area Networks Overview; Local Network 
Access Tradeoffs. 

C8502 135 pages $19.95 Softcover November, 1982 

Please send me_ copies of New Directions in Computer Desi~n at $19.95 each. 
PennWell will pay all regular postage and handling cost on domestic orders accompa
nied by check or money order. Shipping and handling charges will be added to all credit 
orders. foreign orders , and orders not accompanied by payment. Alabama, California, 
Texas, and Washington, D.C. residents add sales tax. 

_ Payment Enclosed _ Bill Me 
Name _____________________ _ 

Company--------------------

Address---------------------
City State ___ Zip --

For last service on charge orders call TOLL-FREE 800-331 -9151 . 
Oklahoma residents call collect (918) 663-4225. 
Foreign prices will be higher to provide faster service. 
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WHEN ZENITH PROMISES 
STATE-OF-THE-ART.SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES, 

. ZENITH DELIVERS . . 
C.ENCLOSED 

. A. OPEN P.C.8. 

B. L·BRACKET 

HIGH VOLUME CAPACITY • STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY• QUALITY WITHOUT QUESTION 
· Complete capability to tailor or customize to your individual specifications. 

ZENITH STANDARD SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS 
OUTPUT LOAD CURRENT 

MAX. +5v -5V +12V -12V +12VREG OTHER DIMENSIONS 
MODEL OUTPUT COOLING FIGURE LxWxH 

IWATIS) MIN/MAX MIN/MAX Ml~~~ MIN/MAX MJN/MAX MIN/MAX (INCHES) 
IAMPSJ {AMPS) (AMPS) (AMPS) (AMPS) 

Z-42-DF 42 5/2.5 - .3/2 04/.5 - - Convection A 63x39x 1.8 
Z-42-EB 42 1/5 - .7/1.3 02/, I ~ - Convectron B 7.3 x 3.9 x 2.0 

Z-43-J 43 1.4/4 0/ I - - - +15V@ Convection A 8.3 x 5 5 x 2.5 .7/15 
Z-64-C 64 2.5/7 0/.3 5/2 0/2 - - Forced Air A 9 5 x 5.5 x 4 8 
Z-65-DG 65 1/5 - 3/2 0/2 0/1.5 - Convection B 8.3x43x23 
Z-73-BA 73 .5/5 - 0/2 0/2 - - Con~t1on c 12.2 x 5.8 x 2.0 
Z-74-CA 74 3/6 - .3/2 0/2 0/1.5 - Convecuon A 8.5x50x20 

Z-128-CH 128 1115 0(.2 .15/1 - - +32V@ Convecuon D 75x9.4 x4.0 1/1.25 
Z-218-BC 218 10/28 - .6/4 0/1 0/1.5 - Forced Arr B 118x48x2.5 

+BV@ 

2-240-BD 
.15/8 

IJ.3x57x6 5 
240 2/ 12 - .4/5.2 - 5/1.S +16V@ Forced Au• c 0/1 

2-240.CB 
-16V@ 

11.4 x4.2 x 6.6 

0/1 
+27.SV@ 

25/48 

Z-352-8G 352 1.6/8 - 4/2 - - -27.SV@ Convect1on A 11 5 x 11.5 x 4 .25/3.5 
+ 170V@ 

0/.5 

Z-9-ED 9 - - - - - +IBkV@ Convection c 5.5 x 4.4 x 2.5 20/500 mA 

'DC Fan 1ncludect/Spec1f1cauons and Ava1labohty Subject ro Change Without Nouce. @1983. Zenith Radio Corp. 
The above represents partial specifications. For more derails o r information. call or write Zenith Radio Corporation/CRT 
& Components Operations. 1000 Milwaukee Ave .. Glenview. Illinois 60025. Telephone: (312) 391-7733; Telex 25-4396. 

The quality goes In before the !lame goes on! 
See us in NCC Booth P-7052. 
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MPI, Salt Lake City, Utah (Booth 
A3309)-Dot matrix printers Print
Mate 99, PrintMate 150, and AP PAI<s 
supply high speed, correspondence 
quality output or graphics capa
bility. 

Nixdorf Computer Corp, Waltham, 
Mass (Booth W6100)-DPEX II and 
III, versions of the Distributed Pro
cessing Executive Operating System, 
provide added data entry, manage
ment, and editing language features; 
communications features now 
include dual communications and 
extended 3270 capabilities. 

Okidata Corp, Mt Laurel, NJ 
(Booth W6140)-Microline dot 
·matrix printers offer 80 to 120 cps in 
80 to 132 cols using the ASCII 
96-char set; Pacemark models pro
duce 350 cps, printing bidirection
ally with short line seeking logic. 

OSM Computer Corp, Mountain 
View, Calif (Suite at Holiday Inn)
Zeus Multiprocessor systems sup
port multiple users simultaneously 
in a CP/ M compatible operating 
environment; MUSE operating 
system provides file management 
and data security func_tions. 

Perkin-Elmer Corp, Oceanport, NJ 
(Booth N3516)-32-bit 3200 series 
minicomputers support multiple 
users and multiple tasks; packaged 
systems include commercial and 
turnkey CAD/CAM systems. 

Plexus Computers, Inc, Santa 
Clara, Calif (Booth 85384)-UNIX 
based supermicrocomputers, linked 
in an Ethernet local area network 
through the Network Operating 
System, can access files and devices 
on other systems in the network. 

Prentice Corp, Sunnyvale, Calif 
(Booth 02126)-Model 212 terminal 
controlled modem and model 21 2, 
201c trimodem, and SNP 1100 and 
1200 statistical multiplexers fill users ' 
communications needs. 

Priam Corp, San Jose, Calif (Booth 
N4808)-3M-, 70M-, and 105M-byte 
capacity are supplied by 8 11 Win
chester drives; intelligent SMART, 
SMART-E, and SMART-T interfaces 
handle up to 4 Winchesters and ~ 11 

and Yi 11 cartridge tape subsystems. 

PrintaColor Corp, Norcross, Ga 
(Booth 02133)-TC-1040 ink jet 
printer produces 4900 hues on plain 
paper at speeds of 108 raster
inches/s; user loadable lookup 
tables specify colors in format com
patible with many graphic computers. 

Where Space Savings, High Performance, 
Economical Cost Are Prerequisites, 

Who Else But ~ 

liWITICHICIAllT. 
Long Life Miniature Switches. 
A new family of lighted/unlighted pushbutton & 
slide switches designed speclflcally for modern 
electronic equipment. . . computers, periph
erals, microprocessors, medical electronics, TV, 
and data communications. 

New Miniature Pushbutton Switches - P70000 
Series PC mount type are ideal for uses where small 
size, high reliability, low cost are musts. Redundant, 
self-cleaning contacts; LED lighting; parallel con
tacts offered on selected types for extra reliability. 

Short stroke, audible "click" feel when operating. 

New 4-Pole Slide Switches - Series C60000 mini
ature 4-pole/2-position slide switches designed for 
switching mAat upto30V DC; PC mounting on .100 
x .200-inch centers. Measures just .924 x .836 
x .520-inches. 

If your switching needs call for space savings, 
high reliability, economical pricing ... depend on 
Switch craft. 

SEND FOR NEW PRODUCT BULLETIN NO. 366. 

llWITl:Hl:RAlllTi.1:. 
( A R•ytheon Compeny ) 

5555 No. Elston Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60630 
Tel: (312) 792-2700 TWX: 910-221-5199 

Industry's lnno11ator of switches, connectors, telecomponents, audio 
accessories, molded cable assemblies, keyboards. 
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Racal-Vadic, Sunnyvale, Calif 
(Booth W6848)-Scotsman statisti
cal multiplexers and data compres
sors allow a 19.2k-bps data stream 
to be transmitted over 9600-bps 
modems, and a 9600-bps data 
stream to be transmitted over 
4800-bps modems. 

Rockwell International, Newport 
Beach, Calif (Booth S5200)-AIM 65 
microcomputer with memory car
tridges will be displayed along with 
the RM 65 microcomputer driving 
AIM 65/40 Series 8000 printer and 
display; AIM 65 demonstrates the 
R24DC modem. 

Ziatech's new family of 8088 based STD Bus 
boards gives you 16 bit processing power and 
1 Megabyte of memory addressing capability. Pro
cessing power many times that of a Z80 or 6809 
for a small increase in cost . One Megabyte memory 
addressing with no additional overhead . 

Power and memory capacity to enable your STD Bus system to 
tackle today's tough real-time and computation-intensive applica
tions . 
Vectored interrupt control for timely response to important events. 

Two processor boards ar e available to meet 
your needs: 

ZT 8810 CPU - Featuring the 5 MHz 8088 
processor, C1J RS-232 port and 8-line vec
tored interrupt controller. 

ZT 8811 CPU - Featuring the 8 MHz 8088 
processor and 8-line vectored interrupt con
troller. 

Coming Soon: The ZT 8812 CPU - Featuring 8088 processor, 8087 
math processor and RMX or CP /M , silicon operating system. 
Coming Soon: The ZT 8820 byte-wide memory board - Featuring 20 
bit addressable RAM, EPROM and EEPROM. 

Ziatech also manufactures IEEE 488 controllers and interfaces for 
STD Bus and MULTIBUS* systems. 

I I For information, write or phone 

:::'q;':: ~l~!~~J;cS~rporation 
• 11 I San Luis Obispo, California 93401 

C805) 541-0488 

•MULTIBUS is a trademark of the Intel Corporation 
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Sakata U.S.A. Corp, Elk Grove 
Village, Ill (Booth 02000)-Display 
monitors include both monochrome 
and color CRTS for use in video dis
play terminal systems. 

Shugart Associates, Sunnyvale, 
Calif (Booth N3856)-Fixed and 
removable storage needs are filled 
by SA4I0/460 double- and single
sided, 96-tpi, 5 \4 " floppy drives, 
SA600 5 \4 " Winchester drives , and 
SA300 3 \12 11 single-sided microfloppy 
drives. 

Solid State Controls, Inc, Colum
bus, Ohio (Booth P7431)-Power
base 2000 uninterruptible power 
supply system maintains constant 
flow of power to computer systems. 

Sony Microcomputer Products , 
Montvale, NJ (Booth P7038)
SMC-70 personal microcomputer 
adds power with 16-bit Super
charger; color monitor, printer, 
Corvus hard disk, and microfloppy 
disk drives are among the system's 
peripheral devices. 

Sydis, Inc, San Jose, Calif (Suite at 
Anaheim International Hotel)
Colleague integrates voice, data, 
text, and graphics into a compact 
executive workstation that can be 
configured into clusters or con
nected through telephone lines using 
a high speed network. 

Tandem Computers, Inc, Cuper
tino, Calif (Booth W6078)-Time 
staged transfer information delivery 
system allows strategic deployment 
of data throughout a single system 
or a network of tiistributed 
Nonstop computer systems. 

TDK Electronics Corp, Port Wash
ington, NY (Booth P7700)-M2DX-S 
diskettes supply 96-tpi density on 
double-sided 5 \4 " media with a hub 
ring for durability. 

TEAC Corp of America, Montebello , 
Calif (Booth P7234)-FD-55 series 
5 \4 11 floppy disk drives supply single
or double-density, single- or double
sided recording in a half-height 
form factor . 



MULTI-VENDOR LOCAL AREA NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS 
MARCHES TOWARD REALITY. 

INTRODUCING ETHERNODE lOOOSERIES. COMPLETE ETHERNET DATA 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LINKING DEC VAX's, PDP-115 AND UNIX BASED COMPUTERS. 

High speed, reliable communications 
between computers with dissimilar system 
architectures is no longer just fantasy. 

ItS reality. And its called ETHER
NODE 1000. From Interlan. 

The ETHERNODE 1000 Series 
consists of all hardware and software 
required for high-performance, embedded 
Ethernet communications among DEC 
VAX, PDP-11 and UNIX based systems. 
Each offers a complete Ethernet trans
port service to user-written application 
programs. 

An integral part of each ETHER
NODE is the NS4200 software, consisting 
of the Internet Tum.sport Protocols (ITP). 
Because these protocols were modeled 
after the Xerox Network Systems ITP 
Specifications, communications can be 

achieved between VAX, PDP-11 or UNIX 
based machines and ITP compatible 
systems manufactured by Xerox and 
other vendors. 

ETHERNODE 1000 Series features: 
• Supports high bandwidth com

munications. 
• Minimizes CPU loading. 
• Supports internet 

communications. 
• Provides virtual circuit com

munication services. 
• Provides network management 

(NETMAN™). 
NETMAN, an integral part of 

ETHERNODE, is a screen-oriented, 
menu-driven utility that displays a wide 
variety of performance, configuration 
and utilization parameters. 

Other elements of the ETHER
NODE 1000 Series include Interlan5 intel
ligent UNIBUS, QBUS, or MULTIBUS 

Ethernet communications controller, a 
non-intrusive tapping transceiver unit, 
and transceiver cabling. 

If you are presently using or evaluat
ing Ethernet, and require reliable, pro
gram-to-program communications, call 
or write for details on how Interlan can 
provide the total data communications 
solution: 

The ETHERNODE 1000 Series. 

INFERO:dJ~ 
~ M4KE NET~KS llK)RK. 

3 Lyberty Way, Westford. MA 01886 
(617) 692-3900 TELEX 95-1909 

See Us At NCC, Booth #P7726 

EASTERN REGIONAL SALES OFFICE: 10 Kearney Rd., Suite 24, Needham, MA 02194, WESfERN REGIONAL SALES OFFICE: 
2091 Business Center Drive, Suite 100, Irvine, CA 92715 

INTERNATIONAL DISI'IUBUTORS:. ADCOMP Equipment Ltd., Switrerland 741-4111, ASR Arizona, Disc, Japan 781-2422-723, 
Data 'frans.lation Ltd., En~d 044-86-3412, Pro;oftware, S.A., Spain 3-321-32-55, Stemmer Elektronik, West Germany 

089-0000-61, Thlnsduction Ltd., Canada 416-625-1907, Yrel, France 956-81-42 
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Trilog Inc, Irvine, Calif (Booth 
A3109)-TIP-300 dual- and TIP-150 
single-hammerbank, dot-matrix 
impact line printers operate at 300 
and 150 lps, respectively, with built
in graphics plotting capability; dual 
version offers continued operation 
of one hammerbank at half speed 
should the other fail. 

Universal Data Inc, Clarkston, 
Mich (Booth D1301)-UDI-100, a 
general purpose handheld terminal, 
allows users to initiate programs 
through the keyboard using 2-way 
RS-232 communications at 300 to 
1200 baud. 

Universal Data Systems, Huntsville, 
Ala (Booth S5218)-Limited dis
tance modems operate over dis
tances up to 23 mi at 19.2k bps; 
statistical time division multiplexers 
provide from 2 to 8 channels with 
speeds of from 2400 to 19.2k bps. 
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Video Monitors, Inc, Eau Claire, 
Wis (Booth P7417)-c1000 color 
monitor supplies graphics resolution 
with 0.31-mm precision and image 
linearity of 1 OJo on 19" (48-cm) CRT. 

Wabash DataTech Inc, Des Plaines, 
Ill (Booth N3570)-Enscribe 
diskette duplication service copies 
and verifies data onto 5 \l.i 11 or 8 11 

diskettes complying with ANSI, 
ECMA, and ISO standards. 

Western Digital Corp, Irvine, Calif 
(Booth S1810)-STSOO/SA1000 com
patible wo1002 puts both Winchester 
and floppy disk drive controllers on 
a single board that mounts on top of 
a 5 \l.i 11 drive by using single-chip 
controllers along with error correc
tion and buffer management chips. 
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Wright Line, Worcester, Mass 
(Booth N4816)-ETS 2000 worksta
tions are ergonomically designed; 
available in both fixed height and 
adjustable units, they include wiring 
ports and cable channels. 

Wyse Technology Inc, San Jose, 
Calif (Booth D2432)-WY-lOO, 
WY-200, and WY-300 intelligent ter
minals provide ergonomic con
figurations with detailed keyboards 
and tilting color or monochrome 
displays. 

Zilog, Inc, San Jose, Calif (Booth 
S5611)-UNIX based system 8000 
microcomputers include the entry 
level 8-user model 11 with ISM-byte 
Winchester disk subsystem and 
256K-byte main memory; high per
formance model 31 supports 8 to 24 
users, IM-byte memory, and SMD 
disk subsystem. 



''Racal¥aclics Invisible Modem 
Gives GridS Ultra-Portable 

Com.wter Access toa Whole 
World of Data!" 

See us at NCC Booth W6248 

Dave Hanna - VP Marketing and Sales , Grid Systems, Inc .. Palo Nto, California 

One of the hottest personal computers on the market is 
the new Grid. Compass. It weighs about IO pounds and takes up 
less than half of a standard briefcase. 

Business Week calls Compass "a Porsche for top executives~ 
A custom Racal-Vadic modem is behind the smashing 

success of Compass. This VS212NI03 modem - complete with 
auto dial and auto answer - is built on a 6" by 6" PC board. 
"Without this built-in modem we couldn't have made the 

product:' says Glenn Edens, V.P. of 
Development for Grid Systems, Inc. 
Palo Alto, California. 

Racal-Vadic's incredibly small 
modem is vital because it gives 
Compass a unique communication 
capability, setting it apart from 
other portable computers. For 
example, Compass can "talk" 
to another Compass ... or to 

Compass Central, a user-owned, 
240 Mbyte desk-top computer, which 
is designed to support a number of 

Compass computers in the field. It can 
also access Grid Central. a Grid-owned 
mainframe which distributes new 
software and provides data storage 
for its users. And there's more! The 
ultra-portable Compass can access 
corporate mainframes and public 
data bases. 

Imagine ... a Fortune 500 
executive in a hotel room with the 

whole wide world of data at his or her 
fingertips - using the dial-up telephone. 

Why Racal-Vadic? Because we invented 1200 bps 
full-duplex technology. Because we ship more modems 
than anyone. Because we utilize the most advanced 
automated production equipment and superb quality 
control. And because our custom modem department 
is dedicated to creating integral modems for OEMs. 

WE DID IT FOR GRID. WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU! 

800-543-3000, Operator 507 

Racal-VadiC MemberlDCMA 

222 Caspian Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Tel: (408) 744-0810 •TWX: 910-339-9297 
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YOU CAN FIND A LOT OF 
COMPANIES WHEN YOU WANT 

I BUYAMONll 



••• BUT HOW MANY CAN 
YOU FIND WHEN YOU WANT 

TO SERVICE IT? 

There's one you won't have to search 
for. Conrac. 

We're committed to giving OEMs 
the service and support you need
when you need it and where you 
need it We're implementing an 
extensive network of regional 
and local technical centers 
throughout the country, and 
that means service and 
replacement parts along 
with sales support nearby, 
where you need it. And with 
our ongoing training program, 
the skills that our people can 
offer your people are con
stantly being polished and 
upgraded. 

When you look at the total 
picture-our 36 years of expe-

rience, the broadest range of products in the 
industry, high quality, performance, reliability, 

serviceability, availability and responsive 
engineering and customer service-it's 

easy to see why Conrac is the first 

CON RAC 
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choice in OEM markets. You know 
that once you buy from us-you 

won't have to search for us. 
For more details on Conrac's 

complete line of monitors, and 
our schedule of training pro

grams, call or write: 
Conrac Division, Conrac Cor

poration, 600 N. Rimsdale Ave., 
Covina, CA 91722. 

Regional Offices: 
Western (213) 966-3511, 
Mid West (312) 833-3310, 
Eastern (203) 348-2100, 
New England (617) 272-6720. 



'' 

PPC Engineers: (lefr to right) 
Dr. Hossein Moghadam 
John Faivre 
Ernest Sandoval 
Luke Chang 
Jerry Resnikoff 

There's a 



'' 
new leader in tape technology. 

Thke a look at PPC™! Short for Pertee 
Peripherals Corporation, our new name 
symbolizes not only a new autonomy 

(from Pertee Computer Corporation), 
but a new dedication to aggressive 

leadership in tape technology. Our 
engineers are committed to 

ensuring that "state-of
the-art" starts with 
PPC-and we're 
backing them 
with double the 
R & D dollars to 

help them meet that 
challenge. Frankly, with over 
100,000 tape drives shipped, we owe 

it to our customers worldwide to provide 
the newest and best solutions possible 
for OEM tape requirements. 
Introducing the VINDICATOR~ Our fine 

engineering team has combined the 
economy of streaming tape with extended 

gap start/stop performance in PPC's new 
VINDICATOR. The gap is front panel selec

table from 0.6" to 10:1 which allows for the optimi
zation of throughput and capacity and makes 
the VINDICATOR a logical choice for tradition
ally non-streaming applications. 

The VINDICATOR %-inch streaming tape 

drive offers 46 or 92Mb capacity and includes 
many automatic features to meet OEM 
demands for high reliability and a minimum 
of operator intervention. For example, the 
drawer mount VINDICATOR provides auto

load, load-on-line, auto power 
restart, a diagnostic package with 
automatic self-test on power up 
and a programmable front panel. 
Whether you have traditional or 
backup applications, the low cost, 
high performance VINDICATOR is 
the clear OEM choice. 

Move over to PPC! Call or write 
the "new" leader in tape technology. 

Pertee Peripherals Corp., 9600 Irondale 
Ave., P. 0. Box 2198, Chatsworth, CA 

91311 or call (213) 882-0030, TWX: (910) 494-
2093. In Europe and the U. K. contact Pertee 
International, 10 Portman Road, Reading, 
Berkshire RG3 IDU. Telephone (44) 734-591441. 
Pertee is a registered trademark of Pertee Computer Corporation. 

SUBSIJIAAV OF TRIJMPH-ACl..ER m PEATEC 
PEAIPHEARLS 
COAPOARTIOn 

Soaring to New Heights in Tupe Tuchnology 
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GRAYHILL KEYBOARDS: 
DIFFERENT STROKES 

FOR DIFFERENT FOLKS 
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Your product is distinctive, and 
thus your keyboard needs are also 
likely to be unique. That's why 
Grayhill offers you four different 
keyboard families, with a host of 
options in each. We'll help you ar
rive at the keyboard solution that's 
most practical, attractive, and cost 
effective. Two of our four families-
Series 83-84-86 and Series 88-
are built around the popular 3 x 4 
and 4 x 4 keyboard configuration; 
the other two-Series 82 and 
System 87-are modular, allowing 
you to create any unique keyboard 
arrangements. 

Other features and options 
include: 
• up to 3,000,000 

operations per button 
• standard or special 

coded outputs 
• sealed or unsealed 
• high or low profile 
• short stroke or long 

stroke-dome or 
wiping contacts 

• excellent audible and tactile 
feedback in dome contacts 

• post, flange or PC mount 
• 1/2", 11 hs" or 3/4" button centers 
• wide choice of 

legending modes 
• color choices 

For detailed information on 
Grayhill Keyboards, consult EEM, 
ask your local distributor, send 
for a copy of the Grayhill Keyboard 
Catalog or call us with your 
questions at (312) 354-1040. 

561 Hillgrove Avenue• LaGrange, IL 60525 U.S A. 

Phone: 312/354-1040 •TWX: 910-683-1850 
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TWEAKING MORE 
PERFORMANCE FROM AN 
OPERATING SYSTEM 
Hashing, caching, and memory blocking are just a few of the 
techniques used to punch up performance in the latest version 
of CP/M. 

by David K. Brown, 
Kathryn Strutynski, and 
John H. Wharton 

An operating system is inevitably constrained by its 
hardware. Moreover, a full featured operating 
system is useless if it consumes the very resources it 
is designed to make available to the user. As a 
result, early microcomputer operating systems 
were small and simple. While this maximized the 
memory available to application programs, it was 
at the expense of convenience and power. 

Gone are the days, however, when random 
access memory (RAM) was a precious commodity. 
And thankfully so. The charge to today's operating 

David K. Brown works in a technical capacity on file 
systems at Digital Research, Inc, PO Box 579, Pacific 
Grove, CA 93950. He was responsible for designing 
the BDOS component for the CPIM Plus operating 
system. Mr Brown has a BSEEfrom the University of 
California, Berkeley. 

Kathryn Strutynski manages 8-bit operating systems 
software development at Digital Research. Ms 
Strutynski was project manager for CPIM 2.2, CPIM-86, 
and CPIM Plus. She has an MS in computer science 
from the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey. 

John H. Wharton is in charge of new technology 
development at Applications Research, PO Box 2038, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087. As an applications engineer at 
Intel Corp, Mr Wharton helped propose and define 
component and system level products, including the 
MCS-51™ microcontroller family architecture. He 
holds a BSEE and an MSCSfrom Northwestern 
University. 

system (OS) designer is to improve system perfor
mance. By managing magnetic mass storage and 
other input/output (110) resources more intelli
gently, current operating systems can boost existing 
hardware performance. 

Even first time users quickly notice that a micro
computer's disk drives are seldom at rest. A micro
system grappling with large data bases spends up to 
90 percent of its time waiting for disk transfers to 
complete. Thus, simply hiking the central processing 
unit (CPU) clock frequency, trimming memory 
access time, and otherwise fine-tuning the hard
ware has little effect on overall system throughput. 
Even replacing an 8-bit processor with a 16-bit ver
sion produces limited improvement if both require 
the same amount of disk activity. 

A better approach to improving system perfor
mance is reducing the time spent waiting for disk 
transfers. A high performance operating system 
suitable for use with today's micro hardware 
should incorporate techniques like disk sector 
caching and directory buffering to eliminate as 
much disk activity as possible. The end-result of using 
such techniques is that programs can run from 
three to six times faster. CP/M Plus is typical of this 
approach to os design. 

Part of the performance improvement of CP/M 
Plus is due to keeping copies of the most recently 
referenced disk data in memory. The operating 
system allocates a portion of RAM to disk sector 
buffers that store data read from, or written to, the 
disk. If an application program requests data that 
are in the buffers, the operating system need not 
read a disk. Further, if the hardware has memory 
to memory direct memory access logic, the data 
transfer can occur at full bus bandwidth. 

CP/M Plus allocates sector buffers from a buffer 
pool following a modified least-recently used (LRU) 
algorithm. Usually, the buffer holding the least 
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relevant data is the first recycled when a new buff er 
is needed. However, the operating system overrides 
the LRU scheme if a series of sequential sectors are 
referenced. This avoids wiping clean the entire buf
fer area. The operating system maintains a separate 
set of buffers for directory sectors. This ensures 
that recently accessed directory information is 
retained, no matter how much data sector activity 
occurs. 

Optimum physical sector size of high capacity 
floppy and Winchester disks often exceeds the 
128-byte logical record length capable of being 
transferred by CP/M. When this is the case, CP/M 
Plus performs the combining (blocking) and sepa
ration (deblocking) of multiple logical records for 
each physical sector. As an application program 
requests the first of a series of sequential records, 
the operating system prereads several ensuing 
records. Multiple sector buffering is especially 
advantageous under these circumstances, since the 
ensuing records can be retained even if other disk 
activity occurs before the program actually needs 
them. 

No charge for directory assistance 
Some microcomputer operating systems waste con
siderable time searching disk directories when files 
are opened or randomly accessed. To find direc
tory data for a given file, these operating systems 
start at the beginning and sequentially read sectors 
until they find the right entry. Ironically, it often 
takes longer to search a high speed Winchester 
disk's directory than that of a slower floppy disk 
because far more directory entries have to be exam
ined. Clearly, system performance accelerates when 
directory searches are hastened. 

In point of fact, the entire disk directory can be 
copied into RAM. And to locate a file, the operating 
system can quickly search a RAM based copy of the 
disk directory. When a file's state changes, both 
the RAM and disk resident directories can be up
dated. CP/M directories require 32 bytes/entry. In a 
Winchester disk with directory space for 256 files, 
one directory table consumes 8K bytes of RAM. 
But, memory is not yet completely free. Therefore, 
instead of a full directory cache, CP /M Plus imple
ments a compact hashing scheme that can be 
searched quickly and requires far less RAM. 

The first time the operating system accesses a 
new drive, it logs that disk onto the system. This is 
accomplished by reading each directory entry from 
the disk, condensing it into a 4-byte table entry, 
and then placing this entry in system RAM. For 
example, the eight filename characters and three 
filetype characters are hashed together to obtain an 
18-bit value. A user number and status code add 
five more bits to the entry. This value is then stored 
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in a hash index table. With this scheme, the com
plete RAM resident directory hash table for the 
previously mentioned Winchester drive can be 
reduced from 8K bytes to lK bytes. 

When the operating system looks for a particular 
file on the drive, it applies the same hashing 
algorithm to the file specification. Then the direc
tory table is scanned for an entry with the same 
hashed value. If the disk contains the desired file , 
one of the hashed table entries will match the target 
value and identify the sector where the file's direc
tory data can be found. The operating system then 
retrieves the full directory entry on its first disk 
access. Ideally, all other table entries show different 
hashed values, and can be ignored. Performance 
improvement gained by hashing is most pronounced 
when the target file cannot be found. In this case a 
conventional operating system is forced to read 
every directory sector. CP/ M Plus, however, deter
mines that the specified file does not exist without 
resorting to reading the disk at all. 

CP/ M Plus lets the operator specify a "disk 
search chain" of up to four separate drives, one of 
which may be the default drive selected at execu
tion time. The console command processor (CCP) 
searches each drive in sequence, looking for a file
name that matches the command keyword and a 
type of .COM. Within each drive, the CCP first 
look.s for a file saved under the current user 
number, then it checks the user 0 partition for a 
command file with the SYS attribute set. As soon as 
the file is found, the search chain stops and the 
command is executed. 

An extended search chain like that of CP/M Plus 
would not be practical without the speed advantage 
of hashed directory searches. Up to 16 complete 
directory searches might be required to determine 
that a file being sought does not exist, as would 
happen if an operator mistyped a command name. 
Previous operating systems would take a great deal 
of time to exhaust the chains. 

Any hashing function has the potential to pro
duce the same hash value from different sets of 
input data. When such a collision does occur, CP / M 
Plus recognizes that the full entry read from the 
disk does not agree with its target file specification. 
This entry is then ignored and the operating system 
resumes scanning the hashed table for a second 
match. 

Due to the hash field length, the odds against 
two filenames producing identical hash codes are 
about 218 to 1. Though more conflicts arise in prac
tice, empirical tests on a moderately full Win
chester drive revealed only three conflicting pairs 
of file specifications. A CP/M Plus automatically 
performs all sector deblocking, data caching, 
and directory buffering. Further, these system 



SPEC::TRABRAPHIC::S 
INTRODUCES 

THE SYSTEM 1500 
MULTI-STATION.™ 

HURRY UP AND WAIT. 
You're busy. Your company 

is busy. Your customers are busy. 
How can you afford to waste 

productive hours waiting your turn 
at the workstation? You can't. 

Patience may be a virtue. But 
it can cost you the marketplace. 
STOP WAITING.START WORKING. 

Thanks to advanced distributed 
graphics architecture. the Sys
tem 1500 puts the power to create 
in your hands quickly, efficiently, 
colorfully. 

Think of it. Multiple high
per1ormance workstations with 
cost-performance unmatched 
anywhere else. 

You'll not only find high-

resolution displays, but the fastest 
screen updates on the market 
as well. 

PCB designs and integrated 
circuits will spring to life. So will 
structural drawings, mapping, 
and the analysis of seismic data 
and sophisticated stress tests. 

All quicker and more thorough 
than ever before. 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE GRAPHICS. 
ANYWHERE. 

The real beauty of the System 
1500 lies in its flexibility of location. 
The result of its advanced archi
tecture is staggering. 

Workstations can be grouped, 
in the next room, the next building 
-or miles av.ray. 
THE MULTI-STATION CONTROLLER. 

Key to the system is the con
troller. Providing the highest per
formance graphics processing 
available in a raster system. And 
supporting from one to four 
workstations. 

Every single graphics-related 
function is per1ormed by the 
controller. 

Including high-speed inter1aces 
to IBM DEC and more. 
ADDING THE THIRD DIMENSION. 

The System 1500 controller 
ably per1orms all its graphics func
tions at high processing rates. 
Both 2D and 3D. 

3D transformations, including 
rotate, translate and zoom-even 
of complex images- can be 
per1ormed at real-time rates. 

You'll find 1024 x 1024 resolution 
with flicker-free performance. 
And choose 16, 256, or 4096 colors 
from palettes up to 16 million. 

STEP OUT OF LINE. 
Now add to all this a full 

spectrum software package 
called Prism. And diagnostics as 
advanced as the system. And 
you'll get some idea of why we 
consider the new System 1500 
MULTI-STATION concept the 
future of computer graphics. 

So if you and your ideas have 
been patiently taking a backseat 
to someone else's ideas, we'd like 
you to do two things. 

One, step out of line. 
And two, give us a call for 

a demo of the 1500. 
The hour or so you spend 

with us now can save you days 
of standing in line later. 

I I I I I I I I I I I 1111111 SPECTRAGRAPHICS 
Spectragraphics Corporation/ 10260 Sorrento Valley Road/ San Diego, Ca. 92121/( 619) 450-0611. 
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Fig 1 In a simple banked memory system, output port and multiplexer transform a 16-bit CPU 

address into 17 or more bits for extended memory array. 

machinations are totally transparent to application 
software. Thus, CP/M programs do not need modi
fications to enjoy more efficient operation on 
CP/M Plus systems. 

The operating system ~dds a special function to 
improve sequential 110 and accelerate program 
loading. By first calling the Set Multi-Record 
Count function, an application program can direct 
the operating system to transfer several logically 
sequential records during each ensuing read or 
write operation. The operating system, in turn, 
tells the 110 system how many physically sequential 
sectors are involved, and then calls the read or 
write sector routine once per sector. 

System designers can handle sequential sector 
transfers two ways. The simplest approach is to 
ignore the record count value and tr an sf er one sec
tor at a time. If the host system disk controller is 
capable of high speed multiple sector 110, however, 
the second approach would be to tr an sf er the entire 
series in one burst. 

Expanding memory by banking 
Very often, the price of performance is memory. 
Extra RAM is needed for sector buffers, directory 
tables, and the larger c9de of sophisticated OS algo-
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rithms. While addressability range is not an issue in 
16-bit designs, it is with conventional 8-bit 
machines. In addition, increased OS size robs RAM 
from the transient application program area (TPA}. 
How then are the users' desires for a more power
ful operating system and ever larger RAM storage 
areas to be reconciled? 

Fortunately, memory arrays larger than 64K 
bytes are becoming less expensive and more 
manageable. In addition, many hardware manu
facturers now use bank switching techniques to 
overcome the addressing limitations of 8-bit pro
cessors. In such architectures, several blocks of 
RAM overlap the same portion of the processor's 
memory address range. Switching logic determines 
which block responds when the CPU addresses the 
overlapped area. 

Fig 1 shows a typical banked memory system. 
An Intel 8203 dynamic RAM controller directly per
forms all address multiplexing and refreshing for 
an array of sixteen 64K-bit dynamic RAMs (DRAMs}, 
(128K bytes). CPU address bits AI4 to AO connect 
directly to the 15 low order 8203 address input pins. 
Address bit AIS drives the 74LSI57 multiplexer's 
select input. When AIS is low, the memory con
troller 's two high order address bits are taken 



The LSI-II controllers with 
features C0111ptrollers love. 

Handles small 12-80MB disks, emulates 
RP02/03, RK06/07 and RLOl/02. 

Handles 8-64 channels, 16-bit word 
transfers (DMA), 22-bit addressing. 
(16-channel price) 

Flinty-eyed finance types are push
overs for Emulex controllers. 

And why not? Emulex controllers 
have great figures. 

DEC LSI-11 users simply don't pay 
extra for higher Emulex quality, per
formance and reliability. In fact, Emu
lex controllers are priced to be highly 
competitive with the lower quality 
brands. And that's just the beginning. 

There's no up-front investment 

Operates with new high-performance 
BOMB and larger disks on LSI-11/23. 

Dual density at up to 75 ips, handles up to 
four l-211 transports. 

Handles new cartridge Winchester disk 
drives, emulates RLVll/12. 

Coupler works with all NRZI, PE, GCR 
formatters at speeds from 12.5 to 125 ips. 

*Quantity 100 

comptrollers with sharp pencils. 
With Emulex you can mix and 
match across a very broad 
product line of Q-Bus, Unibus 

& VAX controllers so it doesn't 
take long to bring prices down 
even further. 

Knowledge that Emulex prod
ucts work (at up to 72,000 hours 
MTBF) is important, too. But when 
support is necessary, comptrollers 

because Emulex controllers are totally software trans
parent to LSl-11 CPUs. No special software drivers, 
handlers or tweaks required. 

are pleased to know that nationwide applications 
assistance, training, and technical support is only a 
quick phone call away. 

Smart comptrollers don't tie up cash in needless 
inventory. With Emulex's remarkably fast delivery, 
inventories can be kept economically small. 

Quantity discounts are another opportunity for 

Great figures? 
Write or call Emulex Corporation, 3545 Harbor Blvd., 

PO. Box 6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626. Telephone (800) 
854-7112 toll-free. In California call (714) 662-5600. 

Sae ua at NCC Booth #A3100 ~ 
EMULEX 

The genuine alternathre. 
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FFFFH 

8000H 

BANK 0 BANK I BANK 2 

Fig 2 The CPU switches memory banks by selecting a 
32K-byte block that fiUs low order addresses. The always
enabled common block contains routines to pass control and 
data between banks. 

from the latched contents of an output port. 
Acceptable port pin values are 00, 01, and 10. 
When AIS is high, the multiplexer forces both high 
order controller address bits high. 

Thus, the total array consists logically of four 
32K-byte segments that combine to form three 
banks of memory. The CPU can select any of the 
first three blocks to occupy memory addresses 
OOOOH through 7FFFH (32, 767), by writing appro
priate bits to the output port. The highest order 
block occupies addresses 8000H (32, 768) through 
FFFFH (65,535) regardless of which low order 
block is enabled. Part of this block serves as a com
mon area through which software in the low order 
blocks can communicate. 

FFFFH 

HIGH ORDER TPA 
(NOT ACCESSED WHILE 

BANK 0 ACTIVE) 

8000H / ~ 
IFFFH BANKED BIOS } !GK 

BANKED BOOS 

HASHED DIRECTORY 
TABLES 

(2 WINCHESTER. 
4 FLOPPY DRIVES) ) " 

,___LR-U -OIR-EC-TO-RY......_. ) 

BUFFERS !OK 
(20 ' 512 BYTES) 

ooooH C2=:~~ 
OPERATING SYSTEM 

BANK 0 
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APPLICATION PROGRAM 
BANK I 

Fig 2 shows a map of the three banks as seen by the 
CPU. Notice that translation logic can also easily pro
duce a 19-bit extended address, supporting 0.5M 
bytes of RAM. Theoretically, a different design might 
change the size of the overlapped region to something 
other than 32K bytes (typically 48K). 

The os software splits into two modules: resi
dent and banked. The smaller resident module 
occupies the extreme top of each bank, and 
receives control when an application program calls 
an os routine. The bulk of the os software executes 
in its own alternate bank. 

Fig 3 shows one way of dividing the memory 
system into application program, os code, and os 
data areas. The resident os module supervises data 
transfers between the application program and the 
banked module, and it can be as small as 2K bytes . 
Put another way, the size of the TPA in a banked 
CP/M Plus system actually increases to more than 
60K bytes. 

In addition, Fig 3 suggests a way to improve os 
responsiveness. The CP/M Plus CCP program inter
prets user commands. It must be reloaded after 
each application program has completed. If suffi
cient memory exists, this entire file can be stored in 
RAM. The operating system can then reload the 
CCP from memory in a matter of milliseconds, and 
prompt the operator for the next command. Thus, 
no disk activity is required. 

In 8-bit systems without bank switching hard
ware, only two physical sector buffers are allowed: 
one for data, the other for directories. A simple, 
unbanked CP/M Plus system reduces TPA space 
slightly, leaving about 52K bytes for application 
programs. 

CP/M programs usually adjust themselves to 
available memory space, and few require a full 52K 
bytes of TPA. The only detrimental effect the larger 

} '" 
t-------t) 3K CCP RELOAD 

BUFFER 

LRU 
DATA 

BUFFERS 
<56' 512 BYTES) 

DATA SECTOR BUffERS 
BANK 2 

Fig 3 Maps of banked memory 
aUocations reveal that code In bank 
0 performs most os processing. 
Bank 1 Is reserved for application 
pro1rams. Bank 2 contains LRU 
sector buffen. 



At last, plug-in 
parallel processing in 
a 32-bit supermini system. 

Perkin-Elmer announces the Model 
3200 Multiple Processing System, 
an exciting new concept for 
demanding real-time applications . 
Room to grow 
The Model 3200MPS gives you 
extraordinary system expandibil ity. 
You can start with a host CPU and 
one auxiliary processing unit 
(APU) . Then as your needs grow 
you can plug in more performance 
by adding as many as eight addi
tional APUs. 

Should you need even more 
horsepower, plug-in parallel 
processing lets you add exactly 
what you need as you need it
from a single APU to a whole fleet of 
multiple processing systems. 

And no matter what the size of 
your configuration, a central point 
of control and management is pro-

vided by a single copy of our field
proven OS/32 operating system. 
Design flexibility 
With parallel-processing APUs you 
can take advantage of application 
segmentation and structured 
programming techniques to speed 
system development. You can 
segment your application into multi
ple task modules, with each APU 
performing a set of related func
tions . To further optimize system 
performance, you can easily re-allo
cate tasks among the APUs. 

Your Model 3200MPS provides 
maximum flexibility for software 
development, reliability, and system 
maintenance. To incorporate new 
design changes or correct problem 
modules, simply work on the prob
lem module while your system 
continues to operate. And the 

Model 3200MPS can be structured 
to permit continued system opera
tion though one or multiple APUs 
may fail. When so structured, the 
APUs can receive immediate main
tenance attention while the system 
continues to run or they can wait for 
routine scheduled maintenance. 

And our state-of-the-art univer
sally optimizing FORTRAN VI IZ 
enables you to use modular 
programming techniques without 
sacrificing real-time efficiencies . 

To find out more about how you 
can plug into all the advantages of 
plug-in parallel processing minis , 
mail the coupon or call today: 
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, 
Two Crescent Place, Oceanport, 
NJ 07757 
Tel: 800-631-2154. In NJ, 
201-870-4 712 . 

PERKIN- ELMER 
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operating system has on application programs is 
reducing text and data buffer size. A system imple
menter may deem this acceptable, however, in light 
of reduced disk access time. 

Room for expansion 
As microcomputers extend into more esoteric 
fields, standard operating systems must often be 
customized for special applications. For example, 
graphics systems and their specialized peripherals 
demand special functions as well as a standard disk 
file system. It is not economically justifiable for os 
vendors to customize software for every market. 
Nor should graphics program authors be forced to 
reinvent the wheel. What is needed is a uniform 
and flexible scheme by which hardware manufac
turers or software vendors can extend os functions. 

CP/M Plus accomplishes this through general
ized OS interface modules, called resident system 
extensions (RSXs). The operating system posi
tions RSXs in memory at the top of the TPA, and 
adjusts the system memory size variables to reflect 
the new addition. Thereafter, each time an applica
tion program calls an os function, control passes 
to the RSX, which determines how the call should 
be serviced. For example, the RSX might detect that 
the program is requesting a function not supported 
by the standard operating system. In this case, the 
RSX performs the processing internally. Or, the 
RSX might translate a new function code into a 
series of standard os functions. It might also 
implement what normally would be a standard 
function in a different way. Function calls that do 
not relate to the RSX are conventionally processed. 

An application program indicates in its file 
header that it incorporates one or more RSXs. The 
CP/M Plus program loader reads the entire disk file 
into memory and then relocates the RSXs before 
passing control to the application program. 

The operating system removes an RSX that per
forms a one-time service when its associated pro
gram terminates. Memory allocated to the RSX is 
returned to the TPA at this time. As the name sug
gests, an RSX can remain resident after the program 
with which it was loaded completes. Thus, as 
shown in Fig 4, multiple RSXs can be present in 
memory at one time. When this is the case, each 
module filters out the functions with which it is 
concerned, and passes the remainder to the next 
higher module. The next higher module can be 
either another RSX or the operating system itself. 

An RSX file can be attached to a null command 
file as a separate step before invoking programs 
that require its extensions. This technique con
serves disk space by eliminating the need to attach 
a large RSX (eg, graphics package) to every pro
gram referencing it. 

In addition to supporting applications oriented 
RSXs, CP/M Plus uses several RSXs in its own job. 
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. Fig 4 Resident system extensions modify os functions. The 
left-most arrow traces control now between modules for a 
standard function. Question marks represent decision points 
where either processing occurs or control is passed on. 
Dashed arrow illustrates the network RSX intercepting what 
would normally be a standard os function call. 

For instance, programs can load other program 
files for chaining and overlays. The loader function 
is implemented as an RSX, and does not reduce the 
TPA of programs not requiring that function. The 
SUBMIT facility for batch program execution is now 
implemented by an RSX that issues a specified com
mand sequence. The RSX technique makes it possi
ble to nest SUBMIT commands to an arbitrary depth. 

CP/M Plus also handles 110 redirection via RSXs. 
The GET utility causes ensuing application pro
grams to get their character input from a specified 
disk file instead of an 110 device like the console. 
Conversely, PUT causes output characters gener
ated by a program to be sent to a disk file. Each 
utility works by installing an RSX that opens the 
specified file and later intercepts all corresponding 
os function calls. 

Any operating system maintains a large number 
of software flags and internal state variables, such 
as 110 system status or the current console cursor 
position. CP/M Plus has taken the novel step of 
documenting the functions and positions of many 
of its internal variables within a large data structure 
called the system control block (SCB). SCB informa
tion gives the 110 system software access to inside 
information for more flexible device driver routines. 

Application programs can also monitor and, in a 
few instances, alter SCB data to suit special purposes. 



TOWER1632. MAKE OF IT 

What would you call a 
computer with five menu 
personalities, one for 
each of five user levels 
from sophisticated 
developer to casual 
user? 

Flexible? 
What then would 

you call one with that plus a dic
tionary-driven applications gen
erator that can reduce systems 
development time by an order 
of magnitude? This applications 
generator (called N-GEN, by 
the way) also allows customers 
who aren't expert programmers 
to create their own special 
programs. 

Extremely flexible? 
What then would you say 

about the computer with all the 
above plus an operating system 
derived from UNIX*,enhanced 
for maximum portability and 
compatibility? And what if it has 

TYOUWILL. 
industry-standard interfaces, 
comes tailored for any applica
tion from one to sixteen users, 
and has as much or as little 
memory and mass storage as 
you require? What do you make 
of a computer this exception
ally extremely flexible? 

Anything you want. 
And in great numbers. Be

cause the OEM price starts 
under $10,000. 

So before you decide what to 
call it, call us at 1-800-222-1235. 
And see how easy it is to make 
whatever you like out of 
Tower™ 1632. 

NCR Corporation, World 
Headquarters, OEM Marketing 
Division, Dayton, OH 45479. 
Nationwide (800) 222-1235. 
In Ohio (513) 445-2380. 
In Canada (800) 268-3966. 

BUILT FOR SYSTEMS BUILDERS. 
1DWER1632. 

rn~rn 
OEM Marketing Division 
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For example, a program might check the console 
characteristic variables in order to neatly for
mat tabular data into the available screen width 
and length. The program could also toggle the flag 
that tells the operating system to echo console out
put to the printer, eliminating the need for an 
operator request. 

CP/M Plus can stamp files with time and date 
each time they are modified. A second stamp 
optionally shows when the file was first created or 
last accessed. Files can be assigned passwords to 
discourage unauthorized use, and can be marked as 
read only or read/write. Each file carries several 
attribute flags. The standard peripheral inter
change program provides an option that uses one 
of the flags to incrementally store files modified 
since the last backup. 

To provide compatibility with earlier CP/M direc
tory files, CP/M Plus intermixes two types of direc
tory entries. As with earlier os versions, the directory 
keeps each file's name, type, and sector allocation 
information in a 32-byte data structure, called a 
file control block (FCB). To maintain time and date 
stamping, CP/M Plus appends a special data struc
ture, called a secondary file control block (SFCB), 
after every third regular FCB in the disk directory 
(see Fig 5). Each SFCB contains time and date 
stamps and a password protection mode code for 
the preceding FCBs. 

As all four control blocks fit within a single 
128-byte record, reading or updating the SFCB 
incurs no overhead. If a file's SFCB indicates that 
password protection has also been selected, a third 
type of control block appears elsewhere in the 
directory. 

Because CP/M Plus understands directories with 
or without SFCBs, earlier CP/M disks are directly 
compatible with the new version. Conversely, prior 
OS versions simply ignore SFCBs in a directory. A 
utility program called INITDIR can rearrange exist
ing CP/M disk directory entries to accommodate 
SFCBs. The new control blocks can be omitted if 
time/date stamping is not desired. 

An improvement that many users can immedi
ately appreciate is the ability of CP/M Plus to sense 
changes of removable disk media. Previous CP/M 

DISKETTE 
DIRECTORY 

versions required the operator to explicitly reset the 
disk system after changing disks. Otherwise, the 
operating system relegated the new disk to read only 
status. Of course, there are still times when changing 
media can be catastrophic, but CP/M Plus puts the 
onus of this sin squarely on the operator. 

Like earlier operating systems, CP/M Plus per
forms all 110 and other system dependent opera
tions by calling a collection of subroutines, called 
the Basic 110 System (BIOS). The BIOS is the only 
module that must be changed to adapt the operat
ing system software to different microcomputers. 

A summary of BIOS functions appears in the 
Table, "Additional BIOS Functions of CP/M Plus." 
Sample routine source code comes with the stan
dard distribution diskette. As with earlier CP/M, 
the BIOS must be modified to match the host 
system's exact characteristics, including memory 
and 1/0 port addresses, peripheral types, and disk 
drive organization. 

BIOS routines are divided into several small 
source files according to the type of function per
formed. The macro assembler (RMAC) transforms 
these files into relocatable object modules, which 
are then combined by the LINK-80 utility program 
with an invariant BIOS kernel supplied on the stan
dard system diskette. LINK-80 can also combine 
RMAC code modules with those produced by 
various Digital Research language compilers. 

Factoring in people 
Two noble objectives of any operating system are 
increasing system responsiveness and minimizing 
operator frustration. With this in mind, CP/M Plus 
introduces several features that tame the intolerant 
nature of its predecessors. The CCP program has 
been modified to help the operator find and exe
cute command programs. A separate command file 
for each built-in CCP command handles the 
overflow of desirable features that would not fit in 
the CCP. If the operator specifies certain command 
options, the CCP loads the longer command file to 
finish the job. 

The CP/M Plus banked version allows an 
operator to recall and edit previous command 
lines. An error can be fixed in three steps: First, 

16 BYTES 

SECTOR ALLOCATION Fig 5 Disk directory data 
structures contain basic information 
about fdename and sector 
allocation. Optional SFCBS bold 
additional data for preceding FCBS. 
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tected against excessive power 
conditions. 

Now, check these specification•: 
• MASS-300 - The "Ultimate" of 

switching regulators at an afford
able price of under $1.00 per 
watt in OEM quantities. 

• Packaged in a convenient 1.6 
watts per cubic inch (15.00" x 
4.95" x 2.50") open or enclosed 
chassis. 

• AC Input of 90-132/180-264 
VAC at 47-440 Hz. 
DC Outputs: 5v, 25A (30A Peal¢ 
2~ 4A (6A Peak); 12v, 4A (6A 

Pfak); 24v, 4A (6A Pea~ 
q&.1q,uts regulated. 

to5~C~f) 



Additional BIOS Functions of CP/M Plus 

Routine 

*CO NOST 

*AUXIST 

*AUXOST 

DEVTBL 

DEVINI 

DRVTBL 

*MULTIO 

*FLUSH 

MOVE 

*TIME 

SELMEM 

SETBNK 

XMOVE 

*USERF 

*RESERV1 

*RESERV2 

Description 

Check if console ready for output character 

Check if auxiliary input character is ready 

Check if auxiliary output ready for character 

Access 1/0 device characteristics table 

Initialize 1/0 device characteristics 

Access disk drive characteristics table 

Specify how many sectors to be transferred 

Flush user implemented deblocking buffers 

Move memory block between addresses 

Initialize or read system date and time 

Select alternate memory bank for execution 

Specify bank to be used for OMA transfer 

Specify alternate bank required for move 

Reserved for system implementer 

Reserved for future OS use 

Reserved for future OS use 

•May be null routine in simple implementation. 

typing <Ctrl-W> rewrites an erroneous command 
line on the console with the cursor at the right end. 
Second, typing <Ctrl-A> several times moves the 
cursor to the error. And third, corrections are 
typed in. Hitting carriage return saves and retrans
mits the edited command line. 

The CCP can also process multiple commands in 
one line. A series of commands separated by excla
mation points executes in sequence once the final 
carriage return is struck. To break up long com
mand sequences, pressing <Ctrl-E> returns the 
cursor to the start of the next line without starting 
command execution. 

OS utility programs have also been revised, 
presenting a more convenient and consistent user 
interface. Those that require a command suffix 
generally prompt the operator for missing speci
fications. Some accept abbreviated and optional 
keywords within the command suffix. The general 
rule is that commands require only enough charac
ters and keywords to make the desired operation 
unambiguous. All additional characters must com
ply with a fully expanded form of the command. 

CP/ M Plus incorporates more than 20 utility 
programs. Several give the operator information 
concerning system status, or let the operator recon
figure the assignment of 110 devices. The following 
command, for instance, tells the operating system 
to send all ensuing console outputs to both an alter
nate cathode ray tube and a line printer with the 
specified protocol and data rate 

DEVICE CONOUT: = CRT2,LPT[XON,9600] 
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Documentation 
Users get frustrated if forced to wade through 
documentation before being able to operate a new 
system. CP/ M Plus provides documentation to 
address the interests of different readers. The 
User's Guide, for instance, develops all the concepts 
needed to run existing application programs, plus 
detailed reference information for all standard os 
utilities . 

Engineers developing new application programs 
must have an in-depth understanding of the 
operating system. A programmer's guide explains 
required data structures and the exact operation of 
each resident OS function. The programmer's 
utilities guide describes how to use the software 
tools provided with the CP/ M Plus package. The 
system guide provides additional information needed 
by system designers. This includes a detailed de
scription of each BIOS routine and a discussion of 
OS customization and installation procedures. 
CP/ M Plus also provides an online reference facility 
directed toward users. Typing HELP displays a 
topic menu for which condensed reference infor
mation is available. 

Operating system design involves tradeoffs 
between performance, flexibility, and memory 
requirements. Since a microcomputer 's speed and 
convenience are becoming increasingly valuable to 
businessmen and professionals, it is now justifiable 
to splurge on memory consumption if throughput 
can be boosted. With this in mind, Digital 
Research improved the control program for micro
computer operating systems by combining record 
blocking, LRU sector caching, and hashed directory 
buffering to eliminate redundant disk activity, 
while actually increasing memory available to 
application programs. 
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EASY TO OPERATE: touch sensitive 
switches and LED indicators with 
decimal readouts. Tape threading 
guides allow simple, fast loading. 

MAINTAINABILITY MEANS RELIABILITY. 
Keystone tape units need no field 
adjustments of any kind. 
No scheduled preventive 
maintenance either. 

AIR BEARINGS give better tape 
control, cut media stress and 
wear caused by spring
loaded guides and rollers. 
Tape rides on a cushion of air. 

OPTIMUM TAPE PATH. Unique, 
patented tape path (only13" ), 
solid-state tension sensing, 
and µP-controlled servos for gentle, 
precise tape motion control. 

SIMPLE MECHANICAL DESIGN. 
No tension arms, vacuum columns, 
capstan motors or guide rollers. 

T H E K E Y 5 T 0 N E™ 5 E R E 5 
We designed the Keystone Series with built-in diagnostics and maintenance 
features that make it simple to operate, easy to.service, low in life-cycle costs. 
For more information, call your local Control Data OEM Sales Representative 
or write: OEM Product Sales, HQN08H, Control Data Corporation, 
P.O. Box 0, Minneapolis, MN 55440. 

(5 2) CONTR_OL DATA 
Addressing society's major unmet needs 

as profitable business opportunities 
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Bit error rate performance is what 
everyone demands in a 2 I 2A Modem. 
This new. advanced CTS integral Modem 
delivers far better signal-to-noise rejec
tion consistently because CTS uses digi
tal signal processing. And it does it with 
excellent front end dynamic range of 
72dB which is considerably higher than 
usua I. You get consistent error-free sign a I 
transmission and reception-free from 
garbled data or lost bits due to less than 
adequate phone lines. Synchronous 
detection. in the low speed mode. allows 
increased performance to 600bps FSK. 

Tf&htly controlled, rigidly maintained 
manufacturing processes assure consis
tent perfon'nance-from the first modem 
to the 50.000th unit. And with years of 
experience in supplying high-reliability 
electronics. CTS was a natural choice to 
be the sole supplier of modems to a lead
ing personal computer firm. 

Write for complete data on these 
CTS 2 I 2A Modems. customized to your 
needs. without a price premium. Contact 
CTS Corporation. 120 I Cumberland Ave .. 
West Lafayette. IN 47906. 
Phone: (317) 463-2 565. 

CTS means Reliability 
CTS CORPORATION• ELKHART. INDIANA 

Microcomputer 
Integral Modem 

Point-of-Sale Modem 
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Remote Monitoring 
Equipment Modem 

CTS builds Custom Modems your 
way-Bell compatible, offering super
ior performance-without a price pre
mium. • 0-600 or I 200bps operation. 
•Both synchronous and asynchronous. 
•Custom connectors: flat cable. card 
edge or any variety you specify. •Both 
DTMF and pulse dialing capability.• Inter
face by software command or RS232. 
•Full telephone line status information. 
•Excellent bit-error rate performance. 
•Built in diagnostics and full loopback 
features. •Smallest 2 I 2A customized 
Modem we've seen to date. Less than 40 
square inches!• FCC Part 68 approval 
and UL certified.• CCITT V.22 capability. 

•M inimum yearly quanlity-1000 units 

Data Acquisition 
Equipment Modem 
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ZERO-G PROCESSING
COMPUTING ABOARD 
SPACELAB 
Rugged space-bound computers, like those slated for launch 
later this year aboard Spacelab, incorporate unique solutions 
to architectural , radiational, and mechanical design dilemmas. 

by William Connell Gibson 

In October, NASA will begin operations of the Space 
Shuttle/Spacelab vehicle, in cooperation with the 
European Space Agency. The goal of this collab
oration is to conduct scientific research from earth 
orbit. Spacelab is a modular, self-contained, com
puter controlled laboratory equipped with scien
tific instruments, equipment racks, and other 
materials required by its multidisciplinary research. 
It will be installed in the Space Shuttle Orbiter 
cargo bay where it will remain throughout each 
mission. 

Spacelab provides a shirt-sleeve environment for 
the payload crewmen to conduct research in such 
varied fields as life and material sciences, astron
omy, space plasma and solar physics, and earth 
observations. Instruments such as telescopes, 
which require direct exposure to the space environ
ment, can be mounted on a U-shaped pallet located 

William Connell Gibson is manager of the Spacecraft 
Engineering Section of the Dept of Space Sciences at 
Southwest Research Institute, 6220 Culebra Rd, San 
Antonio, TX 78284. He is responsible for the SEPAC 
interface unit for Space/ab 1 and the onboard data 
handling system for an OPEN project satellite. Mr 
Gibson has a BS in engineering sciences from 
Centenary College, Louisiana. 

outside of the laboratory (see Photo 1). Instru
ments mounted on the pallet can be monitored and 
controlled by computer systems inside the laboratory. 

A major policy departure from earlier NASA 
manned-flight programs involves removing some 
of the rigid design and development regulations 
that have traditionally been imposed on NASA 
equipment suppliers. Since the onboard operation 
of scientific instruments is not crucial to opera
tional or flight crew safety, NASA has reduced the 
quality control and assurance requirements on 
instrument developers, and thus, realized a signifi
cant savings in cost. Since Spacelab will be flown 
many times over the next decade and carry with it 
new instruments each time, neither NASA nor the 
European Space Agency (ESA) can afford the 
development cost of so many instruments built to 
older Apollo standards. 
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The heart of the Spacelab command and data 
management system (CDMS) is a cluster of three 
general purpose computers. Table 1 shows the 
characteristics of these processors. Only one of the 
processors, the experiment computer (EC), is nor
mally used to manage scientific experiment opera
tions. The second computer, the subsystem computer 
(SSC), is used to manage the Spacelab operation. 
Both the EC and the ssc operations are backed up 
by a third computer known as the backup com
puter (BC) . The EC and its software operating 
system, the experiment computer operating system 
(ECOS), provide a wealth of data management 
resources to the scientific instruments located 
within the laboratory and/or on the pallet. I 

Scientific instruments are connected to the 
Spacelab CDMS through the experimental remote 
acquisition units (RAUs), the high rate multiplexer, 
and the video switching network. Through these 
three subsystems, scientific instruments receive 
commands, transmit data, and acquire time syn
chronization from Spacelab or the Payload Opera
tions Control Center. The RAUs are designed to 
acquire analog and discrete signals from the experi
ments and to transmit pulsed or level discrete 
commands to the equipment controlling the experi
ments. They also provide a 1024-kHz master time 
clock with an associated 4-Hz update clock for 
experimental use. 

Four serial communication ports are also avail
able at each RAU. These lM-bps, duplex-serial data 
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Photo 1 Spacelab, shown with 
Iona module and one experiment 
pallet Installed In Orbiter carao 
bay, can also be configured 
without a module. The SC·l 
computer resides on the 
equipment pallet. 

TABLE 1 

General Cheracterlatlca of CIMSA· 126 Proceaaora 

Configuration 
Microprogrammed control unit, cycle time 300 na 
(control store 4K x 18 or 20 bltal 
Word alze 
Instructions: 18 blta 
Date: 8, 16, 32, end 24 !floating point) blta 

Cycle time 
Mlcrocycle time • 300 na 
Instruction cycle time • < 1 ,,.. through 10 ,.. 
1128 total lnatructlonal 
Memory capacity 
84K x 18 ferrite core (16 date, 1 parity, end 1 protect bit) 
420-na eccua time, 920-na cycle time 
Interrupt capability 
8 external 
& Internal 
Addreueble registers 

4 epeclellzed 
82 dedicated 

7 beae 
Operetlonel speed 
3.2 x 101 operations/a CGlbaon mix) 

channels provide a means for processors-called 
dedicated experiment processors (DEPs)-that are 
built into scientific instrument systems to commu
nicate with the EC. The ECOS provides software 
services to support realtime communications 
between the experiment' s unique application 



software running in the EC and the experiment's 
DEP. In this manner, data that are available to the 
EC from the Orbiter's general purpose computer 
can be relayed to experiments. 

Telemetry from an experiment can be pulse code 
modulated and transmitted through one of the 
several direct access channels on the high rate 
multiplexer. Television or very high frequency 
analog signals ( < 4.5 MHz) can also be trans
mitted to the ground receiving station through one 
of the laboratory's video channels. 

Applications for ruggedized processors 
As mentioned earlier, new scientific instruments 
and support systems will be developed for each 
Spacelab flight. Many of the experiments employ 
either a microprocessor or a ruggedized mini- or 
microcomputer. On Spacelab's first flight, three 
ruggedized minicomputers {LSI-11, Rolm, and IBM 
NASA Standard Spacecraft computer) and a host of 
microprocessors will control the more than 60 
onboard experiments. For some later Spacelab mis
sions, many times this number of ruggedized pro
cessors are being planned. 

There are limitations in using most commercially 
available ruggedized minicomputers as dedicated 
experiment processors on Spacelab. First, since 
funding for Spacelab experiments is more in line 
with frugal sounding rocket programs than with 
manned flight programs, the first limitation is 
price. The second limitation is that for many 
experiments, the processor must operate in a hard 
vacuum environment where the only means of 
removing heat is by conductive dissipation through 
the baseplate. Finally, to provide adequate support 
for most experiments, the processor must have 
extensive I/O capabilities. 

There are few inexpensive, ruggedized 
processors that satisfy environmental 
and operational requirements. 

The environmental specifications for Spacelab 
equipment fall under three main headings: electro
magnetic interference (emi), vibration, and thermal 
vacuum. In addition, all metallic and nonmetallic 
materials used must be reviewed and approved by 
NASA. Although no radiation specifications are 
currently imposed on Spacelab equipment devel
opers, concerns about anomalous behavior of 
some experimental systems on the STS-3 mission 
may result in the inclusion of a radiation specifica
tion in later missions. Table 2 provides a brief sum
mary of environmental specifications for a typical 
scientific experiment on the Spacelab pallet. 

Once an experiment has successfully completed 
environmental qualification testing and the 

TABLE 2 

Environmental Design Specifications 

Vibration 

Sinusoidal Am~litude 

Frequency x axis y axis z axis 
5to15Hz 1.0 1.0 1.0 
15 to 35 Hz 3 .0 1.0 4.7 
35 to 50 Hz 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Random 

Frequency Power S!;!!Ctral Density 
20 to 50 Hz .0045 g2 /Hz 
50 to 200 Hz 9.0 dB/octave 
200 to 415 Hz 0.3 g2/Hz 
415 to 2000 Hz -9.0 dB/octave 

O~rati!!R Pressure 
Unlimited operation under hard vacuum conditions 
CP • 10-8 mmHgl Casaumes adequate heat sinking for 
20 W dlsaipation on bottom plate) 
Electromagnetic Compatibility 
MIL-STD-461 : 
CE01, CE03,CS01, CS02,CS06, RE02, RE04, RS03 

-=-

thousands of hours of software development testing 
usually associated with a Spacelab experiment, it is 
then ready to be installed on the Spacelab pallet. 
This takes place at the Level IV integration facility 
at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. From this 
point on, it becomes increasingly difficult to gain 
hardware access. 

Experience with DEPs on Spacelab 1 has shown 
that the most difficult problem to cope with is that 
of changing programmable read only memory 
{PROM) resident software after a DEP is mounted 
on the spacecraft. It is almost inevitable, given the 
nature of scientific research and the number of 
Spacelab interfaces that have to be debugged, that 
DEP software will have to be changed at least once 
during Level IV integration. Needless to say, 
removing an instrument from a manned spacecraft 
after it has been formally accepted for flight is no 
small matter. Because of these hardware access 
problems, software patching is likely to become 
necessary for flight DEPs, even after spacecraft 
integration. 

Second only to the problem of reprogramming 
PROMS is the problem of trying to troubleshoot a 
DEP. One strategy used to solve this problem is to 
program the DEP to continuously write status 
information into a dual-ported telemetry memory 
buff er. By inspecting the realtime telemetry dis
plays in the control room, operators have been able 
to isolate most problems. The lesson learned here is 
to design enough diagnostics into the DEP support 
equipment to allow remote troubleshooting. 

A survey conducted during the development 
phase of a Spacelab 1 experiment revealed that 
there are few reasonably priced, ruggedized 
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Photo 2 sc-1 Spacecraft Computer is emi/rfi tight and 
dissipates heat through its baseplate. The cabinet's low 
vertical profile helps minimize launch-induced loads in the 
X-Y plane. 

processors available that satisfy environmental and 
operational requirements. Worse still, it was 
unnerving to discover that vendor claims regarding 
their equipment's ability to meet specific MIL STD 
specifications could not be substantiated by any 
test data. 

LOCAL CON TROL BUS 

ACKNOWLEDGE 

In response to these concerns, the Department of 
Space Science at Southwest Research Institute 
developed the SC-I Spacecraft Computer shown in 
Photo 2. The SC-I, built to withstand the environ
mental specifications shown in Table 2, uses the 
5-MHz Intel 8086 in unison with 8087 and 8089 very 
large scale integration (VLSI) processors. All reside 
on the system's local bus. Fig 1 is a block diagram 
of the processor, and Table 3 summarizes the SC-I's 
general specifications. 

The processor's memory is divided into three 
subsystems. For permanent program memory, the 
SC-I provides 64K bytes of erasable PROM (EPROM) 
memory expandable to 128K. An optional small, 
2K-byte static random access memory (RAM) 
buffer is recommended for use as the system stack. 
For applications requiring a large data memory or 
for situations where programs are executed out of 
RAM, the SC-I has a fault tolerant 128K dynamic 
RAM (DRAM). An Intel 8206 error correction code 
device and a 6-bit wide check code memory are 
used to provide a single-bit detect/ correct, 
multiple-bit detect capability for the 128K bytes of 
DRAM. The self-scrubbing memory controller 

INTERRUPTS FROM 
8087, 8089, AND ERROR CORRECTION UNIT 

INTERFACE TO 
USER 110 
CHANNEL 

RS-232-C 
INTERFACE 

NUMERIC 
DATA 

PROCESSOR 
(8087) 

LOCAL BUS 
---i-.-+-----f-+-+-----+-.+--+----1-..:..:16'--+--+-il--- DATA 

110 
PROCESSOR ----~ 

(8089) 

MULTIPLEXED ADDRE SS 
AND CONTROL 

ADDRESS IN 
CONTROL IN 

Fig 1 Block diagram of sc-1 computer shows arrangement of 8086, 8087, and 8089 VLSI processors on 
the local bus. The computer is equipped with 128K bytes of fault tolerant DRAM, up to 128K bytes 
of EPROM, timers, interrupt controllers, and ample 110. 
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~rsatile Samtec Snap..strip socket and terminal strips saw Yclluable m--board &between-board space. 

0 Fit where other sockets 
or connectors won't. 

Compact, low-profile Snap- "!Ql~(©)""""l:ll"' 
Strips are side and end stack- (©) 
able, allowing maximum space uti- @! 
lization and interconnection flexibility. @! 
Used in sets, they're mating ~ 
connectors. 

~ Accept just about 
U anything. 
There's a Snap-Strip socket to 
acommodate all standard or "odd-ball" 
components, jumpers, connectors, plugs 
and terminals ... round or square pins 
Now you can place connections and 
components where you need them. 

&\ Interconnect 
~ andstack 
boards from .235" 
to 1 !' spacing. 
Mating Snap-Strips are the 
perfect way to connect and 
stand-off stacked pc. 
boards. 

A Even more flexibility. 
V Snap-Strips are available in several 
lead sizes, shell styles, and a wide variety 
of termination and mounting styles. Gold , 
selective gold or tin plating. May be 
polarized tor positive orientation . 

A Lower cost-per-pin .. . 
~ better inventory control. 
One strip can replace fifteen discrete 
socket or terminal sizes. One mating set 
can replace many more connector sizes. 

sar11tec 
ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 
810 PROGRESS BOULEVARD , NEW ALBANY, INOIANA 47150 18121 944- 6733 

CIRCLE 111 

A All this PLUS 
\:J highest r~liability. 
Tapered entry tor easy ----til":::=:::.>'l 
lead insertion . 
Four finger closed entry, 
beryillium copper inner contact 
tor low contact resistance 
and high lead retention. 

Sealed base prevents 
solder or solvent from 
wicking up. 

GET THE SPECS 
Let me send you our complete Snap Strip 
catalog containing literally 
thousands of variations 
of sockets and terminals. 
I guarantee this: 
It'll make your job 
a lot easier. 



TABLE 3 

General Speclflcatlon1 for SC-1 Flight Computer 

Conf!gur!tion 
8088/8087/8088 tri-proceaor on local bul 

Wontllze 
INtructlone: 8, 18, 24, GI 32 bill 
Data: 8, 19 bite (9lngle word • 18 bltat 
Cycletlme 
8alic lnatructlon cycle: 0.8 "' (inatructlon not in quewJ 

0.2&"' (Instruction In quewt 

M!rf!9rY C!p!Cltv 
°"'90lrd EPROM: 84K byte1 (expendable to 128Kt 
Onbolrcl DRAM: 128K byt81 (error correcting, elngle-blt 

detect correct: multiple-bit detectt 
Onboerd SAAM: 2K bytea 

1/0 cap!!?ltv 
Parallel: 48 linea programmable C8266et, uelng two paralllll 

lnterfece edaptera (equipped with LSI controller 
to emulete IBM-380 1/0 channel hanclahlklng) 

DMA: Two 18-blt OMA portl, at 1 M-byte/• max 
transfer rate 

Serial: RS-232 port, controlled by USART for both 8'8n
dard aynchronow or eynctvonou1 C8251A) 
communlcetlone 

ln!!H!up!! 
TYIO 8-fnDut priority 1nt9nupt controllara I 1 s hardwire 
~-p llnee avallllblet. Software conflglnd for 
mput ........ _.mode t82SIAet. 

.DDlf. 
Two timers, Not'I equipped with three 18-blt int.rval 
timers. mm. ouepute evelleble a Interrupt lnpute.J Softw• cqntlgsnd for mode and rate C82S3eJ. 

Pow.-~ 
20W 

~ 
9.38 lbl 

used with the DRAM manages all memory trans
actions as read/modify/write cycles so that 
corrected data and check bits will be constantly 
written back to memory. This feature is particularly 
important in spacebound applications where soft 
errors from galactic cosmic rays are a real concern. 
If a single-bit error is encountered, a program 
interrupt is generated and the physical address of 
the error's location in DRAM is latched in a special 
error register. Likewise, if a multiple-bit error 
occurs, a higher priority interrupt is generated and 
the error address is again stored. 

For general purpose timekeeping and event 
counting, the SC-1 uses two 8253 interval timers. 
These devices can be software configured for 
binary or binary coded decimal counting and are 
mode programmable for several types of output 
functions. A pair of cascaded 8259 interrupt con
trollers is used to provide a total of 15 hardware 
vectored interrupt inputs. As with the 8253s, the 
8259s can be software configured for several opera
tional modes. 
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1/0 functions and throughput performance 
The sc-1 provides three types of onboard 110 func
tions. For parallel 110 functions, it uses a pair of 
8255 programmable peripheral interface chips 
supported by a programmable array logic {PAL) 
register. The result is a 16-bit output bus and a 
16-bit input bus. The PAL is programmed to per
form as a finite-state machine and is used to trans
late the 8255's mode 1 handshaking into a subset of 
the IBM 360 110 channel handshaking protocol. By 
reprogramming the PAL, other types of bus hand
shaking schemes can be produced. Open collector 
buffers are used as line drivers for the output bus, 
and transmission line terminators followed by 
Schmitt trigger receivers are used to receive signals 
on the input bus. 

For normal terminal communications, the SC-1 
has available an 8251A universal synchronous/ 
asynchronous receiver /transmitter {USART) and 
RS-232-C line drivers and receiver. The third type of 
110 that the SC-1 provides is direct memory access 
(DMA). The SC-1 has two hardware dedicated DMA 
ports, one for input and one for output under con
trol of the 8089 110 processor. Circuitry is provided 
to generate channel attention commands to the 8089 
from either external hardware or onboard soft
ware. To the external DMA channel user, DMA 

, handshaking appears similar to that used by the 
IBM NASA Standard Spacecraft computer. A soft
ware controlled lock-out feature is also provided 
that prohibits external channel attention com
mands from getting through to the 8089. As with 
the parallel 110 bus, the DMA ports use high current 
line drivers for output lines and terminated line 
receivers for inputs. 

In its current configuration, the SC-1 uses the 
5-MHz 8086 with an 8087 and 8089 to provide 
increased throughput. With the 8086's pipelined 
architecture, instructions already held in the 
instruction queue can be executed in 260 ns. This 
same instruction would require 800 ns to execute if 
the 8086 was required to fetch the instruction from 
memory. In addition, the circuit design allows the 
SC-1 to be upgraded to 8 MHz. 

The 8087 adds considerably to the SC-t 's perfor
mance in terms of floating point calculations. 
Table 4 shows the dramatic reduction in execution 
time by using the 8087 over 8086 software algorithms 
in performing floating point calculations. The 
8086/8087 hardware interface allows the 8087 to 
request from the 8086 the use of the system bus to 
fetch or store an operand for a floating point calcu
lation. Since the 8087 constantly monitors the 8086 
instruction stream and asserts control when it rec
ognizes certain instructions of its own, it does not 
interfere with the normal 8086 instruction 
execution. 

The primary role of the 8089 110 processor 
is that of intelligent DMA controller. In the 
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TABLE4 

808818087 Emulation Speed Comparison 

Approximate Execution 
Time (microseconds) 

Instruction 8087 8086 

Multiply (single precision) 19 1600 
Multiply (double precision) 27 2100 
Add 17 1600 
Divide (single precision) 39 3200 
Compare 9 1300 
Load (single precision) 9 1700 
Store (single precision) 18 1200 
Square root 36 19,600 
Tangent 90 13,000 
Exponentiation 100 17, 100 

local bus mode, the maximum transfer rate under 
8089 control is 1.24M bps. Since the arguments for 
the DMA transfer (source address, destination 
address, and termination criteria) are passed from 
the 8086 to the 8089, the system has intrinsic memory 
protection for DMA transfer. Further, the 8089's 
intelligence in forming the 20-bit effective source 
and destination address eliminates the requirement 
imposed by some hardened processors that these 
addresses be generated externally. Although its pri
mary purpose is to provide DMA operations, the 
8089's instruction set offers considerable flexibility 
and power to all 110 operations. With the use of the 
REQUEST /GRANT handshaking scheme between the 
8086 and 8089, the 8089 can perform many 110 tasks 
on a cycle stealing basis, thus minimizing interf er
ence with the 8086 software execution. 

Packaging design for space 
As can be seen in Photo 2, all SC-I circuitry is 
mounted on a single, 3/32" (0.24 cm) thick circuit 
board. The circuit board is physically supported at 
16 points to provide the necessary strength to with
stand the launch vibration loads. A chemically 
etched aluminum heat sink is attached to the circuit 
board to allow all of the integrated circuits, with 
the exception of the 8206, direct contact with it. The 
heat sink, located on the periphery of the circuit 
board, attaches to the SC-I's case and conducts 
heat directly to the baseplate. With this packaging 
scheme the SC-I can be operated in a vacuum where 
only conductive heat dissipation is possible. The 
computer will operate successfully with its base
plate temperature as high as 85 °C or as low as 
- 40 °C. The 8206 is cooled by placing a metal plate 
on top of the 68-lead package, and thermally 
attaching the plate to the cabinet's structure. 

The 8206 represents the first in a series of 68-lead 
VLSI devices that will be packaged in a 68-lead 
(cavity-down) pin grid. The chip is cooled pri
marily from the top of the package since very little 
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heat is dissipated through the pins to the substrate. 
The pin grid package's footprints are identical to 
the SC-I's socket, making possible prototyping with 
commercially available devices, providing there is 
subsequent substitution of MIL-STD-883, Class B pin 
grid parts. 

Since almost all NASA and U.S. Department of 
Defense programs require that electronic equip
ment meet the MIL-STD-461 's emi requirements, 
considerable effort was given to the packaging and 
power system design. Table 2 includes a list of the 
various emi tests that the SC-I has met. The com
puter operates from unregulated 28 volts direct 
current (Vdc). Before the 28-Vdc input power 
reaches the de/de converter, which produces the 
5 V de for the processor, both the supply and 
return lines are routed through shielded line filters. 
Filters not only help reduce the reflected power line 
noise, but also eliminate the high voltage spikes 
that are imposed on the power lines during the con
ducted susceptibility tests. The use of a de/de con
verter to provide regulated 5 V to the logic (as 
opposed to a series pass regulator) improves the 
processor's power efficiency and, more importantly, 
meets NASA's requirements for electrical isolation 
between primary and secondary power return lines, 
primary return to chassis, and secondary return to 
chassis. 

In an effort to minimize radiated noise, the 
entire upper surface of the circuit board was laid 
out as a chassis ground plane, with all the working 
voltages routed on the bottom surface of the 
board. This approach is possible because of the use 
of a very high connection density multiwire circuit 
board in which multiple levels of interconnection 
are possible. 

The SC-I's packaging design makes it resistant to 
electromagnetically noisy environments or environ
ments where shock and vibration levels are high. 
The SC-1 's low profile cabinet was chosen to mini
mize the structure's moment arm to launch acceler
ation loads and other induced loads in the X-Y 
plane. 

An expansion chassis has also been developed 
for the SC-I for applications that require extensive 
110. This chassis provides 20 additional card slots 
and can be populated with an assortment of analog 
to digital and digital to analog converters, parallel 
digital, serial digital, or power driver interface 
cards. The expansion chassis' packaging allows the 
SC-I to be directly attached to it. Like the sc-1, the 
expansion system is emi/radio frequency inter
ference (rfi) tight and can operate to the same ther
mal, vacuum, and vibration specifications as 
the SC-I. 

An effort is underway to radiation harden the 
SC-1 to x-ray, electron, and proton irradiation. In 
many satellite and interplanetary spacecraft 
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applications the total vulnerability of an unshielded 
electronic device can be extremely high. 2,3 
N-channel devices are not traditionally used in such 
applications because of their reputed radiation 
softness. 

Fig 2 shows the radiation behavior of Intel's 
HMOS II, HMOS I, and NMOS families. It is sur
prising to see the VLSI's improvement in radiation 
resistance over its NMOS predecessors. Intel attrib
utes this improvement to the thinner gate oxides of 
the HMOS II components (400 A) as opposed to 
earlier NMOS (1000 A), and to the lower process 
temperatures to which HMOS devices are exposed. 4 

Although it is not possible to adequately shield 
the sc-1 for every spacebound application, it is pos
sible that a multilayered shield can provide suffi
cient protection for all but the most severe orbits. 
The primary sources of damaging radiation to 
spaceborne electronics are the 5 MeV and below 
electrons and the 500 MeV and below protons. At 
these energies, charged particles can easily pene
trate the satellite's skin as well as the electronics 
enclosure's walls. Galactic and solar cosmic rays 
are also a concern, but for species exhibiting suffi
cient energies to cause problems, the fluxes are 
actually quite low.5 Thus, cosmic rays seem more a 
source of occasional, random errors than of per
manent damage. 

The selection of materials for electron and 
proton shielding has to be made carefully since the 
bremsstrahlung x-ray by-product, created by the 
absorption of incident electrons, is proportional to 
z2 (Z = atomic number) of the shielding material. 
For this reason, a low Z material is preferable for 
the shield's outer layers. To attenuate any residual 
x-ray flux, a high Z material such as gold, tan
talum, or other heavy material is preferred. 

Software aspects 
Since the 8086 is quite popular in the 16-bit micro
processor marketplace, software support for it is 
plentiful. The Intel Series III Development System, 
for example, provides high level language (FORTRAN, 
Pascal) development tools as well as a comprehen
sive hardware in-circuit emulation. For applica
tions not employing a high level language, the new 
Intel PDS-100 can provide field portable develop
ment capability in a personal computer sized 
system for under $10,000. 

Numerous other system and software vendors 
are marketing development tools for 8086 based 
designs. Languages such as c, Ada, and Forth, as 
well as UNIX-like operating systems, are also avail
able from a wide range of sources. 

The pending Spacelab program offers new appli
cations for ruggedized, inexpensive, and service
able mini- and microcomputers. Project scheduling 
for Spacelab requires that the scientific instrument 
systems, including the computer, be delivered to 
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Fig 2 The graph shows radiation characteristics of various 
logic families, particularly the improvement in radiation 
resistance of newer devices. This improvement is attributed 
to thinner gate oxides and lower precise temperatures. 

the spacecraft integration facility over a year 
before flight. This early delivery often means 
troubleshooting hardware and modifying software 
under difficult circumstances. Long-range design 
strategies, coupled with today's highly reliable and 
compact hardware, however, are making the 
journey toward the stars a reality for high flying 
microprocessors. 
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COOLING MODERN 
MAINFRAMES-
A LIQUID APPROACH 
High density logic and low operating temperatures are not 
mutually exclusive in modern mainframe computers. In fact, 
heat can be removed from the densest logic assemblies by 
ordinary tap water circulating in a closed loop cooling 
system. 

by E. A. Wilson 

New methods of packaging, in use in large com
puter systems, are designed to allow close inter
connection of both integrated circuits and printed 
circuit boards. In fact, the increase in packaging 
density over standard dual-inline packages on wire
wrapped or hard copper boards is often over ten
fold. However, with this increase in logic density 
comes a tremendous increase in power consump
tion per unit area and the accompanying problem 
of heat removal. 

The comparative size of a micropackage 
containing current mode logic chips and a conven
tional printed circuit board containing transistor
transistor logic chips in dual-inline packages is 
shown in Photo 1. The 80- x 80-mm micropackage 
contains enough large scale integration chips to 
dissipate up to 60 W of power. One way to dissi
pate this heat is via convective air cooling. Unfor
tunately, there are several problems associated with 
this method of heat removal. 

E.A Wilson is currently a principal staff engineer at 
Honeywell Information Systems, PO Box 6000, 
Phoenix, AZ 85005, where he is responsible for the 
packaging and cooling of large computer systems. 
Dr Wilson has a BSME from Newark College of 
Engineering, and an MS and a PhD in mechanics from 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 

First, the volume of air needed to cool a large 
processor requires placing a blower in the pro
cessor cabinet. Hence, space that could be used for 
logic circuits is lost. Also, the necessary air ducts 
must be large in order to provide an acceptably low 
pressure drop and prevent the blow-by that accom
panies a high momentum system. Such ducting also 
steals valuable space and forces longer interconnec
tions between boards. In addition , the large 
volume of air and velocity required for needed heat 
transfer coefficients result in high noise levels . And 
finally, elaborate ducting and heat sinking limit 
access to the electronics, complicating repair. 

An alternative to air cooling problems is to 
liquid cool the micropackages. High logic density 
can be maintained and the heat removal problem 
made manageable. This, in fact, is Honeywell's 
approach in its new DPS 88 family of large com
puters. These computers use current mode logic 
component micropackages. 
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Photo 1 Compact micropackages containing Honeywell's 
current mode logic chips bold as much logic as all transistor
transistor logic dual-inline packages on a large printed 
circuit board. The result is high concentrations of heat that 
must be quickly and efficiently dissipated. 

Micropackage cooling 
There are three basic problems that must be solved 
to liquid cool the micropackages shown in Photo 1. 
First, how can heat be transferred from the micro
package to the coolant? Second, how can a micro
package be replaced without draining or shutting 
down the system? Third, how can the coolant be 
kept in the plumbing instead of on the floor, the 
boards, and everywhere else? 

While the concentration of heat in the micro
package necessitated water cooling, the micro
package itself provided the design solution for 
these problems by obviating the development of 
the silent liquid integral cooler (SLIC). In many so
called liquid cooled computers, the liquid is actu
ally used to pre-chill air, which then convectively 
removes the heat. The sue, however, brings the 
liquid in direct contact with the heat source, thus 
eliminating the inefficiency inherent in interme
diate air cooling. This has a great impact on the 
design of the total system. 

When pre-chilling air, extensive control must be 
placed on the computer cooling system and the 
user's computer room to prevent condensation 
from damaging components. In some cases, the 
user must supply the mainframe with finely con
trolled air. In fact, more exacting controls on 
temperature and humidity are required inside the 
computer, than in the computer room itself. By 
eliminating cooling air from the system, the liquid 
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coolant can operate at a higher temperature-far 
above the dew point for the computer room. Simply, 
this reduces the condensation problem to one of 
coolant temperature control. 

Where the sue is concerned, one remaining 
problem to overcome was obtaining excellent ther
mal contact between the smooth, but not neces
sarily flat, back of the micropackage and the sue 
heat exchanger. The solution was found in using a 
conforming surface that manifested itself as a 
0.2-mm thick copper sheet. The sue cooling con
figuration is shown in the exploded view of Photo 2. 
As shown, three parts make up the sue: a 
blackened copper diaphragm, two blackened nipples, 
and a molded plastic back. 

Copper and brass parts are given a black oxide 
surface by an acid dipping process, providing 
excellent wetting for epoxy bonding. The plastic 
back has baffles molded in the interior guaranteeing 
full coverage by the coolant circulating within its 
serpentine path. A hold-down ring is needed to 
press the micropackage into the electrical connec
tor . This extra duty was also incorporated into the 
design of the plastic back. The entire assembly is 
epoxied and pressure tested after the cure cycle. 
The maximum pressure seen by the sue in service 
is only 35 kPa (1 psi equals 6.895 kilopascals), but 
every manufactured assembly is tested to 140 kPa 
to assure reliability. Life testing has demonstrated 
the long-term strength of the bonds to be great 
under worst-case shipping and field conditions. 

Since the coolant is confined to the sue, and the 
sue is attached to the cooling system by flexible 
hoses acting as natural hinges, removal of a micro
package is possible without turning off the cooling 

Photo 2 Shown are the basic elements of a silent liquid 
integral cooling assembly. sue provides efficient heat 
transfer from a micropackage to circulating water via 
a dry interface. 



Photo 3 suc/micropackage assemblies are mounted in a 
4 x 4 configuration on backplane boards. Flexible rubber 
hoses provide parallel flow paths and serve as binges when 
the replacement of a micropackage is necessary. 

system. The micropackage replacement operation 
in Photo 3 is performed while the cooling system 
operates. Severe environmental and long-term flex
ural cycling tests demonstrated no degradation of 
the mechanical properties of the polyvinyl chloride 
(PVC) tubing used as the SLIC hoses. 

The cabinet plumbing is fabricated from stan
dard PVC schedule-40 pipe and fittings, which hold 
100 times the average pressure in the cabinet. PVC 
was chosen because of low cost, easy fabrication, 
and its high safety record. The reliability was fur
ther increased by using a 2-part acrylic adhesive for 
the joints instead of the more common solvent 
cements. 

As seen in Photo 3, sucs are mounted on back
plane boards in four parallel rows with four serial 
SLICs in each row. In this configuration, a flow rate 
of approximately 1 liter /min per row maintains 
an average temperature difference of 8 °C between 
the water and the back of a 60-W micropackage. 
This is only half of the allowable temperature dif
ference required to maintain an acceptable circuit 
temperature. By allowing for a safety margin of a 
factor of two, a contingency for pump failure is 
provided that ensures an adequate margin for 
reliable cooling. 

Organization of components in the cabinet 
The micropackages are mounted on printed circuit 
boards that serve as backplanes. The boards are 
arranged as shown in the Figure. Water enters the 
manifolds at the bottom of the top boards and 
flows in parallel through the rows of SLICs. Water 
is collected at the top, flows down to the bottom 
manifolds of the bottom boards, then through the 
rows of sues on all bottom boards. This top to 
bottom series arrangement allows the pressure due 
to the elevation above the bottom boards, and the 
pressure drop through the bottom boards, to offset 
each other. The result is that the pressure at the top 
and bottom boards is essentially the same. Thus, 
sufficient internal pressure for the topmost sue is 
achieved without necessitating higher pressure in the 
bottommost sue. 

The level at which the coolant is at atmospheric 
pressure when it is not flowing is approximately 
midway between the top and middle boards. Above 
this, the pressure inside the plumbing, under no
flow conditions, is below atmospheric pressure 
since the air is automatically purged by the incoming 

WATER OUT ! t WATER IN 

An example of a board and power supply arrangement 
within a main cabinet. A parallel flow scheme serves to 
equalize pressures within the cooling system. 
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coolant. A pressure switch is attached to the mani
fold running from the cabinet top to bottom. The 
only time the switch can sense an above atmo
spheric pressure condition is when there is sufficient 
back pressure. This would be caused by coolant 
flowing from the cabinet to the reservoir in an aux
iliary cabinet. This monitored pressure switch 
automatically turns off the power supplies in any 
cooling loop that is not being adequately cooled. 
Not only the power supplies, but also the micro
packages, are protected. 

Cooling the coolant 
It is inevitable that the coolant itself must be 
cooled. The system described allows two options: a 
water to water heat exchanger and a water to air 
heat exchanger. 

The most efficient option is a water to water heat 
exchanger. The internal coolant for the computer 
(deionized water, treated to prevent corrosion and 
biological growth) is in a closed loop, The com
puter user provides external cool water for the heat 
exchanger from a water tower, a chiller, or a tap. 
Water temperature can vary 0 to 20 °C with flow 
rate approximately proportional to the tempera
ture. For example, the flow rate for 20° water 
would be 80 liters/min. At this rate, 27 kW can be 
removed from the internal coolant at 32 °. This is 
above the dew point for a 38 °, 600Jo relative humid
ity room (or a 31 °, 930Jo room). 

Internal water temperature is controlled by varying 
the rate of flow through the heat exchanger with a 
3-way bypass valve. By controlling the flow of the 
external cooling water rather than the internal 
water, the flow characteristics of the closed loop 
remain constant. Also, using a bypass scheme 
rather than a throttling method of flow control 
does not affect the pumping load seen by the cooling 
water system. The temperature of internal water is 
monitored at the distribution manifold and, 
through appropriate circuitry, controls the servo
motor that actuates the 3-way valve. The heat 
exchanger is a simple tube and shell system that has 
the internal water on the shell side and the cooling 
water in the tube bundle. 

The coolant is circulated through the heat 
exchanger, to a distribution manifold, through the 
cabinets, and then back to the inline reservoir by a 
set of parallel pumps. These are magnetic coupled 
pumps that have no mechanical or shaft seals. In 
fact, the pump housing is nonmetallic and designed 
for pumping corrosive chemicals. These pumps 
were chosen because of their high safety factor and 
low maintenance requirements. Two pumps are 
continuously operated in parallel to provide a fail
safe system. If the motor on one should fail, a 
check valve at the outlet prevents back flow 
through the failed pump. The remaining pump will 
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Photo 4 A remote heat exchanger unit contains pumps, by
pass valves, and temperature and pressure monitoring 
circuitry. 

provide sufficient flow for system cooling until the 
failed pump's motor can be replaced. This, by the 
way, can be done without removing the pump 
housing from the plumbing. The use of two contin
uously operating pumps avoids the need to turn on 
a standby pump when a main pump fails. Further
more, the possibility of a standby pump not starting 
is eliminated. 

The pumps, reservoir, and heat exchanger are 
located in a separate cabinet. This unit is shown in 
Photo 4. The automatic shut-off quick disconnects 
on the distribution manifold, and the bottom of the 
reservoir allows cooling loops to be attached or 
removed without shutting down the system. A 
pressure switch on the pump discharge manifold 



Now, plant personnel can 
build process color graphics ... 

Step 1 With standard symbols, and quickly 
constructed additional subpictures, he can create 
building blocks for process graphic displays . 

Step 2 Within 2 hours he can easily build and 
edit a custom display. 

. . . and tie them to the P.C. 
Step 3 In 10 minutes he can configure and link 
the display to the programmable controller. 

Step 4 With the process under P.C. control, the 
operator may easily monitor and change process 
variables through the IDT display and keyboard . 

. . . before lunch. 
CLASSICMATE,™ created by Classic Systems, Inc. , is a powerful 
graphics software package, an exclusive option with the IDT 2200 

color graphics terminal. With CLASSICMATE™ there is no need for 
customized color graphics software programming. Operators can 
change set points, control limits, etc., directly from the terminal 

keyboard, with no need to adjust each P.C. The industrially designed 
IDT terminal with bubble memory is a proven performer in process 
control environments. 

CLASSICMATE;M compatible with leading P.C.'s, comes with full 
documentation and a self-teaching interactive training program for use by 
OEM's, system suppliers and end users. For information contact IDT now. 

Rugged. Reliable. Performance-proven. ~ Industrial Data Terminals Corp. IJ!J.l 173 Heatherdown Drive, Westerville, Ohio 43081 (614) 882-3282 
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senses the pressure change when a pump stops 
operating. A pressure switch on the distribution 
manifold automatically turns off one pump if the 
design point manifold pressure (50 kPa) is 
exceeded. The total maximum system flow rate (all 
four cooling loops attached), with both pumps 
operating, is approximately 125 liters/min. The 
cooling control panel indicates external and inter
nal cooling water temperatures. Pump operating 
status, reservoir level alarm and over/under tem
perature alarm and shutdown conditions are also 
indicated. 

The second option for cooling the internal water 
is a room air heat exchanger. With this option, a 
version of the pump unit, without a water to water 
heat exchanger and temperature controlling equip
ment, is used with two auxiliary cabinets. Each of 
these auxiliary cabinets occupies the same floor 
space as that of a pump unit and contains a parallel 
air flow exchanger and multiple low speed blowers. 
This cabinet is not a refrigeration unit, but simply a 
relatively quiet water to air heat exchanger 
attached to the pump unit via reinforced flexible 
hose. With this unit, internal water temperature 
tracks the ambient air with an 8 °C difference. A 
maximum 40 °C water temperature (before alarm 
condition) is observed. 

An obvious question is why is liquid cooling better 
than directly cooling the micropackages with room 
air? The answer is twofold. First, the plumbing 
space required in the logic cabinet is far less than 
that used by air ducts. Thus, denser logic pack
aging and shorter interconnection paths are 
present. Second, sue cooling effectiveness pro
vides less than half of the temperature difference 
between micropackage and coolant than that 
obtained by an air heat sink. Since the design of a 
direct air cooling or liquid cooling system and its 
respective components is based on the highest 
power micropackage that can be used, the air 
required for direct cooling is much greater than 
that required for an average micropackage. 

Through liquid cooling, micropackage powers are 
"averaged" before they reach the water to air unit 
where the air flow path is much less restricted than 
in logic cabinet air ducts. The combined resultant 
temperature differences between the air and the 
water, and then the water and the micropackage, 
are less than the air to micropackage temperature 
difference alone for direct air cooling. Also, the 
centralized cooling complex (consisting of the 
pump and water to air units) may be strategically 
placed in the computer room for optimizing room 
air management and reducing noise. 

Admittedly, the water to air option is not as 
energy efficient as using a water to water exchange, 
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but in situations where installing plumbing in a 
computer room is impractical, a water to air 
exchanger offers an alternative. By way of com
parison, it is worth noting that for every dollar 
spent operating the computer, over 50 additional 
cents are spent operating the computer room air 
conditioning system. When an evaporative system 
is used to supply cooling water, this additional 
money can be reduced to as low as 14 cents for the 
liquid cooled portion of the system. Actual cost is 
dependent on climatic conditions, but water 
exchange will always cost less than injecting heat 
into a computer room's air conditioning system. 

Power supply cooling 
Liquid cooling accounts for 900Jo to 950Jo of the 
heat removal from system power supplies. This 
reduces air flow to the level where a small fan can 
provide adequate flushing air for resistors and 
capacitors. The power supply, providing 4000 W of 
regulated de power, is composed of three modules. 
This 3-module approach reduces individual com
ponent weights and aids in maintainability. 
Module location was determined by the geometry 
of the cabinet rather than by any cooling con
siderations. The control module, containing the 
regulation circuits, provides user determined volt
age options. The other two modules are common 
for all voltage designs. Thus, only the control 
module is unique to an installation. The capacitor 
module contains feed-through buses and filter 
capacitors. Both this module and the control mod
ule are air cooled. 

The liquid cooled module (power module) con
tains the silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs), diodes, 
and reactors. The main problem that had to be 
solved for cooling the power supply was how to 
achieve a low cost, low resistance thermal path 
between the heat sources and the coolant. One of 
the electrical design requirements was a large com
mon bus for all of the diodes. This was provided by 
using 12-mm thick aluminum plates that also serve 
as heat sinks for the diodes, reactors, and SCRs. 
Then, the usual problem of obtaining flat, smooth 
surfaces, as well as the problem of electrical isola
tion of the bus from the coolant, were both avoided 
by using a sue sandwich design. The entire power 
supply sue is soldered together and tested to over 
500 kPa, ten times higher than the in-service pres
sure. Once this is assembled, there is no reason to 
disassemble it. SCRs must be electrically isolated from 
the diodes and each other. This is accomplished by 
mounting each SCR on a half-inch aluminum 
cylinder, which is in turn mounted into a hole in 
the large plate and held in place by cast epoxy in 
the annulus between them. 



The power module is attached to the cabinet 
plumbing through automatic shutoff, quick dis
connect fittings. Since the flow through all system 
elements in the cabinet is in parallel, the power 
module may be removed for service without hin
dering the cooling of any other parts. The flow 
design point is 2 liters/min. This is sufficient to 
keep the component temperatures 15 to 20 °C 
below the design limit. In fact, a 2: 1 flow variation 
about the design point yields less than a 5 ° compo
nent temperature variation. 

Water cooling, in addition to being able to 
remove more heat in a smaller space than air cooling, 
provides another major advantage: design com- · 
pactness. During the development of the power 
system, it was discovered that if bus bars carried 
more than 750 A, mutual inductance effectively 
limited power supply output. This was overcome 
by making one aluminum plate a positive bus, the 
opposite plate a negative bus, and by using normal 
and reserve polarity diodes. The result is physically 
close, yet adequately wide buses exhibiting low 
inductance. Also, all internal wires from SCRs and 
diodes are short. Water cooling solved not only the 
heat problem, but an electrical problem as well. 
The result is a 4000-W power supply with tight 
regulation in an extremely small package. 

High volume yields lower cost 
The effectiveness of liquid cooling can be exploited 
on the large scale by designing a low cost, highly 
reliable system that can compete economically with 
direct air cooling. The forcing factor in Honeywell's 
DPS 88 system is micropackage power density. 
However, as cooling system concepts evolved it 
became obvious that liquid cooling surpassed direct 
air cooling in the areas of cost, noise, and reliability. 

The prevalence of the sue provides enough 
volume to make in-house mass production of this 
specialized part practical. The extensive testing of 
each sue provides reliability assurance. PVC 
plumbing assemblies take advantage of the con
struction industry's volume to provide low cost, yet 
over-designed, materials. Other components, such 
as the pumps and heat exchanger, come from high 
use areas such as the chemical industry. Thus, they 
exhibit similarly low mass production costs and 
high reliability. The result of combining this dispa
rate collection of parts is an efficient cooling 
system, conservative in both design and cost, while 
liberal in its ability to free heat from a hard running 
mainframe computer. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 
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BULK SEMI 
Fast, reliable, high-performance 
memory for less than $3,000/NE* 
Yours With the 32 MB BULK SEMI from 
Dataram ... packaged tn an efficient 153-4" 
chassis, and made possible by a powerful 641< 
RAM-based design that gives you the 
capacity, performance, and flexibility you 
need in today's applications-dependent 
environment. And available for a long - and 
growing - list of minicomputers. Dual-port 
capability optional. BULK SEMI. Memory from 
the leader. •tncremental cost fOr 1.0 MB Of 
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Our Past Is Your Future 
Ikegami Technology 
For systems applications requiring high quality, 
dependable CRT display monitors, Ikegami 
brings you the technology of the future, today. 
An innovator in video technology for over 36 
years and the world's leading producer of high 
quality broadcast camera systems and 
monitors, Ikegami has applied its unparalleled 
experience to the design and production of dis
play monitors for the computer industry. Put 
Ikegami's Emmy award-winning digital 
techniques for automatic setup to work for you. © NATAS/ ATAS 

HOM Series 
Ultra high resolution for your most demanding graphics systems. 
Ikegami's HDM Series color and monochrome display monitors utilize a 
delta-gun, raster-scan CRT and superb quality wide band, high speed 
scan, video amplifiers to provide the precision you need (up to 1280 x 
1024 pixels interlace mode), plus the long life and easy maintenance you 
demand from a top quality graphics display. Available in 19V and 25V 
CRT sizes. 

The CD Series (CDA/CDB) 
Quickly becoming our most popular line of high resolution in-line gun 

color CRT display monitors. If your requirements are for high resolution 
(up to 1024 x 1024 pixels interlace mode), stable operation and very low 
maintenance, the CD Series may be your solution. 
Available in 13V and 19V analog or digital models , the compact-size CD 
Series is perfect for simulation, medical, CAD/CAM and other high 
resolution applications. 

The UD Series 
Medium resolution, digital drive, color display monitors for business 
graphics systems. The Ikegami UD Series provides high performance 
(615 x 240 or more pixels interlace mode) at a very economical price. 

The BDM Series 
High performance, flicker-free monochrome CRT display units that bring 
Ikegami quality to word processing or on-line data entry systems. Avail
able in green or white display and standard CRT sizes (5", 9", 12", 14" 
and 15"). 

Easy Interface. Easy Maintenance. 
Ikegami display monitors are designed to interface with your equipment, 
quickly and easily. There's no complex rework ... no hassle. lkegami's 
sophisticated design virtually eliminates maintenance problems, so you 
know your Ikegami displays will continue to bring out the best in your 
systems, year after year. 

For more information on high
performance CRT display units designed 
to meet your needs. today and tomorrow. 

write or call lkegami today. 
~· ll.il Eo" ~ 37MA~"' • Maywood. NJ 07607 

(201) 368-9171 

® 

West - 3445 Kashiwa Street 
Torrance, CA 90505 
(213) 534-0050 

We are the future. 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON 

MASS STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
Multitudes of applications made practical by lower processor costs clamor for inexpensive 
mass storage. Quelling the uproar, magnetic storage devices are starting to fill demands 
on two fronts. 

Floppy drives answer the need for lost cost bit storage by squeezing more bits onto 
each diskette. Smaller footprints with equivalent-sized drives enable these units to slide 
handily into business systems and portable instruments of all kinds. Flexible disks show 
no signs of slowing their progress, with future plans for them including adoption of 
vertical recording techniques-a move that promises quantum leaps in capacity over 
already substantial levels. 

While interest centers on sub-4" (micro) floppies, other media look to the future. Large 
capacity disk drives are adopting thin film heads and media to provide the higher storage 
capacities needed today. For archival storage, disks and magnetic tapes are threatened by 
the specter of optical recording. In the near future, optical disks will provide improved 
density, accessibility, and economy. At the present time, however, streaming magnetic 
tape drives are meeting the challenge of supplying low cost backup storage for disks. 

System designers must choose from a multitude of alternatives . The opportunity to best 
fit the storage device to the application has never been greater, and ongoing 
standardization efforts forecast even better results. If its supporters have their way, 
adoption of proposed standards will render certain classes of devices relatively 
interchangeable. Designers will then be free to upgrade system performance at will. 

Peg Killmon 
Senior Editor 



Today, 
people are solving 

their back-up 
problems with this 
fast, reliable, 10 MB 
disk cartridge drive. 

IOMEGA's 10 Megabyte cartridge drive outperforms 
most winchesters. 

So you can back-up 10 Megabytes from your 
fixed disk in less than 30 seconds. 

The easy to use cartridge sports the industry's 
lowest price tag, only $30 each in OEM quantities. 

IOMEGA's imbedded closed-loop servo 
guarantees interchangability of cartridges be
tween drives. And the standard interface is 
SCSI compatible. 

Solve your backup problems with 
the fast, reliable IOMEGA 10 Megabyte 
cartridge drive. 

Call IOMEGA for a personal 
demonstration. And ask about our 
OEM Special Evaluation Offer. 

IOMEGA Corporate Headquarters, 4646 
South 1500 West, Ogden, Utah 84403. 801/ 
392-7581. San Jose, CA 408/ 263-4476. 
Coral Springs, FL 305/755-1060. 
Woburn, MA 617/933-2000. Dallas, TX 
214/ 458-2534. Brookfield, WI 414/ 
782-5229. Los Angeles, CA 714 / 
855-1211 . In Europe, Sparrow 
Corp. Slough, UK (0753)76533. 
Weisbaden, (6121)700862. Paris 
(1)3621010. Milano (2)718531. Brus-
sels (2)7626200. Zurich (1) 814-3131. -l•M.5'GA™ 
See us at N.C.C. Booth A-3105 (Arena) 
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Special report on 
mass storage technology 

231 Tiny floppies squeeze in the bits 
by Peg Killmon-Cramming performance into a small package, 
microfloppy drives promise to challenge cassettes' dominance in 
portable equipment. 

247 Built for speed: quarter-inch streaming tape drives 
by Louis C. Domshy-By optimizing disk file formats and buffer 
memory schemes, system integrators can fine tune their machines for 
use with streaming cartridge drives. Beware, however; the throughput 
race does not always go to the swiftest. 

259 Rethinking Winchester backup 
by Larry D. Hemmerich-Disk backup options are evolving almost as 
fast as the Winchester technology they strive to support. This overview 
of secondary storage highlights two of the most recent schemes. 

267 Managlna storage en masse with a shared sener 
by Ralph L. Platz, Robert C. Blackledge, and James H. Hughes
Incorporating parallel processing, bit-slice technology, and queued 
instructions into mass storage control has a dramatic result. A single 
server can attend to several host processors while overseeing scores of 
storage peripherals. 



Auto Shutter 
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Nothing else measures up. 
See the first Megabyte Mlcrofloppy, and other small Sony· wonders, at NCC Booth #P7038 

Our sleek 31/i'' Micro Floppydisk 
system is every inch a Sony. So why 
would one of the world's most presti
gious computer manufacturers decide 
to make it their standard? 

Because in less than half the vol
ume of a regular SW' disk drive you 
get twice the capacity: 437.5 KBytes. 

And because Sony gives you all 

that extra storage without charging 
any extra. 

And because Sony offers the 
Auto Shutter™ disk shield system 
to more fully protect the media. 

But most of all, Sony was cho
sen because our Micro Floppydisk 
systems are up and running-reli
ably. And that's the standard against 

which to measure all other micros. 
For more input write Sony Data 

Products, Department A, Sony 
Drive, Park Ridge, N.J. 07656. Or 
call 201-930-6030. 

SONY. 
Data Products 

Sony Communications Products Company 

Ci 1983 Sony Corporation of America, Data Products. Sony is a r~gistered trademark of Sony Corporation. 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON MASS STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 

TINY FLOPPIES 
SQUEEZE IN THE BITS 
Cramming performance into a small package, microfloppy 
drives promise to challenge cassettes' dominance in portable 
equipment. 

by Peg Killmon, Senior Editor 

Capitalizing on both incremental and monumental 
advances in disk drive and related technologies, the 
microfloppy possesses those ingredients that 
guarantee success. The longtime darling of small 
computer systems, the flexible disk drive now 
packs more bits into a smaller package and prom
ises still more. 

These scaled-down drives respond to demands 
for high capacity and portability. They supply an 
8 11 drive's capacity in a package many times 
smaller. To achieve these ends, the drives grasped 
advances in technology as they emerged from the 
laboratory and put them to work. 

In 1970, IBM (Boulder, Colo) solved its long
standing program loading problems by creating a 
limited storage capacity, removable media disk 
drive-the floppy or flexible disk. Today, floppy 
disks serve as the principal external storage 
medium for the multitudes of microcomputer 
based systems that require rapid random access to 
data. Marked by several double-capacity, half-size 
milestones, the floppies' evolutionary progression 
continues, with a monumental increase in capacity 
being demonstrated even as the first sub-5 11 drives 
become commercially available. 

Growing in capacity 
Early 8 11 drives were limited to about 400k-byte 
capacity because they recorded on only one side 
and used frequency modulation (FM) recording 
techniques. FM techniques write a clock transition 

First of the microfloppy genre, Sony's 31/2 " microfloppy 
packs 437.Sk bytes on a single-sided diskette using 135-tpi 
and 7610-bpi density. Hard shell cartridge has been widely 
accepted since it offers the protection deemed necessary for 
the medium. 

at the beginning of every bit cell. A data transition 
is present in the middle of the bit cell if the cell con
tains a 1 and is absent when the cell contains a 0. 
While the clock transition's existence makes the 
technique inefficient, it is satisfactory for densities 
up to 6400 flux changes per inch (fcpi), and at a 
360-rpm rotational speed yields a 250k-bps data 
transfer rate. 

Increases in capacity came about when makers 
used the modified frequency modulation (MFM) re
cording technique to double recorded bit density. 
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MFM encoding accommodates this gain by chang
ing the direction of magnetization in the middle of 
a bit cell to encode a 1, but omitting the clock tran
sition. When a 0 is between two ls, both the clock 
and data transition are omitted. This results in 
twice the data density without increased circuit 
complexity. 

Double-sided recording brought capacities up to 
l .6M bytes, but required a change in head technol
ogy. Development of a dual head, begun by IBM, 
had a marred record. First design attempts, 
plagued with problems, turned out to be both too 
difficult and too expensive to manufacture. Most 
of these difficulties were overcome in 1980 when 
Tandon Corp (Chatsworth, CaliO patented a 
design using one fixed and one pivoting head. The 
result has proven to be easily produced and cost 
effective, leading independent vendors to use it in 
their drives. 

Further increases in capacity require an increase 
in track or bit density. Easier said than done, in
creasing bit density requires the disk to spin at higher 
rates to raise the data transfer rate. Raising the 
track density requires that track width be reduced. 
Both requirements pose concomitant problems. 

Increasing the data transfer rate increases the 
complexity of controller electronics; making tracks 
narrower makes it harder for the head positioning 
mechanism to find and stay on the track. In 8 11 

disks, the distortion of the Mylar medium caused 
by heat and humidity compounds the tracking 
problem. One method of overcoming this problem 
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Hitachi's compact floppy disk drive 
writes on 3 11 hard shell medium. 
Media package complies with 
Japanese postal regulations to cut 
mailing costs. 

is to resort to closed-loop servo systems. By read
ing embedded servo data as the head moves from 
track to track, a system such as this continually 
corrects the head positioner for any distortion evi
dent in the medium. Iomega Corp (Ogden, Utah) 
uses this technique on its 8 " Alpha 10 and more 
recent 5 \4 11 Betas drives. When combined with the 
drives' aerodynamically based design, servo posi
tioning permits 18k-bpi _ densities to be reached 
for a formatted capacity of lOM bytes. 

Although more expensive and complex, closed
loop servo systems do provide the tracking accu
racy necessary if track density of flexible media is 
to be increased. The technique is under scrutiny at 

(a) (b) 

CENT'ERING 
METAL 

Diskette centering techniques. Typically the diskette's center 
hole is positioned over the spindle and is fixed into position 
by a mechanism that drops down on it (a). Sony's drive uses 
a metal hub on its diskette that contains a centering 
hole (b). This hole mates with a pin on the spindle to 
guarantee accurate centering. 



MOTION--. 

(a) 

(b) 

T 
Vertical versus longitudinal recording. To squeeze more bits 
into a linear inch, vertically oriented media stand magnetic 
particles on end (a), whereas longitudinal methods lay them 
on the substrate's surface (b). 

several sites. Both Burroughs Corp (Detroit, Mich) 
and others are reportedly working on drives that 
will supply SM-byte capacities using servo tech
niques with 8 11 flexible media. The lack of readily 
available media having embedded servo data, how
ever, may slow the release of this type of product. 

Two in the space of one 
Supplying an attractive alternative to standard 8 11 

drives while filling demands for added capacity, 
half-height models offer the same capacity in half 
the volume, or double the capacity in the same 
space. Many of these half-height units, in addition 
to cutting space requirements, offer stepped-up 
performance as well as longer maintenance-free 
lifetimes. 

Development of these chopped and channeled 
units depended on motor technology advances. By 
replacing the ac motor used to drive the spindle 
with brushless de motors, manufacturers saved 
considerable space. These motors are one-fourth as 
thick as the ac units they replace and occupy one
fourth the volume. Moreover, using the motor to 
direct drive the spindle can eliminate the need for 
belts and associated mechanisms previously used to 
accomplish this task. Custom large scale 

integration circuits supply the precision speed control 
functions for these motors, offering the added 
benefit of control right on the drive board. 

Stepper motors necessary to perform head posi
tioning functions have been reduced to 60% of 
their former size. Another bonus is that their im
proved mechanical tolerances enable more accurate 
positioning. In addition, their faster stepping rates 
cut access time in half. When combined, these 
techniques not only reduce space requirements, but 
raise reliability by eliminating failure-prone mech
anisms, connections, and components within the 
drives. 

Advanced motor technology deserves credit not 
only for half-height 8" drives, but also for the 
smaller footprint exhibited by 51:4 11 floppies and 
for the very existence of sub-5 /1 units. In the long 
run, these smaller units have far greater potential, 
since increasing the density does not cause them to 
run headlong into the kinds of handicaps encoun
tered by 8 /1 drives . Their smaller size makes them 
inherently less subject to the media distortion that 
worries their larger counterparts. Reducing the 
diameter of the medium makes the disk not only 
more stable thermally (as the magnitude of thermal 
expansion decreases proportionally with disk size) 
and hygroscopically, but also makes it easier to 
stabilize horizontally. 

These inherent attributes have been paired with 
improvements in spindle centering and clamping 
mechanisms that have ensured better tracking 
accuracy. Decreasing the head assembly length has 
provided more stability for this part, and modified 
head load techniques have reduced wear and tear 
on the recording surface. 

Introduced by Shugart Assocs (Sunnyvale, Calif) 
in 1976, 51:4 11 single-sided drives evolved, like their 
bigger brothers, into double-sided units. By 1980, 
double-sided, double-density drives were providing 
IM-byte capacities in the smaller form factor. 

SA300, Shugart's initial microfloppy, stores 500k bytes using 
single-sided recording and handles data transfers at 250k 
bits/ s. Both drive and medium conform to the Microfloppy 
Industry Committee's proposal. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Head positioning mechanisms. Key to the accuracy needed 
for higher track density diskettes such as the sub-5" units, 
the flexible band positioner (a) claims to supply the fastest, 
most accurate positioning. Spiral cam (b) and lead screw (c) 
positioners are also commonly used. 
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Micropolis Corp (Canoga Park, Calif) has attained 
2M bytes on a double-sided drive by recording at 
96 tpi and 11,937 bpi. Mitsubishi Electronics 
America, Inc (Compton, Calif) has put forth a 
96-tpi unit with 9621-bpi density and l.6M-byte 
capacity. 

Other ways to grow 
Another high capacity 5 Y<i 11 unit takes a different 
approach. Stacking five single-sided flexible disks 
in a cartridge, Amlyn's (San Jose, Calif) MiniPac 
stores SM bytes and appears to the system as either 
an ST506 interface or as eight SASSO drives. Indi
vidual diskettes are selected from the cartridge and 
clamped to the spindle for recording or reading. A 
closed-loop servo mechanism uses a reference track 
on each individual diskette to position the single 
head accurately; this permits the unit to record 
9500 bpi at a 170-tpi density. 

When Iomega scaled their Bernoulli technology 
down to the 5 Y<i 11 form factor, it came up with a 
drive that is compatible with the ST506 interface 
and stores a Winchester-competitive 5M bytes. The 
cartridge-enclosed flexible medium used in the Beta 
5 supports MFM recording at 17 ,373 bpi at a 434-tpi 
density. Spinning the disk at 1964 rpm, the unit 
transfers data at 5M bps, compatible with small 
Winchesters. Track to track access is accomplished 
in 5 ms. 

More conventional in form, Drivetec's (San 
Jose, Calif) SuperMinifloppy packs 3M bytes into 
a half-height 5 Y<i 11 form factor. Although the form 
factor is conventional, the means of achieving this 
capacity is not. A combination of a track following 
embedded servo system, a 2-stepper head posi
tioning system, and an absolute vertical clamping 
mechanism are key to this performance. 

The embedded servo system not only allows 
recording at 192 tpi on double-sided diskettes pre
written with servo bursts, but also acts to ensure 
diskette interchangeability between drives in dif
ferent systems or environments. The positioning 
system uses one stepper for relatively large move
ments of the head while reserving the second for 
the precise adjustments that center the head over 
the track. Heads can be moved in increments of 
200 µin. To ensure alignment, the unit incorporates 
an absolute vertical clamping mechanism that 
results in accurate, repeatable diskette registration. 

Constant areal density raises the capacity of the 
floppy drives incorporated in Apple's Lisa. These 
drives record at a constant density of lOk bits/ 
linear inch on 62.5 tpi to put 860k bytes on each 
diskette. In these drives, Apple (Cupertino, Calif) 
also uses microstepping algorithms on the stepping 
motor to move the heads in minute increments; this 
allows the heads to move in fractions of a track 
width when searching for the exact middle of the 
track. 



Pushing densities beyond the levels 
already attained demands more of the 
recording media, heads, and 
positioners. 

Recording heads in this unit, unlike those in 
other double-sided drives, are not located directly 
opp.osite one another. In this drive, a pressure pad 
achieves contact between recording medium and 
recording head by applying force on the medium 
from the side opposite the head, as in conventional 
single-sided floppy drives. 

While not so dramatically, density can also be in
creased without resorting to advanced techniques 
by putting two drives in the place of one. Half
height 5 'l'4 11 drives can double the available capac
ity using regular media without a change in the basic 
package. Another bonus obtained with half-height 
units is the ability to use both Winchester and 
backup floppy in systems. 

Testing the limits 
Pushing densities beyond the levels already attained, 
however, demands more of the recording media, 
heads, and positioning mechanisms. Tightened 
criteria for media have caused manufacturers to 
move to high coercivity formulations to coat the 
substrate. The recording surface, traditionally 
applied by a web coating process , contains particles 
with magnetic properties that greatly affect floppy 
disk performance. 

Progress depends on the development of thinner, 
better dispersed and oriented particulate coatings, 
or of very thin plated or sputtered films. Higher 
resolution coatings on standard 5 'l'4 11 substrates are 
being produced by 3M Co (St Paul, Minn) which 
uses a high energy formulation on 3-mil polyester to 
provide an areal density of 7 .5M bits/in2. Maxell 

Micro floppy disk drive in Tandon 's 3 Yz" form factor (photo 
inset) occupies one-eighth the volume of an 8 " drive (shaded 
area), but stores more than one-half the quantity of data. 

:Varying the spindle speed as the recording head moves from 
mner to outer tracks lets IBM put data down at a constant 
6865-bpi density. This method packs 358 bytes onto the 
single-sided 4 " diskette 's 46 tracks. 

Corp of America (Moonachie, NJ) coats diskettes 
with an epitaxial magnetic material produced from 
gamma hematite with cobalt ferrite. Verbatim 
(Sunnyvale, Calif) produces a high density diskette 
by putting a 50 µin 625-0e coating of cobalt 
impregnated gamma iron oxide down on the 
substrate. Dysan Corp and Brown Disc Mfg (Santa 
Clara, Calif and Colorado Springs, Colo, respec
tively) plan to produce spin-coated disks. Spin 
coating provides higher potential bit density by 
supplying smaller particles. The technique achieves 
a potential of 15k-bpi linear density with a 
200-tpi density. 

Dysan's spin coating process closely controls the 
density of cobalt surface modified iron oxide par
ticles on the substrate, producing diskettes with a 
600-0e nominal coercivity and 940-gauss nominal 
remanent magnetism. While providing higher 
potential bit density by supplying smaller particles, 
the material's higher coercivity requires that 
read/ write (R/ W) heads provide a write current 
about 2 mA higher and a proportionally higher 
erase current than is necessary for standard media. 

To combat the negative aspects of higher track 
and bit density, head manufacturers have shifted 
their technology. Heads being used to read and 
write the extremely dense data on newer media are 
now typically formed of manganese zinc ferrites, 
and they record on cobalt doped coatings. Shugart 
uses a ceramic R/ W head with straddle erase 
elements to erase areas between data tracks . 
C. Itoh (Los Angeles, Calif) sets R/ W and erase 
gaps by azimuth to trace the track curvature and to 
precisely define the border between recording and 
nonrecording areas on each track. IBM uses a single 
head that performs both R/ W and tunnel erase 
functions . Trimming the tracks with this function 
eliminates crosstalk between tracks. 
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Who/What in Sub-5 " Arena 

3" 3 y." 

Originator Hitachi Tabor 

Encoding method FM/MFM FM/MFM 

Recording density (bpi) 4473/8946 4625/9250 

Capacity/side 125/250 250/ 500 
(kilobits unformatted) 

Rotational speed 300 300 
(rpm) 

Transfer rate 125/250 250/250 
(kbps) 

Access (ms) 3 10 
(track to track) 

Tracks/side 40 80 

Tpi 100 140 

Sides 2 

Compatible with Yes Yes 
5 Y." minifloppy 

Media cover Hard Soft 

Head positioning is another critical area when 
dealing with higher track densities. To accurately 
position the heads to record 9646 bpi on 96 tpi, 
C. Itoh uses a steel band and 8-pole stepper. Micro 
Peripherals Inc (Chatsworth, Calif) uses a split
band mechanism directly driven by the stepper. 
Tabor Corp (Westford, Mass) has a drive that 
relies on a stepper motor lead screw actuator to 
write at 140-tpi density. Shugart positions the R/ W 
head assembly using a spiral cam that the stepping 
motor rotates in discrete increments. 

Most of the sub-5 11 manufacturers have inserted 
a metal or hard plastic center hub in their media to 
eliminate eccentricity or wear that leads to inaccu
rate track positioning. This hub also promises to 
provide more accurate centering and to eliminate 
chucking errors . 

The micro dimension 
Following the trend toward smaller drives, a crop 
of sub-5 11 drives began popping up about two years 
ago. Oddly enough, the initial offering came not 
from IBM or any other traditional disk manufac
turer, but from Sony Corp (Paramus, NJ). Although 
being first has customarily been enough to guar
antee def acto standardization, this has not proven 
true with Sony's drive. U.S. manufacturers, for 
whatever reasons, have not flocked to adopt the 
product. Even worse, there seems to be less con
sensus now on what size constitutes micro than 
there was even three months ago, though industry 
observers maintain that having so many form fac
tors can only slow the microfloppy drives' start up. 

Although Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, Calif) 
has chosen to package Sony's drive in a trio of disk 
drive products, Sony's original design, in the eyes 
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3 Y>'' 3 y, " 4" 

Sony Tandon IBM 

FM/MFM FM/MFM FM 

3805/7610 3128/6255 6865 

218 .8/437 .5 125/250 358 

600 300 262 to 415 

250/ 500 125/250 333 

15 3 40 

70 40 46 

135 135 68 

2 

No Yes No 

Hard Hard Hard 
(2 -piece) 

of most U.S. manufacturers, had several flaws. It 
recorded on 70 tracks in double-density mode, 
stored 437 .5k bytes unformatted on one side, 
rotated at 600 rpm, and used a 100-µm thick media 

COPPER WIRE 

(a) 

(b) 

Conventional ring (a) versus single-pole (b) recording head. 
Higher densities in vertical media can be written and read 
using single-pole heads. Although capable of reading/ writing 
vertical media, a conventional head cannot attain full poten
tial of these media. 



The 3 Y-1 11 medium used in Tabor's Drivette is one-fourth the 
size of familiar 8 11 diskettes, yet holds half as much data 
using current technology. Capacity of the 3 Y-1 " medium is 
equivalent to that of 5 Y-1 11 floppy media. 

coating. Even more grievously, it did not conform 
to the industry standard 5 \14 11 interface. 

To prevent a recurrence of the stalemate that 
existed when 8 11 Winchesters came to market with
out a standard interface, an unofficial voluntary 
committee of disk drive and media vendors 
attempted to standardize on a form factor for the 
so-called microfloppy drives. The Microdisk Stan
dards Committee (MSC) looked at announced prod
ucts, performed market surveys, and recently 
presented their views in a proposed standard to the 
ANSI X3B8 committee. Those dissatisfied with this 
group's recommendations have formed two 
splinter groups. There are now three proposals 
before the ANSI committee: one deals with the 3 Yi " 
form factor, one with the 3 \14 ", and one with the 3 11

• 

Most manufacturers interested in producing the 
microfloppy agree that for the interface, SASI is 
clearly the winner; size, however, is another 
matter. And, as it turns out, so is the package. The 
size, format, and package that will come to domi
nate is not clear. However, the major players to 
date are Sony, Hitachi (Allendale, NJ), and Tabor 
Corp; a more recent entry is IBM. 

Although Sony's original unit did not match the 
unofficial committee's standards, it will in a 
modified version. To accomplish this, Sony has 
agreed to change to a double-sided disk with 80 
tracks to provide compatibility with 5 \14 " disk for
mats. The company has agreed to provide a posi
tive closing action on the shutter for the head 
access window within the diskette's hard plastic 
protective jacket. 

Other changes recommended by the committee 
increased media coercivity from 580 Oe to 625 Oe 
and reduced coating thickness from 90 to 65 µin. 
As proposed to the ANSI committee, the design 
would be based on a 3 Yi 11 oxide-coated, hard
jacketed diskette. It would provide 136-tpi, 8178-bpi 
linear density, 500k-byte storage capacity, 80-track 
single-sided format, and a 500k-bps transfer rate. 

Among the contenders 
Hedging its bets, Tandon Corp has promised two 
drive families in the 3 Yi 11 form factor. Its TM35-4 is 
interface and media compatible with Sony's unit 
and the TM35-2 is interface and software compatible 
with standard 5 \14 11 minifloppies. The TM35-2 is a 
5 \14 " look-alike with 40-tracks/side, double-sided 
recording, a 250k-bps transfer rate, and 500k-byte 
capacity. Rotating at 300 rpm, the unit has a 3-ms 
track to track access time. The TM35-4, while com
patible with Sony's os-mov, caters to the U.S. 
market by recording on both sides of the disk at 
7610 bpi. 

(a) 

(b) 

Double-sided recording heads. In a typical recording 
head (a), the top side is pressed against the medium by 
another directly opposing head on the bottom side. 
Drivetec 's gumball head configuration (b) rounds the edges 
and offsets the heads to reduce media wear. 
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TC soo Drivette accommodates smaller 3114 " form factor 
media. Low cost goals are met by manufacturing the drive 
of snap-fit parts and by using a traditional soft jacket on 
the diskette. 

Just introduced extensions to this family expand 
capacities to IM bytes. Models TM35-l, a 5 114 11 

look-alike, and TM35-3, a Sony compatible drive, 
use double-sided recording to add capacity while 
retaining other features in common with their 
predecessors. 

In addition to its 427.5k-byte unit, Sony's plans 
include a product with 500k-byte capacity. Follow
ing this, a double-sided drive in the 3 Yi 11 form fac
tor will supply l .5M bytes on each side, and 
beyond this, the company is looking at l.6M ot 
2M bytes/side. 

Shugart's microfloppy also closely adheres to the 
proposed media format standards. SA300, the initial 
offering in the 3 Yi 11 format, is a single-sided unit 
that meets MSC proposals. While delivering a 
slightly slower, albeit respectable, access time than 
Tandon's drives-6 ms compared to 3 ms-Shugart's 
micro records at a slightly higher density, putting 
4102/8204 bpi on the inner track. 

Backed by a primarily Japanese group, Hitachi 
is producing a 3 11 drive. Its diskette and package 
dimensions were made to conform to Japanese 
standard postal dimensions in order to avoid excess 
charges imposed on odd-sized documents. 

Encased in a hard plastic shell like that of Sony's 
3 Yi 11 diskette, the double-sided 3 11 medium records 
40 tracks/ side with a 100-tpi density, yielding 
125k/250k-byte capacity. Developed in conjunc
tion with Matsushita Electric Industrial Co 
(Kawasaki, Japan), the drive has a 55-ms average 
access time; track to track access is cited as 3 ms. 
Interface compatible with 5 Y4 11 floppies, the unit 
transfers at 125k bps single density, 250k bps 
double density. Matsushita's 3 11 drive differs from 
Hitachi's in that it uses a lead screw positioner. 
This raises track to track access time to 20 ms . 

Plans are underway to bring this drive to 
l.6M-byte capacity. To achieve this, the diskette 
substrate will exhibit improved thermal and 
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hygroscopic characteristics. This will permit 
double recording on 80 tracks/side at 200 tpi . Bit 
density of 9k or 15k bpi will bring the capacity up 
to the desired lM or l.6M bytes. 

Introducing its 301F, Micro Peripherals Inc 
endorsed the Hitachi 3 11 standard. Providing 250k 
bytes unformatted on each side, the drive uses a 
flippy feature to permit data storage on both sides 
of the medium and derives 3-ms track to track 
access time from a band-type head positioner. 
Compatibility with 5 Y4 11 drives is provided by 
rotating at 300 rpm, writing at 100 tpi, and trans
ferring data at 250k bytes/s. 

A manganese zinc head with wide R/ W gap and 
narrow erase gap uses the density attained from the 
improved medium. The medium is covered with a 
cobalt-doped high coercivity coating 1.1-mil thick 
for increased linear recording density. Current 
plans call for bringing this product to lM bytes 
using double-sided or double-density recording 
techniques. 

Consensus is that the 3 11 medium has limitations. 
Since most vendors and potential users agree that 
obtaining compatibility with 5 Y4 11 floppies is the 
goal, most also agree that the 3 11 media must push 
technology to achieve it. 

The 3.5 11 diameter has twice the recording sur
face of the 3" size; 4 11 diskettes supply more 
recording surface, but lack the shirt-pocket size 
factor and offer little incentive to make the switch 
from 5 Y4 11 units. Small enough to fit into a shirt 
pocket, the 3 Yi 11 package remains large enough to 
store lM byte recorded using mature positioning 
mechanisms. This allows upgrades to occur as 
improved media and positioning ·mechanisms 
become readily available. The point of agreement 
is that reliability is more important than small 
incremental reductions in size. There are, however, 
those that maintain that size is the factor to con
sider-the smaller the better. And the design does 
have supporters. Amdek Corp (Elk Grove Village, 
Ill) is putting two of Hitachi 's 3 11 drives in a 
package that supplies lM-byte capacity. Aimed at 
the personal computer market, the Amdisk-3 
provides compatibility with 5 Y4 11 units at a $799 
retail price. 

Presenting yet another proposal for ANSI consid
eration, Tabor Corp, itself a newcomer to the 
industry, sponsors a 3 Y4 11 unit that, unlike the 
others, uses media protected by the now familiar 
soft vinyl diskette jacket. The single-sided drive 
records using either FM or MFM techniques at a 
140-tpi density. Bit density is 4625 or 9250 bpi and 
data transfers occur at 250k bps (FM). Capacity is 
500k bytes using MFM recording techniques. 

Tabor seems to be counting on a relatively simple 
manufacturing process and potentially unlimited 
availability of low cost media to make its unit come 



Monolithic Systems Corporation has provided reliable 
DEC compatible memory products for over 12 years. In 
fact. MSC patented the first semiconductor memory 
product In 1974! The success of Monolithic Systems has 
been attributed to products that perform better than any 
other In the business. products that have the modulartty 
to grow with the systems that they're Installed In and 
products that offer the best price In the market These 
claims are supported by a one-year warranty which 
underscores MSC's superior quality in design and 
manufacturing. 

In 1983 MSC wtll continue to lead the market With 
products for Q-Bus• and VAX! machines. These p 
will be very formidable contenders for years to come. Jr,8 
always. Monolithic Systems wtll be on the leading edge of 
memory technology and innovation with products to last 
the life of your machine. 

For further information on Monolithic Systems 
Corporation and how we may support your computer 
needs, call Toll Free 1-800-525-7661. 

~Monolithic 
~ .... ~ J~rtemf CO(p. •.• means technically advanced solutions. 

USA 
84 INVERNESS CIRCLE EAST 
ENGLEWOOD 
COLORADO 80112 
303-770-7400 
TELEX: 45-4498 

EUROPE 
JUSTINIANSTRASSE 22 
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611590061 
TELEX: 41-4561 

CANADA 
6503 NORTHAM DRIVE 
MISSISSAUGA 
ONTARIO, CANADA L4V IJ2 
416-678-1500 
TELEX: 96-8769 

• 18 AND 22 BIT ADDRESS RECOGNITION • BYTE PARITY GENERATION, CHECKING AND STORAGE 
•PARITY CSR • SOCKETED MEMORY ELEMENTS 

• SINGLE +S VOLT OPERATION • 64 TO 256 KBYTE ON-BOARD RAM 
• DEC DIAGNOSTICS COMPATIBLE • DEC LSl*-11, 11/2, 11/23 COMPATIBLE 

'DEC, Q-BUS, VAX and LSI are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation . 
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out a winner. This ready availability of low priced 
media provided the impetus necessary to reverse 
Seagate's course. Abruptly curtailing its evaluation 
of Sony's unit, Seagate Technology (Scotts Valley, 
Calif) decided to join the 3 \14 11 camp. Their licens
ing agreement with Tabor adds credibility to the 
3 \14 11 soft cover design by putting an established 
manufacturer in the ranks. Key to keeping assembly 
costs low is snap-fit plastic parts that are light
weight and easily assembled. Since manufacturers 
are already turning out 8 11 and 5 \14 11 media by the 
ton, they should be able to adapt to and churn out 
the 3 \14 11 media without batting an eye. 

Going it alone, IBM seems to be marching to a 
different drummer. Its entry, long rumored to have 
a 3.9 11 form factor, turns out to measure 4 11

• Dubbed 
model 341, the single-sided unit stores 358k bytes 
unformatted, 250k bytes formatted, and breaks no 
records. 

Recording on 46 tracks/surface, the drive puts 
up to 6332 bits on the inner track (0), and writes up 
to 9552 bits on track 45 using FM techniques: 
Spindle drive motor speed is controlled by the loca
tion of the track to which the R/ W head is posi
tioned. This variation in the diskette's rotational 
speed (in the range between 262 and 415 rpm) 
maintains bit density at a constant 6865 bpi as the 
head moves from inner to outer track. Track to 
track access occurs in 40 ms. Data transfer rate is 
333k bytes/s. 

This 4 11 drive, injected into the already confused 
market, has been greeted less than enthusiastically. 
Among its attributed disadvantages are its lack of 
capacity commensurate to its size, the bulk of its 
2-piece plastic cartridge, and its incompatibility 
with prior formats. In addition, grievances are 
directed at the unit's nonstandard access time and 
incompatibility with the minifloppy interface. The 
consensus seems to be that if the drive had appeared 
in any IBM product, then it would have made sense 
in the industry. However, coming as it did as an an
nounced OEM product, it only raises questions as to 
IBM's possible objectives in offering yet another 
distraction in an already fragmented environment. 

A monumental change 
Whether or not sub-5 11 drives will stave off the 
death throes of flexible media remains to be seen. 
The answer greatly depends on how rapidly other 
technologies, such as optical recording, can get out 
of the laboratory and into the marketplace. 

One technology that promises to extend the 
floppy's lifeline still further is that of perpendicular 
or vertical magnetic recording. Holding the poten
tial to step up the pace of capacity increases, ver
tical recording could bring a quantum leap in 
capacity. Although this technology also relates to 
hard disks, the first products to emerge will use 
flexible media. 
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Packaging sub-5" media 

The hard-jacketed design, used first by Sony, is 
claimed to increase reliability by reducing friction 
between the moving disk and its stationary envelope 
and by preventing other accidental damage to the 
medium. The envelope contains a spring loaded aper
ture cover that automatically opens when the disk is 
inserted in the drive and automatically closes when 
removed . Proponents claim that this technique will 
minimize environmental contamination of the recording 
surface caused by dust, fingerprints, and dirt. 

Advocates of the hard shell cartridge claim that 
this approach offers media protection advantages over 
competing proposals. The hard shell cartridge pro
tects the recording surface far better than does the 
traditional soft diskette envelope or the 2-piece hard 
plastic covering on the 4" diskette. In addition, 
because the automatic shutter remains closed over 
the head access window until the cartridge is 
inserted in the drive, and closes when it is removed, 
the diskette surface is always protected. 

Although opponents argue that the flexible jacket 
cannot provide the media protection necessary for 
the smaller floppies, Tabor President Mike Hanley 
refutes that claim. Even a hard package will be invaded 
by dust and dirt unless it is hermetically sealed, and 
according to Hanley, it supplies a much less effective 
wiping action than the soft jacket . He also claims 
that hard shells are too expensive and that potential 
manufacturers must endure expensive retooling in 
order to produce them. Therefore, soft-jacketed 
media will become available while hard-shell 
manufacturers still try to work out the bugs. In addi 
tion, the soft-jacketed forms should also cost sub
stantially less than the hard, since they undersell the 
hard by 40%. 

IBM'S medium, called a DemiDiskette, consists of 
three parts-a protective pouch, a rigid outer case 
called the cartridge, and the diskette within the car
tridge. Serving the same purpose as the cardboard 
protective sleeve for flexible media, the protective 
pouch is formed of a material rigid enough to protect 
the diskette yet flexible enough not to crack. Slipping 
inside this pouch, the cartridge encloses the diskette, 
leaving free only the R/W head and pressure pad 
access slots and the spindle clamping mechanism. A 
pressure cleaning pad incorporated in the cartridge is 
pushed against the diskette' s recording surface 
when the diskette is clamped into the drive; this pro
vides the continuous cleaning action that Dysan/Tabor 
claim other hard-jacketed diskettes do not provide. 

Vertical recording hurdles the density limitations 
of traditional longitudinal recording techniques 
now challenging drive manufacturers. Researchers 
have continually raised linear recording densities 
over the past 30 years by decreasing the distance 
over which a single flux change occurs. However, 
two inherent magnetic phenomena limit further 
increases. Demagnetization-the misalignment of 
magnetized regions caused by the repulsion of like 
poles-limits reading density to 30k f cpi. Peak 
shift-displacement of apparent transitions by 
overlapping pulses-limits densities to 28k fcpi. 





These limits can be stretched by using better 
magnetic materials in the media in conjunction 
with thin-film heads. However, no significant 
amount of change is possible. 

Vertical recording may provide the 
impetus to extend flexible media's 
lifeline well into its second decade. 

Perpendicular recording minimizes these phe
nomena's effects by turning the magnetized zones 
90°. This overcomes the limitations imposed by the 
well-understood principle that a permanent magnet 
must be several times longer than it is thick. The 
thickness of the substrate's magnetic coating deter
mines one dimension of the thickness or width of 
the magnetic particles in conventional longitudinal 
recording. The other dimension of width is deter
mined by the recording tracks' width. This waist
line constrains attempts to increase density by 
decreasing the particle's length. While certain 
density gains have been achieved using thin-film 
plating and sputtering techniques in forming both 
the media and the thin-film heads to read and write 
on it, a point of diminishing returns is reached at 
about 15k domains/in. 

If, as in vertical recording, however, the particle 
is placed with its length perpendicular to the sub
strate, more particles can occupy every square inch 
of the surface. The particle's length, rather than its 
width, is now determined by the magnetic coating's 
depth. One width dimension is determined by the 
track width, the other by the linear recording 
density. 

This technique opens a whole new dimension of 
recording densities. Predictions of lOOk bpi in 
commercial devices have been made; experiments 
suggest a 440k-bpi potential. According to experts, 
here lies the secret behind extending the floppy's 
lifeline. 

Another bonus results from the vertical orienta
tion of the magnetized particles. In longitudinal 
recording, a signal waveform created in the R/ W 
head peaks at the transition between domains. In 
vertical recording, the electrical waveform repre
senting a data bit changes sign at the transition 
between domains. Thus, a bit is represented by a 
polarity reversal rather than by a peak in the signal 
waveform. This makes domain size independent of 
bit density and produces sharper flux transitions 
than in longitudinal recording. 

Disks suitable for vertical recording are still not 
generally available. Consisting of a substrate 
coated with a thick film of cobalt chromium, they 
are manufactured using vacuum sputtering tech
niques. Developed for semiconductor industry use, 
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the techniques need to be modified before they can 
produce sufficient reproducible quantities to meet 
media needs. 

To achieve maximium potential from the media 
will require special R/ W heads. Although conven
tional ferrite R/ W heads can reach 15k bpi, thin
film, single-pole heads can jump densities upward 
from 30k fcpi. 

Since Japanese researcher Professor Shun-ichi 
Iwasaki of Tohoku University is called the father 
of vertical recording, and the bulk of the basic 
research has been done in Japan, it is appropriate 
that one of the first prototypes of a vertical recording 
disk drive was revealed by Toshiba Electric Co 
(Tokyo, Japan). Promising 3.5M-byte capacity 
when it becomes commercially available in about 
two years, the 3 Y2 11 drive records on a flexible disk 
enclosed in a hard plastic shell. The drive uses a 
ring head with a 0.4-µin gap to write on the disk
ettes' 0.5-µin thick cobalt chromium film coating. 

Closer to reality is a 5114 11 drive being demon
strated in prototype form by Vertimag Corp (Min
neapolis, Minn). Writing 36k bpi on the inner 
tracks using MFM recording techniques, this unit is 
based on a standard Shugart drive. It packs 5M 
bytes on the 5114 11 surface of cobalt chromium
sputter coated flexible media, transfers data at 
1. 7M bps, and is compatible with the SA400 inter
face standard. Price is set at approximately $500 in 
original equipment manufacturer quantities. 

Development of vertical recording techniques 
into viable commercial devices may provide the im
petus necessary to extend flexible media's lifeline 
well into its second decade. The scaled-down units 
now emerging, if indeed a standard can be achieved, 
will certainly open up a greater variety of appli
cations for disk drives of all kinds. Additional 
developments in thin-film heads and media may fur
ther stretch capacities. In any case, it seems logical 
to assume that instead of fading into obscurity, the 
floppy may soon become ubiquitous. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 710 Average 711 Low 712 
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One controller does ft all. Supports two Winchesters, fixed or removable, in 
5.25" or 3 + ," and streaming tape. Offers selective direct tape access or 
automatic save/restore. Programmable for different drive types. Complete 
with host adapters that link full-featured Winchester /tape backup control 
with your favorite micro. It's the new 540 from OTC. 

Available from Arrow, Hamilton/Avnet, Kleruiff, and more than 25 Inter
national distributors. Or order In OEM quantities direct from OTC. For infor
mation, circle our readers' service number. For faster response, call 
(408) 496-0434. In the East, call (617) 275-4044. 

Easler system Integration 

DTC drive enclosures can slmpllfy Integration of drives, controller, power 
supply end cabllng. Call us. 

Date Technology Corporation 
2775 Northwestern Parkway 
Santa Clara, California 95051 
Telephone (408) 496-0434 TWX 910-338-2044 
East Coast (617) 275-4044 

• 8" floppy 
• 5'!.'' minifloppy 
• Amlyn 

Popular microcomputers 

OTC host adapters 

S-100 
DEC LSl-11 & Unibus 
TRS-80 (Mod I, II & Ill) 
IBM personal computer 
Motoro/la EXORcisor 
Versabus 68000 
VME bus 
Apple 11 / 11 + 
Intel/National Multibus 
STD bus 

Now distributed by Wyle 



Other ZIFs need e~laining. 
Ours is the state of the art. 

You already know AMP Zero 
Insertion Force connectors for what 
they are: the most innovative ZIF 
connectors anywhere, perfected and 
proven through years of application 
experience. 

No other ZIF connectors offer you 
wiping contacts, or our unique stacking 
versions that eliminate backplanes by 
providing a self-contained wiring bus 

between boards. 
These connectors give you 

extraordinary circuit flexibility, too-to 
work with larger pc boards and pin 
counts. Higher density packaging. 
Modular add-ons. Sequential contact 
actuation. All to make your zero 
insertion force interconnections with 
state-of-the-art design. 



AMP Facts 

Exclusive stacking ZIF offers shorter electrical 
paths between pc boards, eliminates backplanes. 

ACTION PIN contacts for both stacking and edge 
connectors make press-fit solderless connections 
without risking board damage. 

Edge card connectors awilable in up to 175 dual 
positions. 

For more information, 
call the AMP ZIF Connector Desk 
at (717) 78<>-4400. 
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105. 

AMP Ind ACTION PIN 819 1r-.1111<a al AMP lnc:otpcnled. 

~IVIP means productivity. 





SPECIAL REPORT ON MASS STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 

BUil T FOR SPEED: 
QUARTER-INCH 
STREAMING TAPE DRIVES 
By optimizing disk file formats and buffer memory schemes, 
system integrators can fine tune their machines for use with 
streaming cartridge drives. Beware, however; the throughput 
race does not always go to the swiftest. 

by Louis C. Domshy 

In the explosive small- and medium-sized computer 
system market, streaming quarter-inch cartridge 
tape has proven to be a cost-effective solution to 
the problem of Winchester backup. While the 
quarter-inch streamer cartridge is ideal as a 
removable backup medium, the key to its success
ful system integration is a full understanding of its 
abilities, its limitations, and its unique charac
teristics. Also essential to successful integration is a 
thorough understanding of the application require
ments that backup media must meet. 

Generally, three different criteria apply to the 
selection of cost-effective backup media for a given 
application. One, of course, is the cost of the hard
ware. This cost is normally expressed on a per 
megabyte of removable storage basis. Cost can be 
averaged over total capacity when storage is both 
fixed and removable. Comparative hardware costs 
(Table 1), a major concern for system suppliers, 
are not necessarily the most important considera
tion for users. 

Louis C. Domshy is manager of product management 
at Archive Corp, 3540 Cadillac Ave, Costa Mesa, CA 
92626, where he has been involved in magnetic tape 
controller design and development. Mr Domshy is 
presently responsible for the Sidewinder and Scorpion 
product lines. He holds a BSEE from the University of 
Saskatchewan and an MSEE from the University of 
California, Irvine. 

Equally important to users is a second criterion: 
storage cost. Storage costs include the media and 
are usually based on a per-megabyte figure. Added 
to this baseline figure, however, are storage costs 
associated with the time it takes both the operator 
and the computer to transfer data to and from the 
backup media. Comparative backup media costs 
are shown in Table 2. The relative importance of 
these two criteria varies according to the applica
tion. For instance, if large volumes of data are 
destined for archival storage, media costs are a 
principal concern. If backup and restore opera
tions occur during periods of heavy system usage, 
then transfer times take precedence. If an operator 
is distracted from other, more critical tasks or is 
just not available, then the number and simplicity 
of media insertions may actually be the deciding 
factor. 

Closely associated with hardware and storage 
costs is the third selection criterion: the physical 
and functional requirements of the application. 
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Included here are such factors as available panel 
space, equipment cosmetics, operator convenience, 
storage space required by archival records, and the 
ease with which the media can be handled. In the 
real world, any one of these requirements may 
override the economic considerations for the first 
two criteria. 

Luckily, standard quarter-inch cartridges score 
high at every level of comparison. They offer low 
media costs, high capacities, adequate transfer 
rates, compact size, and virtually foolproof opera
tion. And, they are available in a variety of storage 
capacities. Industry-standard 4 11 x 6 11 cartridges 
that hold 450' (137 m) of tape store up to 45M 
bytes of data in a streaming format. A cartridge 
using 600' (183 m) of tape has a capacity of 60M 
bytes. 

Know your cartridge drive well 
A prerequisite for successfully integrating a stream
ing tape drive into a system is the full understand
ing of its characteristics, abilities, and liabilities. 
Some of these include data handling specifications 
such as data density, recording form and code, as 
well as start/stop timing. Sensitivity to shock and 
vibration and other physical and environmental 
phenomena merit investigation as do power and 
interface requirements. Some typical Archive Corp 
streamer specifications appear in the Panel. 

As the name implies, streaming tape drives are 
designed to function in a nonstop mode. The 
streaming tape format allows 97 % tape utilization 
by replacing the customary inter-record gap with a 
short resynchronization field. Data are blocked 
into 512-byte segments with sync bytes, address 
marks, and check characters being added before 
the entire block is written to tape. On subsequent 
read operations, all extraneous characters are 
removed, leaving only the 512-byte data field to be 
tr an sf erred to the host. 
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No attempt is made to start or stop the tape 
within the inter-record gap or resynchronization 
area. However, if the data transfer rate to a 
streaming tape is inadequate to maintain stream
ing, the device is forced to stop and wait for the 
host to catch up with data transfers. Stopping 
invokes a time-consuming algorithm that first 
stops, then reverses the tape. The tape is reposi
tioned ahead of the last processed block. Once this 
is accomplished, the tape is started in the original 
direction and accelerated to read/write speed. Data 
transfer then resumes. Even though this operation 
is performed automatically and is transparent to 
the host, it is time consuming (over 1 s) and should 
be avoided whenever possible. 

Defining functional requirements 
An essential task in integrating a streaming tape 
drive into an original equipment manufacturer's 
system is determination of the functions that the 
drive must perform. Because it will undoubtedly be 
used as the backup medium for a Winchester disk, 
the issue is what type of backup operation will be 
supported. This distinction is important because 
the type of disk operation being performed greatly 
influences the disk transfer rate. 

Most common as a type of backup operation is 
the image copy. Here, an entire disk's contents are 
transferred to tape. Since the entire data set is 
being transferred, no effort is made to segment the 
date into logical files. Other backup operations, in 
which only selected files or data fields are trans
ferred, are possible. Selection of data to be backed 
up will vary with each system and can be deter
mined by software or by operator intervention. 
Software control can be based on the date of the 
last file update or other priority schemes. 

Streaming tape use need not be limited to 
Winchester disk backup, however. With the proper 
system architecture, a streaming tape drive can 



1>C Volt!g88 
TOierance 
Max peek to peak ripple 
Current 

Standby 
Operational 

Tape atart surge 

Power-on 
Sequence 

Voltage riae time 
Power dlsalpetlon 

10,000 flux nveraals per inch 

NRZJ, bit aerialt serpentine 

~ llmitad (0, 2) 
8000 •ta bpi 
90 lpa or 30 ipa 

300ms max 
100msmax 

Grffter 1hlln 3600 h of U88 
Lea than o. 6 h 

Not more than 1 In 101 

Not more than 1 in 1010 

24 Vdc 
±10% 
600mV 

0.2 amp nominal 
0.8 amp nominal 
2.6 amps max 
1. 7 amps max lup to 
300 ms; may be longer for 
defective cartridge) 
24 Vdc before 

6 Vdc (or use reset) 
100 ms max 
36 Wtypical 
80Wmax 

ENVIRONMENT AL REQUIREMENTS 

Temperature 

Relative humidity 
(noncondenslng) 
Altitude 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

~rational 
to 46 °C 

20% to 80% 

- 200 to 15,000' 

Oto8" 

..... 200 to 80,000' 

Heed cleaning should be done after the first 2 h of tape movement of a fttW oartridge and every 8 h of subse
quent tape movement, using a lintless cotton swab coated with ~ Alcohol or IBM tape cleaner. 

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 

Depth 
Width 
IWght 
Weight 

14 ± .01" (355.6 ± .25 mml 
8.66 ± .01" (217.2 ± .25 mm) 
4.5 + 0, - .2• (114.3 + 0, - .51 mm) 

4 :i: .2 lb (1.81 :i: .09 kg) 
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function as a true removable medium. Now, tradi
tional functions, such as software distribution or 
program swapping, as well as program and system 
loading, can be served by streaming tape cartridges. 

In addition, streaming cartridge drives must 
communicate efficiently with the host computer 
and, directly or indirectly, with one or more disk 
units. Design considerations therefore include not 
only streaming cartridge characteristics but also the 
performance levels that the host and disk drives are 
capable of attaining. 

Of major importance, for example, are the disk 
system's absolute and relative capacities. Because, 
of course, there is no limit to the amount of 
detached, archival streaming tape storage, the 
design question centers on the appropriate amount 
of attached tape capacity. This capacity is highly 
application dependent. In multi-user environ
ments, for example, designers may decide to take 
advantage of the per-megabyte savings of a high 
capacity disk drive that all users share. Therefore, 

·in this case, it is logical to back up the disk with a 
high capadty cartridge drive so that the complete 
contents of the disk can be unloaded without 
media change. In many instances, however, it may 
be important for users to physically retain posses
sion of their data or application programs. One or 
more smaller capacity cartridge drives makes this 
possible. 

Another distributed data scenario involves the 
partitioned Winchester disk. Here, a number of 
logical units are defined as an area of disk space 
(cylinders and tracks). System software recognizes 
and treats each logical unit as one device. As an 
example, CP IM operating systems often define the 
capacity of a disk unit as less than lOM bytes. To 
meet this requirement, a 40M-byte Winchester disk 
can be divided into four or more logical units, each 
appearing as a unique disk to the operating system. 
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In a multi-user environment, logical partitioning 
of a relatively large Winchester disk provides effi
cient use of both disk and tape storage. An obvious 
advantage of this scheme is the ability to assign 
logical units to system users on an "as needed" 
basis. When users wish to go online, they merely 
load their data base from streaming cartridge tape 
into the assigned logical disk unit. Once loaded, the 
programs can be transferred between logical disk 
units via standard operating system functions such 
as peripheral interchange program (PIP) or COPY. 

When a user concludes a work session, the 
updated data base is dumped to a streaming car
tridge tape. The data base is now safely stored on 
tape, and the logical disk unit is available to other 
users. Logical disk unit schemes also allow tape 
cartridges to function as primary storage. As a 
result, the size of the disk required is reduced 
because only the number of users who are online at 
any one time need be supported. Further, logical 
disk capacity can be selected to match the stream
ing cartridge drive capacity. Logical disk units can 
also be used as scratchpad areas to temporarily 
store widely segmented data prior to their tr an sf er 
to streaming tape. 

Also playing an important role in successful 
streaming tape performance is the data structure 
supported by the host system. Both the average file 
size and disk storage space allocation greatly influ
ence the number of disk seek operations performed 
during file mode transfers. Because frequent access 
to the disk directory results in file mode operation, 
the location and handling of the disk directory is of 
prime importance. 

Most other system considerations relate, directly 
or indirectly, to backup and restore transfer rates. 
Speed is critically important when transfers occur 
in an interactive environment or involve host 
resources normally committed to other tasks. Also, 





the transfers may not have to be as fast or as effi
cient when their primary purpose is end of the day 
archival storage or start of the day program 
loading. 

Types of transfer determine architecture 
In the majority of systems, there are three separate 
transfer rates: host, streaming cartridge drive, and 
Winchester disk. Because the burst or maximum 
transfer rate in all three cases is insignificant, only 
operation dependent rates-often a fraction of the 
maximum rate-should be considered. 

In general, the host computer will be the fastest 
element in the system as long as host resources are 
available for the transfers and no interruptions 
occur. This is assuming, of course, that a direct 
memory access (DMA) channel can be used at least 
for the host-disk transfers and ideally for transfers 
to and from the tape device as well. The highest 
rate would be a burst DMA transfer that preempts 
all other host activities. More realistically, the 
transfers would be in a cycle-stealing mode and 
subject to interruption by higher priority tasks. 

Moreover, the host can limit the overall tr an sf er 
rate by restricting the size of the average transmis
sion to or from the streaming tape drive. Transmis
sion size has a nonlinear effect on the average rate 
at which a streaming cartridge drive can write or 
read data. If the host memory is the principal 
buff er between disk and tape, the amount of 
memory allocated to the task will, in many 
instances, put a ceiling on the effective rate of the 
streaming tape transfers. 

The nominal transfer rate of a streaming tape 
device is the tape speed multiplied by the linear 
data density. At 90 inches per second (ips) and a 
recording density of 1000 bytes/in, the theoretical 
write/read rate is 87 ,300 bytes/s. With the speed 
reduced to 30 ips, the rate is 29, 100 bytes/s. 

These figures are based on continuous tape 
motion and 97% tape utilization. If the system is 
unable to supply or to receive data for more than a 
few milliseconds (typically less than 6 ms for a 
90-ips drive, 17 ms for a 30-ips drive) drive buffers 
will underrun, and the tape will stop. Curiously, 
under these conditions, the high speed of a 90-ips 
drive becomes a liability. It takes longer to stop 
and accelerate the higher speed tape drive. 
Moreover, streaming tape, with its short resyn
chronization field, is certain to overshoot its restart 
point, requiring another acceleration and decelera
tion cycle as the tape backs up. 

Buff er underruns become far less costly, and 
90-ips drives become more important as the 
amount of data tr an sf erred between interruptions 
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Fig 1 When streaming must be interrupted, large 
transmission blocks are essential for efficient 90-ips tape 
speed operation (dashed line). If data rates to the streaming 
cartridge fall below those required for continuous operation, 
the overhead associated with tape stopping and restarting 
could become prohibitive. In such cases, a slower, 30-ips 
speed streamer (solid line) exhibits higher throughput. 

exceeds 64K bytes. Fig 1 plots transmitted data 
amounts against the average transfer rate. The 
curves show that large blocks of data are required 
for efficient operation. Even when the data are 
adequate for streaming, system constraints on 
throughput may limit tape operation to 30 ips. 
Also, due to different data transfer rates and tape 
repositioning times, a 30-ips drive may outpace a 
90-ips drive for small and medium transmissions. 

Disk transfers 
Average disk tr an sf er rates are normally several 
times that of even a 90-ips streaming cartridge 
drive. Unfortunately, the way data are organized 
on a disk makes it extremely difficult to smooth 
data flow and achieve transfer rates equal to the 
demands of continuous streaming. This is par
ticularly true when data are being read from disk. 
The information, often scattered among different 
tracks, requires frequent head repositioning in 
order to be read. Latency (rotational) delays can 
also cause a problem by presenting the wrong part 
of the disk to the read head at a given time. 



BEACON™PUTS 
MORE GRAPHICS AT 
YOUR FINGERTIPS. 

It's a rare graphics system that can 
produce business graphics and also operate 
as an engineering work station for under 
$20,000. The Beacon™ System from 
Florida Computer Graphics puts it all right 
at your fingertips. 

Using Multi-Processor Architecture 
(MPA) and 48-bit microcoded firmware , 
the Beacon System produces virtually instan

taneous generation of 
vectors, arcs, circles, 

rectangles, 

and polygon fills. And BeaconBRIGHT™ 
makes those images far more visible even 
in brightly lit areas. 

With the addition of 640KB of option
al graphics memory, Beacon's 640 X 480 
resolution can create a 1280 X 960 address
able image, typical of many CAD/CAM 
applications. This higher resolution, com
bined with the standard BeaconROAM™ 
and Zoom features, makes Beacon ideal for 
many engineering and scientific applications. 
Check these unique Beacon features, 

standard on all models. 
• A wide range of true graphics and 

character graphics including dot 

addressability, IX zoom increments (up to 
16X), horizontal and vertical scrolling in 
variable speed, and more. 
• A palette of 256 colors; 32 usable at one 
time (16 in the graphics planes, 16 in the 
alphanumeric plane). 
•Superior ergonomic design. From a dis
play that's twice as steady as those advertised 
as "flicker free" to the monitor that tilts 
swivels, and adjusts in height. Beacon !~ads 
the way in human-factors engineering. 

Beacon works with joysticks, light 
pens, digitizer tablets, printers or plotters. It 
also interfaces with slide cameras, color cop
iers and even large screen video projectors. 

For generating either business or 
engineering graphics, the Beacon System 
(stand alone or host dependent), offers a 
spectrum of capabilities unmatched in its 
price category. To find out more write for 
our full color literature: 
Marketing Communications Manager 
Florida Computer Graphics, Inc. 
1000 Sand Pond Road, Lake Mary, FL 32746. 
Or call (305) 321-3000. In the Continental 
U.S. outside Florida, dial 1-800-327-3170. 

I-JC& 
FLORIDA COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
VISION IN COMPUTERS 



Most Winchester controller /formatters support 
multisector accesses-a first requirement for 
adequate-sized transmissions. Such accesses are of 
little value, however, if the tape is unable to take 
the data as contiguous sectors are read. If buffer
ing is inadequate, the system has to wait until the 
disk makes a complete revolution before the next 
set of sectors can be read. At 3600 revolutions per 
minute this delay approaches 17 ms. During this 
period of time, a 90-ips tape drive can write three 
512-byte blocks. Additional buffering is therefore 
necessary to maintain streaming throughput. 

Sector interleaving is one method of reducing the 
required buffer's size. By assigning sequential 
addresses to alternate sectors (2 to 1 interleaving) 
or every third sector (3 to 1 interleaving) the 
transfer rate for multisector accesses is reduced by 
approximately one-half or two-thirds. Now, the 
disk transfer rate approaches that of a contin
uously streaming cartridge. 

Streaming must also be sustained during the time 
it takes to move the disk heads from one track to 
the next. Here, the designer faces a tradeoff 
between buff er storage and the higher cost of a 
faster head-positioning actuator. 

Head positioning between widely separated 
tracks can take more time than the amount of 
buffering can accommodate. The task, therefore, 
is to maximize the amount of data that can be trans
mitted between interruptions. One approach is to 
select multisurface and multihead disk drives with 
high cylinder capacities. Another alternative is to 
organize data on the disk specifically for streaming 
transfers. If this is impossible, a set of contiguous 
tracks or cylinders could be reserved as a staging 
area for data. File management functions per
formed during backup can be accomplished as the 
data are copied into this reserved space. 

An effective way to evaluate all these storage 
alternatives is to start with a typical Winchester 
disk. In this hypothetical system, assume the 
following operational parameters 

Rotational latency 
Maximum 
Average 

Access time 
Track to track 
Average 
Maximum 

Formatted capacity 
Sector 
Track 
Cylinder 

Sector transfer time 
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20 ms 
toms 

IS ms 
6S ms 

lOOms 

2S6 bytes 
8k bytes 

64k bytes 

0.62S ms 

When one cylinder of data is transferred with the 
disk head ideally positioned over the required data, 
the burst transfer rate is given by 

Burst 
transfer rate 

where 

Transfer size 
T1ransfer 

Tuansfer is the time to transfer the data and is given by 

T =(Transfer ~ize)(Sector transfer) {Interleave) 
transfer Sector size TIME \ factor 

Therefore 

= ~;<;>° (.625 x 10 - 3) (1) 

= 0.15625 s 

Burst 64 000 
transfer rate = - ' - = 409.6k bytes/s 

.15625 

But, beware. This figure can be misleading. In 
most real-world operations, the disk drive must 
reposition the head during the read operation. This 
involves large time delays that result in much lower 
transfer rates. In an image copy mode of opera
tion, for example, a complete cylinder of data is 
transferred and the head assembly is moved to the 
adjacent cylinder. In addition to a stepping delay, 
this typically adds one rotational delay during 
which no data are transferred. Data transfer rate 
calculations for this case, assuming a lOM-byte 
transfer, are given by 
Effective 
transfer rate 

where 

Tposition 

and 

Ttransfer 

Therefore 

Effective 
transfer rate 

Transfer size 

T position + T transfer 

= Total time to position the 
disk head assembly 

Transfer size 
= (Maximum latency time) 

Cylinder size 

10,000,000 
--- - (20 x 10 - 3) = 3.13 s 

64,000 

ector .transfer Interleave Transfer size ~S ) ~ ) 
Sector size size factor 

10,000,000 
--- (.625 x 10 - 3) (1) 

256 

= 24.41 s 

10,000,000 

3.13 + 24.41 

= 363.lk bytes/s 

10,000,000 

27.54 



Now you have a choice! 

The best way to make the 
HP 7580 better was 

Introducing the new, 
larger-format HP 7585 

Drafting Plotter. to make it bigger. 
You asked for it! 
Ever since its introduction two years 
ago, the HP 7580 Drafting Plotter has 
enjoyed an unparalleled reputation for 
price/performance excellence. User 
reaction has been overwhelmingly 
positive. 

But some of you wanted more, and 
expressed the desire for even larger 
plotting capabilities. And now Hewlett
Packard has met your challenge. 

The new HP 7585 Drafting Plotter 
maintains all of the many benefits of 
the HP 7580. The significant difference 
is the ability to output plots up to 
36.5"x48'.' 

Now, both plotters can: 

Interface with HP, DEC~ .. 
and other ASCII computers with RS-
232-C or IEEE 488 (HP-IB, GP-IB) in
terfaces. (Both interfaces are standard 
on each plotter.) Also, a new capability 
for both plotters is modem operation 
for remote or timeshare applications. 

Interface with existing 
FORTRAN application 
programs ... 
using the HP Industry Standard Plot
ting Package, our version of the stan
dard CalComp plotting software. 
Give you high throughput and 
quality output. 
4 G's acceleration; 60 cm/s (24ips) 
speed; addressable resolution 0.0250 
mm (0.000984"), with a mechanical 
resolution of 0.0032mm (0.00012"). 

1101302 

Cut the cost ofhigh
performance plotting in half. 
It took a technological breakthrough 
to bring the price of an E-size, high
performance plotter in at only $22, 900, 
and a D-size unit at $16,100. (Domestic 
USA prices only.) 

Provide long-term 
satisfaction with their ease 
of use and reliability. 
Hewlett-Packard has a worldwide 
support organization that can provide 
quick on-site maintenance. 
Take the hassle out of 
handling pens. 
8 pens are capped automatically in 
each of three carousels, keeping your 
pens always ready to write. Carousels 
are matched for fiber tip, roller ball, 
and liquid-ink drafting pens. This al-

lows automatic, manual, or program 
control of pen forces and speeds for 
optimum plot quality. 
Plot on a wide range of media 
and sizes. 
Produce plots on paper, vellum, double 
matte polyester film - even preprinted 
forms. All standard sheet sizes from 
notebook size sheets to 24.5"x 48.0" 
for the HP 7580, and 36.5"x 48.0" for 
the HP 7585 are easily accommodated. 
For more information. 
To receive a free sample plot and more 
detailed information, mail the coupon 
today. Or call Bill Fuhrer at: 

(619) 487-4100 

~P.l ~!~KL:~6 
r- -----------------~ 11302-CDS I 

I Mail the coupon to: Hewlett-Packard I 
16399 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127 

I Attn: Nancy Carter 
D Please send me more information about the HP 7585 and HP 7580. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

D Send a sample plot from one of your drafting plotters. 
D Have a Hewlett-Packard representative call me. 
D I am interested in re-selling your plotter as part of my system. Have your OEM 

sales manager call me. 
My computer and operating system are----- - --- - -----
My application and software are _ _ ___________ ___ _ 
Name _____ ________ ~ Title ________ _ 
Division/Dept. _ ______ Company• _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
Address City, State & Zip _ ________ _ 

Phone Number( _ _ ) g~~~f~q~fJ~:~dd~~~~~~~' 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L-----------------~ CIRCLE 134 



Sector interleaving can further reduce the effec
tive transfer rate of the Winchester disk. With an 
image copy mode of operation, for example, the 
effective transfer rate is reduced to 192.49k bytes/s 
by an interleave factor of 2 and 130.96k bytes/s by 
an interleave factor of 3. Effective data transfer 
rates become even less predictable in the file mode 
of operation because the data to be transferred do 
not reside on adjacent tracks. As a result, con
siderably more head repositions to virtually any 
area of the disk may be required. 

Transfer rate calculations illustrate the wide 
variation in disk tr an sf er rates that are encountered 
in various operating modes. In general, most disk 
transfers are characterized by data bursts. Here, a 
high transfer rate is separated by periods of no data 
whatsoever. In such situations, effective tr an sf er 
rates can vary from greater than 400k bytes/ s to 
less than 50k bytes/s, separated by periods (as long 
as 120 ms) where there are no data at all. 

Buffers key to continuous streaming 
To maintain streaming tape operation, two basic 
conditions must be satisfied. The first requirement 
is an effective disk transfer rate that is greater than 
the average tape transfer rate. If this condition is 
not met, the tape will overrun disk data transfers. 
Solutions could be a slower streaming tape drive or 
the staging of disk data on spare disk cylinders 
prior to tape transfer. The second requirement for 
streaming is an adequate-sized buff er to maintain 
tape data transfers during periods of disk latency.. 

Obviously, a wide range of variables affect the 
data transfer characteristics of streaming cartridge 
drives and Winchester disks. The key to their 

Fig 2 In a data buffer architecture using host memory, all 
communication takes place over the host bus. This may lead 
to serious contention problems, slowing overall throughput. 
Worse still, valuable ,liost memory is usurped by buffer 
space. 
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efficient system integration is the matching of these 
two dissimilar, and variable, data rates. Data 
buffers provide the glue that holds the diverse 
system elements together . 

Input/output characteristics of a buffer used in a 
streaming tape must encompass the maximum 
burst transfer rate of the Winchester disk and 
streaming cartridge drives. Simultaneous disk and 
tape data transfers must also be supported. First 
in, first out, ring, or alternating multiple memory 
buffers are all schemes that serve streaming tape 
operation. 

Data buffers provide the glue that 
holds the diverse system elements 
together. 

Data buff er size is dictated by the maximum disk 
latency that must be supported in a streaming car
tridge mode. Designers must remember that disk 
latency varies with the type of operations per
formed. Since the 90-ips cartridge drive transfers 
512 bytes of data in approximately 6 ms, a general 
buffer design guideline is to provide a minimum of 
lK bytes of buffer storage for each 10 ms of disk 
latency. Overhead timing for data buff er manage
ment may add to this requirement. 

Actual data buff er location varies depending on 
system architecture. One alternative uses host 
memory. Fig 2 shows the resulting architecture and 
the data paths. An advantage of this approach is 
that it uses an existing memory resource; a disad
vantage is that a large portion of host memory may 
be required for buffer space, limiting the tape 
operation to standalone functions or to inefficient 
online streaming. This approach can also result in 
increased bus contention problems because each 
data byte is transferred twice, once into host 
memory and once out of host memory. 

Another approach, placing the data buffers in 
the tape controller, is shown in Fig 3. This 
approach eliminates the host memory as a restric
tion, offering an effective solution if the system 
allows device to device data transfers as in the 
Small Computer Systems Interface (Shugart Asso
ciates Standard Interface) system architectures . In 
systems that do not allow device to device data 
transfers, this approach eliminates the host memory 
as a restriction but may impose bus contention 
restrictions . 

A third alternative to the buff er space dilemma 
combines a disk/tape controller with a shared data 
buffer (Fig 4). This alternative has the advantage 
of offloading reponsibility for the disk to tape 
transfer to the controller, freeing the host central 
processing unit (CPU) and system bus until the 



operation is complete. The same data buff er can 
also be used for disk to host or for tape to host data 
transfer. 

There are many problems inherent in disk 
backup in small- and medium-sized computer 
systems. Clearly, the quarter-inch streaming tape 
cartridge can make an important contribution. 
When thoughtfully integrated into a system using 

BUfFER 

TAPE 
CONTROUER 

TAPE 
DRIVE 

DISK 
COHTROUER 

OISll 
DRIVE 

Fig 3 A buffer architecture that places data buffers in the 
tape controller eliminates problems involved in host memory 
buffer schemes. Data transfers still use the host bus, 
however, and contention problems remain. 

Fig 4 A combined intelligent disk/tape controller includes 
data buffers within its confines. Now, the host bus is only 
used for issuing commands to the controller. Thus, the host 
retains access to its program and memory before, during, 
and after all data transfers. 

Winchester disks, streaming cartridge drives pro
vide users with a functional and flexible tool 
suitable for backup, archival storage, program and 
data transportation, and personal data security. 

Since streaming drive performance is intimately 
tied to disk formats and operations, optimizing 
disk file structures for streaming data transfers is 
wise. Because its low cost, low maintenance, high 
reliability, and ease of use make its optimization 
well worthwhile, the quarter-inch streaming car
tridge drive is likely to remain at the forefront 
of the mass storage backup market for some time 
to come. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 713 Average 714 Low 715 

NOT ANOTHER BLACK BOX - A Software 
Implementation within Your Product Hardware 

• Custom software to allow your product to Interface 
networks and emulate other vendors equipment 
(Including 3278) 

• Software that Is Installed and currently being 
utlllzed by computer and terminal manufacturers on 
Zllog Z-80, Z8000, Intel 8086, etc. 

• Product oriented communications software 
compatible with SNA, X.25, BSC for product 
developers to Insure timely, cost effective 
marketplace entry 

• Close contact with your engineers to adapt our 
software to your hardware 

• Software, source, and full documentation dellvered 

Systems Strategies/ Advanced Technology Division 
Specialists in Dato Communications So.flware 

@ 
225 West 34th Street 

New York, New York 10001 
(212) 279 -8400 
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Miltope's new RDS4502 disk drive 
unites economy, performance and interface 
flexibility in one compact, lightweight precision 
instrument. It's available in three storage capacities 
- 45, 80 or 160 megabytes - and priced below any 
military drive on the market. In fact, nothing has 
been sacrificed to bring you operating convenience, 
reliability and versatility except the price. 

The RDS4502 conforms to military specifications 
MIL-E-16400, MIL-E-5400 and MIL-E-4158. Operates 
in just about any land, sea or airborne environment 
with an MTBF of 10,000 hours. And provides all 
standard SMD formatting as well as other interfaces 
including MIL-STD-1397-NTDS, NORDEN PDP11M 
or VAX Series RK-07/RM-03 database compatible, 
ROLM AN/UYK-19 or Eclipse. 

Interchangeable storage modules with integral 
drive electronics and a pluggable single assembly 
formatter/controller allow field replacement of units 
without the need for skilled technical support. The 
modular design concept also eliminates the need to 
serialize electronic modules and associated mapping 
PROMS to a specific drive. As a result, the cost 
associated with the total exchange of drives is mini
mized and the flexibility of the system is maximized. 

So, on the basis of low initial cost, versatility, 
flexibility, reliability and minimal operating cost, 
Miltope's RDS4502 is the obvious choice for 
militarized disk drives. 

No wonder it's the Armed Forces new standard in 
price-performance. Write or call for full details 
today. 

- --- ------- -------- -------- - - -- ---- ---- - - --------- - - --------- - - ---- -- --- - - - - ------- -- ------- -- ------- -- -CORPORATION 
1770 Walt Wh itman Road. Melville, NY 11747 • (516) 420·0200 •TWX: 510·221·1803 

Miltope also specializes in a complete line of Mol1tarized High Speed Printers, Digital Tape Tra nsports. Ta pe Cartridge Recorders , 
Rigid Disk Driues. Peripheral Controllers, and Keyboard ·D1splay Communication Terminals 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON MASS STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 

RETHINKING 
WINCHESTER BACKUP 
Disk backup options are evolving almost as fast as the 
Winchester technology they strive to support. This overview 
of secondary storage highlights two of the most recent 
schemes. 

by Larry D. Hemmerich 

Since Winchester disks burst upon the scene, it 
seems that system manufacturers have continually 
wrestled with the backup issue. The search for the 
perfect solution is ongoing. Moreover, the number 
of differing opinions as to just what backup really 
is makes the decision even more confusing. At one 
extreme are those who say backup is not necessary. 
At the other end of the spectrum are those who 
advocate mandatory redundancy of disk systems. 

In its most simple definition, backup is disaster 
protection: methods of providing or reconstructing 
data in the event of a head crash, system failure, or 
any other event that would prevent recovery of 
data previously written on a Winchester disk. In 
the real world, however, that classical definition 
becomes expanded into a function that provides 
more than just disaster protection. System 
designers find that they need archival storage in 

Larry D. Hemmerich is vice president and general 
manager for Cipher Data Products, Inc, OEM 
Marketing Div, 10225 Willow Creek Rd, San Diego, 
CA 92131. He joined the company as vice president 
of marketing in 1977 and was elected to his current 
post in 1981. Previously, Mr Hemmerich worked at 
Pertee Computer Corp. 

lieu of keeping everything on the Winchester, and 
input/output either for software distribution, pro
gram loading, or general transportability of the 
data. The backup device-if properly designed
becomes more than just disaster protection. Its 
selection should match the basic requirements of 
the system. The best definition of a backup device 
is that of a partner to the Winchester that provides 
functions that the basic Winchester cannot, such as 
interchangeable archiving and the original disaster 
protection function. 

Today, four basic criteria are used to select a 
backup method: time, size, capacity, and media. 
Each of these factors has a different emphasis, 
depending on the market for which the system is 
designed. 

Regardless of whether the disk to be backed up is 
SM bytes or SOOM bytes, the generally accepted 
requirement for backup operations is less than 30 
minutes. As larger disks are being backed up, the 
device must have increasingly higher transfer rates. 
Backup time is also dependent upon system param
eters. Therefore, how fast the device itself runs is 
often not of prime importance. What really counts 
is the average tr an sf er rate for the system in which 
the backup device is used. 

As disk drives are becoming smaller, the backup 
unit is also shrinking. With S v.i "Winchesters starting 
to approach capacities over SOM bytes, their 

COMPUTER DESIGllllMay 1983 2 5 9 



Fig 1 A gaggle of factors are involved in choosing 
appropriate secondary storage methods for any system. 
System integrators must not only be mindful of traditional 
issues of cost, size, and performance, but must also be 
cognizant of new backup alternatives. The price of 
ignorance is reduced competitiveness. 

backup devices must meet the basic criteria of time, 
size, etc, while retaining a basic 51/.i 11 form factor. 
Eight-inch Winchester products will require 
backup devices with form factors roughly their 
own size and, of course, the analogy also holds true 
in the 14 11 sizes. 

As a partner to the Winchester, the backup 
product must have a complementary capacity 
ratio. Therefore, any device that meets the basic 
time and size requirements-and within three 
media changes meets the capacity requirements-is 
acceptable. This is easier said than done. 

Media availability is, without question, the 
number one concern today. However, in backup 
device selection the question of media becomes 
more than just availability. If the device is to be 
used for software distribution or interchange 
between another system, then the media must be 
not only form but format compatible; thus, it falls 
within an ANSI specification. If interchangeability 
is not an issue, then availability and price become 
the major concerns. Half-inch tape is generally 

accepted in the backup arena. Although 3M 
quarter-inch cartridges are also being widely 
accepted, they do not provide interchangeability 
between various system manufacturers. Other 
media, such as the half-inch tape cartridges, have 
been introduced, but at this point in time they are 
unique to the individual manufacturers and 
unavailable from multiple sources. 

Secondary storage requirements vary, depending 
upon a wide range of considerations. To review 
these, the class of system must be categorized in a 
broad sense. Fig 1 illustrates the general system 
classification by capacity and performance. Sys
tems depicted range from personal computers 
through mainframes. Fig 1 also illustrates the most 
common primary storage media encompassing 
floppy disks through high capacity 14 11 Win
chesters. Also shown are the most popular second
ary storage media in use today. 

During the past few years, some interesting 
demands have been made by secondary storage 
users. These demands have helped shape the guide
lines of secondary storage devices. Table 1 lists 
secondary storage design criteria in order of 
importance and indicates appropriate storage 
devices for systems with fixed disk capacity in 
excess of SM bytes. 

Half-inch IBM and ANSI compatible tape, 3M 
quarter-inch cartridge tape, and ubiquitous floppy 
disks are the standard media of secondary storage. 
The IBM half-inch tape, with ANSI compatible for
mat, provides transportability and is available 
worldwide. In lower performance systems, the 3M 
cartridge has been accepted as a secondary media. 
With the events of the Quarter-Inch Compatibility 
(QIC) Committee, resulting in standardization of 
both interface and recording formats, the 3M 

quarter-inch cartridge tape may achieve the same 
acceptance as the half-inch tape that features ANSI 
and IBM compatibility. Thus, the three generally 
accepted media devices for secondary storage are 
floppy disks, 3M quarter-inch cartridge tape, and 
half-inch ANSI compatible tape. 

TABLE 1 

Secondary Device Selection Factors 

Secondary storage 
Mlec:tlon criteria 
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5M to SOM bytes 

Cost 
Size 
Standardization 
Capacity 

SOM to 300M bytes 

Standardization 
Cost 
Capacity 
Size 
p 

Helf-Inch_,. 

300M bytes 

Standardization 
Capacity 
Performance 
Cost 



RESOURCEFULNESS. 

Spn A ~GUE Using the multilayer principle pioneered so successfully in its Monolythic® ceramic 
~ capacitors, Sprague has introduced Multilayer-Film (MLF)™ Capacitors. They are 

HAS 1' AT TT TTT A 'TVR electrically superior to and cost less than 
l ~.I. U ...l..J.I. ~· ~ Characteristic X7R ceramic capacitors. Type 453P 

SOLUTIONS 
MLF units are conformally coated. Molded-case 

FILM Type 454P MLF capacitors are mechanically 
• interchangeable with Style CKR06 ceramics. 

Capacitance values range from 0.0047 to 0.47 µFat the international standard 63 voe. Write for I I 
Engineering Bulletins 2057 and 2063 to Technical Literature Service, Sprague Electric Company, l..'iiJ•l•l~l,I 
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Whether it is half-inch or quarter-inch cartridge 
tape, the secondary storage tape system falls into 
one of two categories: streaming or start/stop. The 
reasons for using streaming drives versus start/stop 
drives depend upon many factors, the most impor
tant of which is the fundamental system architec
ture. The software being used also has a great impact 
on the choice of streaming versus start/stop systems. 

Streaming drives 
Streaming drives (half-inch or quarter-inch) pro
vide lower cost and higher performance. Increasing 
the data rate (performance) to keep the drives 
streaming generally means a dedicated file backup 
mechanism. However, the system must keep the 
transfer rate to the device high enough to prevent 
frequent repositioning. If this cannot be done, 
system performance suffers. (See "Built for Speed: 
Quarter-Inch Streaming Tape Drives," p , this 
issue.) Streaming device efficiency is achieved by 
writing data on the fly at higher average transfer 
rates than normally achieved with a start/stop 
drive. Multi-user systems, where high random disk 
activity tends to slow the access to disk files being 
transferred to tape, hinder the streamer's effi
ciency. In such cases, high speed streaming may 
actually result in lower throughput, due to the con
stant stopping and repositioning of the tape. 

Start/stop drives, on the other hand, can start 
and stop after each record is written to or read 
from tape. Multi-user systems, or systems where 
the software prevents a continuous transfer of 
records, or systems where data are presented to the 
tape drive at varying intervals, are the major users 
of start/stop drives. The ability to start and stop, 
however, has a cost premium due to the drive's 
mechanical requirements. In many cases, a size 
limitation also exists. 

The software being used also has a 
great impact on the choice of 
streaming versus start/stop systems. 

TABLE 2 

Backup Benchmark Performance Times 

Backup method Total backup time 

CacheTape M891 (half-inch) 6 minutes 
Vacuum column 1125 ips) 7 minutes 
Vacuum column 175 ips) 9 minutes 
Half-inch streaming drive 22 minutes 

and stop ramp timings, or limitations in rate 
related to physical tape speed. Thus, the user, 
whose system architecture allows data streaming, 
can stream as desired if software or system 
parameters permit. Interrupted transfers that 
would burden a system with constant repositioning 
also realize improved performance. In actual 
benchmark tests, the CacheTape concept has 
increased the streaming device's performance 
(using existing start/stop software) by as much as 
1000/o (see Table 2). The performance exhibited by 
existing start/stop tape drives can be increased by 
as much as 500/o. 

Benchmark figures in Table 2 represent the per
formance of several backup systems operating in 
real-world data transfer modes. All transfers were 
supervised by a DEC PDP 11/34 running under the 
RSTS operating system. Standard file save routines 
were also used. 

For the purposes of these benchmark tests, 16M 
bytes of data blocked in 4k-byte segments were 
transferred. The transfer involved a write opera
tion followed by a verifying read operation. As the 
table indicates, the CacheTape system gave an 
excellent accounting of itself, especially when 
relative cost was taken into account. The 
CacheTape method of backup thus seems a viable 
alternative for systems where high performance 
and moderate cost are concerns. At present, this 
method is limited to half-inch products. It is likely 
to be available on quarter-inch products soon, 
however. 

Higher performance systems 
As disk storage capacity increases, users are asking 

Another concept in tape backup that is emerging for higher tape capacities, higher transfer rates, 
is a synthesis of streaming and start/stop tech- and lower-cost secondary storage devices. Where 
nology. Called CacheTape, Cipher Data's new higher performance systems are involved, users are 
method of backup uses the mechanics of the anxiously awaiting the arrival of the inexpensive 
streamer to provide cost-effective secondary 6250 group code recording (GCR) systems. Both 
storage. At the same time, CacheTape integrates a · Storage Technology Corp and Control Data Corp 
sophisticated cache concept that emulates the have announced inexpensive GCR tape drives 
start/stop drive. When the cache is integrated estimated to cost $7000 in original equipment 
within the streaming tape drive, the result is a high manufacturer quantities. Unfortunately, mid
performance tape drive at an extremely competitive range systems with a disk capacity of 160 to 300M 
cost. With the cache residing within the tape drive, bytes are still left without a reasonably priced second
the user can randomly transfer data to the tape ary storage solution. Or are they? 
drive at extremely high data rates. Transfers are The CacheTape concept, with dual-density 
not burdened with inter-record gap timings, start 1600/3200 bpi, can provide a cost-effective high 
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CENT RON/CS 

Since its introduction in late 
1981, the innovative Centronics tech
nology behind the Printstation 350 
Series has received OEM praise for its 
paper handling and reliability. With 
new Printstation family additions, we 
now offer new capabilities and higher 
speeds. Now, more than ever, the 
Printstation 350 family will provide 
OEMs with the flexibility to meet all 
their printing needs. Bar code print
ing. Large characters. Color. Graphics. 
More Multipass fonts. More speeds, 
from 50 cps (multipass) to over 400 
cps (10 cpi ). And more efficiency with 
an outstanding new breakthrough: a 
1-, 2- or 3-bin automatic sheet and 
envelope feeder option. 

Add these new capabilities to 
proven Printstation 350 innovations 
such as true multi-function paper
handling, and family design with 80% 
parts commonality-and you have the 
ideal OEM printer choice for all three 
information processing categories. 

DATA PROCESSING. 
Printstation 350 means exceptional 
throughput-approaching line 
printer speeds in DP applications 
such as: o Program listings o Business 
reports o Data logging o Spread 
sheets . . . using full 6-part, single 
sheet or fan-folded forms . . . and ca
pable of operating at 100% duty cycle. 

See us at Booth # N3600 at NCC 
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BUSINESS PROCESSING. 
Whether in an office or on a loading 
dock, whatever a business needs, a 
Printstation 350 will print: o Bar code 
tickets o Mailing labels o Insurance 
forms o Purchase orders o Sales charts 
& graphs o Invoices .. . on business 
cut sheet, instant tear-off and sprock
et-feed forms . .. with graphics . .. and 
without afterthought options. 

WORD PROCESSING. 
A Printstation 350 means complete 
job flexibility with a choice of fixed 
pitch or proportional fonts for: o Bus
iness correspondence o Office 
memos o Proposals o Personalized 
and form letters o Envelope 
addressing. 

And with our new automatic 
sheet/envelope feeder you can max
imize operator productivity at an 
amazingly low cost. 

Attractive and quiet enough for 
every office but right at home in a 
warehouse, teller station or shipping 
department. - That's Printstation 
350. From Centronics-the first 
choice of OEMs worldwide. For a 
copy of our new Printstation 350 
brochure, write Centronics Data 
Computer Corp., One Wall Street, 
Hudson, N.H. 03051. 
Tel. (603)883-0111 
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Fig 2 Performance comparison of CacheTape versus GCR 

scheme in terms of system latency reveals consistently higher 
throughput of 3200-bpi buffered tape system. A transfer of 
an 8192-byte data block was used as a benchmark. 

capacity alternative to the rather expensive GCR 
systems. As can be seen in Fig 2, the performance 
of the 3200-bpi CacheTape consistently outpaces a 
50-ips start/stop GCR product. The 3200 stores up 
to 87M bytes on a lOYi /1 reel and supplies the user 
with a cost-effective alternative to GCR. It is also 
worth noting that GCR stores, on the average, 
140M bytes on a single reel of tape, but at twice the 
cost of a CacheTape system. The 1600/3200 dual
density CacheTape units provide users with ANSI 
and IBM compatibility, as well as higher file save 
and restore capacities. Because of the higher price 
of GCR versus 1600-bpi tape drives, and the increas
ing need for reasonably priced high capacity tape 
storage for intermediate disk capacity systems 
(lOOM to 300M bytes), 3200-bpi tape systems can 
soon be expected to become a de facto, if not a 
formal, industry standard. 

Ouarter·inch cartridge tape products 
Acceptance of the quarter-inch cartridge tape as a 
secondary storage device has recently been bol
stered by the introduction of the 5 ~ " form factor 
units and the standardization of both the interface 
and recording format. The quarter-inch cartridge 
products, available in streaming and start/stop 
configurations, are under severe pricing pressure 
due to the rapidly falling cost of 5 ~ 11 Winchesters. 
With mini-Winchester disk capacities pushing 
toward SOM bytes, the quarter-inch cartridge tape 
manufacturers are introducing 45M-byte capac
ities. These latest introductions are designed to 
provide an effective secondary storage device that 
meets the objectives of size, cost, standardization, 
and capacity in the dynamic Winchester backup 
market. 
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Cipher Data's Floppy Tape quarter-inch car
tridge tape drive provides an alternative backup 
solution in many applications, especially where the 
system is pressed for high capacity and extremely 
low price. FloppyTape offers 20M bytes of format
ted storage, in a 5 ~ " form factor, on a 3M quarter
inch tape cartridge. The main advantage of this 
scheme is that no additional controller is required . 
The tape interface and recording format emulate a 
floppy disk. Thus, any system presently using a 
floppy disk can easily integrate a FloppyTape. This 
backup method can be used for file save and 
restore operations in the streaming mode or, due to 
the floppy disk addressing scheme, other floppy 
disk-like applications. The FloppyTape appears to 
the system as multiple floppy disks with user
selectable soft-sectored formatting. This allows the 
user of single- or multiterminal systems to integrate 
a FloppyTape with 20M bytes of storage, random 
addressability, no requirements for an additional 
controller, minimal software changes, and 
minimum disruption to the system. 

Finally, it is worth noting that in today's pro
liferating systems, the ease of integration of any 
secondary storage device is becoming more impor
tant. Peripheral manufacturers are recognizing the 
importance of compatibility with the primary 
storage device. Following the move in the Winchester 
disk market, both quarter-inch and half-inch tape 
products that feature intelligent interfaces such as 
the IPI, ISi, or SCSI will be introduced, making 
them compatible with the primary devices on a 
common bus. 

For users the benefits will be great. As the 
backup tape industry strives to meet the needs of 
the Winchester equipped system, the inevitable bat
tles of falling costs and increasing functions will be 
fought. Quite likely, the only real winners will be 
the beneficiaries of the new technology-the users. 
But that, after all, is the beauty of a free market. 

In order to resolve the many facets of secondary 
storage device selection, innovation in several areas 
will be required. Standardization and capacity 
issues are well on their way to being resolved. 
Resolution in other areas like pricing, start/stop 
versus streaming formats, system compatibility, 
and ever higher performance requirements need 
more attention. And, in the blooming mid-range 
system market, they no doubt will get it. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 716 Average 717 Low 718 
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"AP-1208 is a trademark of Floating Point Systems, Inc. 
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MAP,400 not only offers raw speed, but ~~· your own special algorithms is available for 
real, time throughput in your most demanding MAP. And the MAP family has a track record of 
tasks. 1/0 processors for digital, analog, and over 500 installations world,wide. 
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A tempting menu of capabilities 
for bit-slice microprocessor 
designers 
For speed-critical appli
cations nothing works 
better to speed and 
simplify your micro
programming task than 
HILEVE:Ls EMULYZER'~ 
This versatile bit-slice 
development system is a 
high-speed (35ns)PROM 
emulator combined with 
a logic state analyzer in 
one compact unit. 

The EMULYZER lets 
you emulate your 
PROM's and multiple 
PROM arrays at full 
speed ... there's no need 
to debug in anything but 
a real time environment. 

Up to 240-bit-wide 
microcode words can be 
emulated with ease. lK, 
4K, and 16K deep 
writable control store 
modules are available in 
16-bit-wide increments, 
so you can configure the 
system for your needs, i.e. lK x 32, 32K x 64, 
4K x 48; and you can easily add, remove or 
reconfigure memory at any time your require
ments change. It's that flexible. 

It's also the most powerful analyzer you can 
use in bit-slice microprogramming. It lets you 
trace up to 4K x 80 bits of information. Break
points for address and data can be set, and with 
HILEVEL TECHNOLOGY'S Unlimited Breakpoint'" 
and Selective Snapshot'", you have the flexibility 
you need to debug the most complicated microcode. 

Fully configurable. You format the trace and 
microcode display in any way you wish . .. binary, 
hex or octal, with up to 255 characters of display 
heading. And your setups can be stored on The 
EMULYZER's optional Microcassette, along with 
your microcode. 

Nothing's easier. Menu-driven prompting dis
plays let you learn the system quickly, and then 
the system constantly refreshes your memory. 
Your standard CRT is your workstation, where 
you can alternate between your computer and 
The EMULYZER as needed. 

The industry leader. HILEVEL TECHNOLOGY 
has been delivering leading-edge bit-slice develop
ment systems since 1978, with customers nation
wide and worldwide. A HILEVEL representative 
is located near you, ready to provide on-site 
sales and support. Mail the coupon now, or call 
(714) 752-5215 for more information about The 
EMULYZER, the fastest, cleanest and most reliable 
bit-slice system you can buy. 

~---------------~ 

HILEVEL TECHNOLOGY, INC. CD·S-83 

I Irvine Technology Center I 
18902 Bardeen Way 

HI LEVEL I Irvine, California 92715 I 
I Please send full details on The EMULYZER. I 
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I Address I 
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SPECIAL REPORT ON MASS STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 

MANAGING STORAGE 
EN MASSE WITH A 
SHARED SERVER 
Incorporating parallel processing, bit-slice technology, and 
queued instructions into mass storage control has a dramatic 
result. A single server can attend to several host processors 
while overseeing scores of storage peripherals. 

by Ralph L. Platz, 
Robert C. Blackledge, and 
James H. Hughes 

Performance improvements on both sides of the 
input/ output bus are demanding that mass storage 
controllers expand their role. As disk drive 
capacities swell, and higher transfer rates become 
mandatory, controllers are getting faster. As 
multitasking systems proliferate, controllers are 
assuming a greater role in system resource manage
ment and thereby growing smarter. Finally, that 
most demanding of all system elements, the user, is 

Ralph L. Platz is an engineering manager at Digital 
Equipment Corp, Subsystems Engineering Div, 301 
Rockrimmon Blvd S, Colorado Springs, CO 80919, 
where he is involved in disk engineering. Mr Platz 
holds an MA from the University of California, 
Los Angeles. 

Robert C. Blackledge is an engineering supervisor at 
Digital Equipment Corp. He holds an MSE from 
Cornell University and an MBA from the University of 
Colorado. 

bringing extremely high 
expectations of reliability 
and data integrity to bear 
on mass storage periph
erals. No data loss what
soever is tolerable in 
modern computers. 

Given the expanded role 
mass storage controllers 
are playing in today's 
systems, a new way of 
conceptualizing them is in 
order. The traditional 
view of a controller serv
ing a single host, while 
administering to a few disk or tape drives, is no 
longer valid. Now, the concept of shared servers 
that aid many host central processing units (CPUs) 
and oversee the activities of scores of disk units 
seems more appropriate. 

This latest generation of controllers performs 
physical access and data tr an sf er management 
functions well beyond the scope of traditional 

James H. Hughes is a consulting engineer at Digital 
Equipment Corp. He holds a BSEE from the 
University of Manchester, England. 
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controllers. For this reason alone, a more fitting 
moniker for these devices may be "shared servers." 

To accommodate these expanded system respon
sibilities and throughput requirements, new mass 
storage subsystem architecture is being devised. 
One of the most promising schemes to date is the 
incorporation of parallel processing into mass 
storage server architecture. The net result of this is 
concurrent performance of many mass storage 
functions and heightened efficiency of system 
peripherals. 

The first mass storage server designed specifi
cally for use in Digital Equipment computers is the 
HSC50. It is an intelligent standalone node capable 
of handling as many as 24 magnetic disk or tape 
storage units. This server also meets the require
ments of the company's Digital Storage Architec
ture (DSA) and thus provides error handling and 
diagnostic and maintenance functions character
istic of DSA mass storage subsystems. The HSC50 is 
built in accordance with the Digital System Inter
connect Architecture (DSIA). The DSIA provides 
shared CPU and storage resources in multiprocessor 
systems. For high end systems, the DSIA physical 
link is the computer interconnect (CI) external bus. 
This bus permits CPUs and mass storage subsystem 
nodes to communicate at speeds up to 70M bps. 

Function and performance objectives for the 
HSC50 server were established by its position at the 
intersection of two architectures, DSIA for the 
shared-resource computer system and DSA for the 
mass storage subsystem. Early on, it was clear that 
the large processing ability needed in the server 
could be furnished either by one relatively power
ful processor or several smaller machines. The 
decision to design the server around parallel 
processing-concurrent execution of tasks by two 
or more co-operating processors-was based mainly 
on the lower cost of off-the-shelf microprocessor 
hardware as compared with a single, custom built 
processor. In addition, parallel processing offers a 
more flexible server configuration that can readily 
accommodate additional functions and mass 
storage devices. 

At the DSIA/DSA intersection 
The multipath topology of a DSIA system (Fig 1) 
provides communication among as many as 16 
nodes over the CI bus. These nodes can be either 
CPUs or other mass storage servers. The DSA mass 
storage units currently supported by the HSCSO 
server are a 205M-byte removable disk drive, 
121M-byte and 456M-byte Winchester-type drives, 
and a new 145M-byte tape drive. 

The CI bus is dual-railed and supports 
simultaneous communication between any two dis
tinct pairs of nodes (other than server to server). 
And, thanks to their dual ports, the DSA disk drives 
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can be linked to two servers, although a drive can 
only be controlled by one server at a time. As a 
result, one or more CPUs may concurrently access a 
particular disk drive, and more than one server 
may support the same host. Moreover, if one ser
ver shuts down, all disk accesses can be rerouted. 

In contrast with the daisy chain configuration of 
conventional mass storage subsystems, drives in a 
DSA subsystem are radially connected to their 
servers. Thus, the failure of one drive does not 
affect other drives. Similarly, access to one drive 
does not necessarily prevent concurrent accesses to 
other drives. 

With its unique placement at the intersection of 
DSIA and DSA, the HSC50 server supports global 
sharing of mass storage resources among the CPUs. 
The mass storage units in a DSIA system are as 
accessible to each CPH-as are any of its dedicated 
peripherals. 

The flexibility of access also extends to the 
physical locations of nodes and drives. A CPU and 
server can be up to 275' (83 m) apart. A server and 
drive can be separated by as much as 80' (24 m). 

Parallel processing taps shared resources 
In performing its functions, the HSC50 server must 
not handicap CPUs or mass storage units in any 
way. It must accept all command requests for 
read/write operations as they are received from 
CPU nodes, and it must handle data transfers in 
either direction at the CI bus speed of 8. 75M bps. 
On the mass storage side, specs for bus bandwidth 
are 3.125M bps. As there are no data buffers in the 
drives, the HSC50 must handle data transfers at the 
drives' native transfer rates. 

The process of performing a data transfer in
volves a number of specific tasks in the server. 

Fig 1 All CPUS linked to a Cl bus have access to any 
magnetic disk or tape drive unit connected to a mass storage 
server. Two servers may access the same drives through their 
dual ports. 



These tasks include mapping logical block numbers 
to physical disk locations on specified drives, per
forming seek operations from cylinder to cylinder 
on each drive, managing and optimizing data 
transfer operations to and from specified sectors 
on each cylinder, validating data, error recovery, 
and running diagnostics. The server performs auto
matic diagnosis both at timed intervals and when it 
detects hard errors. Diagnosis may also be per
formed on demand, either offline or concurrently 
during normal operation. When an error is detected, 
the server sends a log message to the host CPUs. 

The random, yet simultaneous nature of these 
tasks strongly suggests parallel processing as a more 
time-efficient operating mode than sequential exe
cution by one high speed processor. First, all of the 
tasks are distinct functions that can be assigned to 
separate processors. Second, physical data transfer 
is a critical realtime task. This task cannot share a 
processor's time with several other tasks since 
transfers cannot wait. Third, CPU operations are 
likely to be in different stages of processing at any 
given time. Many tasks will thus be executing, or 
waiting to be executed, at a given instant. 

Fig 2 shows how these tasks are divided among 
three types of processors. These tasks include an 
input/output (110) control processor, the disk (or 
tape) interface microprocessors, and the host inter~ 
face microprocessor. There may be as many as six 
disk/tape interface microprocessors, each of them 
responsible for handling transfers through a data 
channel that accesses as many as four disk or tape 
drives. 

All processors are linked by two independent 
internal buses-the control bus and the data bus. 
Through these buses each processor has indepen
dent access to two shared random access memories 
(RAMs). The 128K-byte control RAM stores queues, 
tables, and command structures shared by the 

DISK DRIVES OR 
TAPE DRIVES 

(4 PER MICROPROCESSOR) 

Fig 2 Parallel processing increases 110 throughput by 
dividing tasks among three types of processors. One 
manages 110, one oversees host CPU interface tasks, and one 
supervises a data channel to disk or tape drives. As many as 
four drives can connect to each of six data channels. 

processors. The 128K-byte data RAM temporarily 
stores data that are in transit between mass storage 
drives and host CPUs. 

Processor functions are multifarious 
The 110 control processor manages operation of 
the server by interpreting requests from the CPUs 
and setting up command queues in the control 
RAM. These queues are accessed by the other pro
cessors. The disk or tape interface microprocessors 
have the realtime responsibility of transferring data 
on the data bus between the storage units and the 
data RAM. With parallel access to the control RAM 
(via the control bus), these microprocessors also 
overlap the exchange of command and response 
messages with all storage units. Furthermore, the 
disk microprocessors monitor the rotational positions 
of all disk drives, and oversee rotational optimiza
tions between disk drives, as well as arbitrating 
multiple request modes to each drive unit. The host 
interface microprocessor transfers data between 
the host CPUs and the control and data RAMs. 

There is no hardwired connection between any 
of these processors. The 110 control processor 
maintains high level commands in queues in the 
control RAM, but it does not know or care what 
detailed, low level operations they will initiate. 
Similarly, the micros do not know where the com
mands they are executing have come from. Once it 
has set up an 110 transfer operation, the 110 control 
processor does not intervene in data transfers 
during normal operation. It does, however, handle 
all errors, exception conditions, and most 
diagnostics. 

To support this division of labor, the 110 control 
processor embodies a good deal of intelligence. It 
does not need to execute particularly fast, though. 
On the other hand, interface micros need not be 
too intelligent, but must execute quickly. About 
95% of the total code (by volume) is assigned to the 
110 control processor, with only 5 % assigned to the 
micros. Conversely, more than 95% of the total 
instructions executed run on the micros. The 110 
control processor is therefore designed as a general 
purpose, vertical element. It executes the full 
PDP-11 instruction set (although it cannot be pro
grammed by the user). The interface micros, on the 
other hand, are horizontal components composed 
of 2911 bit-slice components. 

The -256K-byte main memory of the 110 control 
processor lies in RAM since it is writable. The server 
begins operation when a boot read only memory 
(ROM) initiates loading of startup diagnostics and 
operational firmware from a tape cassette. The major 
difference between tape, disk, and host interface 
micros is the coding of their ROMs. 

The bandwidth of the data bus is determined by 
the maximum speed needed to handle multiple data 
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transfers at the specified rate. Compatibility with 
the internal clock rate established for synchronous 
operation of all modules within the server is also 
retained. Its selected bandwidth of 13.33M bps per
mits the data bus to handle as many as three sus
tained realtime read bursts from disk drives with 
enough extra speed for the less time-critical transfers 
to the CI bus. Communication need not be as fast on 
the control bus, so its bandwidth is 6.67M bps. 

Message and data packets are transmitted 
between the server and the disk drives, tape drives, 
and host CPUs at speeds corresponding to their own 
clock rates. Once packets are stored in control or 
data RAM, however, they have entered the server's 
synchronous environment. Here, memory accesses, 
bus transfers, and fetch and execute operations on 
all processors run at a fundamental cycle time of 
150 ns. Since all the server's processors have 16-bit 
data paths, the 150-ns cycle is compatible with the 
13.33M bps speed of the data bus. 

The 128K-byte data RAM uses 16K x 1 static 
devices accessed by a 150-ns cycle time data bus. 
The control bus speed is half that of the data bus, 
and the control RAM is accessed at a cycle time of 
300 ns. The 128K-byte control RAM uses 64K x 1 
dynamic chips that cost less, occupy less space, and 
use less power than the data RAM. Both these mem
ories can be accessed simultaneously by different 
microprocessors. 

Further parallel processing 
Each disk, tape, and host interface microprocessor 
consists of dual microsequencers (Fig 3). This 
duality introduces a second level of parallel pro
cessing and further increases 110 throughput. 

Fig 3 illustrates the structure of a disk interface 
microprocessor. The control microsequencer over
sees control RAM accesses and the drive state data 
received from the drives connected to the interface 
microprocessor. The control RAM is accessed to 
retrieve transfer commands intended for its drives, 
and to forward completed commands for further 
handling by other processors. The drive state data 
consists primarily of sector pulses and index pulses 
that locate in real time the exact position of each 
drive's read/write heads. 

The transfer microsequencer in Fig 3 is free of 
process management tasks. It is dedicated to han
dling data transfers on the data bus. These trans
fers occur at the disk clock rate and may or may 
not be as fast as the standard disk interface (SDI) 
rate of 3 .125M bps. The cycling pattern of the dual 
microsequencers ensures that each fetches and exe
cutes an instruction in two 150-ns cycles. Since one 
fetches while the other executes, they can share a 
common ROM, output instruction register, arith
metic logic unit, and other logic. There is a great 
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Fig 3 In the second level of parallel processing, the tasks 
of each disk interface microprocessor are divided between 
dual microsequencers . Microsequencer #1 handles the 
control functions involved in data transfers, and 
microsequencer #2 is dedicated to the actual realtime 
transfers. 

difference between these microsequencers and 
those in conventional controllers where control and 
transfer tasks occur in sequence, rather than in 
parallel. 

In the HSC50, the control microsequencer per
forms a number of tasks in parallel with data trans
fers. For instance, the control device can retrieve 
cylinder seek commands from the control RAM and 
issue seeks to one or more disk drives. It does all 
this while monitoring the seek status and rotational 
position of each of its drives. Thanks to parallel 
processing, the durations of the many control tasks 
in a multi-CPU, multidrive environment do not 
contribute to overall drive access time. 

In addition to minimizing request handling time, 
parallel processing improves 110 throughput by 
reducing seek and rotational access times in disk 
drives. 

Rather than waiting for random data transfer 
requests, the Hscso's 110 control processor 
optimizes throughput by dynamically inserting 
seek commands and data transfer requests into 
ordered instruction queues. Thus, seek and rota
tional positioning times are minimized. To 



accomplish this, a command buffer in the HSC50's 
control RAM maintains a constantly changing 
queue of as many as 1000 requests, called mass 
storage control protocol (MSCP) command packets. 

Each MSCP packet in the request queue is exam
ined by the 110 control processor to identify or cal
culate the particular drive to be accessed (out of 
24), the particular cylinder, the starting sector 
address and number of sectors involved (one sector 
contains either 512 or 576 data bytes). Packets indi
cate whether access is to be a read or write opera
tion. As shown schematically in Fig 4, the cylinder 
number, in this case 200, is placed in its proper 
sequence in the seek queue for the specified drive 
(10). Then, a read or write indicator is placed at the 
location of the starting sector in the rotational 
access table for that cylinder. Both the seek queue 
and rotational access table reside in control RAM, 
and contain cylinder and sector indicators 
deposited for requests that have been examined but 
not yet acted upon. Although both the queues and 
tables are constantly changing, the seeks and rota
tional accesses are always in numerical (and 
physical) sequence. 

Knowing the cylinder positions of the heads on 
all drives, and the instantaneous rotational posi
tions of the disks, the 110 control processor initi
ates seek assignments to drives so that seek time 
will be minimized. If two or more drives in a data 
channel are on cylinder (no head movement is 
needed for either), rotational optimization provides 
that the head that is rotationally closest to the first 
sector for read or write starts its data transfer first. 
This happens regardless of which CPU request was 
received first. 

A request fragmentation technique reduces rota
tional latency of very long data transfers. Requests 
specifying transfers spanning more than a fixed 
number of sectors are automatically segmented 
before they are loaded into a rotational access 
table. The read or write transfer then begins at the 
first sector of the next fragment, rather than at the 
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Fig 4 Execution of MSCP requests in the 110 control 
processor include assigning each new request ordered 
positions in the seek queue of the specified drive and in the 
rotational access table for the specified cylinder in that 
drive. 110 throughput is optimized by subsequent reduction 
of seek time and rotational latency. 

first sector of the entire request. The minimum size 
of requests to be fragmented, and the number of 
sectors in a fragment, are determined by the trade
off between the extra processing time needed for 
fragmentation and the resulting reduction in rota
tional latency. 

The 110 control processor monitors the state 
condition of each disk interface microprocessor. 
Whenever any disk interface microprocessor is run
ning low on queued transfer requests for drives 
connected to its data channel, the 110 control pro
cessor dispatches additional requests to the queue. 

Software improves processor communications 
In closely coupled processors using shared mem
ory, provision must be made to ensure successful 
processor to processor communication. For 
example, one processor must be prevented from 
reading particular addresses before another proces
sor has finished writing to these same locations. 
This is easily accomplished with a software lock. 

The lock cycle consists of a read operation fol
lowed by a write of a special lock value. If the lock 
read indicates that a lock value is already in place, 
an interlock operation by another processor is in 
progress and the second processor must wait. If the 
lock read indicates no lock value is present, the 
lock value is immediately written and other pro
cessors locked out. 

There must also be provision for transmitting 
directives or data from an originating processor to 
a target processor through shared memory. To do 
this, each processor has been assigned its own linked 
list queue in control RAM, so that the originating 
processor simply places a message in the target pro
cessor's queue, following conventional linked list 
algorithms. The originator need not know anything 
but the address of the target's queue, and the recip
ient need not know anything but the contents of 
the message. 

The layered protocol structure in Fig 5 illustrates 
the software relationships between a CPU node and 
HSC50 node in a DSIA system. With one exception, 
the layers are similar to those in a DSA mass storage 
subsystem based on the UDA50 controller. The 
MSCP layer is identical. In place of the Unibus port 
architecture, the systems communication architec
ture (SCA) protocol establishes node to node "cir
cuits" and process to process "connections" for 
delivery of messages between the servers and the 
CPUs in the system. The standard tape interface 
(STI) protocol is added for tapes. 

The disk class and tape class drivers in the host 
establish "connections" with their corresponding 
"servers" in the HSC50 and construct message 
packets (commands or data) in the MSCP. The CI 
port drivers in the host CPU and HSC50 handle 
transmission of the messages over a virtual "circuit." 
Each class driver handles all DSA storage units of a 
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Fig 5 Layered software architecture offers maximum 
flexibility in connecting DSA disk and tape drives to CI buses. 
The software establishes a virtual circuit between the nscso 
node and the CPU node on the CI bus. 

given type-since all unit specific firmware is 
located in the unit itself. Moreover, all diagnostics 
and error detection, correction, and recovery, 
which are host resident functions in a conventional 
mass storage configuration, are performed by the 
disk and tape servers in a DSA subsystem. 

On the mass storage side, command and data 
messages move between the HSC50 and each indi
vidual drive via firmware drivers. These drivers sup
port the SDI or STI protocol over an SDI or STI bus. 

~\ 
Memory Mapped 

Process Interfaces ... 
The Missing VME Link. 

Monitek has found the missing 
link between today's microcom
puters and industrial processes: 
M 21r Memory Mapped Process 

Interface Subsystems. M 21r places the system / process interface 
where it's always belonged: between processes and programs. 

So for the very first time, programs "see" industrial 
processes as automatically mapped blocks of memory. And 
communications between programs and processes are handled 
by simple read and write operations. 

With M 21r, you'll free the CPU from database update 
chores. Simpli fy programming. End hassles with hardware. 
And have a stand-alone process interface subsystem that 
offers you single-point modularity, Eurocard design, and VME 
synergy. For full details, call or write us today. Monitek, Inc., 
Digital Systems Division, 1495 Zephyr Avenue, Hayward, 
CA 94544. Phone: (4 I5) 4 71-8300. © 1983, Monitek, Inc. 
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The Digital Standard Disk Format (DSDF) 
describes how a physical disk is ·partitioned into 
units of data storage. The host computer's operat
ing system sees a fixed number of logical blocks 
(or sectors) throughout the life of the drive, a char
acteristic made possible by powerful error-handling 
ability in the HSC50 server and an automatic revec
toring procedure for replacing bad blocks. DSA 
tape drives, rather than using a proprietary data 
format such as DSDF, are formatted according to 
ANSI standards. 

Data channels and board modules 
The number of disk or tape drives per data channel 
is based on the physical capacity of boards in the 
HSC50 server cabinet. A data channel having four 
drives per disk or tape interface microprocessor was 
selected because the hardware of four SDl/STI 
interfaces fits on one board. The PDP-11 I/O control 
processor fits on one board and includes an arbiter 
for eight bus requesters. These bus requesters are 
allotted to the I/O control processor, to the host 
interface processor, and disk or tape interface 
processors. 

A single memory module contains the 128K-byte 
control RAM, 128K-byte data RAM, and 256K bytes 
of program memory for the 110 control processor. 
The host interface microprocessor and associated 
hardware occupy three modules and connect to 
four external cables, one "in" and one "out" for 
each of the two CI paths. 

A maximum configuration of the HSC50 mass 
storage server currently fills 11 of the 14 module 
slots available in the board cage. This leaves three 
slots available for expansion. The HSC50's parallel 
processing configuration permits further perfor
mance improvements. Upgrading the 110 control 
processor with more powerful members of the 
PDP-11 family is one option; Moreover, with 
advances in large scale integration technology, the 
maximum number of disk or tape drives per data 
channel, as well as the maximum number of chan
nels, might be increased. 

This milestone in the development of mass 
storage control introduces the era of the mass 
storage server, where many host CPUs are teamed 
with scores of storage peripherals; the foundation 
of such architecture is the shared server. 

Please rate the value of this article to you by 
circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial 
Score Box" on the Inquiry Card. 

High 719 Average 720 Low 721 
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SYSTEM COIPOIEITS 

Microcomputer development system has complete set of tools 
Desktop microcomputer VME/ IO serves 
three purposes. First, it is a complete 
development system for system OEMS 
working with Motorola 8- and 16-bit 
microprocessor and microcomputer chip 
sets. Second, it serves system integrators 
as a frontend microcomputer for use 
with larger equipment. And third, it can 
be a basic microcomputer for OEMS who 
add customized 110 and special software 
for dedicated applications. Although it 
now provides both 8- and 16-bit soft
ware, hardware, and instrumentation 
support, the microcomputer uses the 
MC680IO 16/ 32-bit microprocessor. 
Therefore, it is upward compatible to 
32-bit system configurations, such as the 
upcoming MC68020 microprocessor. 

The VME/ IO's memory allows multi
tasking and multiprogramming. It fea
tures built-in graphics capabilities and 
an optional 12" (38-cm) video display 
for many systems. Multislot cage and 
modular architecture permit system 
tailoring to any desired level of complex
ity through compatible add-on modules. 
System performance combines the power 
of the M68000 processor family with the 
international VMEbus standard and the 
full VERSAdos operating system, providing 
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realtime operation and high level 
language compatibility. A separate built
in 110 channel, unique to the system, 
frees the VMEbus from handling the 
slower peripherals and significantly 
improves overall system capabilities. 

A basic system consists of three inter
connected physical elements: system 
control unit, keyboard, and display unit. 
The system control unit, key to the 
system's flexibility and expansion 
capabilities, contains a system control 
module (together with VMEbus- and 110-
channel interface circuits), a 15M-byte 
fully formatted Winchester disk drive 
plus an 800k-byte fully formatted floppy 
disk drive, and a chassis (with power 
supply) that permits system expansion 
with up to 5 VMEmodules and 4 addi
tional 110 modules . 

Containing the MC680IO micro
processor and MC68451 memory manage
ment unit, the system control module's 
power permits several development tasks 
to proceed simultaneously (editing, 
program development, and system 
debugging) with full protection for each. 
A dual-port controller that allows 
shared access from both the local bus 
and the VMEbus, along with 384K bytes 

of onboard dynamic RAM, permits expan
sion to a high performance multi
processor system by adding modules 
from the VMEmodule line of board level 
products. 

VMEbus and 110 channel interfaces 
provide configuration flexibi lity for a 
multitude of end applications . For 
example, with VERSAdos and the 
VMEmodule IEEE 448 GPIB controller, the 
microcomputer comprises a base system 
suitable for monitoring and controlling 
laboratory instruments . It can also be 
used to perform complex calculations on 
resulting experimental data, and then to 
graphically present the results. 

110 channel modules (A-0, O-A, input, 
ac output, de input, and de output) plus 
inherent graphics display capabilities 
provide the system with basic features 
for data acquisition, monitoring, and 
control applications . By adding 110 

channel modules to provide serial com
munications and printer support, the 
microcomputer can serve as the host or 
supervisor for several lower level con
trollers, remotely located in an overall 
distributed processing configuration. 
The complete development tool set is 

(continued on page 276) 
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A single 12 /1 x 16 /1 (30.S- x 40.6-cm) 
card in the Motorola VME/ to 
microcomputer development system 
combines main system processor with 
memory management unit, 384K-byte 
RAM, and 2 bus interfaces. I 
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flexible enough to use as a target system 
or as a standalone development system 
for all Motorola 8- and 16-bit MPU/ MCU 
chip sets . 

I SYSTEM CONTROL UNIT 
L------------------------------~ 

Present system software includes the 
VERSAdos realtime operating system, 
MC68000/68010 macro assembler, MC68000 
Pascal compiler, linkage editor, CRT 
editor, symbolic debugger, MC68000 
FORTRAN, M6800 family cross-assemblers, 
and PROM programmer drives. A UNIX 
System v operating system with c com
piler and an M68000 BASIC compiler are 
planned for the future. Motorola Inc , 
Semiconductor Products Sector, 5005 E 
McDowell Rd, Phoenix, AZ 85008. 
See at NCC Booth W6114 
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For the first time ... an 
oscilloscope to match the~ 

accuracy demands of today's 
fastest technologies. 

~~oratory quality 
timing accuracy plus 
the convenience of a 
portable oscilloscope. 

If the accuracy of your timing measure
ments must keep pace with the latest 
technology, the HP 1726A Time Interval 
Oscilloscope is your best solution. It can 
handle tough timing problems. Although 
most general-purpose, laboratory oscillo
scopes solve a variety of problems, their 
timing accuracy is typically design limited 
to ± SOO picoseconds. This simply is not 
adequate for designing and producing 
many of today's products. 
Introducing the 50 ps scope. 

HP's 1726A time-interval oscilloscope 
solves this timing limitation with a revolu
tionary approach. Its new 
method of making timing 
measurements is based on 
combining HP counter 
technology with HP's 
advanced oscilloscope 
triggering circuits. The 
results? New levels of 
accuracy (±SO ps), resolution 
(±10 ps), and repeatability 
( ±30 ps). All this in a portable package 

a 

TIME-INTERVAL MEASUREMENT 

TIME INTERVAL 500 ps 5 ns 

l 726A Accuracy ±SO ps ±SO ps 

l 726A Resolution ±IO ps ±IO ps 

that won't clutter your bench or test 
station. Typically, the 1726A's accuracy is 
a factor of ten improvement over most 
laboratory scopes, including the one 
you're probably using or planning 
to purchase. 

Also, it provides accurate first-pulse 
measurements ... and it's easy to use. 
Check the time interval table. 

With the 1726A, your time-interval 
answers are consistently accurate .. . and 
oscilloscope timing calibration is preserved 
even with its Time/Div vernier out of 
detent. In fact , intervals as long as 1.2 µ.s 
can be measured with ± SO ps accuracy. 

For unprecedented convenience and 
± 30 ps repeatability, dial in start/stop 
trigger levels with 1 mV resolution, 

1.2 µ.s 

±SO ps 

±10 ps 

position the on-screen markers, and read 
the answer on the 1726A's LED display. 
You get fast, convenient, results you 
can trust ... time after time. 
Meeting the needs of today's 
technology. 

With continuing IC advances, you'll 
need the capabilities of the l 726A in your 
lab or production area. Use it to uncover 
400 ps clock skew in computer main
frames. Determine 200 ps propagation 
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delays in !C's or hybrids. With the 
1726A's SO ps accuracy, observe the 20 ns 
round-trip delay of a test signal within a 
test system. Or, tie the 1726A to your 
data-logging system through its HP-IB 
interface. And with its time-interval 
module turned off, you'll find the 1726A 
to be a high-quality, general-purpose, 
dual-channel 27S MHz oscilloscope. 

Get all the details by calling your local 
HP sales office listed in the telephone 
directory white pages. Ask for the elec
tronic instruments department. 
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Small computer storage capacity increased by nine 

expansion unit and maxi
mum user memory, the xr 
can store nearly 22M bytes of 
information, or the equiva
lent of 11,CXX> double-spaced 
typewritten pages. Synchro
nous data link control (SDLC) 

1;;;1~~~ and binary synchronous I communications (BSC) adapt-1!!!!!!. ers are also available. With ..! appropriate programming, 
these allow the xr to com

Greatly increased storage capacity, in 
both user memory and disk backup, is 
one of the advances in the IBM Personal 
Computer XT. A base system features 
128K-byte memory, a dual-sided disk
ette drive with a 368,640-byte capacity, 
and a lOM-byte high performance fixed 
disk drive. Also included is an asyn
chronous communications adapter that 
enables the system to communicate with 
other IBM Personal Computers, larger 
IBM systems, and outside information 
sources. 

Three of eight expansion slots are 
used for the already installed com
munications adapter, and the diskette 
and fixed disk drives. With an optional 

municate with a variety of 
information services and host systems, 
and to emulate information-handling 
terminals. 

An optional color monitor, with 12.5" 
(31.8-cm) screen, displays up to 256 
characters in 16 colors against any of 8 
background colors. A monochrome dis
play has green phosphor characters on 
an 11.5 " (29-cm) antiglare screen. Text 
can be highlighted by underlined, 
blinking, reverse image, or high intensity 
characters . Both high resolution moni
tors display up to 25 lines of upper- and 
lowercase text with either 40 or 80 char
acters/line . Additional hardware 
options include single- and double-sided 
diskette drives, graphics printer, and 

other attachment cards and expansion 
units, as well as five international ver
sions of the standard keyboard: British, 
French, German, Italian, and Spanish. 

A version of the standard operating 
system, DOS 2.0, supports the expanded 
capabilities for both the XT and the 
earlier Personal Computers. This 
operating system also permits selected 
application programs to operate on both 
computers, as long as the necessary 
memory, diskette storage, and_ other 
system resources are available. 

Other standard features include auto
matic power-on self-test of system com
ponents, BASIC language interpreter in 
ROM, built-in speaker, and keyboard 
attachment and keyboard. The system 
contains an Intel 8088 microprocessor 
with 4.77-MHz clock speed, 40K bytes 
of ROM, and 128K bytes of RAM. 
Memory access time is 250 ns, cycle time 
is 410 ns. International Busineiw Machines 
Corp, System Products Div, PO Box 
1328, Boca Raton, FL 33432. 
See at NCC Booth N3526 
Circle 32I 

Hazard-matched electronics cables fit specific applications 

A series of computer, communications, 
instrumentation, and control cables, 
designed for electronics system protec
tion, tolerates workplace abuse and 
hostile environments without conduit or 
other external protection. Five distinct 
cables in Alpha Wire Corp's Omniguard 
line are matched to specific applications. 
The manufacturer claims that using the 
right cable can increase productivity by 
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cutting installation time and 
minimizing downtime caused 
by replacement of damaged 
cable. 

For indoor applications, 
Omniguard 1 has a premium 
vinyl chloride copolymer 
jacket. Heavy duty industrial 
applications require the spe
cially formulated thermo
plastic polyurethane jacket of 
Omniguard 2. For direct 
burial applications, the 
Omniguard 3 jacket is con
structed of an ethylene pro
pylene copolymer. For 
intense cold and outdoor 
applications, Omniguard 4 
uses a thermoelastomeric 
block copolymer compound 
for both the jacket and the 

insulation of the wire forming the core. 
Omniguard 5 uses matching jacket and 
core insulations of fluorinated ethylene 
propylene copolymer (FEP), the highest 
level in cable and system protection for 
the most demanding and harsh 
environments. 

Fabricated in many UL, CSA, and OSHA 
acceptable styles, the cables are available 
in a wide variety of multipair or multi-

conductor versions or in solid or stan
dard wire from 24 to 16. They can be 
supplied unshielded, foil shielded, or 
shielded with Suprashield. Foil 
shielding provides lOOOfo coverage with 
polyester supported aluminum foil. 
Suprashield should be used where maxi
mum shielding is required, as well as 
where cable is subjected to repeated 
flexing, tight bends, or rough handling. 
Suprashield is made of a polyester
supported aluminum foil with an overall 
woven tinned copper braid, and helps 
meet FCC Docket 20780 standards. 

Two types of cable armor protect the 
cable from extreme mechanical abuse 
and water. AlphaLoc, which consists of 
a galvanized steel flexible interlocking 
armor plus an overall jacket of stabil
ized, vinyl chloride copolymer, should 
be used where exceptional mechanical 
protection is needed. AlphaBon has a 
hermetically sealed aluminum sheath, 
bonded to a tough ethylene-propylene 
copolymer jacket, for applications 
exposed to moisture. Alpha Wire Corp, 
PO Box 711, 711 Lidgerwood Ave, 
Elizabeth, NJ 07207. 
Circle 322 



NOBODYPRICES DEC 
MEMORIES KE PLESSEY. 

But all you give up is cost. 
Because while our DEC

compatible memories are typi
cally 303 less expensive, they'll 
run up to 303 faster. Occupy 
less space. Are 1003 burned-in 
and tested. Are run on the 
computers they were designed 
for before we ship them out the 
door. And come with an exten
sive I-year warranty. 

When you add in our OEM, 
GSA or educational discounts, 
you've got reliable high-density 
storage at a refreshingly low
density price. Check the chart 
for the memory you need, then 
check us out at (800) 992-8744. 

We can also help your 
budgets and your systems with 
Plessey communications multi
plexers. And with one of the 
broadest line of DEC-compatible 
disc controllers in the world -
for floppies, cartridges, disc 

packs, Winchesters and mag
netic tape, including a proven 
IJi " streamer. (Complete sub
systems with savings of up to 
503, too). 

And we'll back you up with 
our own worldwide network of 
factory-trained specialists. They 
can service products from a 
variety of vendors and answer 
all your questions about con-

MOOEL 

SV32AP MOS e e 
SV128A MOS e e 
SV512 MOS e e 

• • • Slll/F MOS eee 
S11E / 4 MOS ee e 
S750 MOS e e e 

•• •• • .,. S780 MOS e • 

figuration, operation or software. 
You get the responsiveness of 
an in-house technician at a 
fraction of the cost. Nobody else 
even comes close. 

For the rest of the story, con
tact: Plessey Peripheral Systems, 
Computer Products Division, 
167 4 McGaw Avenue, Irvine, 
CA 92714. Telephone (800) 
992-8744 or (714) 540-9945. 

•• • • •• • • •••••• ••• • • • •••• • • • 
• • • 

•• I •• 1 •• I •• •• 
111 6B CORE e • • • •• •• I* 
1132A CORE e • • 

·Memory is contained on a single board but requires space of two slots due to stack overhang. 

V" Check this one: about }) the price of lhe DEC equivalent! 

•• I* 

9 PLESSEY. ASK ANYBODY. 
<OPlessey Peripheral Systems 1983 DEC, LSl-11, PDP-11, VAX trademarks Digital Equipment Corp . 

SEE US AT NCC BOOTH #A3208 CIRCLE 147 
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Lisp based computer solves Al problems 

Previously, massive artificial intelligence 
problems had to be solved with a main
frame computer. Now a supermini
computer from Symbolics can be used, 
promising significant price/performance 
advantages. This Lisp based computer 
system is a high performance interactive 
workstation designed for symbolic 
rather than numerical processing. 

It has a 36-bit tagged architecture with 
32-bit data paths, and executes pro
grams at an . average of 1 M high level 
instructions/s. ·Virtual memory contains 

1,048,576 pages of 256 36-bit 
words. Basic system hard
ware features 2.3M bytes of 
MOS memory with ECC; one 
parallel and three standard 
serial 110 ports; a lOM-byte 
Ethernet interface, a graphics 
console that includes display, 
keyboard, and 3-button 
mouse; and a 169M-byte 
SMD-Compatible Winchester 
disk drive. Each memory 
board has single-bit error cor
rection and double-bit error 
detection. Up to 15 memory 
boards can be installed in the 

standard chassis for a total of 34M bytes. 
Hardware options include 1280 x 1024 

high resolution color graphics display, 
with 8-, 16-, 24-, or 32-bit/pixel map
ping at up to 10 bits/color (R,G,B); 
floating point accelerator; and 9-track 
tape drive. Also available are a 20M-byte 
cartridge tape drive; 1200-baud auto
dial/auto-answer modem; 470M-byte 
Winchester or 300M-byte removable 
media disk drive (up to 4); IEEE 796 

(Multibus) interface bus; and 
IO-page/min laser graphics printer. 

An extensive, interactive program
ming environment includes sophisticated 
display system with multiple, over
lapping windows for the black and white 
and color displays; realtime editor; and 
incremental compilers. 

Zetalisp, an enhanced version of Lisp, 
is the primary language. Flavors, an 
object-oriented programming language, 
transcends essentials of Smalltalk in a 
manner fully integrated with the Zetalisp 
system. FORTRAN·77, c, Pascal, and 
Interlisp are also supported. 

Zetalisp provides a single-level (vir
tual) memory system that automatically 
allocates memory space and reclaims 
memory space no longer needed by the 
running program. The system uses sym
bols or objects, with each symbol assigned 
to its own memory space. No syntactic 
or semantic distinctions are made 
between the system programming lan
guage and the application programming 
language. Symbolics, Inc, 9600 De Soto 
Ave, Chatsworth, CA 91311. 
See at NCC Booth 02505 
Circle 323 

Development system combines logic analyzer and emulator 

A redesigned 20-MHz, 32-channel x 
1024-state analyzer, cross-triggerable 
with an analyzer-like 46-bit x 2048-line 
trace, is combined with an 8-bit 
emulator to form Advanced Digital 
Technology's 4009A microprocessor 
workstation. Trace record acquisition 
can be synchronous or asynchronous 
and records are displayed independently 
or in combined format with emulator 
trace records. When displayed together, 
activity traced in both records is shown 
in order of actual occurrence. Analyzer 
clocking is chosen from any of five inter
nal sources or an external variable 
threshold input. Cross-triggering of 
analyzer and emulator traces is performed 
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by programming pass
counted events from one 
trace into the event fields of 
the other trace. 

Emulation techniques that 
ensure bus timing, closely 
matched to the emulated 
microprocessor, include tim
ing stabilization through pro
cessor cooling, predictive · 
clocking by a proprietary 
tracking oscillator, and reac
tive loading of time-critical 
signals. Emulator control and 
status display have been 

expanded to include single-step in trace 
and register display modes, data transfer 
to/from development systems, mask 
and generate reset and interrupts, trap 
illegal instructions, and monitor target 
system voltage and clock. All menus can 
be used without affecting emulation. An 
emulator memory overlay option includes 
a target system mappable pseudo 110 port. 

An emulator trace operates indepen
dently of the emulator or is program
mable to stop emulation. It includes 
trace search features and exclusion of 
DMA operations, or non-VMA and irrele
vant cycles. Up to four events, selected 
from an operator-defined table of up to 
48 labels, are detected by hardware 

comparison to control the trace or restart 
sequence or to identify trace-only 
conditions. 

The workstation supports all Motorola 
680') and 6809/E microprocessors with one 
emulator card. Other microprocessors 
will be supported in the future by 
replaceable card sets. Response time at 
the emulator probe tip for the 6809 pro
cessors is within 5 ns. When cabled to 
the processor, an extended address 
socket on the emulator pod lets the 
operator use all emulator features over a 
2M-byte range. 

Four operator specified events can be 
used, each generated by hardware com
parison of 39 bits. Event to event data 
acquisition has a 100-ns timing resolu
tion. Battery backup protects specifi
cations entered for emulator events, 
trace, memory overlay, and terminal 
configuration against power loss. 

Included in the workstation are an 
emulator card set and pod assembly, 
emulator trace, supervisory controller, 
and RS-232-C port. Options include 
16K-or 32K-byte memory overlay and 
other I/O port cards. Advanced Digital 
Technology, Inc, 13400 Northrup Way, 
Bellevue, WA 98005 . 
Circle 324 



Protect your sensitive IBM data with 
our new Fiber Optic Link 

• Plug compatible with 
IBM series 3250, 3270A, 
and 3270B equipment. 

• Replaces coaxial cable 
with fiber optic cable. 

• Up to 1 Km operating 
range - virtually im
mune to electromagnetic 
Interference. 

Versitron's FDH-1 (fiber 
optic digital hybrid) was 
designed to replace the co
axial transmission path in 
systems equipped with the 
IBM 3250 or 3270 series 
equipment. The simple in
stallation of a fiber optic link 
provides two very important 
benefits to the user. First of 
all, the security level of the 
transmission link is greatly 
improved since fiber optic 
cables are inherently im-

mune to conventional wire
tapping techniques. Sec
ondly, the system operating 
capability will be enhanced 
since fiber optic cables are 
impervious to virtually all 
types of electromagnetic in
terference. This includes, of 
course, interference from 
heavy duty manufacturing 
equipment and noisy adja
cent cables. 

Versitron's FDH-1 com
bines the high speed capa
bilities of a coaxial cable 
with the inherent advantages 
of a fiber optic cable. By in-

terfacing directly to the co
axial cable, the FDH-1 ap
pears totally transparent to 
the rest of the system; thus 
eliminating any operating 
restrictions. 

COAXIAL 
FDH-1 3274 

CONTROL UNIT 

If you're currently trans
mitting high speed data over 
a coaxial cable and you're 
concerned about data secu
rity, give us a call at (202) 
882-8464 and get all of the 
details on how our FDH-1 
will not only protect your 
data; but may also actually 
increase the operating effi
ciency of your entire system. 
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Portable high performance logic analyzers 

Boasting "ultra portability," the 
Sony/Tektronix 318/338 logic analyzers 
weigh only 11 lb (5 kg) each, yet provide 
16 and 32 channels of data acquisition at 
50 and 20 MHz, respectively. Both offer 
parallel state and timing features with 
optional serial state and character 
analysis, glitch capture, and 3 levels of 
triggering. Developed as a joint venture 
between Tektronix and Sony of Japan, 
the analyzers concentrate many of their 
functions in three LSI gate arrays. NEC 

manufactured two of these chips on 
special order, using advanced bipolar 
technology and 3-layer metallized wiring. 

Compared with commercially 
available IC packaging, these 
chips represent an 85 OJo 
power savings and 86% space 
savings. One chip uses 828 
gates to implement counting, 
multiplexing, and latching 
operations; the second uses 
797 gates to implement clock
ing, timing, and decoding 
functions; while the third, 
with 679 gates and using 

silicon gate CMOS technology, imple
ments all display controller functions. 

In serial mode, both synchronous and 
asynchronous data acquisitions can be 
executed at rates from 50 to 19.2k bps. 
Word length is selectable from 5 to 9 bits 
with odd, even, or no parity. Captured 
data can be displayed in hex, binary, 
octal, ASCII , or EBCDIC. As part of the 
option, RS-232 external communications 
and nonvolatile memory are also offered. 
For service applications, the RS-232 inter
face allows the analyzers to be remotely 
controlled via modem, or directly 
through a smart terminal or controller. 

The nonvolatile memory is a 2K CMOS 

RAM that retains three complete instru
ment setups and one full set of acquisi
tion or reference memory data. 

A menu-driven user interface maximizes 
ease of use and reduces user errors. All 
necessary parameters for acquisition 
setup, trigger definition, data display, 
and external communications are pre
sented in prompt fields on the CRT 

display. For complex software acquisi
tions, 3 word recognizers can be linked 
together in a 3-level sequence. 

Although the analyzers cover many 
applications, they are suited particularly 
to data communications for testing data 
links, analyzing protocols, and data 
checking in local area networks. Model 
318 costs $5300; the 338 is $5800. The 
option, including serial analysis, RS-232 

interface, and nonvolatile memory, 
costs $1200. Tektronix, Inc, Design 
Automation Div, Dept LAA-349, PO 
Box 1700, Beaverton, OR 97075. 
Circle 325 

Integrated voice and data terminal implements communication system 

With the SL-I Displayphone from 
Northern Telecom, authorized personnel 
have access to computerized informa
tion resources and electronic mail 
systems via video screen and keyboard. 
This integrated voice and data terminal 
is specifically designed to combine most 
of the voice and data features from 
earlier Displayphones with those of the 
SL-I business communications system. 
The SL-I can transmit asynchronous data 
at speeds up to 1200 bps. 
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Included in the desktop 
terminal are a 7" (18-<:m) 
video screen, a retractable 
keyboard, and a telephone 
handset for voice communi
cations. Speaker and micro
phone are for hands-free 
operation. Conversation can 
occur while information 
appears on the screen. Users 
can store up to 90 names and 
numbers in an internal direc
tory, view them on the 
screen, and dial either voice 
or data calls automatically 
from the directory. The ring
again feature tells a user 
when a busy number is free, 
while the message feature 
signals the user when a mes
sage is waiting. 

Simplified data communications is a 
key feature. Soft keys and prompting 
easily walk the user through the process. 
Data calls can be dialed automatically, 
and the terminal conforms automatically 
to the task or application required. 
Computer log-on codes can be stored. 
Once the Displayphone is connected to a 
computer, soft function key use can be 
customized for particular applications. 
As a data terminal, the unit operates like 
an asynchronous ASCII terminal, and can 

be used in almost any application where 
such terminals are employed. 

Two display pages, one for voice and 
the other for data, are on the screen. 
Users can select and view either page 
without altering the contents or disrupt
ing the service performed on the other. 
Data calls are placed or received on the 
data line, which provides a fully digital 
path through the system. Standard 
2-pair twisted cable provides connection 
to the system. Because the data are 
transmitted digitally, no modems are re
quired within the system. However, 
modems can be pooled or shared by 
users over the analog public network for 
data calls outside the system. The ter
minal automatically dials the modem 
pool when required. 

A printer port allows connection to a 
desktop matrix printer, or other printers 
with industry standard interfaces. An 
internal battery preserves memory in 
case of local power failure . Display of 
date, month, hour, minute, second, and 
am/pm is provided in the top right-hand 
corner of the screen. Call timing is auto
matically provided for calls originated or 
answered on either line. Northern 
Telecom Inc, 259 Cumberland Bend, 
Nashville, TN 37228. 
See at NCC Booth 85440 
Circle 326 



Fiber? 
See Valtec early. 

See us first. We've a full line of optical data cables-simplex, duplex, 
multichannel-using standard 50/125 or large core high NA fibers. Come 
to us for assistance with your fiber and cable specifications. We will 
deliver the data cable best suited to your application. 

For details in a hurry use the coupon, even faster call (617) 835-6082. 
Valtec, West Boylston, MA 01583. Telex 92-0355. 

r-------------1 
I Tell me more about: I 

D Valtec Simplex Data Cables D Valtec Pre-terminated Data 

I 
D Valtec Indoor Duplex Data Cable Assemblies I 

Cable D Val tee LClO Large Core, High 
D Valtec Ruggedized Duplex NA Fiber 

I Data Cable D Valtec 50/125 Micron Fiber I 
D Valtec Multichannel Data D Seeing a Valtec Sales Engineer 

I N~:ble I 
I Title Department I 

Company 

CIRCLE 149 
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64K static RAM board for TM990 
The 964M static memory board for Tl 's 
TM990 bus has a bus access time of less 
than 250 ns. Start and end of memory 
can be set to any 4K-byte boundary on a 
64K-byte page. Twenty-bit addressing 
allows the memory to be located on any 
64K-byte page in the bus' IM-byte 
addressing range. The board comes 
without RAM chips or fully populated. 
The RAMS are pin for pin compatible 
with TMS 2516 EPROMS. Type 2716 EPROMS 
can be used in I6K-byte blocks. The 
board can also be configured as a 
128K-byte EPROM board using type 2732 
EPROMs. A 64K board is $850. CIM Co, 
41-A Dorman Ave, San Francisco, 
CA 94I24. 
Circle 327 

512K-byte LSl-11 RAM board 
Offering either 256K or 5 I2K bytes of 
RAM on a single dual-height, half-quad 
board, model 18MP features 22-bit 
addressing, onboard parity generation/ 
checking, and all timing/ control logic 
for the memory. Refresh circuitry oper
ates transparently to the user. Starting 
address is plug selectable to any I6K 
boundary. Automatically generated 
parity bit is logic checked when data are 
read. Control and status register inter
rupts and latches the upper address bit 
location upon error detection and forces 
bad parity writing for diagnostic pur
poses. ADAC Corp, 70 Tower Office Pk, 
Woburn, MA OI801. 
Circle 328 

Semiconductor storage systems 
Designed for use with Series 1100 large
scale systems, Semiconductor Auxiliary 
Storage (SAS) and Medium Performance 
Cache/ Disk systems employ dedicated 
processors and semiconductor storage to 
hold, transfer , and manage data at high 
speeds. The SAS configures as either a 
single- or dual-channel subsystem. One 
cabinet can handle 917k data words , 
expandable to 3 .6M words; up to 4 cabi
nets can be connected per system. Data 
transfer rates reach 5M bytes/ s between 
storage and the 110 processor. The 
Medium Performance Cache / Disk 
includes I or 2 cache/ disk processors 
and I cabinet of semiconductor storage; 
it can serve as a cache to store data 
requested from large capacity disk 
drives. Sperry Univac, PO Box 500, Blue 
Bell, PA 19424. 
Circle 329 

STD-ZBO bus compatible DRAMS 

Designed to simplify implementation of 
multi-user operating systems, MDX
RAM64 (64K-byte) and MDX-RAM128 
(128K-byte) memory cards have a 
jumper-selectable, bank switched port 
address to reside at I of 256 locations. 
Bank select structure is compatible with 
the company's MDX-UMC2, -CPU3, and 
-CPU4 single-board computers . A 
memory area common to all banks is 
allocated to application software or 
operating systems; optionally, the 
common area can reside on any board in 
the system . Mostek Corp , a sub of 
United Technologies Corp , I215 W. 
Crosby Rd, Carrollton, TX 75006. 
Circle 330 

1 M-bit bubble memory card 
STD Megabubble memory card features 
128K-byte secondary storage, onboard 
file handling, 4K to 16K address space, 
48-ms average access time, and system 
application firmware . It provides IM-bit 
memory for STD bus system capability . 
Operating in poll, interrupt, or OMA 
mode, card includes interface and sup
port hardware, file maintenance firm 
ware, self-diagnostics, and status in
dicators. With power supplies of 5 and 
12 V, the card provides optional temp 
ranges of I 0 to 50 °C, 0 to 75 °C, or - 20 
to 85 °C. Prices start at $I 195. Design
smiths, Inc, PO Box I8I, Attleboro 
Falls, MA 02763 . 
Circle 331 

Get your own 
If you 're reading someone 
else's copy of Computer 
Design, why not get your 
own? To receive a 
subscription-application 
form, circle 504 on the 
Reader Inquiry Card. 
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"I buy Am.phenol's 
Spectra-Strip®mC's. 
I get MIL-C-83803 

campatibili:ty and mme." 
Spectra-Strip 812 Series IDC sockets 
and 816 Series headers are designed 
for quick, low-cost interconnection of 
computers, peripherals and 
communications equipment. They 
also have lots of added features to 
speed up assembly and cut costs. 

For example, the lock-and-eject 

feature makes for more secure 
connects and faster disconnects. 
And it virtually eliminates stress on 
disconnects. You can install this 
feature either during assembly or in 
the field . 

Also, you hear an audible "snap" 
when mating the connectors. You 

know for sure they're mated. And the 
optional socket strain relief can be 
snapped on any time. 

Find out more about extra-value, 
extra-easy Spectra-Strip sockets 
and headers. Call your nearest 
Amphenol sales office or distributor 
listed here. 

Amphenol 
An 4L1'ED Company 

Amphenol World HNdQ111111era: 2122 York Road , Oak Brook. Illinois 60521 
8 .... om-: Attanta (404) 394-6298 • Boston (617) 475-7055. (617) 938-8580 • Boulder (303) 443-4780 •Chicago (312) 986-2330 • Dallas (214) 343-8420 
Dayton (513) 294-0461 •Detroit (313) 722-1420 •Greensboro (919) 292-9273 •Houston (713) 444-4096 •Indianapolis (317) 842-3245 •Kansas City. Mo. (816) 737-3937 
Knoxville (615) 690-6765 •Los Angeles (213) 532-3180 •Miami (305) 981 -2100 •Milwaukee (414) 542-9566 •Minneapolis (612) 835-4595 •New York (516) 364-2270 
Orlando (305) 678-5504 •Philadelphia (215) 732-1427 •Phoenix (602) 265-3227 •St. Louis (314) 569-2277 •Salt Lake City (801 ) 364-6481 •San Diego (714) 272-5451 
5an Francisco (408) 732-8990 •Seattle (206) 455-2525 •Syracuse (315) 455-5786 •Washington. D.C. (703) 524-8700 
C.nede: Montreal (514) 482-5520 •Toronto (416) 291 -4401 •Vancouver (604) 278-7636 
lnhlmlllloNI: Oak Brook. Illinois TELEX 206-054 
Cl 1983 AlllOCJ Corp 
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ALABAMA 
8chweller EleDllonlel, Hunlllvllle-(20&) 88M200 
ARIZONA 
Bell, Tempe-(602) 968-7800 
Celec, Phoenix-(802) 272-1851 

CALIFORNIA 
Arrow Electronlca, Chataworth-(213) 701-1!00 
Bell, Gardena-(213) 515-1800 
Sunnyvale-(408) 734-81170 
C.lec, San Diego-(714) 278-6020 
San Jose-(408) 283-1373 
South Gate-(213) 773-81121 
&I-Com, Cerritos-(213) 1126-7887 
San Oiego-(714) 578-0908 
Erle Elecbonlol, San Joee-(408) 282·1111 
Mllrlhell lncluslrl9s, El Monle-(213) 442-1204 
Sunnyvale-(408) 732-1100 
8chweber Eleolronlcl, Sacramenlo-(918)-921Mr131 
COLORADO 
Bell, Wheat Ridge-(303) 424-1986 
Storm Producls, Broomfield-(303) 4418-1891 
CONNECTICUT 
Schweber Eleclronlcl, Oanbury-(203) 7924&00 

FLORIDA 
KSM Eleclronlca, Ft. L.auderdale-(306) 738-6880 
Schweber Eleclronlcl, Hollywood-(306) 921-0301 

ILLINOIS 
Cl..ic Components, Northbrook-(312) 272-8850 
GBL/Goold Eleolronlcll, 
Elk Grove Village-(312) 693-3220 
N-n. Chicago-(312) 838-4411 
Ohm, Palatine-(312) 359-6600 

IN DIANA 
Genesta, lndianapolis-(317) 837-M71 
IOWA 
8chweber Electronica, Cedar Rapida-(319) 378-1417 

MARYLAND 
Vertex Electronlca Mld-All9ntic, Inc., 
Beltsville-(301) 937-0180 

MASSACHUSETTS 
GerNr, Norwood-(817) 789-6000 
'"-· Woburn-(817) 1135-8330 
QPL Eleclronlc Dlllrllluklll, Burtington
(817) 229-2424 

MICHIGAN 
Schweber Eleclronlcll, Livonla-(313) 525-8100 

MINNESOTA 
Cullom Connecl'-, Burnaville-(812) 894-4080 
MISSOURI 
L-comp, Kansas City-(S18) 221·2400 
Maryland Heights-(314) 291-8200 
Ollve lnduslrlal Eleclronlol, St. Louia
(314) 426-4500 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Yankee EleclrOnlc Supply, Manchesler
(603) 625-9748 

NEW JERSEY 
8chweber Eleclronlca, Fairtield-(201) 227-1880 

NEW YORK 
Arrow Eleolrorolca, Farmingdale-(516) 231-1030 
Help Eleclronlcl, Sin9hamlon-(807) 729-3528 
Schweber Eleolronlca, Wwlbury-(518) 334-1474 
Summit Dlllrlbulors, Sulfalo-(718) 887-2800 
Vertex, Farmingdale-(516) 293-9880 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Hammond Electronlca, Greensboro
(919) 275-6391 
8chweber Eleolronlca, Raleigh-(9111) 816-0000 
OHIO 
Manhell lndllllrlel, Oayton-(513) 238-8088 
Schuller Eleclrlc, Cincinneli-(513) 489-1400 
Twinaburg-(216) 425-8134 
Schweber Eleolronlca, Beachwood-
(216) 464-2970 
Stotts Friedman, Dayton-(513) 298-5665 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Omega Wire 6 Cable, Harleysville
(215) 247-7820 
Pyllronlc, Montgomeryvllle-(215) 843-2850 

TEXAS 
Alllecl Electronlca, Ft. Worlh-(817) 338-6401 
Allalt, Houston-(713) 462-3029 
Richardson-(214) 231-5166 
tWrllon EllUillmMt, Oallaa-(214) 239-2750 
Stafford-(713) 879-2600 
MarlMll lndualrtes, Dallas-(214) 233-5200 
UTAH 
Dlplomal, Salt Lake City-(801) 466-4134 
WASHINGTON 
Certyle Technical Seles. Seattle-(206) 57~750 

WISCONSIN 
Tlrlor Eleotrlo ComP9ftY, Mequon-(414} 241-4321 

SYSTEM COIPOIEITS/ ri'1J~ri'1J®ffil1 ~11~IT~ri'1J~ 

STD bus 256-byte core memory 
The CM328 256 x 8 nonvolatile 18-mil 
core memory for STD bus systems is con
tained on a single format PCBA. Speed is 
sufficient to operate with 2.5-MHz CPU 
without wait states; faster version is 
planned for 4-MHz CPUs. Op temp range 
is 0 to 70 °C. Power consumption is 
17 W. Power is duty cycle dependent, 
with standby power of 9 W. Board has 
internal power fail circuit that shuts 
down operation if unacceptable drop in 
operating voltage occurs. Price is $215 . 
Controlex Corp, 16005 Sherman Way, 
Van Nuys, CA 91406. 
Circle 332 

Low cost 5 /1 hard disk systems 
Line of hard disk systems in 5M, lOM-, 
or l 6M-byte formatted configurations 
includes a 5 11 drive, 8 11 metal frame with 
5- and 12-V regulators, hard disk con
troller and cable, CP/M 2.2 for Tarbell 
floppy and hard disk, and documenta
tion. Data transfer rate is 5M bps and 
average seek time is 120 ms. Tarbell 
Electronics, 950 Dovlen Pl, Carson, 
CA 90746. 
Circle 333 

Super thin, high capacity floppies 

At 57.5 mm, MDD 422/423 double-density, 
double-sided floppy disk drives save up 
to 330Jo height over 5 V4 11 drives, while 
33.5-mm single-drive model MDD 221 
offers an 18% height advantage. The 
96-tpi drives have an unformatted 
capacity of IM byte/ disk; access times 
are 95 ms max, with 3 ms track to track . 
In MDD 422, 1 motor drives both disks 

and 1 stepper motor positions heads for 
both disks; MDD 423 uses a stepper motor 
for each drive, enabling the heads to 
seek independently. Canon U.S.A., Inc, 
Peripherals Div, 1 Canon Plaza, Lake 
Success, NY 11042. 
Circle 334 

Fast % /1 tape system 

For high speed Winchester backup, the 
Streamer model 410 \l.i 11 streaming tape 
system operates at 90 ips with a 
72k-byte/ s max data transfer rate. The 
cartridge based system stores 45M-byte 
min formatted data on a std 450 ' 
(137-m) DC300XL cartridge. Designed for 
30M-byte and larger Winchester disks, 
storage increases to 60M bytes when a 
600' (183-m) DCliOOA cartridge is used. 
The 4JO's interface is compatible with the 
proposed QIC-02 spec. Mounted 
according to 8 11 std disk drives , the 
system operates from 24 and 5 Vdc, 
drawing 1 and 3 A, respectively. Qantex 
Div, North Atlantic Industries, Inc, 
60 Plant Ave, Hauppauge, NY 11788. 
Circle 335 

Single-board 2M-byte memory 
CI-8086 + memory module for 8- and 
16-bit Multibus based microcomputers is 
available in 128K-, 256K-, 512K-, 2M-, 
and 1 M-byte configurations in a single 
option slot. The module can generate 
and check even parity with selectable in
terrupt on parity error. Dynamic RAM 
allows max processor throughput via on
board refresh control logic. It is ad
dressable in 32K-, 64K-, or 512K-byte 
blocks up to 16M bytes . Data access 
time is 270 ns; cycle time is 400 ns. 
Chrislin Industries, Inc, Computer 
Products Div, 31352 Via Colinas, West
lake Village, CA 91361. 
Circle 336 
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Winchester drives for IBM PC 
Interface series of 5 v.i 11 Winchester disk 
drive subsystems provides up to 15.9M 
bytes of formatted storage on the IBM 
PC. Drives are also available with 5.3M
and 10.6M-byte formatted storage. Each 
subsystem includes software (JEL) for 
1.1 DOS. Track density is 345 tpi. Track 
to track access time is 2 ms with an aver
age access time of 85 ms. MTBF is !Ok h 
at IOOOJo duty cycles. A 512-byte full
sector buffer, 32-bit ECC, and automatic 
interleaving capabilities are featured. 
Interface, Inc, 7630 Alabama Ave, 
Canoga Park, CA 91304. 
Circle 337 

Z80 system controller 
Computer power and interfacing logic 
for building intelligent control and 
instrumentation equipment can be pro
vided by the zso system controller. Fea
tures include a 2-MHz, Z80 CPU, 24K 
bytes of EPROM, up to 16K bytes of RAM, 
and 24 programmable 1/0 lines. Two 
RS-232-C ports have switch-selectable 
speeds and can be used for protocol con
version and serial interfacing. Onboard 
software includes a 12K-byte BASIC inter
preter with link commands for Z80 
assembly routines and a floating point 
math package suited to instrumentation 
applications. Clip-on PROM programmer 
enables programs developed in RAM to 
be stored in EPROM. Vertec Ltd (Elec
tronics), Maxwell Bldg, 43 The Crescent, 
Salford, Manchester MS 4WT, England. 
Circle 338 

CP/M board for PDP· 11 and VAX 
The UCP-11 8/16-bit board plugs into the 
back of a VAX or PDP-II computer to 
create CP/M workstations capable of in
teracting with DEC peripherals. 
Coprocessor board operates in parallel 
with the DEC processor, without de
grading performance. The PDP-11 or VAX 
is called only to perform CP/M requested 
110. UCP-11 can be activated from any 
terminal already attached to a DEC mini
network. It is available under RT, TSX
Plus, and RSX-I I M-Plus; RSTS and UNIX 
availability is planned. Baud rates from 
75 to 19.2k are supported; controller 
provides PDP-11 bus interface logic for 
high speed data transfers. Alloy Com
puter Products, 12 Mercer Rd, Natick, 
MA 01760. 
Circle 339 
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IEEE 696 and ARCNET interface 

ARCSIOO LAN controller module provides 
a simplified interface between the s-100 
bus and Datapoint's ARCNET modified 
token-passing LAN. Board also provides 
complete control for user transparent 
network operation. A 2K onboard data 
packet buffer for 4-page packet storage 
is included. Onboard 8253 programmable 
interval timer simplifies the software 
interface with user programmable time
outs. ARCSIOO can support up to 255 
nodes/ network segment (running at 
2.5M baud) and can be polled or inter
rupt driven. Price is $535. Standard 
Microsystems Corp, 35 Marcus Blvd, 
Hauppauge, NY 11788. 
Circle 340 

Model Ill disk controller board 
The DX-3D fully assembled and tested 
floppy disk controller for the TRS-80 con
figures for any combination of 5 v.i 11 and 
8 11 drives. The DX-3DC adds realtime 
clock and calendar. Clock/ calendar is 
fully user programmable and operates 
by onboard lithium battery. DX-3D uses 
gold edge connectors, fully buffered ad
dress and data lines, and LSI data separa
tion. An advanced digital phase locked 
loop circuit guards against drift. Holmes 
Engineering Inc, 3555 S 3200 West, 
Salt Lake City, UT 84119. 
Circle 341 

STD bus/IEE 488 interface 
Model ST43 I I allows STD bus systems to 
communicate over the IEEE 488 bus. Based 
on Tl's TMS9914 processor, the interface 
is software programmable for IEEE 488 
talker, listener, or controller modes. The 
board permits IEEE 488 communication 
using programmed-1/0, interrupt, or 
DMA techniques; an onboard LED array 
shows the state of IEEE 488 control and 
status lines. Each ST431 I comes with a 
CP/M compatible, diskette-based driver 
program in source and .COM formats. 
Single-quantity price is $350. Applied 
Micro Technology, Inc, PO Box 3042, 
Tucson, AZ 85702. 
Circle 342 

Disk controllers link to PDP-1 ls 
Three disk controllers provide system 
integration of 8 11 Fujitsu or similar Win
chester drives in PDP-1 1/ 24 through 
PDP-11 110 minicomputer systems. Con
trollers and drives emulate RM02, RM03, 
and RM03 systems. Controller DU218-5 
interfaces PDP-I IS with up to 4 Fujitsu 
2312 Winchesters. Formatted storage 
capacity is 268M bytes. DU218-4 accom
modates up to four 330M-byte drives 
that appear to the PDP-11 as RM05s. 
DU218-3 mates PDP-llS with 1 or 2 165M
or 160M-byte drives . All series con
trollers ($2990 each) interface directly to 
the Unibus and are diagnostic and soft
ware transparent to RSTS-E or RSX-llM 
operating systems. Distributed Logic 
Corp, 12800 Garden Grove Blvd , 
Garden Grove, CA 92643. 
Circle 343 

Tape/disk controller 

Without special 1/0 control software, an 
intelligent controller links the Dl60 
24-track, 160M-byte Vi 11 streaming tape 
drive to a host processor and to 2 SMD 
compatible Winchester disk drives . The 
single-board Cl63 controller supports 
l .2M-byte/s transfer rates at 8 MHz 
across a SASI or scs1 bus. It also handles 
offline nonstop streaming file backup/ 
restore at 90- or 130-ips tape speed. 
Features include 2 integral data sepa
rators for tape and disk, as well as 
onboard error correction and control. 
Rosscomp, 16643 Valley View Ave, 
Cerritos, CA 90701. 
Circle 344 

Like to write? 
The editors invite you to 
write technical articles for 
Computer Design. For a 
free copy of our Author's 
Guide, circle 503 on the 
Reader Inquiry Card. 



Conventional 
monitor pixel THE DIFFERENCE between a con-

Hltach1 DOC 
Proven Dependability 

,... ""'Ill monitor pixel ventional RGB monitor and Hitachi's 

C 
monitors with Digital Dynamic Con- Most importantly, the Hitachi DOC system has proven 
vergence™ (DOC) is the difference to be a su?ces~ .in the field. Hitachi quality keeps them 
between a snap-shot and a profes- working; H1tach1 1nnovat1on keeps them in demand. 
sional photograph~ CONVERGENCE CHART 

Take~ lo~k at the image you get • H 1-Ac H I 
from H1tach1. What you see is a I~ 
beautiful picture. Why? In order to 
achieve maximum image clarity each 
picture element (pixel) must be as 
sharp; as clear as possible. Hitachi's 
DOC system offers an amazing 
0.1/0.3 convergence. That's sharp. 

COLOR DISPLAY MONITORS • CLEARLY THE FINEST 
59 Route 178, Allendale , NJ 07401 

(201) 825-8000 
3540 Arden Road, Hayward, CA 94545 

(415) 783-8400 
Hitachi Europe, ltd., Lee House (10th Floor) 

London Wall, London EC245AS 
(01) 606-7831 

Hitachi Denshi Canada, ltd. 65 Melford Drive 
Scarborough Ontario, Canada MIB 2G6 

(416) 299-5900 

Hitachi Monitor Conventional 
with DOC Monitor 

Quality Circle 0.1mm O.Smm 

Full Screen 0.3mm 1.0mm 

Come discover the total DDC 
picture et the 

Hitachi Trade Show Booth. 

CIRCLE 154 



Low cost 4800-bps LSI modem 

Model 2021 LSI modem meets CCITI v .27 
bis. Operating at 4800 or 2400 bps, it can 
be used on 2- or 4-wire leased lines in 
point to point or multipoint applica
tions. Standalone model has a single
quantity price of $1595; rackmount and 
single-card OEM versions are available. 
Low error rate is achieved on both 
domestic and European lines via auto
matic adaptive equalizer, which adjusts 
for variations in line properties. Auto
matic corrections are made for ampli
tude and envelope variations. Standalone 
model measures 10.5" x 2.38" x 13.25" 
(26.7 x 6.05 x 33.66 cm). Penril Corp, 
5520 Randolph Rd, Rockville, MD 
20852. 
Circle 345 

Async/sync data channel units 
Digital multiplexer TDM-150 uses asyn
chronous data modules DA-191 and 
DA-192 and synchronous modules DS-562, 
DS-256, and DS-512 for data rates to 512k 
bps. The DA-191 and DA-192 interface with 
RS-232-C and RS-449; the DS-562, DS-256, and 
DS-512 interface with RS-449. Full- or half
duplex communication is provided. 
Modules plug into any channel location 
and configure for any Tl direction and 
time slot. Tau-tron Inc, a unit of 
General Signal, 27 Industrial Ave, 
Chelmsford, MA 01824. 
Circle 346 

Integral 1200-baud modem 
A Bell 212 compatible modem for the IBM 

PC communicates at 300 or 1200 bps. 
The PC:lntelliModem features a tele
phone handset jack for programmatic 
switching between voice and data 
communications without redialing. 
Capabilities include auto-dial/answer 
and auto repeat/dial. Menu-driven soft
ware provides complete terminal emula
tion. Repertory dialer function stores 
frequently dialed numbers that can be 
accessed with a single keystroke . Over 50 
commands and status checks are pro
vided. Domestic list price is $499. 
Bizcomp Corp, PO Box 7498, Menlo 
Park, CA 94025. 
Circle 347 
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Fast synchronous switcher 
Model 9005 Dataswitch synchronous 
intelligent switching system accom
modates up to 256 subscribers with 
24M-bps communication speed. Fall
back switching ensures system conti
nuity in a 2-computer network when 1 
computer fails . Data line monitoring 
feature monitors all data in the system. 
Prioritized queuing, automatic record 
keeping, system security passwords, and 
automatic recording of all system statis
tics and background diagnostics are 
standard. An optional automatic com
mon logic switchover monitors all active 
system polling and clocking. Develcon 
Electronics Inc, 4037 Swamp Rd, 
Doylestown, PA 18901. 
Circle 348 

Network data encryptor 

Dial-up Datacryptor 11 safeguards data 
on circuit switched networks. It operates 
half- or full-duplex, sync or async, at up 
to 9.6k bps . The encryptor can create 
and downline load session keys for each 
modem connection, then erase the key at 
both ends of the link when modems dis
connect. Std features serve networks 
designed to accommodate unlimited 
numbers of terminals and support mul
tiple encryptors on a rotary . Three 
models are available: the 3400 central unit 
and the 3500 and 3600 remotes. Racal
Milgo, 8600 NW 4lst St, PO Box 
520399, Miami , FL 33152. 
Circle 349 

June Preview
Watch for a major 
staff-written review 
on nonvolatile 
semiconductor 
memories. 

What is "The Alps Advantage", and why 
is it important to you. our customers? 

Essentially, The Alps Advantage 
encompasses a whole series of customer 
benefits, brought together to help give you 
a competitive edge in your marketplace. 

Welcome For design 
engineers. it means 

To The a vast a~ray of electro
mechanical components Alps and system products-

particularly noteworthy 

Advantage f~~~~=~~e 
technology, state-of-the-art performance. 
high degree of miniaturization. built-in 
quality and long-life reliability. It also 
means a never-ending flow of new 
product introductions and helpful 
application engineering assistance from 
our Technical Product Managers. 

For purchasing and production 
people, The Alps Advantage takes on 
other meanings - competitive pricing, 
automated manufacturing facilities and 
on-time deliveries. Equally important. 
it means a special kind of philosophy 
based on a spirit of teamwork and 
cooperative customer relations. 

The Alps Advantage is everything 
you need to improve your products and 
enhance your competitive position -
and everything you'd expect from a 
world-class supplier: Since its founding 
in 1948, Alps Electric Co .. Ltd. has 
experienced steady. stable growth - to 
a level of world-wide sales now up to 
$1-billion per year! 

We look forward to the opportunity 
of putting The Alps Advantage to work 
for you - to get started, please contact 
the Alps Sales Rep nearest you: 

AL Huntsville (Jack Harvey & Assocs.) 
AR Phoenix (Eltron) . . ..... . ... . 
CA Santa Clara (Nova·Tronix.l nc.) . . 
CA Woodland Hills (Relcom. Inc.). 
CA San Diego (Cereo) ... .. ..... . . 
CO Englewood (Nelligan Co.) . .. . .... . 
FL Plantation (Gallagher & Assocs.) . .. . . 
GA Norcross (Jack Harvey & Assocs.) . 
IL Arlington Heights (Micro Sales. Inc.) . . 
IN Indianapolis (Jack Harvey & Assocs.) . . 
IN Kokomo (Jack Harvey & Assocs.) .... 
KS Kansas City (BC Electronic Sales. Inc.) . 
KS Wichita (BC Electronic Sales. Inc.) . 
MD Timonium (Allen Assocs.) ..... 
MA Waltham (Technology Sales. Inc.) .. 
Ml Oak Park (A. Blumenberg Assocs .. Inc.) 
MN Minneapolis (P.S.I.) .. ..... . 
MO St. Louis (BC Electronic Sales, Inc.) . 
NJ Boonton (PAF Assocs.) . ... 
NY Smithtown (PAF Assocs.) . 
NY Albany (Reagan/Compar) .. 
NY Endwell (Reagan/Compar) . 
NY Fairport (Reagan/Compar) . . . .. . 
NY New Hartford (Reagan/Compar) . . 
NC Raleigh (Burgin-Kreh Assocs., Inc.) . 
OH Rocky River (Norman Case Assocs.) .. 
OK Tulsa (Norcom, Inc.) . .... . . .. ..... . 
PA Willow Grove (Harry Nash Assocs.) .. . 
TN Johnson City (Jack Harvey & Assocs.) . 
TX Dallas (Norcom, Inc.) 
TX Austin (Norcom, Inc.) ...... . 
TX Houston (Norcom, Inc.) .......... . . 
VA Lynchburg (Bergin-Kreh Assocs .• Inc.) 
WA Bellevue (Venture Electronics) ..... . 
CANADA: St. Laurent (Vite\ Electronics) . . 
CANADA: Mississauga (Vite\ Electronics) . 
CANADA: Stitsville (Vite\ Electronics) .... . 

(205) 536-4414 
(602) 266-2164 
(40B) 727.9530 
(213) 340-9143 
(714) 560-9143 
(303)761·2121 
(305)473-2101 
( 404) 449-4643 
(312) 956-1000 
(317)B72-1031 
(317) 453-4260 
(913)342-1211 
(316) 942-9840 
(301) 252-4133 
(617)647-5700 
(313) 968·3230 
(612) 944-8545 
(314) 291·1101 
(201 ) 335-0680 
(516)360·0940 
(518) 489-4777 
(607) 723-8743 
(716)271-2230 
(315) 732-3775 
(919)781-1100 
(216)333·0400 
(918)832-7747 
(215)657-2213 
(615)92B-7588 
(214) 386-4888 
(512)451 -2757 
(713)933-6021 
(804) 239·2626 
(206) 4S4-4594 
(514)331-7393 
(416)676-9720 
(613)836-1776 

l 
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(also available with 
only 4 pins) 

• TTL: 16 KHz-100 MHz 

• CMOS: 1 Hz-15 MHz 

• Hermetically Sealed 

• MIL-M-38510 Hybrid 

• MIL-0-55310 Screening 

• Ruggedized for Severe 
Environment 

CMIZlna 
Oli,.t: TIL -os 

11,.i: 5VDC a-15 voe (5 v opt) 

F,.._,: 16 KHz-100 MHz 1 Hz-15 MHz 

Alcll'ICy 4 options: ± 50 ppm, 
(!5"): ± 25 ppm, ±15 ppm or settable 

to 1 ppm via external capacitor 

ltHlllly: Std: ±25 ppm over O"CI+ 70"C 
Opt: ± 5 ppm over O"CI + 50"C 
Opt: ±50 ppm over-55°C/+125°C 

llze: 0.5" x 0.8" x 0.2" 

Write, phone or TWX today for 
complete details ... 

From the world's largest 
and most respected full line 

manufacturer of crystal oscillators .. . 

~ ., 
VE CT R ON 

VECTRON LABORATORIES, INC. 
The Crystal Oscillator Company 

166 Glover Avenue. Norwalk, Connecticut 06850. 
Telephone: 203/ 853-4433 TWX : 710/ 468-3796. 
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International 4800-bps modem 
NCM4800V network control and manage
ment modem is compatible with CCITT 
v.21 bis and a 22.4-ms fast train environ
ment. It operates on 4-wire uncondi
tioned M1040 or 3002 leased lines and is 
type-approved by British Telecom. Data 
training, self-testing, and v.21 compat
ible scrambling are std. Diagnostic and 
restoral capabilities independent of main 
data and without remote intervention 
are provided. Communication over PSTN 
or DDD networks is possible if leased line 
fails. Intertel, 6 Shattuck Rd, Andover, 
MA 018!0. 
Circle 350 

Ethernet interface to DG minis 
The N14010A controller board interfaces 
Data General's Nova, Eclipse, and 
32-bit Eclipse/MY minicomputers to the 
Ethernet LAN. The controller complies 
with IEEE-802.3 and ECMA 80/81 /82 specs 
for lOM-bps CSMA/CD networks. On 
transmission, it formats frames and per
forms collision detection, backoff timing, 
and retransmission to the LAN. Up to 
13.5k bytes of received frames can be 
stored to protect from receiver overruns. 
Power-up self-tests, pass/fail LED in
dicator, and loop back/transceiver 
diagnostics are included. Interlan, Inc, 
3 Lyberty Way, Westford, MA 01886. 
Circle 351 

Synchronous modem 

SNA compatible 7160 modem series in
cludes the 7164-0100 4800-bps model that 
provides network diagnostics automati
cally initiated by a host or controlled by 
the operator. The microprocessor based 
modem uses mainstream diagnostics. 
Fully synchronous, it operates over 
voice grade leased lines transmitting in 
full-duplex mode over a 4-wire circuit. It 
adheres to CCITT recommendations V.27, 
v.26, and v.29, as well as RS-232, v.24, and 
v.2s. Priced competitively with nondiag
nostic modems, the unit will be available 
in June. NCR Comten, Inc, 2700 Snelling 
Ave N, St Paul, MN 55113. 
Circle 352 

Time-division multiplexers 
Series 2211 TOMS minimizes communica
tions-line costs by concentrating data 
from up to 96 channels for transmission 
over a single, 2.048M-bps trunk facility. 
The microprocessor based design pro
vides network management and moni
toring capabilities that permit online 
reconfiguration, alarm monitoring, and 
system diagnostics. The ability to multi
plex different synchronous and asyn
chronous data types from a variety of in
formation resources brings the economic 
benefits of high bandwidth circuits to 
private communications users. Amdahl 
Corp, PO Box 470, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086. 
Circle 353 

Enhanced database system 
broadens scope 
Informa x information management 
system, written in Pascal, features cross
file data sharing, multiple file reporting, 
and multiple screens/record. System 
runs on 8- or 16-bit machines with Z80, 
8085, 8086, and 8088 processors and CP/M-80 
and -86 operating systems, or on multi
user systems using Turbooos, Mmmost, 
and dpc/os. In addition, MS-DOS, 
PC-DOS, N-Star, and MP/M compatibility 
is planned. A virtually unlimited number 
of application files can be created and a 
multikey search completed in under 25 s. 
Ten-level password system protects data 
base. Abacus Data, Inc, 1920 San Marco 
Blvd, Jacksonville, FL 32207. 
Circle 354 

Multi·user system LAN package 
NET 8-16 LAN software package links 
MP/ M s6®or MP/ M®8-16 based CompuPro 
system 816 computers while supporting 
simultaneous 8- and 16-bit program 
operation. Allowing multi-user systems 
to support CP/ M application programs 
within a LAN, the software provides up 
to 64 terminals with record locking, 
password protection, time stamping , 
automatic backup, queues, and multi
tasking commands. Network controller 
and proprietary software permit 1 or 
more "requester" systems to be linked 
by coaxial cables to "server" systems. 
Base price with 2 controller boards and 
software is $1995. Gifford Computer 
Systems, 1922 Republic Ave, San Lean
dro, CA 94577. 
Circle 355 
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Take a Few Minutes ta . . 

HELP OUR EDITORS . . . . . . . . 

HELP YOU 
YOU "41AY Wl'11 A VALUABLE PRIZE IN THE PROCESS 

In every issue of Computer Design you'll find a bound-in survey questionnaire entitled " Designer Preference 
Survey." Your partiCipation in these surveys is important. Your answers are significant. They tell our editors 
what's going on in the marketplace, what kinds of systems you are designing, how your product choices are 
shaping up, what products, subsystems, equipment and components you are using or would like to use. 

The answers you supply can guide our editors in selecting the topics, features, and technical data that will be 
on target with the kinds of projects you are working on. 

The questionnaires also alert manufacturers to your needs. The inputs you give us help them to develop 
products with the speeds, ranges, capacities, etc. that you require. · 

As an added incentive, each questionnaire returned gives you a chance to win a valuable prize. Drawings are 
made each month, with a grand prize drawing at year end. 

MONTHLY DRAWING 
HP41C 

PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR 
The HP 41C offers advanced problem-solving power yet is 
easy to use. Communicates in words as well as numbers. 
Can be programmed to meet your specific !'leeds. Fifty-eight 
popular functions, 130 total operations in function library. 
You can add peripherals and extension modules to expand 
capabilities. 

ANNUAL DRAWING 
HP85 

DESK TOP COMPUTER 
This portable (20#) unit includes an alphanumeric keyboard, 
tape drive, thermal printer, built-in 56 K byte memory, CRT 
screen, and 150 built-in HP BASIC language commands. You 
can add peripherals and software packages to expand sys-
tem capability. A $2800 value I · 

COMPUTER DESl&I 
The only computer magazine that conce~rates on design. 
The only design magazine that concentrates on computers. 
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Interface to IBM mainframes 
CT-SNA software allows Convergent's 
distributed intelligence desktop work
stations (16 max) to communicate with 
IBM mainframes using SNA. The software 
includes SNA gateway for low level com
munications between the workstation 
cluster and IBM mainframe. The SNA/3270 
emulator supports high level presenta
tion services from workstation to main
frame via SNA gateway. The SNA/3270 
provides PU.T2 (3276) functionality with 
LU.T2 (3278) and LU.T3 (3278) support. The 
SNA/RJE package (which will be available 
later this year) allows files to be trans
mitted between a workstation cluster 
and mainframe. The SNA/3270 emulator, 
bundled with SNA gateway, is $40,000 
for multi-use OEM license, or $2000 for 
single copy. Convergent Technologies, 
2500 Augustine Dr, Santa Clara, 
CA 95051. . 
Circle 356 

MS-DOS version 2.0 
Version 2.0 of the MS-DOS operating 
system for 8086 and 8088 microcomputer 
based systems takes up 20K of memory 
and features hierarchical filing struc
tures, installable device drivers, and 
redirection of 110 for greater XENIX com
patibility. Also compatible w_ith the 
earlier I .O version, MS-DOS 2.0 allows a 
manufacturer to install a new device 
driver when integrating a peripheral. 
The os treats the peripheral as a file that, 
once named, can be opened, used, and 
closed similar to any other file. Redirec
tion of I/O allows the user to alter data 
flow from I device in the system to any 
other device or file. Microsoft is ship
ping the MS-DOS 2.0 update to OEMS using 
version 1.0. Microsoft Corp, 10700 
Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98004. 
Circle 357 

Color graphics software 
Designed to run on any microprocessor 
or minicomputer, the Cadregraphics-n 
color graphics software package can 
generate complete color pictures in 1 to 2 
s typ. Features include high level 
graphics language processor, conversa
tional picture generator, plotting 
module, runtime library, and terminal 
handler. Limit checking for high/low 
warnings and alarms, archival record, 
trending module, and additional symbol 
library for business graphics applica
tions are optional. The Cadre Corp, PO 
Box 47837, Atlanta, GA 30362. 
Circle 358 
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UNIX for 68000 based processor 
Single- and multi-user System III UNIX 
for the IS-68K, a 68000 based LSI-I I bus 
compatible processor, have System III 

utilities plus 35 Berkeley utilities 
(including visual editor). A quad-size 
processor card with 256K bytes of dual
ported, parity-protected memory, the 
10-MHz version accesses memory with 
no wait states. Onboard local bus allows 
memory expansion to 4M bytes. 
Memory management system supports 
demand paging and DMA on the LSI-I I 
bus. Speed is comparable to the DEC v AX 
111750 in computational power and 
superior to the VAX in UNIX perfor
mance. Integrated Solutions, Inc, 1350 
Dell A.ve, Campbell, CA 95008. 
Circle 359 

Digital logic simulator 
Aimed at design verification and test 
generation for complex ICs, the CADAT 
(computer aided design and test) digital 
logic simulator is written in the c lan
guage and runs on a DEC v AX computer 
under the VMS. Operation under UNIX 
and Primos operating system is planned 
for later this year. By combining design 
and fault simulation capabilities, CADAT 
provides simulation support for a new 
chip from its initial design stages 
through generation of a manufacturing 
test procedure. Twelve-state simulation 
accurately models the behavior of both 
bipolar and MOS technologies. Timing 
resolution is 10 ps. Softron, Inc, 116 Rte 
17 N, Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458. 
Circle 360 

IS L gate arrays 
A family of integrated Schottky logic 
(ISL) gate arrays includes 5 array den
sities ranging from 836 gates with 48 I/Os 
to 2376 gates with 84 I/Os. All arrays 
have interdensity cell cqmpatibility and 
topological uniformity for universal 
macrofunction and 110 designs. Typ gate 
propagation delay is 2.3 ns. A 1.8-ns ver
sion is available by selective hook up of 
collector pull-up resistors on each ISL 
gate. Power dissipation is 350 µ W / gate, 
yielding a speed power product of 
0.8 pJ. The TTL compatible, high radia
tion tolerance arrays have - 55 to 
125 °C op temp range. Raytheon 
Semiconductor Div, 350 Ellis St, Moun
tain View, CA 94040. 
Circle 363 

8- to 16-bit software upgrades 
"Toolbox" software package for fast 
integration of existing 8-bit software 
onto 16-bit computers includes diag
nostic/conversion utilities, Screenplot 
screen graphics handler, and Screen
wright screen format generator. A third 
module, the Sourcerer, includes a family 
of intelligent disassembler programs for 
custom designed system software. TRX 
file transfer package allows data transfer 
between 2 CP/M-86 microcomputers that 
are linked directly by RS-232 or modems. 
The package works with both CRM and 
MS-DOS machines, and is $595 complete 
with manual and floppy disk. Export 
Software International, 4 Canongate 
Venture, New St, Royal Mile, Edin
burgh, EH8 8BH, United Kingdom . 
Circle 361 

IBM PC graphics software 
A 2-part graphics software package for 
the IBM Personal Computer includes a 
device driver for a mainframe, mini, or 
32-bit micro host computer with TELL-A
GRAF ®or DISSPLA ® graphics software 
and a floppy disk graphics link. Soft
ware maintains machine independence 
for computer interface to Apollo, 
Burroughs, CDC, Cray, DEC, Honeywell, 
IBM, Perkin-Elmer, Prime, and Univac 
computers. Slide projector stores com
pleted graphics. Host computer device 
driver is $2000 and encoded floppy disk, 
$245 . Integrated Software Systems 
Corp, 10505 Sorrento Valley Rd, San 
Diego, CA 92121. 
Circle 362 

FIFO RAMs 
Direct replacements for Monolithic 
Memories' 6740I devices, DM77S40I / 87S40I 
and DM77S402/87S402 FIFO RAMS are 
organized in 64-word by 4-bit and 
64-word by 5-bit structures, respectively. 
The chips' JO-MHz data rate allows use 
in high speed disk and tape controllers as 
well as in communication buffers. 
Features include TTL compatible inputs 
and outputs and a choice of syn
chronous or asynchronous operation . 
The chips are housed in 16-pin DIPS and 
are pin compatible with Fairchild's F334I 
MOS devices. Prices start at $19.50 each 
in quantities of 100. National Semi
conductor, 2900 Semiconductor Dr , 
Santa Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 364 



From 
Raymond Engineering. 
The better back-ups. 
For accuracy, simplicity and reliability, you can't 
beat the Winchester Repeater TM series of cassette 
back-up drives. Introducing the 10 mbyte WR-100 
and the 20 mbyte WR-1000 Winchester Repeaters. 
The intelligent solutions to the 5V4" Winchester disk 
back-up dilemma. Offering superior data reliability and 
cost-effectiveness in the 5 V4" disk footprint. For more 
information, contact Raymond Engineering Inc., 
Raycorder Products Division, 217 Smith Street, 
Middletown, CT 06457. (203) 632-1000. 
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Multiplexing is more efficient 
with Optelecom's Model 5100 
Fiber Optic Multiplexer. 

The 5100 eliminates time
consuming port contention 
by allowing full time division 
multiplexing of up to 32 data 
channels. You also reap all 
the benefits of fiber optic 
technology including: 

• Savings on cable install
ation time and space 

• Immunity to electrical 
interference 

• Security (fiber optic cables 
do not radiate) 

• Expansion capability 
• Lower bit error rates (no 

crosstalk) 
• Only $210 per port 

What Are You Waiting For? 
While you're waiting for data 
to trickle through a conven
tional multiplexer, make the 
bright choice-call Optelecom 
today! 

CIRCLE 162 
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3K-gate, 80-MHz logic arrays 
R series uncommitted logic arrays (ULAS) 
satisfy system requirements for 500 to 3k 
gates at frequencies up to 80 MHz with 
min system power levels. Consisting of 
32 gate arrays, series has 8 gate complexi
ties in 3 speed/power combinations 
ranging from CMOS power levels to ECL 
speeds. Each ULA has an array of 
uncommitted active and passive com
ponents fully processed, except for final 
single-layer aluminum interconnection. 
Based on 3-micron technology, arrays 
feature an emitter-follower buffered 
CML gate structure with independent 
output that provides a wired-OR facility. 
Gate structure provides propagation 
delays to 1 ns, delays independent of 
fanout, and a 30% savings in gate usage 
and corresponding decrease in gate 
chain delays. Development charges start 
at $10,000 at the 500-gate level. Ferranti 
Semiconductors, 87 Modular Ave, Com
mack, NY 11725. 
Circle 365 

Second generation 
HCMOS logic arrays 
LL7000 series of HCMOS logic arrays hav!! 
lOk gate counts and propagation delays 
of 1.3 ns through a 2-input NAND gate. 
Gate lengths are 2 microns drawn, 1.4 
microns effective. The thin gate-oxide, 
self-aligned, scaled, poly-silicon devices 
are interconnected with 2 levels of metal 
(equivalent to technology of 64K CMOS 
static RAM fabrication). The series span 
gate counts from 968 to 10,013 and max 
I/Os from 54 to 202. LSI Logic Corp, 
1601 McCarthy Blvd, Milpitas, CA 
95051. 
Circle 366 

CMOS 4 " wafer 
8-bit microprocessors 
ISO-CMOS 4" (10-cm) wafer process ver
sions of the 6500 8-bit microprocessor 
include 18 separately configured devices 
comprising 2 series. Series G6sscxx is pin 
to pin compatible with .NMOS product 
versions. G6SSCIXX series includes 
several hardware/software enchance
ments including an onboard divide by 4 
oscillator, memory Jock output, and bus 
enable input. All microprocessors are 
intra-family software compatible and all 
are bus compatible with MC68000 prod
ucts. CMOS peripheral support includes 
parallel interface adapter, interface 
adapter with 16-bit timer, RAM uo timer, 
and asynch interface adapter. GTE. 
Microcircuits Div, 2000 W 14th St, 
Tempe, AZ 85281. 
Circle 367 

Sync mode avionic 
receiver/transmitter 
COM ISS3B synchronous mode avionic 
receiver /transmitter (SMART) 40-pin 
COPLAMOS ®n-channel MOS/VLSI circuit 
simplifies interface of a 16-bit 
microprocessor or buffer to the serial 
MIL-STD-ISS3B data bus. Device has a 
double-buffered serial to parallel, paral
lel to serial converter, Manchester 
encoder I decoder, response timer, proto
col sequencer, error detection logic, and 
DMA controller onchip. Serial Man
chester II biphase encoded data are 
received from a 1ssrn bus receiver and 
converted to 16-bit parallel data. When 
receiving Manchester data, COM tSS3B 
detects/identifies sync polarity, recon
structs the clock, detects zero crossing, 
checks for proper number of bits, and 
performs a parity check on incoming 
data. Standard Microsystems Corp, 35 
Marcus Blvd, Hauppauge, NY 11788. 
Circle 368 

Monolithic IC · drives 
200-W stepper motors 
L298 power linear IC drives small bipolar 
stepper motors from up to 50 V and 
delivers up to 4 A of total current to the 
motor. Circuit includes 4 push-pull drive 
stages for inductive loads. Device pro
vides all of the power interface from TTL 
logic to the motor. Emitters of the lower 
stages of the 2 internal full bridges are 
available for external current sensing for 
constant current drive applications. The 
device can be easily attached to a heat 
sink. Price is under $5/lk Jots. SGS-ATES 
Semiconductor Corp, 7070 E Third Ave, 
Scottsdale, AZ 85251. 
Circle 369 

High speed monolithic S/H amp 
SHM-20 features an internal 100-pF MOS 
hold capacitor. Acquisition time is typ 
1µsfora10-V step to O.OlOJo with a typ 
aperture uncertainty of 1 ns. Unit in
cludes an input transconductance amp, 
low leakage analog switch, and output 
integrating amp. For improved droop 
rate, an external hold capacitor can be 
added. Pedestal voltage can be adjusted 
to 0 via external offset adjust trimpot. A 
30-ns aperture delay time, 1-m V pedestal 
error, min de gain of 10 V / V, and full 
differential input with a ± 10-V input 
voltage range are also featured. Max in
put offset voltage is as low as 0.5 mV 
with a max input offset voltage drift of 
15 µV I °C. Datel-Intersil, 11 Cabot Blvd, 
Mansfield, MA 02048. 
Circle 370 
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16K·bit ECL RAMs 
MBM10480 and MBM100480 ECL RAMS offer 
15-ns access times in a 16K- x I-bit con
figuration. Suited to main-memory, 
buffer, and control applications, the 
devices feature onchip voltage / 
temperature compensation to improve 
noise margins . An active pullup tech
nique makes use of an active lateral
structure pnp load cell to maintain a 
constant internal voltage during transi
tions from small standby currents to 
large read currents; this scheme permits 
a 20- x 37 .5-µm cell size. (Die size is 
6.07 x 3.53 mm.) Power dissipation 
equals 0.04 mW /bit. Units are housed in 
20-pin cero1P packages. Fujitsu Micro
electronics, 3320 Scott Blvd, Santa 
Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 371 

High speed 12-bit DAC 
The MC3412/3512 DAC employs monolithic 
bipolar and thin-film resistor technology 
to achieve 12-bit resolution. Active laser 
trimming at wafer level keeps gain and 
offset error limits to ± 0.250Jo and 
± 0.050Jo FSR, respectively, without 
external adjustment. Integral nonlinearity 
is set to ± Vi LSB, and settling_ time to 
Vi LSB at 400 ns max. Unit incorporates 
an internal precision 10-V bandgap ref
erence and span/bipolar offset resistors. 
Output voltage ranges include 0 to 5 V 
and 0 to 10 V. A threshold-control pin 
permits selection of CMOS or TTL logic 
levels at data inputs. Motorola Semi
conductor Products, Inc, PO Box 
20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. 
Circle 372 

High speed 64 x 9 FIFO memory 
A 15-MHz data rate equips TDCI030J6 for 
applications in video time base correc
tions, A-D output buffers, 110 formatting 
for digital filters and FFTs, disk/tape cer
tifications, and voice synthesizers. With 
TTL compatibility and a fallthrough time 
under 2 µs, the unit operates from a 
single 5-V power supply. Max power dis
sipation is 1.5 W. Memory stores 64 
words by 9 bits in a 28-pin DIP, and can 
expand in both word and bit dimen
sions. Control signals include shift in, 
shift out, master reset, and 3-state out
put enable. TRW LSI Products Div, 
Electronic Components Group, PO Box 
2472, La Jolla, CA 92038. 
Circle 373 

4K x 4 CMOS static RAMS 
IDT6168 and IDT71681 4K x 4 CMOS static 
RAMS feature mil speeds 200Jo faster than 
NMOS devices while typically consuming 
225 mW from a 5-V supply. Guaranteed 
over the - 55 to 125 °C temp range, 55-, 
70-, 85-, and 100-ns speeds are available. 
All versions are screened to MIL-STD-883 
class C. Mil grade versions are screened 
to full class B requirements. Both 16K 
devices also feature commercial access 
and cycle times from 45 to 85 ns max. 
Standard and low power options are 
provided. Packaging options include 
IDT6168 in a JEDEC std 20-pin DIP or 
20-pin LCC with common data I/OS. 
IDT7168I has separate data 110 lines and is 
in a 28-pin LCC or 24-pin, 300-mil wide 
thinDIP package. Integrated Device 
Technology, Inc, 3236 Scott Blvd, Santa 
Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 374 

Fast, high density PROMS 
Typical access speed for both 63S3281A 
and 63S3281 32K PROMS is 31 ns; max 
speed for the former is 40 ns, and 50 ns 
for the latter. The devices draw 190-mA 
max power from a 5-V supply, with typ 
power dissipation of 750 mW. Low cur
rent, pnp inputs, full Schottky clamp
ing, and 3-state outputs are featured. 
Organized 4096 words x 8 bits, the 
PROMS are pin compatible with industry 
std Schottky PROMS. They come in 0.6" 
(1.5-cm) wide, 24-pin cerDIPs or 32-pin 
LCCS . Monolithic Memories, 1165 E 
Arques Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 375 

Chopper-stabilized op amp 
Model TML7650 features 1-µm input off
set voltage and 10-pA de input bias cur
rent. It offers 2.5-V I µs slew rate, 2-MHz 
gain-bandwidth product, 120-dB (min) 
common mode and power supply rejec
tion ratios, and low intermodulation 
effects (less than 10° phase shift). The 
device is internally compensated for 
unity-gain operation and includes a 
clamp circuit to prevent overload 
recovery problems. Low offset is achieved 
by comparing inverting and noninverting 
input voltages in a nulling amplifier that 
spends alternate clock phases nulling 
itself and the main amplifier. Telmos, 
Inc, 740 Kifer Rd, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 376 

FREE 
ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOG 
AVAILABLE 

MINOR RUBBER CO. INC. 
49 Ackerman Street 

Bloomfield, N.J. 07003 
In NJ- (201) 338-6800 

Toll Free (800) 637-8574 

In Calif. - (213) 306-8063 
Toll Free (800) 527-0260 

Jn Texas- (800) 442-5840 
Outside TX (800) 527 -0260 
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• These ratings do not reflect the h&zards of this 
or any other mater1e.J. under actu&1 fire conditions. 

~ Raglstered Trademark of General Electric Comp&ny 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PLASTICS OPERATIONS 

NORYL PRODUCTS DIVISION 
NORYL AVENUE 

SELKIRK, NY 12158 
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SMC-70 upgrade to 16 bits 
Designed to upgrade the SMC-70 8-bit 
computer to 16-bit performance, the 
Supercharger uses an Intel 8086 CPU oper
ating at 5 MHz. The combination fea
tures 256K bytes of onboard memory 
expandable to 768K bytes and concur
rently supports CP/M and MS-DOS oper
ating systems. Communication between 
the Supercharger and the SMC-70 occurs 
via 110 port handshaking or direct 
memory access. The unit operates over a 
5 to 35 °C temperature range. Sony 
Microcomputer Products Div, Sony 
Corp of America, 9 W 57th St, New 
York, NY 10019. 
Circle 377 

Model DSTD-103, an intelligent ZSOA based 
slave processor with parallel 110, imple
ments multiprocessing capability on the 
STD zso bus using OMA-request control 
lines. Up to 4 DSTD-I03s can be used per 
backplane in 4-MHz systems. Each card 
can access all external RAM and 110 on 
the STD bus. Board includes 4 program
mable counter /timer channels buffered 
to an external connector. Two 8-bit par
allel 110 ports can be configured for TTL 
or open-collector outputs. Five byte
wide sockets can accommodate RAM, 
EPROM, or EEPROM. The DSTD-103 oper
ates from the STD bus system clock 
signal. dy-4 Systems, Inc, 888 Lady 
Ellen Pl, Ottawa, Ontario KlZ 5Ml, 
Canada. 
Circle 378 

Graphics workstation 
The Advanced Raster Workstation runs 
on Digital Equipment Corp's VAX pro
cessors and Sperry Univac's V77 Series 
computers to furnish 1024- x 1024-pixel 
resolution. It comes in monochromatic 
or color versions . The color display can 
support 16 or 64 simultaneous colors, 
selectable from a palette of 16M colors. 
A separate 9 11 (23-cm) alphanumeric 
screen supports 24 lines of 80 chars each. 
Auto-trot Technology Corp, 12500 N 
Washington St, Denver, CO 80233. 
Circle 379 

Multiterminal computer system 
Within the Tiger family, ATS 32 and 
ATS 64 computers provide 32 and 64 
ports, respectively. This allows them to 
support large numbers of terminals 
simultaneously, without response-time 
degradation. Sixteen-bit processors 
operate at 3 architectural levels within 
the units to perform preallocated system 
functions and to work with the other 
processors. Transaction processors 
handle short-duration transactions at 
rates to 19.2k bps; intranet processors 
serve as system resource managers, and 
the control biprocessors optimize disk 
access. Prices range from less than 
$30,000 to more than $250,000. CADO 

Systems Corp, 2771 Toledo St, Tor
rance. CA 90503. Circle 380 
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Multibus compatible, 68000 SBC 
ModulasTen M68KIO is a 68000 based 
single-board computer for use on Multi
bus/IEEE-P796. It features 256K bytes of 
on board RAM, Multimodule capability, 
multiprotocol serial communications, 
and parallel control. The 10-MHz 
16/32-bit computer accesses onboard 
128K-byte DRAM without wait states. 
Two 8-bit iSBX Multimodule 110 con
nectors permit quick customization of 
onboard 110. With 24-bit addressing, the 
computer can access all 16M bytes of 
system address space. Upgrade to 
256K-bit DRAMS provides IM-byte on
board RAM. Quantity-! list price is 
$1995. SBE, Inc, 4700 San Pablo Ave, 
Emeryville, CA 94608. 
Circle 381 

Second-source 8051 8-bit micro 
Am8051PC (plastic) and Am8051DC 
(ceramic) 8-bit microcomputer 1cs are 
alternate parts for the Intel 8051 chip. 
Fabricated using N-channel Sigate MOS 
technology, the substitute part is geared 
for applications requiring up to 64K 
bytes of program and/or data storage. 
The chip contains 32K (4K x 8) mask 
programmable ROM; a 128 x 8-bit RAM; 
32 uo lines; two 16-bit counter/timers; 
and a 5-source, 2-priority level nested in
terrupt structure. A serial uo port for 
either multiprocessor communications, 
uo expansion, or full-duplex UART, and 
an onchip oscillator/clock circuit are in
cluded. The 8031 ROMless version is also 
available. Advanced Micro Devices Inc, 
901 Thompson Pl, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086. 
Circle 382 

68000 based VME bus SBC 
Model IV-1600 achieves 12-MHz perfor
mance without wait states in conjunc
tion with its 256K-bytes of onboard 
RAM. In addition, it offers dual-port 
RAM with proprietary anti-deadlock cir
cuitry that lets other CPUs and OMA con
trollers on the VME bus access the 
onboard RAM. The board also offers an 
on board VME bus controller, as well as 
RS-232, RS-422, and current loop inter
faces. It can serve as its own develop
ment system; 28-pin universal memory 
sockets allow use of EEPROMs. Ironies 
Inc, 117 Eastern Heights Dr, Ithaca, 
NY 14850. 
Circle 383 

16-bit SBC enhancements 
A family of products for the isac 286/ IO is 
targeted at the high end of the 16-bit 
single-board computer market. It 
features the / IOES development kit, C/X 
memory boards, 580 multichannel and 
iLBX bus expansion boards, 428 universal 
memory site expansion board, and the 
iSDM 286 system debug monitor, along 
with the iRMS 286R realtime operating 
system. High speed math functions, 
large memory capacity, 24-bit addressing, 
low interrupt latency, and 2 industry std 
operating systems suit the family to 
many high performance applications. 
Intel Corp, 3065 Bowers Ave, Santa 
Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 384 

Portable CP/M microcomputer 
With CP/M compatibility and 128K bytes 
of bank switching RAM, MicroMate of
fers power as well as portability. Both 
computer and 390k-byte disk fit into a 
13 11 (33-cm) long case about the size of a 
51/.i 11 disk drive. Compatible with asyn
chronous terminals, the unit interfaces 
to asynchronous serial printers, Cen
tronics type parallel printers, and Win
chester disks (ST506). The computer 
offers an 80 x 24 screen format; 
T /Maker 111 application software comes 
with system. Complete system is $1495; 
without terminal, $995. Personal Micro 
Computers, Inc, 475 Ellis St, Mountain 
View, CA 94043. 
Circle 385 

Talk to the editor 
Have you written to the 
editor lately? We 're waiting 
to hear from you. 
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Circuit board test system 

The 2275 circuit board test system, com
patible with the company's 2210, 2211, and 
2212 test systems, has up to 640 fully 
hybrid pins housed in its 44 11 (112-cm) 
cubed design. The tester can be easily 
configured in test only mode and in closed 
or open configuration. Program prep
aration can be completed on any 221x 

tester and transferred to the 2275 . For 
digital testing, each point has a 
driver/sensor backed by local memory. 
For analog testing, 14-bit ·instrumenta
tion provides high accuracy. A 4-line in
strument switching matrix gives each pin 
programmable access to system and ex
ternal instruments. Prices begin at 
$105,000. GenRad, Inc, 300 Baker Ave, 
Concord. MA 01742. 
Circle 386 

Automatic driv~ tester/exerciser 
Fully automatic self-contained micro
processor driven tester I exerciser, model 
ms simultaneously handles up to 8 Sony 
OA-D30V 3 Vi 11 diskette drives. It ties a Z80 
microprocessor to 4K-byte RAM and 
16K-l'.1yte EPROM. Unit automatically 
verifies R/W functions using random 
worst-case data patterns, depending on 
recording format (FM/MFM), or using 
optional 15-byte patterns entered manu
ally. It can operate in read only mode 
using diskettes previously recorded with 
worst-case patterns. Tests include· index 
and step periods, auto-seek through all 
step periods of R(W head positioner, 
track zero sensor, and automatic head
load. Price is $4I95. Brikon, Inc, 2298I 
Alcalde Dr, Laguna Hills, CA 92653. 

Circle 387 
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Interfaces for HP 64000 
Two interface modules for the HP 64620S 
logic state/software analyzer are a user
defined general purpose interface and an 
8086/8088 microprocessor dedicated inter
face. Signals are conditioned on 60 input 
lines. Bus signals can be demultiplexed, 
and stimulus and halt lines provide pro
cessor control. Inverse-assembly software 
gener~tes . analyzer displays in the pro
cessor's mnemonics. HP 64651A general 
purpose interface includes breadboard, 
1c sockets, wirewr(!p terminals, and 
cable with processor socket for 40-, 48-, 
or 64-pin DIPS . HP 64653A preprocessor 
interface for the 8086/8088 traces activity 
in min or max operating modes with ap
propriate dequeuing, at 8-MHz clock 
rates. Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Em
barcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303. 

Circle 388 

Multichannel analyzer 
Using a touch-screen CRT to simplify 
operator inputs, Series 90 industrial mea
surement and control systems handle 
228 _ I counts/channel, accept 64k data 
channels, and include user configurable, 
dual-port high speed RAM, expandable 
to IM byte. A point-addressable, high 
resolution 13 11 (33-cm) color graphics 
monitor is std; over 400 analog and digi
tal I/O lines can be accommodated in 
each main chassis. Options include 20M 
bytes of disk storage and support for up 
to I6 users. The manufacturer offers a 
line of signal conditioners that suit Series 
90 units to most sensors and controls. 
Canberra Industries, Inc, 45 Gracey 
Ave~ Meriden, CT 06450. 
Circle 389 

Tell us what you like 
Did you remember to rate 
the articles in this issue of 
Computer Design? A special 
editorial score box is 
provided on the Reader 
Inquiry Card. 

Portable digital oscilloscope 

• The 3091 digital oscilloscope for harsh in
dustrial and remote field uses has a 
bubble cassette memory for nonvolatile 
waveform storage. Signals are stored on 
a removable cassette. With RS-232-C 
interface, waveform data can be sent to 
remote sites via telephone lines. X-Y and 
strip chart hardcopy recorders connect 
easily to the scopes' analog outputs. A 
I2-bit digitizer is combined with 2 
sample/hold circuits to attain simulta
neous I-MHZ sampling for both channels. 
The 4k-word memory length/channel 
adds 0.025% FS horizontal resolution to 
the digitizer's 0.025 OJo FS vertical resolu
tion. Each channel has differential and 
ac-dc coupling. Full-scale voltage ranges 
from ± 100 mV to ±40 V. Price is 
$4300. Nicolet Instruments, 5225 
Verona Rd, PO Box 4288, Madison, 
WI 537Il. 
Circle 390 

Switched capacitor filter arrays 
Metal mask programmable CMOS semi
custom arrays can implement up to 6 
(model SCA-6) or 12 (model SCA-12) bi
quadratic filter sections or other switched 
capacitor filter architectures. Both ar
rays provide precision high order filter
ing on a single chip and can replace 
many active RC and discrete implementa
tions in analog signal processing. Each 
biquad section of the uncommitted ar
rays has 2 op amps, 7 CMOS switches, 35 
PMOS switches, and 60 programmable 
capacitor units. Buffer amplifiers and 
digital level shifters facilitate interfaces. 
SCA-6 also includes crystal oscillator, 8 
toggle flipflops , and nonoverlapping 
clock generators . Silicon Systems inc, 
I435I Myford Rd, Tustin, CA 92680. 
Circle 391 · 





We Crunch N11mbers 
Not Budgets 

Array 
Processors 

SKYMNK 
Q-Bus for DEC LSl-11/23, 11/2, 11 /03 
MULTIBUS for Intel 8086, Motorola 
M68000 
VERSABUS for Motorola M68000 
One million floating point operations 
per second 

• Plugs right into system bus 
Under $6000 with quantity discounts 
available 
Full 32-bit floating-point format (DEC 
or IEEE-7 54) 

Floating Point 
Accelerators 
• SKYFFP 
• MULTIBUS, VME bus or S-100 bus 

plug-in board 
• 32-bit and 64-bit IEEE standard floating 

point operation 
• Compatible with MC68000, Z8000, 

8086, 8085, Z80, and more 
User transparent - no changes to 
FORTRAN, Pascal, 'C', UNIX 
User microprogrammabk 
$2200 in single quantity, OEM 
discounts available 

SKYFFP Patent Pend ing . 

CIRCLE 159 

SKY' s array processors and floating point 
accelerators are unsurpassed in price / 
performance, ease of use and reliability. 
Our users say so! They 'll also tell you that 
SKY offers the best customer support in 
the industty. 

Don't wait any longer for high performance. 
Call now for free benchmark analysis and 
further information: ( 617) 4 54-6200. 

Remember, we do lots of things to 
crunch numbers. None of them will 
crunch your budget. 

SKY COMPlITERS, INC. Foot of John Street I.owell, MA 01852 (617) 454-0200 TELEX 4991331 SKYMNK 

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS (DEC, Multibus , Versabus Compatible Producrs): Belgium : C.N . Rood 0713 52 135 ; Canada: Transduction 4 16 /625 1907: 
France: Metrologie 01 /791 4444; Italy: Morra Ingegneri 011724 225 77 ; Japan : ASR International 03 1437 5471 ; Netherlands : C.N . Rood 070 / 996 360; 
Switzerland : Techex AG 011825 0949; Taiwan : Hermes Epitek 021562 5851 ; United Kingdom: Data Translation 061286 3412 . 

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS (Multibus Compatible Product Only) : Finland : Oy Finrronic 090 / 692 6022 . 
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Low profile full-travel keyboard 

The KDl3I full-travel keyboard measures 
under 19 mm from keycap to frame 
assembly, with an overall height under 
25 mm. A full 0.150 11 (0.381-cm) travel is 
maintained while meeting the 30-mm 
DIN spec. Keyboard comes with or 
without enclosure. Numeric pad, func
tion keys, auto-repeat keys, separate 
cursor control pad, and lighted LED shift 
key are included. A 10-bit 300-baud 
serial async RS-422 output is provided, 
with all signal levels TIL compatible 
positive logic, capable of driving at least 
1 TTL load. Digitran, a Becton 
Dickinson Co, Keyboard Div, 855 
S Arroyo Pkwy, Pasadena, CA 91105. 
Circle 392 

Brushless 9.25" pancake motors 
A radial air gap motor features rare 
earth magnets, high torque to inertia 
ratio, very low cogging, and long life. 
The short profile motors range in con
tinuous stall torque from 45 to 100 lb/ in 
(5 to 11 N•m). Hall effect sensors in the 
brushless motor provide precise shaft 
position information for electronic com
mutation. The unit can be used in de and 
variable frequency ac drives . Standard 
options include a low ripple brushless 
analog de tachometer, encoders, 
resolvers, and brakes. Honeywell Motor 
Products Div, 4301 Kishwaukee St, 
PO Box 106, Rockford, IL 61109. 
Circle 393 

High output, long-life LED 
The Illuminator gives light output com
parable to a filtered 0.5-W incandescent 
lamp, with reported life expectancies of 
lOOk to IM hours . Encapsulated in a 
TI -3/4 package, the lamp comes in red or 
yellow, with 25- or 50-mcd intensity 
ranges . Chief application is backlighting 
areas over 1 in2. Package contains a 
clear lens with built-in light reflector for 
140° viewing angle. The lamp is resistant 
to shock and vibration and can be used 
where incandescent filaments will shatter. 
General Instrument, Optoelectronics 
Div, 3400 Hillview Ave, Palo Alto, 
CA 94304. 
Circle 394 

Membrane switch 
Type F45 membrane switch operates to a 
max continuous temp of 45 °C at costs 
typically 400Jo less than 65 and 85 °C 
switches. The switch has a 0 .005 11 

(0.013-cm) thick polyester layer with 
B9257 conductive circuitry folded to form 
flex and stable layers. Tail exits in a 
planar fashion. A 0.001 11 (0.003-cm) XB 
9207 insulative coating covers all nonkey 
area conductive tracks to protect cir
cuitry. A 0.002 11 (0.005-cm) thick pro
prietary insulative material with 
adhesive holds the switch layers 
together, constitutes a spacer between 
circuit layers, and seals from particulate 
con lamination . W .H. Brady Co, Xymox 
Div, 8225 W Parkland Ct, PO Box 571, 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 . 
Circle 395 

Intelligent "plasma" display 

A microprocessor controlled, 64-char 
dot-matrix display system offers 150 ° 
viewing area and typical brightness of 
190 ft-L. Type APD-064M026 provides 
plasma display aesthetics without the 
need to design drive electronics, inter
face, and voltage conversion circuitry. 
Chars are 0.26 11 x 0.16 11 (0.66 x 0.41 cm), 
formed by a 5 x 7 dot matrix in 2 rows of 
32 chars each. Internal generator pro
vides a 160-char set, including ASCII and 
Katakana chars. The user-enabled cur
sor can be fully addressable or auto
incremented. Dale Electronics, Inc, 2064 
12th Ave, Columbus, NE 68601. 
Circle 396 

Like to write? 
The editors invite you to 
write technical articles for 
Computer Design. For a 
free copy of our Author's 
Guide, circle 503 on the 
Reader Inquiry Card. 

JOIN THE 
PROFESSIONALS 

RTCS Products give your PC/ 
MDOS computer, professional 
program development capabi 
lities, just like Intel's Series Ill 
or System 86/330. 

RTCS offt•rs "farnily uf Opt~r.rtrnq 
Systt~m D1•vt~loprner1 t Tool, . 

• RTCS UDI 
The UDI allows your PC to exe
cute Intel 's Compilers, Assem 
blers and Utilities. 
$500.00 

Features 

Memory Management 
Fil e Management 
PC/ MSDOS Fil e Structures 
8087 Support 

• RTCS PC/ RMX 
The RTCS PC/RMX lets your PC 
run under Intel's Real-Time 
Operating System, iRMX. 
$2250.00 

Features 

Up to 65536 task s 
H ierach ial Directories 
Multi-User Capability 
Supports I BM Periphera ls 
Hard Disk Support 
Ethernet Support 

• RTCS UDEBUG 
The RTCS UDEBL.IG is a power
ful system debugger. 8087 
support . Symbolic debugging. 
$195.00 

• RTCS PC/SBC Execution 
Vehicl e 
The PC/SBC al lows your PC to 
contro l th e execution of any of 
Intel's SBC Computers. Both 
download and upload capability . 
$195.00 

MO OS I S A TRADEMARK OF M I CROSOFT C ORP. 

s e c Be: tRM X ARE TRADEMARKS OF INTEL CORP. 

.......... ~ ..... ·-=-
REAL - TIME COMPUTER 
SCIENCE CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 3000-886 (805) 482-0333 

Camarrllo. CA 93011 
TELEX #467897 
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Linear power with 15-Vdc output 

Six linear power modules provide from 
3 .0- to 7 .5-W output power and are 
available in PCB or chassis mount 
packages. Series features outputs of 15 
Vdc at 200, 350, or 500 mA. PCB mount 
models provide line regulation of 
±0.02% max with load regulation of 
± 0.02% max (200- or 350-mA output) 
or ±0.040Jo max (500-mA output). 
Chassis mount models provide line and 
load regulations within ±0.05%. Ripple 
and noise is 0.5 mV rms max (200-mA 
output) or 1.0-m V rms max (350· or 
500-mA output) on PCB mount models, 
and 1.0-m V rms max on chassis mount 
models. All units have 110 isolation up to 
2500 Vac, output voltage accuracy 
within ± 2.00Jo, tempco of ± 0.020Jol°C 
typ, and short-term current limit short 
circuit protection. Computer Products, 
Inc, Power Products Div, 2801 Gateway 
Dr, Pompano Beach, FL 33060. 
Circle 397 

750-W switching power supplies 
The enhanced 682 series of switching 
regulated power supplies for digital and 
memory systems feature dual, selectable 
115/230-Vac input, full power output at 
71 °C, and up to 2 W /in3 volume. Out
put levels range from model 682-02 with 
150 A at 2 V to model 682-48 with 19 A at 
48 V. Trio Laboratories, Inc, 80 Dupont 
St, Plainview, NY 11803. 

,. 

Circle 398 
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High power switching supplies 
RESOO series switching power supplies 
have no internal wire harnessing prob
lems found in single-board designs. Only 
computer grade, UL/CSA circuitry com
ponents are used. Features include 24-V, 
semiregulated available fourth channel; 
auxiliary output currents to 30 A; 
industry std 5" x 8 11 x 11" (13- x 20- x 
28-cm) profile mounting patterns, and 
connections. Safety features comply 
with UL/CSA/ VDE/ IEC. User selectable 
input range is 90 to 132 Vac, 165 to 
250 Vac, and 180 to 264 Vac. Single-, 
dual-, triple-, and quad-output models 
are available. Prices begin at $875. ACDC 

Electronics, 401 Jones Rd, Oceanside, 
CA 92054. 
Circle 399 

48-Vdc 750-W single-output supply 

The 6010 series 750-W single-output 
48-Vdc input power supply is housed in 
an industry std 5" x 8" x 11 " (13- x 20- x 
28-cm) package. The supply provides 
output voltages ranging from 2 to 48 V 
with a 750-W max capability. Remote 
sense, thermal shutdown, foldback cur
rent limiting, and an MTBF greater than 
50k hours are standard. The system is 
forced air-cooled and is rated at 60% 
efficiency. Qualidyne Systems, Inc, 2256 
Main St, Chula Vista, CA 92011. 
Circle 400 

International de power supplies 
International series of de power supplies 
include 76 off-the-shelf 'models that 
comply with such regulatory safety agen
cies as UL, CSA, IEC, VOE, BPO, ECMA, and 
CEE. Each unit provides 100-, 120-, 220-, 
230-, and 240-Vac, 47- to 63-Hz input 
ranges needed for worldwide operation. 
All units use high c;v density filter capa
citors with high RMS ripple current 
ratings. Single-quantity prices start at 
$32.95. Power-One Inc, Power One Dr, 
Camarillo, CA 93010. 
Circle 401 

Modular switching supply 

Model M7935 240-W power supply pro
vides outputs of 5 Vdc at 15 A, 12 Vdc at 
4A, ± 15 Vdc at 2A, and 28 Vdc at 2A. 
Input voltage is 115 Vac at 400 Hz, 
single phase. Op temp range is - 40 to 
85 °C; max cold plate temp is 75 °C 
using conduction cooling. Auxiliary out
puts achieve high efficiency and syn
chronization to the 5-V output main rail 
via magnetic amplifier post regulated 
module. No high power switching or linear 
pass transistors are used. The 75% effi
cient unit is manufactured to MIL-T-28800B 

and MIL-STD-454. CEAG Electric Corp, 
Power Supply Div, 1324 Motor Pkwy, 
Hauppauge, NY J 1788. 
Circle 402 

Uninterruptible power supply 
DPS series of uninterruptible power sup· 
plies are available with single, double, or 
triple de outputs, and in 250-, 500-, lk-, 
and 2k-W output sizes. Full range dual 
voltage ac inputs and high frequency 
power MOSFET switching for compact 
size and low emi are provided. Units 
comply with all UL, CSA, FCC, and VOE re
quirements. Each of the 4 series models 
has a backup unit that interfaces be
tween the power supply and a std battery 
system. The backup draws power from 
the DPS during normal operation and 
charges the std sealed lead acid battery 
packs. Displex, Inc, 79 Hazel St, Glen 
Cove, NY 11542. 
Circle 403 

It pays to communicate 
You can further your career 
by writing technical articles 
about the advanced work 
you're doing. Also, we pay 
an honorarium for all 
manuscripts that we 
publish. For a free copy of 
our Author's Guide, circle 
503 on the Reader Inquiry 
Card. 



Already the standard of the industry. 
This new hand-held test set is a logical extension of 
our successful Supertest which quickly became stan
dard equipment at telephone companies, modem and 
multiplexer manufacturers, as well as major end 
users world-wide. 

Like Supertest, Datatest I is designed for field ser
vice, but it gives you even more features. Providing 
more DC E testing capability and more flexible timing 
tests , the battery operated Datatest I still weighs less 
than 2 lbs. And it's easy to use with test parameters 
clearly marked for all phases of operation featuring 
colour grouped function controls and bright LED 
readouts. 

Versatility is the key to success in the field and 
Datatest I has it in spades. In fact , no other test set 
this compact even comes close to its wide range of 
capabilities. And we've built it to be rugged and 
reliable in the field . 

Datatest I. Best by any test . 

Test miracles in a small package. 
It's hard to believe, but we have built into this small 
package, test set capabilities of competing units that 
are five times the size and weight ofDatatest II. 

Datatest II provides you with a complete easy-to-use 
integral EIA RS-232C breakout box with tristate indication 
of interface status. All test functions and line parameters 
are menu selectable. Our outstanding new Datatest II 
simultaneously measures and displays bits received, bit 
errors , blocks received , block errors, errorfree seconds, 
errored seconds, sync losses and time outs. 

At the end of your test Datatest II automatically 
calculates both bit and block error rates . A back
ground trap and timer allows you to examine data 
around errors , events, characters or sync losses 
or analyze response times. The user can either 
define his own messages or use any of the 
pseudo random or Fox patterns. Prepro
grammed DCE or DTE configuration 
is selected electronically so that the 
Datatest II can test terminals, printers, 
point-to-point communications facil
ilities, multi-drop networks and 
X .25 facilities . 

Datatest I 
$1,595.00 includes a leather case and a turnover adapter to 
facilitate terminal testing. 
3 Ya in . wide x 9 in . high x 2 Y+ in . deep . 

Datatest II 
$1,895 .00 with a leather carrying case for instruments and 
accessories. 
8 in . wide x 5 in . high x 2 Y. in . deep. 

Send for free literatu re and application notes on these new 
pace setters in the test field . 

············ .............. 
DCE 
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NA,,,_ 
FOR THE TESTING TIMES 

8481 Keele Street, 
Concord, Ontario 
L4K 181, (416) 669-9918 
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Board-type EPROM programmer 
The ZX-914 for 28-pin 2100 devices 
features gang programming and verifica
tion, separation of high and low bytes 
for word-wide systems, and implementa
tion of Intel's fast programming algo
rithm. Software utilities are provided for 
1s1s or CP/M. The programmer operates 
in 8- or 16-bit systems and inserts directly 
into 1 Multibus backplane card slot; 
jumper and/or switch changes are re
quired for 2764, 27128, or 2817 EPROM 
devices. All programming voltages 
derive from onboard power supplies. 
Zendex Corp, 6644 Sierra Ln, Dublin, 
CA 94568 . 
Circle 404 

Communications utility integrates 
minis or mainframes 
"Talk" communications utility turns an 
Intel Development System series 200 or 
300 into a virtual terminal that can com
municate over std RS-232 lines to a remote 
computer. Written in PL/M, the software 
is provided in both source and object 
form on single- or double-density 1s1s 
format diskettes for $500. It includes full 
rubout, scroll, interrupt control func
tions, and control of the baud rate used 
by the Development System terminal. 
Intermetrics, Inc, 733 Concord Ave, 
Cambridge, MA 02138. 
Circle 405 

STD bus micro development 
Model DV-9 realtime software develop
ment system for board-level microcom
puters supports Pascal, COBOL, BASIC, c, 
D-Forth, and assembly language. The 
self-contained package includes 2 inde
pendent systems for application develop
ment: I for generating and maintaining 
source code and enhancing OS-9 based 
programs, and another for configuring 
hardware and software. Dual backplane 
architecture includes a 2-MHz 6809 CPU 
with 62K-byte memory, 3 serial 110 

ports, and 32 bits of parallel 1/0. 
Datricon Corp, Datricon Plaza, 155 
B Ave, Lake Oswego, OR 97034. 
Circle 406 

Like to write? 
The editors invite you to 
write technical articles for 
Computer Design. For a 
free copy of our Author's 
Guide, circle 503 on the 
Reader Inquiry Card. 
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Peripheral processor emulators 
Two development tools for peripheral 
interface processors provide full-speed 
realtime emulation with precise circuit 
timing and load/ drive matching. In-circuit 
emulators ICE-44 (for the 8044 distributed 
intelligence microcontroller) and ICE-42 
(for the 8042 universal processor) speed 
software development through symbolic 
debugging. Other features conditionally 
halt emulation, record execution history 
in trace locations while operating at a 
12-MHz clock rate, and patch test fixes 
into runtime code. Both emulators are 
compatible with Intellec ® Series 11 or 111 

systems. Intel Corp, 3065 Bowers Ave, 
Santa Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 407 

Multibus graphics/data interface 
Video disk interface VDI-1 enhances ap
plications that use std NTSC laser video 
disks. Three-board set contains a Multi
bus interface, 4-input video switch, a 
flash video ADC, phase-locked video tim
ing circuits, memory/ display access and 
automatic hidden refresh timing circuits, 
4-frame wide black and white video 
memory, a 2-output video DAC, and 
video timing pulse outputs. Picture 
memory space is 768 x IK x 6 bits with a 
378- x 483-pixel roving refresh display 
window. Matrox Electronic Systems 
Ltd, 5800 Andover Ave, T.M.R., 
Quebec, H4T IH4, Canada. 
Circle 408 

RFI power line filters suppress 
noise in switching supplies 

The Q series rfi power line filters for 
switching power supplies control con
ducted emissions down to IO kHz. High 
attenuation for both line to line and line 
to ground interference is provided 
throughout the frequency range and 
ensure no performance degradation due 
to peak currents drawn by equipment. 

Series is suited to applications that meet 
B level limits of VDE 0871 below 150 kHz 
and FCC part 18 from 30 MHz down to 
IO kHz. Std leakage current (VQ series) 
and low leakage version (EQ series) are 
available. All models are UL recognized, 
with CSA and VOE approvals pending. 
Three case styles and rated current of 
3 A at 115 Vac or 2A at 250 Vac, 50 to 
60 Hz with a rated voltage of 115/250 
Vac are available. Corcom Inc, 1600 
Winchester Rd, Libertyville, IL 60048. 
Circle 409 

Modular alarm limit subsystem 

The 4B series has plug-in modules that 
accept a high level voltage or 4- to 
20-mA/ O- to 20-mA input and 2 inde
pendent on/ off outputs for high/ low 
limit monitoring. Three-digit display for 
set-point calibration and indication of 
both set points and the process variable 
are featured . All modules offer 
130-V rms normal mode protection, 
±0.l OJo accuracy , and ±0.005 0Jo 
span/ °C drift. Analog Devices, Inc, 
Rte I Industrial Park, Norwood, MA 
02062. 
Circle 410 

Rugged 16K, 5·V EEROM 
A 5-V only 16K EEROM is specified at 
350-ns read access time and 10-ms byte 
write over - 55 to 125 °C temp range. 
Model DM5213 is available for proto
typing; DM5213/B is screened to MIL-STD-
883B and is available for production. 
Both are organized as 2K x 8 bits in 
JEDEC approved, MOS byte-wide memory 
configurations. They are initially avail
able in 24-pin DIPS and will be available 
in 32-pin chip carriers. Each byte can be 
erased or written up to !Ok times. Using 
the 21-V write capability, the EEROM is 
pin compatible with the 2816EEROM. Seeq 
Technology, Inc, 1849 Fortune Dr, San 
Jose, CA 95131. 
Cirtle 411 



• 
DYNAMIC RAM (IEEE P796-COMPATIBLEJ 

--~~~~~~~ 

MM-8086E 

• 512K, 256K bytes 
• Error detection and correction 
• lOOOH boundarles/16 Mbyte address 
•Access/Cycle: 300/500 nsec 
• CSR/ESR for EDC control and LED error correction 

Indication 
• Battery backup option 

MM-8086D 

• 512K, 256K, 1281<, 64K bytes 
•For 8 and 16-blt processors 
• lOOOH boundarles/16 Mbyte address 
• Even parity with output selectable to any of bus 

Interrupts 
•ACCESS/Cycle: 250/400 nsec 

NON-VOLATILE CMOS RAM (IEEE P796-COMPATIBLEJ 

MM-8000C 

• 128K, 64K bytes 
•Data retention (on-board batt.): 

2 weeks rechargeable batteries 
• 4000H boundarles/16 Mbyte address 
•Access/Cycle: 220/ 220 nsec 
• Battery status line allows monitored battery condition 
• Redundant batteries provide Improved rellablllty 
•Accommodates 2716 EROM 

MM-8086C 

• 641<, 32K, 16K bytes 
•Data retention (on-board batt.): 

3 weeks rechargeable batteries 
2 yrs. non-rechargeable batteries 

• IOOOH boundarles/16 Mbyte address 
•On-board calendar/clock 
•Access/Cycle: 250/250 nsec 
• Redundant batteries provide Improved rellablllty 
•Accommodates 2716 EROM 

NON-VOLATILE CORE MEMORY 

MM-8086 

• 32Kbytes 
•For 8 and 16-blt processors 
• IOOOH boundaries/I Mbyte address 
•Access/Cycle: 375/ 1200 nsec 
• Power monitoring for data protection 

MM-8086/16 

• 16Kbytes 
•For 8 and 16-blt processors 
• 4000H boundaries/I Mbyte address 
•Access/Cycle: 280/800 nsec 
• Power monitoring for data protection 

ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON PARTS AND LABOR 
ALL BOARDS TEMPERATURE-CYCLED AND BURNED-IN DURING MEMORY DIAGNOSTICS 

CIRCLE 167 



Small- to mid-siled PC 
A modular programmable controller 
system supports 256 points of discrete 8-
and 16-point 110 in any combination, 
and can update 16 registers or analog 110 

variables with each scan. In high speed 
CMOS RAM, the 884 stores programs for 
over 20Q0 nodes of relay ladder logic; 
separately, it provides over 1000 regis
ters and 1024 on/ off variables. Indi
vidual microprocessors are dedicated tb 
logic programs, high speed communica
tions between the 884 and 110 modules, 
and communications between the 884 
and external devices. Gould Inc, 
Modicon Programmable Control Div, 
PO Box 83-SVS, Andover, MA 01810. 
Circle 412 

Micro in front-removable chassis 
Suited to applications invoiving data 
acquisition, factory and office automa
tion, and automatic test equipment, the 
Diskstor M-2 Multibus-compatible 
microcomputer includes a. 10-MHz, 
16-bit 8086 processor, 128K bytes of 
memory, serial and parallel interface 
ports, and a dual, .double-sided floppy
disk drive. Cast-aluminum front bezel 
pops off for easy access to the 8-slot 
Multibus card cage. To facilitate mainte
nance, the entire chassis assembly can be 
removed from the front. Three fans in a 
push/pull configuration provide 
cooling, and a 200-W switching power 
supply furnishes system power. The unit 
costs $8590. Com.ark Corp, 257 Crescent 
St, Waltham, MA 02i54. 
Circle 413 

Data acquisition subsystem 
AUTO-GA!~ TAC-CAT intelligent sub
system acquires remote analog data and 
measures voltage, current, resistance, 
and thermocouple inputs. Optical cou
pling and individual channel relay 
switching provide 250-V peak isolation, 
input-to-input, and input-to-ground. 
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Self-calibrating features and V/ F mea
surement technique yield 6-digit pre
cision. Subsystem has Z80 processor and 
resident firmware for independent oper
ation via attached CRT terminal. Contin
uous memory scanning allows immediate 
access to data and limit checking . 
lthaco, Inc, PO Box 6437, Ithaca, 
NY 14850. 
Circle 414 

Semicustom automation system 
The 2200 series controller provides mo
tion, process, and programmable con
trol in a single system. It has a 32-bit 
NS16032 microprocessor, double Euro
card CPU module format, and DIN 

pin/ socket connectors, and can accom
modate a 64K-byte mix of RAM, EPROM, 

and EEPROM. Any combination of 3 axes 
of open- or closed-loop stepper, or 
ac/ dc servo can be controlled by the 
Axis Control Interface (AC!). The AC! 

also provides 24 110 channels for system 
interfacing . A single-processor system 
can control up to 12 axes of high perfor
mance motion. Available as modules or 
as packaged control systems with soft
ware, power supply, and cooling fan 
filter, series costs $2100 to $2700. 
Modular Systems Research, 1665 E 18th 
St, Tucson, AZ 85719. 

Circle 415 

Unit operations controllers 
Redundancy in Provox®is available for 
batch processing that requires a fault
tolerant control scheme. One online and 
1 standby control unit came in the unit 
operations controller, the heart of the 
distributed batch control system. When 
active unit fails, control automatically 
switches to standby unit on an exception 
basis, without interrupting the batch 
process. Data transfer is handled as a 
parallel task. The redundant control unit 
connects to both primary and redundant 
data highways. Fisher Controls Interna
tional, Inc, Marshalltown, IA 50158. 
Circle 416 

68000 based S· 1 oo processor board 

The 68000-P processor board has an 
8-MHz MC6800L and can optionally go to 
12 MHz. It addresses 16M bytes of RAM. 

In addition, it features three 16-bit inter
val timers for use as watchdog or task 
switching timers in multitasking environ
ments . . Board accommodates SK ROM 
and is supplied with a Forth based mon
itor . It features full 24-bit address space, 
16-bit data transfers, and 8 vectored 
interrupt lines. The std 256 110 mapped 
ports and extended 64K of 110 mapped 
ports are supported. Extended vectored 
ID interrupt is available as jumper 
option. Price range for the 8-MHz ver
sion is $349 to $695. Inner Access Corp, 
PO Box 888, Belmont, CA 94002. 
Circle 417 

o~Tirnxirnm~~~rnuom~ 
® [pffi(lliGIUJaJO~al 
Flat ribbon cable accessories 
Color coded cable plugs in 8- to 64-pin 
conductor sizes are available in single- or 
double-end versions with a female 
socket or a male plug on 1 or more ends. 
All cable plugs come in twisted pair or as 
flat ribbon cable, with 26 Awa, PVC in
sulation. All connections are hand 
soldered, encapsulated, and lOOOJo tested 
for continuity and shorts. Cable can exit 
from top, side, or end of plugs. Nylon 
male plugs are UL 94V-O with gold-plated 
brass terminals. Female sockets have 
precision machined . lead sockets with 
heavy 4-finger gold-plated inner con
tacts. Samtec, Inc, PO Box 1147, New 
Albany, IN 47150. 

Circle 418 



The Premier 
Computer Graphics Conference 

July 25-29, 1983 
Detroit, Michigan 

The Tenth Annual Conference 
on Computer Graphics 
and Interactive Techniques 

Sponsored by the Association 
for Computing Machinery's 
Special Interest Group on Com
puter Graphics in cooperation 
with the Engineering Society of 
Detroit, the IEEE Technical 
Committee on Computer 
Graphics and Eurographics. 

Prepare for the technologically 
challenging years ahead. Plan 
now to attend the educational 
courses, technical program and 
exhibition at SIGGRAPH '83. 

SIGGRAPH '83 .... today's most 
comprehensive computer 
graphics conference. 

Return the coupon for a 
SIGGRAPH '83 preliminary pro
gram containing complete infor
mation and registration forms. 
(Members of ACM/SIGGRAPH , 
Engineering Society of Detroit, 
IEEE Technical Committee on 
Computer Graphics and 
Eurographics automatically will 
receive the preliminary program 
in late April.) 

Please send me the SIGGRAPH '83 preliminary program! K 

Name: ______________________ ~ 

City, State, Zip : ----- -------------

Return form to: SIGGRAPH '83 
Conference Office, 111 East Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60601 

CIRCLE 168 



Our list can 
help you do the 
other things you 
have on your list. 
Such as fix the car 
... check on social 
.security ... start the 
diet ... find out about 
the loan ... 

..--l *" w4iii ~ 
.. ·.:.·.~.·.~.~.:.·.~.·.~.·.:.~.·.·.·.·.~.·.·.·.:.· ... ·.:.:.·.:.~.·.~.:.·.:.·.~.·.·.·.~.· ... ·.: .. ·.:.·.:.·.:.·.·.~.~.:.·.~.·.:.·.~.·. .·:·:·:·::.;.:.::::·'.·'. '.·'.·'.·'.:-'.·'.·'.·'. -:::::::.:: :::::::~:::::::::::::·:: .:::::::.:::'.:'.:'.: 

Our list is the 

--~l%t <> Consumer 
Information 

Catalog 

Consumer Information kW .\'.\:}{ 

Catalog. And it's free. 
So are many Of the more %.·•.\.'..~.• :::::: ·-········::.···· -:-:·>'.:-:· :::: .·>'. .·'.:'.:'.::::::::::::.;.:·:: 

::::;::::::::::: ·'.·.·. :::;:::::\::::: ;'.·:::::~:;:.;: .:::- ;:::: ;{:\}?~\:::::· 

than 200 government \\% ... f 0!t\tL~t1 i~ ;; ;\gt· 
booklets in the Catalog. '::·:~'"'.:'.\'. <<::::/ :::.::::y::.::•:· >o:::::·'.:'.o:/:::•:···· 

Booklets on employment,· 
health, safety, nutrition, 
housing, government pro
grams, and lots of ways you 
can save money. 

The Consumer Information 
Center of the U.S. General 
Services Administration pub
lishes the Catalog quarterly to bring you the most 
up-to-date word. 

So to shorten your list, send for the free Consumer 
Information Catalog. It's the thing to do. 

Just send us a postcard or letter with your name 
and address. Write: 

Consumer Information Center 
Dept.PA 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009 

t;a,. U.S. General Services Administration 
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64-pin ZIF socket 

An addition to the Pro-Zif 0-insertion 
force family features a center lever that 
requires no tools for opening/ closing of 
contacts. The IC is inserted easily into 
socket body and held in place by rotat
ing the lever 90° to its lock position. 
Single-facewipe contacts on 0.9 " 
(2.3-cm) centers, beryllium copper con
tacts plated with 30 µn of select gold or 
50 µn of tin are provided. Socket meets 
MJL-S-83734 and is molded of glass rein
forced UL94V-O polyester. The 64-lead 
Pro-Zif costs $2;80 each in !Ok lots. 
Wells Electronics, Inc, 1701 S Main St, 
South Bend, IN 46613. 
Circle 419 

RFI shielded bus cables 
Six connectorized bus cable assemblies 
feature double-shielded cable, plus 
added shielding around inner layers to 
minimize crosstalk between control and 
data lines. The 488 series assemblies have 
reduced overall rfi levels to meet or sur
pass MIL-STD-461A, VDE 0871, and VDE 0875 . 

Typ cable capacitance is 120 to 130 
pF/ m. The cables are terminated with 
24-contact Amphenol 57 series rack and 
panel connectors. Features include die
cast nickel plated aluminum shell that 
resists corrosion, provides added 
shielding, and has an overlapped seam 
for enhanced ground/ shielding. Price 
range is $35 to $97 . Amphenol, div of 
Allied Electronic Components Co, 2122 
York Rd, Oak Brook, IL 60521. 

Circle 420 



Data link 

M25 data link transmits digital data at 
rates from de to a min of 25M bps with a 
10 - 9 BER. With a 16-dB system loss 
budget, transmission lengths greater 
than 2 km can be obtained. The system 
can simultaneously transmit an analog 
signal up to 10 kHz. Two connector 
systems are available, including Augat 's 
osc designed to the proposed EIA stan
dards. Price for the data link, without 
cables, is $259 in 100 lots . Augat Inc, 
Interconnection Systems Div, 40 Perry 
Ave, PO Box 1037, Attleboro, MA 
02703. Circle 421 

Reverse DIN connector 
System with 2-piece connectors 
eliminates PCB gold fingers and allows 
easy backpanel access. Male pin on 
backplane has compliant pressfit ter
mination with wirewrap tail. Female 
socket connector mounts on the 
daughterboard and has right-angle DIP 
solder tails . Both connectors have com
pliant contact section that seats in the 
hole of a PCB or a plastic insulator for 
metal backplanes, with an 8-lb (4-kg) 
min pushout force. Eurocard/ DIN com
patible packaging is available. Stanford 
Applied Engineering, Inc, 3520 De La 
Cruz Blvd, Santa Clara, CA 95050. 
Circle 422 

Shielded planar cable 
The X40163 cable on 0 .100 11 (2 .54-mm) 
center spacings and X8833 on 0. 156 11 

(3 . 96-mm) centers consists of 
polyethylene-insulated signal conductors 
separated and shielded by a conductive 
polymer layer . Polymer adheres to an 
uninsulated drain conductor that 
grounds the shield. A layer of PVC coats 
the outside . Cable can be mass termi
nated in mes. The 0.100" cable accom
modates 28, 26, and 24 AWG and is avail
able in 2 to 36 conductor positions . The 
0.156 11 cable accepts 26, 24, and 22 AWG 
and can be supplied with 2 to 24 con
ductors . Molex Inc, 2222 Wellington 0 , 
Lisle, IL 60532. Circle 423 

Interactive graphics tablet 
The HP 17623A interactive graphics tablet 
for the HP 2627A color graphics terminal 
uses a stylus instead of the terminal's ar
row keys for quick graphics develop
ment. An Enter Point key improves 
digitizing accuracy by entering the point 
without need to apply pen pressure. An 
Invert Axes button rotates the tablet 's 
coordinate system for left-handed use . 
Specialized symbols, chars, program 
controls, and electronic mail functions 
can be selected from menus in the tablet 
or from the terminal's display . Pixel 
resolution is 2048 x 1560 within a 295- x 
217-mm active digitizing area. Hewlett
Packard Co, 1820 Embarcadero Rd , 
Palo Alto, CA 94303. 
Circle 424 

CP/M workstation for Burroughs 
MTS 183 CP/ M based workstation contains 
a Burroughs compatible terminal, com
puter with dual mini-diskette drives, 
application and utility programs with 
software documentation, and all re
quired cables/ peripherals. Std software 
includes CP/M version 2.2, WordStar, 
LogiCalc, Correct-It, Pilot, Personal 
Pearl Database Manager, and 2 versions 
of BASIC. Also provided is a utility to 
transfer files between the workstation 
and its host. Programmable function 
keys, addressable printer port, built-in 
daisy chaining, and a selectable TOI in
terface are also featured. Micro-West 
Terminal Systems, Inc, 1473 S 1100 
East, Salt Lake City, UT 84105. 

Large screen smart terminal 

The model 4116A computer display ter
minal features a 25 11 (635-mm) direct 
view bistable storage tube, 4096 x 3120 
viewable resolution, and finely etched 
10-mil wide vectors. Over 15k alpha
numeric chars can be displayed simul
taneously. Local intelligence retains 
picture segments or graphic primitives as 
a unit in local memory to be redrawn or 
manipulated at any time. Eight user pro
grammable function keys are available. 
Two-dimensional transforms locally 
translate, rotate, and scale picture 
segments. Host communication trans
mission speed is 50 to 19k bps. 
Tektronix, Inc, PO Box 500, Beaverton, 
OR 97077. Circle 426 

IBM 3279 compatible color printer 
The ACT-I can produce an 8.5 11 x ll 11 

(21.6- x 28-cm) image on plain paper in 
1.5 min. No software is required to oper
ate the printer from the IBM terminal; 
pressing a pushbutton on the ACT-I 
results in printout of a displayed image. 
Printer resolution is 85 dots/in vertical 
and up to 140 dots/ in horizontal. The 
printer can produce 125 shades, including 
7 solid colors. Yellow, cyan, and magenta 
inks are supplied in a single cartridge. 
Advanced Color Technology, 21 Alpha 
Rd, Chelmsford, MA 01824. 
Circle 427 

Hi-res color graphics terminal 
Model 802 provides a 19 11 (48-cm) 
diagonal color CRT screen with display 
capabilities of 48 lines x 80 chars. Any 
combination of 8 available colors can be 
selected for foreground/background 
use. There are 64 ASCII uppercase chars; 
64 additional chars can include the 
32-char ASCII lowercase set and/ or 
graphic symbols. Graphic X-Y point 
plotting modes provide display point 
plots, bar graphs, and vector plotting on 
a 160 x 192 grid . Single-unit price is 
$3950. Telpar Inc, 4132 Billy l'ylitchell 

Circle 425 Rd, Addison, TX 75001. Circle 428 
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Fast response lightpen 

Featuring stainless steel body with black 
anodized aluminum tip and tail, the 
Model 230 SB lightpen has a life expectancy 
of 3M operations. Push-button actuation 
requires less than 6 oz (0.2 kg) of pres
sure. The pen is designed specifically for 
use in moderate (2- to 20-ft-L) illumina
tion; response to a 2-ft-L input is less 
than 0.5 µ.s. Self-contained unit operates 
from a single 5-V source and provides 
TTL-compatible outputs; power con
sumption is less than 100 mW. Inter
active Computer Products, Inc, 831 
S Douglas St, El Segundo, CA 90245. 
Circle 429 

Voice-recognition subsystem 
Making speech input available as an 
add-on option for most ASCII terminals, 
model SYS300 voice recognition sub
system has a 100-word vocabulary and
better than 990Jo accuracy. When 
inserted in the RS-232-C line connecting a 
terminal and host computer, it trans
forms spoken words into ASCII strings, 
which appear to the host as if they were 
generated via the terminal's keyboard. 
Thus, application software need not be 
altered to work with the voice input unit. 
SYS3oo-resident firmware allows users to 
define vocabularies without host pro
gramming. Single-unit price is $1995. 
Interstate Electronics Corp, 1001 E Ball 
Rd, PO Box 3117, Anaheim, CA 92803. 
Circle 430 

Color graphics system 
System 1soo Multi-Station with 32-bit 
parallel interface for IBM, Perkin-Elmer, 
and DEC processors controls 1 to 4 work
stations running CAD/CAM, signal pro
cessing, simulation, and mapping 
applications. Raster-scan CRT has 1024 x 
1024 resolution, and supports 3-D 
graphics with rotation, scaling, and 
translation. Multiple viewports can be 
defined and transformed images clipped 
to boundaries in real time. With commu
nication controller, the system supports 
64 workstations up to 2 mi from host, at 
communication rates to 1.544M bps. 
Spectragraphics Corp, 10260 Sorrento 
Valley Rd, San Diego, CA 92121. 
Circle 431 
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Optical mouse for IBM PC 
Designed to operate with virtually all 
software packages that run on the IBM 
Personal Computer, PC Mouse inter
faces via a single RS-232 port without 
hardware or software modifications . 
The mouse controls CRT cursor position 
by optically counting grid lines printed 
on an aluminum "mouse pad" as the 
unit moves over the pad. Three mouse
mounted pushbuttons issue nine com
mands; each command translates into a 
15-keystroke (max) sequence. PC Mouse 
costs $332. An optional $40 Mouse
Window package facilitates software 
development. Mouse Systems Corp, 
2336H Walsh Ave, Santa Clara, CA 
95051. 
Circle 432 

14 " color graphics terminal 

Designed for process control applica
tions, Model VTC 8001 is equipped with a 
high resolution, flicker-free CRT. The 
terminal has an adjustable viewing angle 
and low profile, detachable keyboard. It 
can simultaneously display 8 colors from 
a 256-color palette. An RS-232-C or 
20-mA current loop port interfaces the 
terminal to a host computer; an addi
tional RS-232-C port drives a color 
graphics dot matrix printer. Options 
include a 20 11 (51-cm) CRT, RGB output, 
Centronics-compatible parallel inter
face, 21 soft keys, a nonglare dark glass 
CRT, and a speech synthesizer. Single
quantity price is $2960. Datagraph, Inc, 
2 West St, Weymouth, MA 02190. 
Circle 433 

June Preview
Watch for a major 
staff-written review 
on nonvolatile 
semiconductor 
memories. 

Joystick micropositioners 

The AMP-I and AMP-IA series joystick 
micropositioners provide a 0.5 11 (1.3-cm) 
true linear Z motion of probes, with no 
corrective positioning needed between 
scan and contact. One-mil positioning in 
the X-Y plane is possible anywhere 
within a 0.5 11 diameter circle. Probe tip 
moves in the same direction as the joy
stick. Both units accept the full line of 
Alessi's probe arms and probe tips . 
Delrin ball joints provide smooth , 
resistance free movement. Instant exten
sion/ retraction . of probe arms by 1.5 11 

(3.8 cm) is possible. The AMP-IA has a 
0.75 11 (1.91-cm) shorter base for nar
rower probe platens. Alessi Industries, 
Inc, 3195-C Airport Loop Dr, Costa 
Mesa, CA 92626. Circle 434 

High resolution lightpen 
DTl70M lightpen features high resolution 
over a wide range of screen intensities, 
under 250-ns response time, high noise 
immunity, and std push tip . The light
pen works with black and white or color 
CRTS, and comes std with a 9 ' (3-m) coil 
cord and modular connector. Selling for 
under $60 in OEM quantities, the pen 
makes data entry to menu-driven pro
grams in conjunction with, or indepen
dent of, keyboard entry. Customized 
output configuration, sensitivity, cord 
length, and connector types are avail
able . Design Technology, 7760 Vickers 
St, San Diego , CA 92111. 
Circle 435 

Mouse interface to terminals 
Universal MU-2 interfaces a mouse cursor 
to any computer terminal or personal 
workstation. The intelligent interface 
allows direct, usable displacement data 
to be programmed and sent to host or 
terminal. On-demand or on-motion 
transmission modes can be profiled; 
transmission can be turned on or off 
under program control. Data format can 
simulate cursor position control signals 
or cursor key commands. Random 
Access, Inc, 246 Highland Rd, Pitts
burgh, PA 15235. Circle 436 



y 
and more 

9000 sletus 
go over irbooks 

a year. 
Some magazines, we're sorry to say, keep their 

readers undercover. They steadfastly refuse to let BPA 
(Business Publications Audit of Circulation, Inc.) or any 

· other independent, not-for-profit organization audit their 
circulation records. 

On the other hand, over 900 publications (like this 
one) belong to BPA. Once a year, BPA auditors examine 
and verify the accuracy of our circulation records. 

This audit provides the name, company, industry and 
job title of every reader each publication reaches. The 
information helps advertisers to determine if they are 
saying the right thing to the right people in the right place. 

It also helps somebody else important: you. Because 
the more a publication and its advertisers know about you, 
the better they can provide you with articles and 
advertisements that meet your informational needs. 

BPA. For readers it stands for meaningful information. 
For advertisers it stands for meaningful readers. Business 
Publications Audit of Circulation, Inc. Wfi9n A 
360 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10010. V I rt-\ 

\\e count, so your ads wilL 



LITERATURE 

Power supply catalog 
Technical data and dimensional drawings 
profile 15- to 500-W open/enclosed 
frame linear supplies, 80- to 220-W open 
frame switching power, 50- to 1500-W 
submodular switching supplies, 300-W 
de-de converters, and power supply test 
equipment. ACDC Electronics, Ocean
side, Calif. 
Circle 438 

Realtime visual analysis 
Bulletin contains technical/operational 
specs for ERMAc® 2500 series machine 
vision systems. Everett/Charles Auto
mation Systems, Pomona, Calif. 
Circle 439 

Power supplies 
Detailed specs, schematics, bonding dia
grams, and packaging information high
light DACs, ADCS, precision op amps and 
voltage references, analog switches/ 
multiplexers, dual transistors, and spe
cial functions. Micro Power Systems, 
Inc, Santa Clara, Calif. 
Circle 440 

5-V-only EEROM 
Application note describes model 5213 
16K chip, touching on device operation, 
system design considerations, and sample 
system implementations. Figures and 
text illustrate cell, endurance 
characteristics, evolution to higher den
sities, operating characteristics during 
write/erase, etc. Seeq Technology, Inc, 
San Jose, Calif. 
Circle 441 

Industrial control packages 
Folder covers RacPac 8/12 rackmount 
enclosures, and how 1872+ basic module 
and 180+ modular components can be 
used in harsh data acquisition and con
trol environments. Xycom, Inc, Saline, 
Mich. 
Circle 442 

VLSI microcircuits 
Brochure highlights microprogram
mable NCR/32 family chips, which offer 
features like 16M-byte OMA, 32-bit 
binary integer precision, and 32-bit 
register to register addition in one 
machine cycle. NCR Corp, Dayton, 
Ohio. 
Circle 443 

Engineering minicomputer 
Bulletin presents design, features, and 
capabilities of MC-500 32-bit multi
processor based machine, focusing on 
computing and data acquisition perfor
mance. MASSCOMP, Littleton, Mass. 
Circle 444 
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Test and measurement 
Catalog specifies instruments and acces
sories such as waveform analyzers, de 
voltage/ current standards, DMMS, 
capacitance/ temperature meters, probes, 
and power supplies . Data Precision, Div 
of Analogic Corp, Danvers, Mass. 
Circle 445 

Autocatalytic nickel plating 
Brochure describes Niklad systems, 
which chemically deposit nickel
phosphorus or nickel-boron without 
external power source; uniform coating 
offers a wide range of deposit properties 
and meets MIL-C-26074 requirements for 
nickel-phosphorus. Witco Chemical 
Corp, Allied-Kelite Div, Des Plaines, Ill. 
Circle 446 

Ultraminiature de-de converters 
Data sheets specify 100 series 15- to 50-W 
regulated units featuring wide input 
voltage range, 6-sided electrostatic 
shielding, and very low output noise; 
also covered are 800 and 900 series 5- and 
10-W units and 400 series 1- and 2-W 
units. Power General, Canton, Mass. 
Circle 447 

Membrane switch design 
Liberally illustrated design guide 
explains membrane switch concept and 
manufacturing , and gives comprehen
sive specs for electrical and mechanical 
connections; glossary of terms is included. 
Request on company letterhead from 
Sheldahl, Inc, Northfield, MN 55057. 

vnoo compatible display terminal 
Brochure introduces Concept A VT ter
minal; complete specs and schematic art 
detail the 132-column, ANSI-standard 
model from applications developer and 
interactive user standpoints. Human 
Designed Systems, Inc, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Circle 448 

Synchro converters and encoders 
Data book examines synchro converters, 
displays, and absolute encoders for 
synchro/ resolver or shaft interfacing 
requirements; digital angle and metric to 
English conversion charts are included. 
Computer Conversions Corp, East 
Northport, NY. 
Circle 449 

Floating point array processor 
Brochure outlines AP500 hardware/ 
software design, specs, and system 
configurations; three operational 
modes-attached, independent, and 
coprocessor-are described for a variety 
of high speed applications. Analogic 
Corp, Wakefield, Mass. 
Circle 450 

Custom membrane keyboards 
Booklet discusses capabilities of custom 
keyboards and sets forth technical infor
mation comprising membrane types, 
typical specs, keyboard construction, 
conductive circuitry, graphic overlays, 
shielding, and special features . SMK 
Electronics Corp, Placentia, Calif. 
Circle 451 

Bar-code data entry system 
Application note "Elements of a Bar
Code System" examines symbology, 
media, printer, operator, scanner, 
decoder, and principal criteria in code 
selection; an analytical technique for 
evaluating system errors and deter
mining the decodability of a bar-code 
symbol is included, along with bar-code 
standardization references. Hewlett
Packard Co, Palo Alto, Calif. 
Circle 452 

Low horsepower de motors 
Tear sheet gives an overview of per
manent magnet motors in industrial 
applications; motors come in 1/ 8 to 2 hp 
and operate at 1150 to 3250 rpm; they 
are furnishep with ODP, TENV, or TEFC 
enclosures, and class F insulation . 
Reliance Electric Co, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Circle 453 

Capacitor guide 
Catalog gives performance and electrical 
specs and reviews selection criteria for 
typical applications; types covered 
include metallized polycarbonate dielec
tric, metallized polypropylene, metal
lized polyester, polyester dielectric , 
polystyrene dielectric, and polyester 
dielectric RC network. TRW Capacitor 
Div, Ogallala, Neb. 
Circle 454 

Bipolar programmable power 
Pamphlet profiles Bop series 100-, 200-, 
and 400-W, 4-quadrant power supplies, 
which accept plug-in digital Bit interface 
card that provides parallel data or 
IEEE 488 control; panel-mounted mode 
selector switch gives full programmable 
control over both voltage and current. 
Kepco, Inc, Flushing, NY. 
Circle 455 

D-subminiature connectors 
Product guide cross references major 
manufacturers with military parts 
numbers and examines original o-o•, 
Frugal D-FD•, Norman D-8634, MIL-C-24308 
solder-D•M, combination layouts-o•Mw, 
and MIL-C-24308 crimp-s•MA, along with 
8630 series accessories. Souriau Inc, sub 
of Souriau & Cie, Valencia, Calif. 
Circle 456 



THE HUGHES STORY CONTINUES ... 

STORY. 

Our story begins with you. 
Your talent. Your skills. Your 
career and Hughes Electro
Optical and Data Systems Group. 

Hughes has gone far 
beyond man's ability to see. 
Today's A-6E TRAM Detecting 
and Ranging Set is the world's 
first fully integrated day/night 
attack system. From heat radiated 
by objects in view, it forms images 
on cockpit screens that are tele
vision-like quality even in bad 
weather. 

Hughes people continue to 
expand the frontiers of electro
optical sensors and fire control 
systems for airborne, 'Surface and 
space applications; tactical and 

high-energy laser systems; and 
aerospace computers, signal and 
data processors, and software 
systems. 

With over 1 ,500 varied pro
jects company-wide, Hughes 
offers challenge and technolog
ical growth. 

If you'd like to be part of a 
story that's still unfolding, write 
yourself in. 
Send your resume to: 

Hughes Electro-Optical 
& Data Systems 

P.O. Box 913, E9/W101, 
Dept. DC-5 
El Segundo, CA 90245 

Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required 
Equal Opportunity Employer 

Current openings: 

Image Processing Engineers 
Component Application 

Engineers 
Circuit Design Engineers 
Test Engineers 
Material/Process Application 

Engineers 
Thermal Systems Engineers 
Electro-Optical Systems 

Engineers 
Failure Analysis Engineers 
Systems Analysts 
Project Engineers 
Servo Control Engineers 
LSI Design/Test Engineers 

Creating a new world with electronics 
r------------------, 

WRITEYOURSELFIN. !HUGHES! 
I I 

L----------------- - J 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY Electro-Optical and Data Systems Group 
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INDUSTRIAL MODEL 
auv ra 2N 

$68.95 
WITH TIMER ANO 
SAFETY SWITCH 

0UVT8 2T 
$97.50 

INTELLIGENT 
PROGRAMMER 
STAND ALONE 

RS-232 
• RElLA!lE 
• EASYCOPY 

• USt:llffllENOlY 
PlllGRAMS 2508 2516 2532 2716 27C16 27C32 COMPMIBtf 

2732 2732A 2758 8748. 8749". 8748H llM PC. TllS.tll APPU CPM 
OPTIONAL MODULES 2564 2764 IT55A. 8741 FUl TUITRONICS MDS 

==~c:oi::=!:i~:ltOFOlllUf IMCS-48\ : :c~:ri.::w.::nlflJ.-:t=. .. m 'PROGRM1IMINif 

SOON TO BE; RELEASED PER~~~~f~~~tE 
PROMPR0-1 121K Version $619. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE $489.00 
LOGICAL D•VIC•S INC. 

781 W OAKLAND PARK Bll/O •FT LAUDERDALE FL 33311 

Phone Orders (305) 974-0967 • TWX: 510-955-9496 

CIRCLE 475 

LIKE NEW PRODUCTS 
For free catalog, 

phone toll-free (800)225-1008 
In Massachu.setts (61 7)938-0900 
GENSTAR· REI SALES COMPANY 

6307 DeSoto Ave, Suite J, 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367. 

CIRCLE 476 

Prototype QUICKLY and EASILY. 100% of 
Multibus interfacing circuitry included. 
20-bit Address, 8/16-bit Data. Delivery 
from stock. Multibus TM Intel corp, Model# 
PR BOA, Price : $355 each. ELECTRONIC 
SOLUTIONS, 5780 Chesapeake Ct, San 
Diego, CA 92123. Tel: Toll Free (800) 
854-7086, in CA (714) 292-0242, TLX 
910-335-1169 . 
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3276 PROTOCOL CONVERTER 
CLEO allows up to eight asynchronous 
ASCII terminals to communicate with a 
BSC port and may be multi-dropped with 
other cluster controllers from one port. 
CLEO may be local or remote over leased
line modems. ASCII terminals may be on
site or remote, over dedicated lines or dial
up. PHONE 1, INC., 461 N Mulford Rd, 
Rockford, Illinois 611 07 . Tel : (81 5) 
397-8110. 

MAGNETIC SHIELDS & 
MATERIALS 

CIRCLE 49.1 

Magnetic shields for storage, photomulti
plier and cathode ray tubes, ESCA, auger 
spectrometers, special applications. 
Design, engineering , production services. 
Materials available in sheets or coils for 
forming your own shields. Also preserver 
cases for magnetic tape. Catalog, 
Designer' s Reference MUSHIELD CORP, 
121 Madison St, Malden, MA 02148 . Tel: 
(617)321-4410. 

CIRCLE 477 

A COMPLETE LINE OF PANASONIC CARD 
READERS offers quality, versatility and 
excellent reliability . Optical Badge Readers 
in both vertical and horizontal versions. A 
durable Automatic Magnetic Card Reader. 
And a choice of compact, low-cost Manual 
Magnetic reader/writers . PANASONIC 
INDUSTRIAL COMPANY, Office Automa
tion Dept., One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, 
NJ 07094. Tel: (201 )348-5337. 

OPTICAL & MAGNETIC CARD 
READERS 

CIRCLE 480 

__ ;...____ ---
LOW COST ANALOG & DIGIT AL 1/0 
FOR DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL 
Requires no bus interfacing. Operates with 
any computer via RS-232·C/RS·423 at 
user selectable (300-9600) baud rate; 
completely transparent to host when idle. 
Easy to use comm.ands can be imple
mented in assembly or any high level 
language. FEATURES: 16 Analog inputs 
(. 1, 1, 1 OV Ranges) 12-bit res . • Auto
range or Programmable • 2 Analog out
puts ( 1 2-bit res.) • 8 Digital inputs & 8 
Digital Outputs (expandable to 40 lines 
total) • Local Data Storage ( 1 600 
Measurements) • Real Time Clock • AC 
P!)wer Supply. PRIC.ES from $995. (Qty 1) 
Board Level. $ 1895. (Qty 1) Rackmourit 
or Tabletop Configuration . SERIAL LAB 
PRODUCTS INC, PO Box 766, Marlboro, 
MA01750. Tel: (617) 481-1684 .. 

CIR.CLE 492 

6800 MPU, serial 1/0, parallel 1/0, RAM, 
EROM, 44-pin 4 Y2" x 6 Y." PCB. 
EXPANSION MODULES 
RAM, ROM, CMOS RAM/battery, analog 
1/0, parallel 1/0, counter/timer •. 488 GPIB, 
EROM programmer, power fail detect/ 
power on reset. • 100 piece price, model 
MCL11. WINTEK CORP., 1801 South 
Street, . Lafayette, IN 4 7904. Tel: (31 7) 
742-8428 

CIRCLE 478 

C76 HYBRID 1/ 0 INTERFACE SYSTEM 

"'c"i •r 1111 ~•occn 
If I • ~ Cll-T• llLHD 

l l" LI S• llC•U, 

'll·IH Utl 
1111-Hll u c 

llC.) f--"'~'-->-i 

l11£0' 
( HLAIS. • 111111$, 

s~\'cN•o/:1s, 

C76 Series Solid State DIP 1/0 ™ Modules 
are designed for use in computerized con
trol systems for nois.e-free isolated inter
facing of computer logic elements to harsh 
industrial environments. Modules employ 
custom microcircuits in a TO- 1 1 6 DIP. 
Low "Per-point" cost. Meets VOE spacing 
and voltage requirements. Features CMOS 
and TTL compatibility , optical isolation, 
high noise immunity and ari ENABLE func
tion on input modules. $ 7. 7 5 to $ 8 . 9 5 
(depending on function) at production 
quantities. TELEDYNE RELAYS, 12525 
Daphne Ave , Hawthorne, CA .90250. Tel : 
(203) 777-0077. CIRCLE 481 



ONLY RCA GIVES YOU SO MUCH 
DATA TERMINAL FOR $255. * . 
VP3501 terminal (shown) has built-in RF 
modulator, 300 baud direct-connect 
modem. Works with standard TV or moni
tor. VP3303 terminal has video/audio out
put; RF modulator; RS232C and 20mA 
current loop interfaces. VP3301 same, 
without RF modulator. Color-locking cir
cuitry for sharp graphics; 20/40 character 
formats; resident and programmable char
acter set. *OEM quantity price, VP3301. 
RCA MICROCOMPUTER MARKETING, 
Lancaster, PA 17604. Tel : (800) 
233-0094. In PA, (717) 393-0446 . 

CIRCLE ~82 

LIQUIDATION 

SHUGART 
5 MEG 
FIXED 
DISK DRIVE 

Unused Shugart 8" SA1002 5 .3 Mega
byte hard disk drives ·available for $ 380 
each in their original shipping cartons . Con
troller for this drive (WO 1001-85) $3.50. 
Call LIQUIDATORS at 803-877-9828 or 
send check or money order to 1 05 S, Main 
Street, Greer, SC 29651. 

MICRO-LOGIC 
LOGIC DESIGN AND 

SIMULATION SOFTWARE 

MICRO-LOGIC DIAGRAM 
. ~1. - - -

:! • 

:1'. 
;~ -=----=---~ 
~h . ... ~ l .~ 

MICRO-LOGIC TIMING SIMULATION 
Tired of tr ial & error circu it design? Analyze and debug your 
designs before you build them. With MICRO-LOGIC you 
simply sketch a logic diagr.am on the CRT scr8E7n and run'! 
timing simulat ion. Your logic network may contain AND, OR, 
NANO, NOR, EX-OR, 0 , T, JK fLIP FLOPS and powerful 
USER-DEFINED 16 PIN MACRO FUNCTIONS. Includes on
screen editors for NETWORKS-MACROS, GATES, CLOCK 
WAVEFORMS and DATA CHANNELS. MICRO-LOGIC is 
available for the IBM PC and APPLE II computers. A non· 
graphics vers ion is available for CP/M systems. Price is 
$450.00. Evaluation kit consisting ol MIC.RO-LOGIC 
instruction manual and demo diskette is $50.00. Write for free 
brochure. SPECTRUM SOFTWARE, 890 W. FREMONT 
AVENUE, SUITE C, SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA, 94087. 
!40ll 738-4387 . CIRCLE 488 

ASCII ENCODED KEYBOARDS 
FROM $56.* 
VP600 available with 58-key typewriter 
format (shown) and 16-key calculator key
pad; parallel or serial output. Unitized key
boards feature flexible membrane switches, 
contact-life rated over 1 0 million opera
tions; finger-positioning overlay, positive 
keypress, ·2-key rollover circuitry, 5V DC 
operation. Serial output modes: RS232C, 
20mA current loop and TTL. *OEM quan
tity price, VP601, parallel output. RCA 
MICROCOMPUTER MARKETING, Lan
caster." PA 17604. Tel : (800) 233-0094 . 

CIRCLE 483 

MAGNETIC SHIELDING 
The Lab Kit provides a wide variety of 
CO-NETIC and NETIC alloys, "plus a mag
netic · pickup probe to measure field 
strength and attenuation . Brochure 
includes complete design information for 
magnetic shields. $99.50. MAGNETIC 
SHIELD DIV, PERFECTION MICA CO, 740 
N Thomas Dr, Bensenville, IL 60106 . Tel : 
(312) 766-7800. CIRCLE 486 

DATA INTERFACE CONVERTERS 
FOR V.35 
DATAPROBE offers three types of V .35 
Data Interface Converters allowing inter
connection of RS232 to V.35 equipments. 
Two models allow V .35 Modems or Termi
nals to be connected to RS232 equipment. 
The third model is a V .35 Repeater with a 
tap to monitor all interchange signals at 
RS232 levels. The converters provide all 
Data, Timing and Control Signals at speeds 
of 56 KBD. LEDs monitor Data and Control 
Signals. DATAPROBE INC, 110 W Pali
sades Blvd, Palisades Par!<, NJ 07650. 
Tef: (201) 947-9500 CIRCLE 489 

RS232 or 8 BIT PARALLEL 
MINI CASSElTE SYSTEM 

• e Microprocessor Controlled 
e >iOOK Bytes Formatted/Tape 
e Variable Baud Rate (110-9600) 
e Error Rate 1 in 10 to the 9th 
e Small - 3" x 3.5" x 5" W/0 Case• 

21 OTHER CARTRIDGE. CASSETTE, FLOPPY 
SYSTEMS WITH STORAGE TO 12 MEGABYTES 
Basic Drive with R/W Electronics Start at $150 

ANALOG 8c DIGITAL PERIPHERALS INC 
81 5 Diana Drive 

il [,\~ Il Troy, Ohio 45373 
~ 513/339-2241 

<'. · > TWX 810/450-2685 
Branch Off: Oklahoma City OK - Factory: Yucca Valley.CA 
NCC @ BOOTH 55600 CIRCLE 484 

MODULAR JACK INTERCONNECT 
AND SWITCHING SYSTEMS 
DATAPROBE offers a wide variety of 
Modular jack Interconnect, Switching and 
Patching devices. These enable Telecom
munication Systems to be configured 
efficiently allowing for easy bridging, dis
tribution and re-arrangement . Available for 
RJ 11 and RJK45S Jacks and USOC RJ26X 
configurations in rack mounting and stand
alone distribution and AB · and ABC 
Switching Systems. DATAPROBE INC, 
11 0 W Palisades Blvd, Palisades Park, NJ 
07650. Tel : (201 l 947-9500 . 

. CIRCLE 487 

STD Bus/ZBO Based 
RS ·232C/Two Parallel I / O 
All the above and more on one 4-1/2 x 6-1/2 board! Up to 
BK EPROM (2K furnished) and 2K RAM, furnished . 
110-960Q baud sottware selectable wilh monitor program 
included. 1/0 connectors are on the board. Ideal for the 
heart of dedicated test sets or process controller's. Delivery 
of small quanlilies from stock. Use Visa, Mastercard or cor
porate purchase order. 

MS 1002 (2 MHZ) $28g.oo 
MS 1004 (4 MHZ) $314.00 
MS 2300 8 Channel Relay Board _ $195.00 
~ Quantity prices available 

"!.'4!15 E!!!~poration 
~ P.O. Box 9308 Shreveport, LA 71109 

Phone (318) &36-0563 CIRCLE 490 
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The Eyes Of The World Are On Us. 
We Have 10 Be BetterlM 

Better in the products we design and manufacture and 
in the way we assist you in product development, system 
integration and on-going service support. 

Better because we help you establish a high standard of 
excellence with respect to performance and reliability. 
Motorola displays consistently provide longer MTBF's by 
utilizing the latest engineering and quality technologies. 

Better because we manufacture displays in the largest 
U.S. plant fully dedicated to the task. Our people are 
committed to quality, and to on-time delivery. 

Better because Motorola provides total engineering 
support-from start to finish-from displays to 
complete terminals. 

Better because our worldwide sales and service organ
izations are professional and responsive . 

Whatever your display or OEM terminal needs may be: 
color, high resolution, high density, compact, economy 
or custom-Motorola has the best product, or can 

design and produce it in volume. Around the world, 
more Motorola CRT displays are in use than from any 
other domestic manufacturer. 

For further information write: Motorola Display Systems, 
Director of Sales and Distribution , 1299 E. Algonquin 
Road, Schaumburg, Illinois 60196. Call Toll Free 800/ 
528-6050, Ext. 3454. In Arizona 800/352-0458, Ext. 3454. 

Make Motorola your display or custom OEM terminal 
resource. With the eyes of the world on us, we have to 
be better ... For You! 

M OTOROLA INC. 
Display Systems 
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aLF 
IGH 

5~" 
Floppy Disk Drives 

TE A(i FD-55 n Series 
AT 15/a" HIGH, TEAC FD-55 SERIES 51/4'' FLOPPY DISK 

drives use half the space and run cool at half the 
power of conventional drives. High-reliability, low
noise brushless DC motors provide an MTBF of over 
10,000 hours, backed by a one-year parts and labor 
warranty. 

FD-SSA 
• 48tpi 
•40 track 
• 2SOKB 
• single side 

FD-SSB 
• 48tpi 
• 40 track 
• SOOKB 
• double side 

Power Requirements: 

FD-SSE 
• 96tpi 
• 80 track 
• SOOKB 
• single side 

DC +12V ±5% 0.3A typical, 0.7A max. 
DC+ 5V ±5% 0.5A typical, 0.7 A max. 

FD-SSF 
• 96tpi 
• 80 track 
•1MB 
• double side 

Phone, write or wire TEAC Corporation of America for 
complete technical data, price and delivery. 

TEAC corporation of America 
Industrial Products Division 
7733 Telegraph Road 
Montebello, CA 90640 
213/726-0303 

© 1982 TEAC Corp. 
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Dat,a Processing 
HarduJare & Sofiware 

Market Research Reports 
Frost & Sullivan has recently published 
analyses and forecasts of the following data 
processing industry segments: 

D 1160 Non-Intelligent Terminals 
(U.S.) 

Price $1,275 

D 1092 Automation Systems (U.S.) 
Price $1,275 

For free descriptive literature, including a 
detailed table of contents, check the above 
reports of interest. 

D Please call me I have questions about 
these reports 

Name & Title: --------------

Company: ---------------

Address: 

City: __________ State: ____ _ 

Zip: _______ Phone#: _______ _ 

Ill 
Frost & Sullivan 106 Fulton Street 
New York, New York 10038 (212) 233-1080 

New dimensions in 
data storage ... 

Techtran 
cassette/di sc 
recorders , stan
dard in the industry. 
They do what you want where you want it-fast. 
• High storage to 720K bytes per media 
• 110 to 19.2 K bytes with automatic file handling 
• Powerful text editor, character string search 
• Motor shutoff, programmable commands , self-test 
• Single and dual drive models 
• Desktop , rack and carrycase mounting 
• AC and battery power, RS232 I/ O's 
• Priced $995 to $2125 with liberal OEM discounts 
• Custom designs upon request 
Fully compatible to PBX, SMDR. programmable controllers. 
dataloggers, N/ C, data 
instruments, program ~ 

~osa~~~~~ -Call or write IECHTHAN 
INOU!liTRIE!li. INC 

200 Commerce Drive. Rochester, New York 14623 
Telephone (716) 334-9640 TWX 510-253-3246 
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II it 
Wasn't 

Important, 
We Wouldn't 

Ask You 
to Do It 

Every year, Computer Design's 90,000 subscribers fill in the 
most detailed qualification form required by any magazine in 
the world. Why? Because this form tells us who you are, 
where you are, what your functions are, what your company 
does and what you do. It tells us the kinds of projects you are 
working on, the kind of products you deal with, and where 
they are used. It becomes the starting point in planning our 
editorial program. 

The information you provide helps us to select the kinds of 
features, special reports and surveys that will be of immediate, 
practical use to designers of computer based systems. 

The other side of the coin is the value advertisers place 
on circulation as a major criterion in media selection. As 
everyone knows, the more advertising pages we carry, the 
more editorial pages we can provide to you without cost. The 
bottom line is a better magazine that can speak your special 
kind of technical language, page after page, issue after issue. 

COMPUTER DESlll 
PennWell Publishing Company, 
Advanced Technology Group 
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We invite comparison on tHe basis of quality, 
reliability and performance ... even though the 
comparison may seem unfair since the Houston 
Instrument C0MPL0T®costs much less than 
the competition. The competitive edge of the 
CPS-19 is based on solid design and meaningful 
capabilities. The end result is a highly cost 
effective 34.5" four-pen plotter that performs 
tirelessly and flawlessly on its owner's behalf. At 
its highly competitive price•, the Houston 
Instrument CPS-19 full-size plotter is thousands 
of dollars more affordable than others of 
comparable performance. 

The CPS-19 will continue its thrifty ways far 
beyond the time of initial purchase. For instance, 
the CPS-19 will plot unattended, delivering 
drawings of up to E size, without interruption, 
on through the night and into the dawn. Since 
p;::iper feed is contiruous you can generate drawings 
at a time that's right for you or your system, 
rather than being restricted by an '8-to-5' plotter. 

See us at the NCC Show, Booth 3810 

• U.S. Suggested Reta il 513.950 
"' Registered trademark of Houston Instrument. 

Finally, compare plot quality. The CPS-19 is an 
evolutionary stage beyond stepper-motor tech
nology. Rugged servo drives incorporate both 
position and velocity feedback loops to tightly 
control pen and paper movement. The result is 
curves drawn with grace and precision, and 
straight lines of unerring accuracy. 

For the name, address and phone number of 
your nearest representative, write Houston 
Instrument. 8500 Cameron Road, Austin, Texas 
78753. Phone 512-835-0900, or 1-800-531-5205 
if outside Texas. In Europe contact Bausch & 
Lomb Belgium NV., Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 
Gistel, Belgium. Tel 059-27-74-45. Tix 846-81399. 

BAUSCH & LOMB ~ 
houston instrument division 
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-- THE BEST HAS JUST 
BECOME THE BEST DEAL. 

, Ramtek's popular 6211 Colorgraphic 'Terminal is now 
just $4995~ This versatile desk-top unit is ideally 
suited for the majority of color graphic applications 

in CAD. science. business. and control systems. 
Rack mounted (without monitor). its even more 
of a value at just $3995. 

Need data terminal functions~·t&? The 
companion 6221 with full VT IOQ~_corpp~_tibility 
· rs priced at just $5995. Plus. a discount is -

available on 6211and6221 systems when 
b0 th a color Rrinter and 35 mm slide camera are 
pur.:cb_ased. 

The price of quality has never been lower Volume 
discounts are also available. For details. call our . 
office nearest you. Or. contact us at 2 211 Lawsm· 

Lane. Santa Clara. CA 95050. (408) 988~1044. ~- . 

I --1 
OUR EXPERIENCE SHOWS. }~• 

World Headquarters-Santa Clara, CA (408i 
988-2 211 European Offices-AmsterdaroJ.3 1) 

2968-5056: London (8956) 76211: Colog~ · · 
(2234) 78021 U.S. Offices-Dallas. TXtfl4 } · 

422-2200: Los Angeles. CA(714) 97~,.n s:l : 
Seattle. WA (206) 5 7 5-1600: Chicag t · -~ 

(312) 397-2279: Houston. TX(713" . 4.c; . 
2233: McLean, ,},(4,,"70318~2oi ;: · · ~ . 

Denver. CQ(lQ!l.,Q.94-0758: Cl e~ ' 
land . 0~~2"4-18~~ . ~ '; 

New York/Canada (716) 425-1742: 
New J~rsey(201) 238-2090: 

Florida (305) 645-0780: 
Boston. MA(617) 27 3-4590: 

. "Atlanta. GA(404) 252-5066. 


